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INTRODUCTION 

William Shakespeare (1564 AD – whenever he died) was well 
known for borrowing from existing literature when writing his 
plays. Romeo and Juliet is pretty much lifted entirely from Arthur 
Brooke’s poem “The Tragical History of Romeus and Juliet”: 
dude didn’t even change the names. And, as recent Shakespeare 
scholarship has established, the famed play William Shakespeare 
Presents: Hamlet! was lifted wholesale from the volume you are 
about to enjoy, To Be or Not To Be. 

To Be or Not To Be is both the earliest recorded example of 
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����ǲ�������������ǳ������ǡ����������������Ƥ���������������������
the then-newish English language that was kicking around of an 
adventure being chosen by YOU, the reader.

We’ve gone ahead and added illustrations, plus we’ve 
taken the liberty of marking with tiny Yorick skulls the choices 
Shakespeare himself made when he plagiarized this book back 
in olden times. They’re there in case you wish to put yourself in 
Shakespeare’s shoes, reading this book as he did, stealing plot 
elements wholesale, and classing up the language as he / you 
went / go. However, that is not the only way to read this book! 
Feel free to explore your other options, as each time you read this 
�����������������������ơ���������������ǡ�����������������ǯ��
read the book 3,001,181,439,094,525 times at which point the 
adventures will start to repeat and they’ll probably seem pretty 
familiar long before then anyway.

Now, take yourself back to History, when ghosts walked the 
Earth and nobody knew velociraptors were ever even a thing. 
Steel yourself to experience the magic of Shakespeare as it 
was meant to be experienced: in a non-deterministic narrative 
structure where you end up thinking maybe you made a wrong 
decision so you mark the pages you were just on so you can always 
���������������������ơ��������������������������������������
reason.

To be, or not to be: that is the adventure.

Ryan North
Noted Shakespeare Scholar / Enthusiast

�čĔĔĘĊ�ĞĔĚė�ĈčĆėĆĈęĊėǨ�Turn to page 4

�Ćēǡ�ĜčĆę�Ďċ���ďĚĘę�ėĊĆĉ�ęčĊ�ĆĈĐēĔĜđĊĉČĊĒĊēęĘ�
ĎēĘęĊĆĉǣ�turn to page 357
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Whoah, whoah, slow down there, cowboy! At the end of that 
last bit, you were supposed to make a choice, and then jump 
�������������������ƪ����������������Ǥ����������������������������
instructions, you just kept reading what came next like this is an 
ordinary book! THIS BOOK IS CRAZY INSANE; HOW ARE YOU 
EVEN ACTING LIKE THIS IS AN ORDINARY BOOK??

You die without even having chosen your character, THE 
���ǡ����������Ƥ�������������ǲ���������������������������������
sometime” out of 1000.

Dude! 
That’s not a very good score, I gotta say!!

THE END
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You have just been born! Congratulations, good work on that 
thing! Now SURPRISE, babies are boring, so we’re going to jump 
ahead in time to a point where you’re an adult and you’ve already 
lived a bunch of your life, but I promise most of what we’re 
skipping over was really dull. You ate a lot and slept a lot and 
made some friends, tears were shed, makeouts were totally had, 
���Ǥ����������������������������������ơǣ����������������ơ��������
now! 

So! Let’s begin, my friend!
Um...remind me again who you are?

�������ǫ She’s an awesome lady in her late 20s, with a calm, 
competent, and resourceful demeanour. She’s got a +1 bonus to 
science, but she’s also got a -1 weakness against water, so heads up!

������ǫ He’s an emo teen in his early 30s. Also, he’s the 
prince of Denmark. Hamlet has a +1 resistance to magic, but 
there’s no magic in this adventure, so this never gets mentioned 
again as of right...NOW.

HAMLET SR.? He’s the King of Denmark, 50 years old. He’s 
��������������Ƥ�������������������������������������������Ǥ����ǯ��
say...+1 to each? Look, bottom line: he’s an unstoppable machine 
of death, and should you choose to be him, you MAY experience 
kingly glory.

�đĆĞ�ĆĘ��ĕčĊđĎĆǣ�turn to page 46

�đĆĞ�ĆĘ��ĆĒđĊęǣ turn to page 22

�đĆĞ�ĆĘ��ĆĒđĊę��ėǤ�turn to page  596
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You look around and see Hamlet’s friend Horatio nearby. He 
looks like he’s freaking out.

“Hey,” you say. “Listen — Horatio, right? Listen, don’t freak 
out.”

He seems to freak out a little less. That’s good.
“Hey, when Hamlet wakes up, can you tell him my own 

brother murdered me?” you ask. “Tell him I’m looking for a little 
revenge.”

Horatio nods meekly. “If he doesn’t want to do it, then I’ll 
make sure to revenge you, Mr. Your Majesty’s Ghost, sir.”

ǲ����Ǯ���ǯ����Ƥ��ǡǳ��������ǡ�������������������������������
reassuring way. You look at Horatio for a moment. “Well — 
great,” you say. “Perfect.”

��������������������Ǥ����������������Ǥ�������ơ�������������
little.

ǲ��ǡ���ǡ�������������ǯ����ǡǳ��������Ǥ�ǲ����������Ƥ������������
���ǡ���ǡ�Ƥ������ǡ�������������ǯ���������������������������������Ǥǳ

You fade away in a shimmering light, certain that with 
Hamlet’s intensity and Horatio’s probable competence at actually 
achieving goals, you’ll be revenged in no time. What could 
possibly go wrong, right? Exactly. This is most assuredly 100% 
solved for real. 

It’s too bad you couldn’t stick around to watch the revenging 
go down, but you don’t make the rules. 

Hey! 
�����������ǯ������������Ƥ����������ǡ����������ǡ�����ǫ

Turn to page 425
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I don’t see an area!! here.
You have 5 turn(s) remaining.

�ĔĔĐǤǤǤĊēĈđĔĘĚėĊǫ�Turn to page 327 
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“O most pernicious woman!” you add, insulting not only 
Queen Gertrude — the woman your father adored, loved, and 
married — but also all women in general. 

SCIENCE CORNER: synonyms for “pernicious” include 
“noxious” and “pestilent,” and the word itself suggests that long-
term harm comes from being in contact with whatever it’s being 
used to describe.

Stay classy, Hamlet!!

�ĊĆěĊ�Ďę�ęčĊėĊ�Ćēĉ�ėĊęĚėē�ęĔ��ĔėĆęĎĔǣ turn to 
page 111
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You stare at the ghost intently and your brain shuts down, and 
you collapse, unconscious. Um, surprise?

You are now the ghost!
Before you is the unconscious body of your son, Hamlet. It 

������������������������������������������Ǥ����ǡ�����ǯ����Ƥ�������
what happened. There were a lot of balls lying around and 
Hamlet tripped on one too many of them. Maybe several. Bottom 
line: too many balls were DEFINITELY tripped, right here.

You expected more from your son than this. To be precise, you 
expected to be able to tell him that you were murdered by your 
brother, and that he should, oh I don’t know, revenge your death. 
Instead you’re staring at a dude you can’t even touch. You stick 
��Ƥ������������������ǯ������ǡ����������������������������������
his brain he’ll wake up? But brains don’t work that way, at least 
��������������������Ƥ���������������������������������������Ǥ�
�����������ǯ������������Ƥ����������ǡ��������������ǡ��������������
��Ƥ������������ǯ�������������Ǥ

�ĆĎę�ċĔė�čĎĒ�ęĔ�ĜĆĐĊ�Ěĕǣ turn to page 417

�ĊĊ�Ďċ�ęčĊėĊǯĘ�ĆēĞĔēĊ�ĊđĘĊ�ĞĔĚ�ĈĆē�ęĊđđ�ĆćĔĚę�ĞĔĚė�
ĒĚėĉĊėǣ turn to page 6
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The three of you and the author get to talking, and she’s really 
great. It turns out she’s Christina Marlowe, the author of The 
Murder of Gonzago: A “The Adventure Is Being Chosen by You” 
Story! Can You Murder Your Brother Gonzago and Then, Playing 
as Your Dead Brother’s Son, Murder Your Usurping Uncle? I Sure 
�������Ǣ��������	���������ͣ͠͠���ơ����������������������Ǥ

It’s one of your favourite books, and you tell her so, excitedly 
asking questions about characters and motivation and how she 
did that thing with the choices. 

While the four of you talk, Polonius walks into the room and 
tries to work his way into the conversation, but whatever, nobody 
here likes him. Christina doesn’t make any attempt to include 
him and that makes you love her even more.

You start quoting your favourite passage to her — it’s the bit 
from the back cover — and she takes over when you forget some 
of the words. It goes like this:

“You are still really mad that your dad was killed by his 
brother. You decide that you should murder him for revenge, and 
that, my friend, is a really good idea. Do you decide to wait to 
murder him?”

“No!!” shout you, Rosencrantz, and Guildenstern in unison. 
Christina smiles. Polonius mutters, “This is boring,” but nobody 
cares.

“Excellent. Then you sneak into his room at night and stab 
him in the neck. A huge fountain of blood erupts from his neck, 
under such pressure that it bursts through the ceiling and forms 
a glorious red geyser above the roof. Some kid walking by sees 
the geyser and says, ‘Whoah’ and while he’s saying the ‘oah’ part 
of ‘whoah,’ blood lands in his open mouth. It’s so awesome. You 
have earned 1000 points, and the ‘whoah’ kid also earned 50 
points.”

The three of you laugh and cheer and applaud, while 
Christina smiles politely and Polonius stands around with his 
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arms crossed. “Whatever, I wanted to wait before killing him,” he 
grumbles. 

Christina recited her book with such heartfelt emotion that 
you actually feel pretty bad about not murdering your own uncle 
yet.

Wait a minute, that gives you an idea!!


Ĕ�ĒĚėĉĊė�ĞĔĚė�ĚēĈđĊǣ�turn to page 195

�ēĘęĊĆĉ�Ĕċ�ĒĚėĉĊėĎēČ�ĞĔĚė�ĚēĈđĊǡ�ČĔ�ČėĆć�ĞĔĚė�
ĈĔĕĞ�Ĕċ�ęčĊ�ćĔĔĐǨ��čĊē�ĞĔĚ�ĈĆē�ČĊę�Ďę�ĘĎČēĊĉ�

Ćēĉ�ęčĊē�ĞĔĚ�ĈĆē�ĘĊĊ�Ďċ�ĞĔĚ�ĈĆē�ČĊę��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�ęĔ�ėĊĆĉ�Ďę�
Ćēĉ�ęčĊē�Ďċ�čĊ�ĈčĔĔĘĊĘ�ęčĊ�ǲĒĚėĉĊė�ĞĔĚė�ćėĔęčĊėǳ�
ĕĆęč�Ćēĉ�ęčĊē�Ďċ�čĊ�đĔĔĐĘ�ČĚĎđęĞǡ�ĞĔĚǯđđ�ĐēĔĜ�čĊ�ĉĎĉ�Ďę�
ĊěĊē�ęčĔĚČč�Ć�ČčĔĘę�ĆđėĊĆĉĞ�ĎēěĊĘęĎČĆęĊĉ�Ďę�Ćēĉ�ęĔđĉ�
ĞĔĚ�čĊ�ĉĎĉǣ�turn to page 85
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You walk back to where Horatio is waiting for you. 
“Listen, Horatio, never speak of this whole ‘me and a ghost’ 

thing, okay? We’ve got to keep it a secret.”
“That’s cool,” says Horatio.
“No, I’m serious, man!” you say, grabbing him by the 

shoulders. “Some REALLY SERIOUS STUFF is going to go down, 
and I need you to keep this a secret. Swear that you’ll never talk 
about this.”

“I swear,” says Horatio.
“SWEAR IT,” booms your dad’s voice out of nowhere.
“He already did!” you shout. You then lock eyes with Horatio 

and say, “Oh! For some reason I might act crazy for a while, but 
it’s all an act, so just be cool.”

“I shall endeavour to be cool,” says Horatio. “But what’s this all 
about?”

“There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio —” you 
begin. 

ǲȄ������������������������������������ǡǳ���������Ƥ������Ǥ�
“Fine. Right. Whatever.”

It’s past midnight, and Claudius is probably falling-down 
drunk. What now?

�ĆĞ�ČĔĔĉćĞĊ�ęĔ��ĔėĆęĎĔ�Ćēĉ�ČĔ�ĐĎđđ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǣ turn to 
page 195


Ĕ�čĔĒĊ�ċĔė�ēĆĕĕĞ�ęĎĒĊĘǣ turn to page 119
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You raise both hands in the air, and Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern understand instantly. They raise their hands as well, 
��������������ơ��������������������������������������Ǧ
GRAPH BRO-PAL HIGH FIVE TRIAD (MUTUAL FRIEND x3 
MULTIPLIER).

You love these guys.
Whoah! Your charisma score has gone up 2 points!

�ĘĐ�ęčĊĒ�čĔĜ�ęčĊĞǯěĊ�ćĊĊēǣ turn to page 19
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THE END
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This is what you say to nobody in particular:

To be, or not to be, that is the question:
��������ǯ����������������������������ơ��
The Slings and Arrows of outrageous Fortune,
Or to take Arms against a Sea of troubles,
And by opposing end them: to die, to sleep
No more; and by a sleep, to say we end
The heart-ache, and the thousand Natural shocks
That Flesh is heir to? ’Tis a consummation
���������������������Ǥ�������ǡ���������ǡ
��������ǡ�������������������Ǥ���ǡ������ǯ���������ǡ
For in that sleep of death, what dreams may come,
����������������ƫ����ơ�����������������ǡ
������������������Ǥ�

Man. NICELY DONE, Hamlet!

�ĊĞǡ�ĜĆĎę�Ć�ĒĎēĚęĊǨ��ĕčĊđĎĆǯĘ�čĊėĊǨ Turn to page 
48
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This is what you say to nobody in particular:

To be? No, not to be, that is the answer:
��������ǯ����������������������������ơ��
The Slings and Arrows of outrageous Fortune,
Or to take Arms against a Sea of troubles,
������������������������Ǥ�����ǡ������������ǡ
To die, to sleep no more; and by a sleep, to say I end
The heart-ache, and the thousand Natural shocks
That Flesh is heir to? ’Tis a consummation
Devoutly to be wished, which is why I just Decided to do 
Thatte,
������ǡ���������ǡ�������������������Ǥ���ǡ������ǯ���������ǡ
For in that sleep of death, what dreams may come,
����������������ƫ����ơ�����������������ǡ
�������������������ǡ�����������ǡ��ǯ���Ƥ�����������
I guess that’s why the ladies love me, because
The ladies love a man of action,
And that’s what I am,
Ladies.

It’s a beautiful speech, and you’re not going to come up with any 
better last words than those. You chug some poison that’s sitting 
around, but unfortunately you choke on it a little as you drink so 
your last words are accidentally “Arrghah ggghhhhh bleh.” But 
nobody’s around anyway so no bigs, right?

No bigs!

Turn to page 495
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On your way to your mom’s room, you pass by the church 
(you live in a very fancy castle, were you aware of that?) and who 
should be there engrossed in prayer but Claudius! I guess after he 
�����ơ������������ǡ�������������������������������������������ǫ�
He’s such a wiener.

Wait a minute.
YOU COULD TOTALLY KILL HIM IN A CHURCH. How 

badass is that? 

�Ćēǡ�ĕėĊęęĞ�ćĆĉĆĘĘǨ��ĊęǯĘ�ĐĎđđ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�Ďē�ęčĊ�
ĈčĚėĈčǨ�Turn to page 120

�Ĕ�ęĎĒĊ�ċĔė�ĒĚėĉĊėĘ�ēĔĜǡ��ǯ���ČĔę�Ć�ĉĆęĊ�ĜĎęč�ĒĞ�ĒĔĒǨ�
Turn to page 35
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“How have you been, gentlemen?” you say. “I’ve been okay, 
except for, you know, the nightmares. Anyway! What brings you 
here?”

They look at each other. “What — um, what do you mean 
what brings us here? Uh, why don’t we instead talk about your, 
um...plans and motivations?” Rosencrantz says. Your face falls. 
Man, you knew it! Claudius sent for them! They’re here to spy on 
you!

“Aw, really? Come on, guys. Were you sent here to spy on me?” 
you say.

“Well, um...yeah,” Rosencrantz replies. “Kinda?”
“Frig man, I knew it,” you say. “Look, I’ll make it easy on you. 

I know I’ve been all emo lately and mopey and even though we 
don’t have the words for it yet, I’m pretty sure I’m what you’d call 
‘CLINICALLY DEPRESSED.’ That’s all.”

You sigh, and then look at them with a small smile.
“I guess I’m quite the piece of work, huh?” you say.
“Would you care to explain that in more detail?” Rosencrantz 

says.
You reply:

ǲ�Ę�Ć�ĒĆęęĊė�Ĕċ�ċĆĈęǡ���ĜĔĚđĉǨǳ�Turn to page 100

ǲ�Ĕ�ĒĆēǡ�ĉĎĉēǯę�ĞĔĚ�čĊĆėǫ��ǯĒ�ĈđĎēĎĈĆđđĞ�ĉĊĕėĊĘĘĊĉǤǳ�
Turn to page 118
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THE END
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You are Hamlet! You’re 30 years old and you’re back living at 
home, but it’s okay, because your home is a castle. That’s right, 
ladies, you’re a PRINCE.

Things have been rough lately. You had been trying to focus 
on your studies at Wittenberg University where you and your bros 
Horatio, Rosencrantz, and Guildenstern all hang out, but you 
were called home because your father died. Then your dead dad’s 
brother (Claudius!) married your mom (Gertrude!) two weeks 
later. Yep. It’s made you kind of upset. You raced home to comfort 
her but she’s married your uncle and that is weird. You feel weird.

Right now you’re in the audience chamber of your father’s 
castle, here in sunny Denmark. King Claudius is here, addressing 
his court. Laertes and Polonius are here too; Laertes is kind of 
a jerk and Polonius is his father. Polonius is also the father of 
Ophelia, whom you’re totally sweet on. She’s not here though. 
Who knows what adventures she’s having as we speak, while 
you’re stuck in this drafty castle room listening to other people 
talk about their feelings??

Speaking of speaking, just now Laertes says something about 
how now that Claudius is king and he’s attended the coronation, 
is it okay for him to go back to France? Claudius says, “Sure.” 

Wait a minute. You’d love to leave too and go back to school, 
away from this weird incesty thing your mother’s gotten herself 
into! It’s so gross and weird!

�ĘĐ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�ċĔė�ĕĊėĒĎĘĘĎĔē�ęĔ�ČĔ�ćĆĈĐ�ęĔ�
ĘĈčĔĔđǣ turn to page 91

�Ĕđĉ�ĞĔĚė�ęĔēČĚĊ�Ćēĉ�ďĚĘę�ĜĆĎę�ĆėĔĚēĉǣ turn to page 726
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����Ƥ����������������������������������������������������
who gave birth to you, and leave. 

Oh, Hamlet. What are we going to do with you, Hamlet? 
On your way out the door, you bump into your bros 

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. “You wanna get out of here?” you 
say, and they concede that they would like to party on a boat. You 
know what? That sounds nice. Sort of give everyone space, you 
know, while also standing around on a positively buoyant vessel? 
It sounds real nice.

“There’s a boat headed for England in just a few hours!” you 
say. You know this because boats to England are kind of a big 
deal. 

You send some servants to clean up crazy ol’ dead Polonius 
and another to be there for your mother, and you pack your bags. 
A few hours later, you and your bros are partying on a boat!

�ĆėęĞ�ćĔĆęǨǨ�Turn to page 207
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You clear your throat and hold out a hand in front of you.
Here’s what you say!

Witness this army of such mass and charge
Led by a delicate and tender prince,
������������������������������������ơǯ�
Makes mouths at the invisible event,
����������������������������������
To all that fortune, death, and danger dare,
���������������Ǧ�����Ǥ��������������������
Is not to stir without great argument,
���������������Ƥ���������������������
�����������ǯ��������������Ǥ�����������������ǡ
That have a father kill’d, a mother stain’d,
�������������������������������������ǡ
And let all sleep? while, to my shame, I see
The imminent death of twenty thousand men,
That, for a fantasy and trick of fame,

���������������������������ǡ�Ƥ��������������
Whereon the numbers cannot try the cause,
Which is not tomb enough and continent
To hide the slain? O, from this time forth,
My thoughts be bloody, or be nothing worth!

Not bad, not bad! Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are polite 
enough to pretend not to hear. They’re so great.

�ĔēęĎēĚĊ�ĕĆėęĞĎēČ�Ĕē�Ć�ćĔĆęǣ�turn to page 27
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You step into the quantum leap accelerator and the world 
around you vanishes. You’re surrounded by the darkest blackness 
you’ve ever seen. 

The next thing you know, the world is reassembling itself 
around you. You’re aware of light beginning to shine on you, of 
heat you haven’t felt in millennia beginning to warm your body. 
You feel yourself becoming real, corporeal. You look around 
you, watching the world become more and more solid with each 
passing second as your jump approaches completion. We’re 
almost there, Hamlet.

�ĔĒĕđĊęĊ�ęčĊ�ďĚĒĕǣ�turn to page 134
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�����������������������������������������ƪ���������������������
the room. That seems a little awkward, so you stretch out on your 
side, your arm supporting your head and your other arm resting 
on your hips. There! Nobody could be more casual than you! 

The door opens and who should enter but Corambis, 
Polonius’s twin brother! You recognize him from the royal courts.

“I unlocked the door, so you can leave no—” he begins, but 
�������������������ơǤ�ǲ���ǡ�����ǯ����������ǫǳ����������������
around. “Why are you acting so casual? How come you stabbed 
that curtain?”

He looks behind the curtain and sees what you did. He begins 
to scream and scream and scream, and — whether you decide to 
kill him or not — a bunch of other people are running over here 
and you’re pooched. 

Claudius discovers your crime and puts you to death. Your 
last words are “Oh geez, if only I’d been better at covering up 
my murders; had I only the chance to do it again, I would most 
���������������������������������ơ�������Ǥǳ

“Obvs,” says the hangman.

Turn to page 607
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Partying on a boat is great, but it doesn’t last forever! After 
several hours, the party winds down and everyone starts going 
������Ǥ�������������������������
���������������������ơ����
your quarters, three awesome dudes in one awesome room. One 
awesome...PARTY ROOM??

������������ǡ������������ǡ��������������������ơ������������
previous night’s partying. You put on your shirt but it feels 
��ơ������Ȅ�������������ǯ�������������ǯ�������Ǩ����Ǥ����������������
�ơǡ���������������������������������Ǥ���������������������ǡ��������
you for wearing his clothes, and then notices the letter.

“Hey Hamlet, you dropped something,” he says.
“No man,” you say, “it’s your letter. This is your shirt.” You pass 

him the garment. He has the shirt.
“It’s not my letter, bro,” he says, pulling it over his head. 

“Someone must’ve slipped it to me sometime yesterday. What’s it 
say?”

Flipping it over, you notice it’s got a royal seal on the back. 
“It’s from King Claudius!” you say. 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern say the following:
“Whaaaaaaaaaat??”

�ĕĊē�ęčĊ�đĊęęĊėǣ�turn to page 370

�Ĕēǯę�ĔĕĊē�Ďęǣ�ĎęǯĘ�ČĔę�Ćē��		����������ǣ�turn to page 289
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This is awesome! And it’s going to go great, because who 
better to know how to kill someone than someone who has 
recently been through that “getting killed to death” process 
themselves? You wait till Claudius is sleeping (NEXT TO YOUR 
WIDOW) then wake him up by tapping him on the forehead a 
bit.

“Hey, it’s me!” you whisper. “Your brother! The one you 
murdered!!”

“Aw crap,” Claudius whispers back. “Ghosts are real?” 
“Real pissed at you, anyway,” you reply. “Listen, I’ll cut to the 

chase: we are from a time where ‘an eye for an eye’ is considered 
to be a good thing to build a justice system around, so I am here 
to kill you.”

ǲ���ǫǳ��������������ǡ��������������ǡ������Ƥ��Ǥ
ǲ�������ǡ�������������ǡǳ��������ǡ����������������ơ���������

Ƥ�����Ǥ�ǲ����������������������������������������������������ǡ�����
that takes time. I could throw a pot at your head until you die, but 
that lacks grace. Instead, check this out.”

������������������������������ǯ��ƪ�������������������
Claudius. He stares at you, his eyes wide. 

“I’m sorry,” he whispers.
“Way too late for THAT,” you reply. You lower yourself to 

���ǡ�������������ǡ���������������Ǥ�������������������������Ƥ����
of vision and then you’re inside his skull, inside the pink of his 
brain, his blood darkly obscuring your sight. You sink slowly 
deeper and deeper into him, lining up your ghost body with his 
regular body, until you are just about occupying exactly the same 
space. 

Then you make yourself corporeal.
What happens next happens so quickly and with such force 

that it’s hard to describe, but “Claudius explodes everywhere” 
�������������������Ǥ�������ǡ����ǯ���Ƥ��ǡ�����������������
disgusting. Literally disgusting. Gertrude wakes up, dripping in 
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gore, screaming. 
You, my friend, have achieved revenge.
You roll over onto your back and apologize to Gertrude. You 

explain over her screams what happened, and you tell her that 
you still love her even though she married your brother mere 
weeks after you died. But you can’t be with her anymore, you say. 
����������������������������Ƥ����������������Ǥ

ǲ�������������������ǡǳ��������ǡ�ƪ��������������������������Ǥ
You spend the rest of the afterlife acting as an immortal judge 

from beyond the grave, exploding those who have committed 
�������������������������ǡ���������������������������ơ�������
who have been awful people but still, you feel, deserve a second 
chance. People whisper your name in fear (criminals are a 
cowardly, superstitious lot, after all) and it works out pretty good 
for you. You do a lot of good for a lot of people.

And yep, it turns out that blowing up bad guys never does get 
old!!

Turn to page 705
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THE END
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You knock on Antonio’s door. He answers, wearing a very 
snappy suit. Man, he looks great. I will describe his lips as being 
ǲ��������ǡǳ�������������������ǲ��ƪ�����������������������������������
might drown” and his legs as being “apparently unable to quit.”

“Hi Antonio,” you say. “It’s me, Ophelia. Are you busy 
tonight?”

“Never too busy for a pretty lady,” says Antonio. “Though 
you should know, generally my nights tend to end up pretty...
EROTIC.”

“Oh,” you say. “Weird.”
“Yeah, it’s like — a curse or something,” Antonio says. “Just 

once I’d like to have a regular date without it descending into 
mind-blowing eroticism.”

“Huh,” you say.

�ĘĐ�ĆćĔĚę�ĒĎēĉǦćđĔĜĎēČ�ĊėĔęĎĈĎĘĒǣ�turn to page 388

�ĘĐ�ĆćĔĚę�ĜčĆę�čĊǯĉ�đĎĐĊ�ęĔ�ĉĔ�ĎēĘęĊĆĉǣ�turn to page 395
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Thank you, thank you, you’re too kind.
Let me set the scene: you, Rosencrantz, and Guildenstern 

rush above-decks at the sound of the lookout yelling, “Pirates 
ho!” Following his arm pointing to the horizon, you see a ship 
sailing directly towards you with alarming speed, her disguise of 
���������ƪ����������������������������ƪ�������������������������
and crossbones unfurls in its place. It’s pretty badass! Behind her 
a huge storm has gathered, lightning striking into the water. Both 
are headed straight for you.

���ǯ���������Ƥ���������ǡ��������Ǧ����������������������͜͡�
metres long from bow to stern. She slices cleanly through the sea 
��������������Ƥ���������������ǣ�͝ǡ͜͜͠�������������ǡ���������������
wood, cloth, brass, and iron. She’s as tall as she is long, with each 
of her masts proudly carrying four gargantuan rectangular sails. 
�������������ƫ������������������������������������������ǡ�����
crossbars, and the side of her hull. 

She carries 26 cannons on her port side and 26 on her 
starboard, each loaded and at the ready, and she’s running 
with her gunports open. She also sails with two forward-facing 
cannons mounted on her bow, beneath which protrudes the 
�������������������Ƥ�����������������Ǥ������͜͝͡�����������������
men — all pirates — call her home. The painted and polished red 
����������������ƥ�������������������������������ǣ�Calypso’s Gale.

You, on the other hand, are on a party boat, the HDMS 
Vesselmania IV. Your boat is a mere 100 tons, her armaments 
a slight six cannons per side. Vesselmania’s two smaller masts 
bear a single triangular sail each. Her crew of 20 is inexperienced 
and young. Her captain, with whom you’ve had only a passing 
acquaintance, seems fresh out of captain school, if that is even a 
thing.

He’s there at your side now, barking orders left and right. Men 
haul up the sails and run below-decks to prepare the cannons. It 
is a scene of barely controlled chaos, and that’s when you hear the 
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Ƥ��������������������Ƥ��Ǥ�
���������������������������Ǥ�����������������Ƥ���������������ǣ�

two cannonballs tied together with a length of heavy chain, 
���ơ�����������������������ǡ����������������������������������
��������������������������������Ǥ�����Ƥ��������������������������
of the rigging on your forward sail, but luckily, nothing critical is 
damaged.

The second shot hits low, and instead of tearing into the sails, 
it decapitates the captain in an instant. His headless, bloody body 
drops at your feet.

�ĎėĆęĊĘǨ��čĎĘ�ĎĘ�ĘĔ�ĆĜĊĘĔĒĊǨǨ�Turn to page 632
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“Hey Mom, what’s up?” you say. She jumps back from the 
curtain she was just messing with. Moms, am I right?

Okay, I’m going to interrupt the story here to tell you that this 
isn’t going to go well for you no matter what you do. I’m spinning 
around a chair so it’s backwards and I’m sitting on it, straddling 
the back of the chair with my legs, so you know we’re about to 
have some Real Talk.

You know how in this story you’ve been choosing the crazy 
��������������������������������ơǫ�����ǯ�����������Ǥ�����������
people do that in real life, with their own actual real-life lives. I 
don’t know why, but they do it and it happens. 

Just throwing this out there, but your mom has married her 
husband’s brother-murderer, and literally served appetizers left 
over from his funeral at the wedding. This is an actual thing she, 
����������������������ǡ����Ǧ���������Ǧ�ơ���Ǧ����Ǧ�����������
means, decided to do. She’s not in the best frame of mind, and 
I’ve been minimizing her role in the story as much as possible in 
order not to embarrass her and to give her some space, but you’re 
talking to her now and there’s not much I can do to avoid it. Try 
to understand if she acts crazy. 

Okay, lecture over! I’m turning the chair back to its normal 
orientation. We don’t have to rap about our feelings anymore.

“Hey Hamlet,” Gertrude says. “Listen, you were a dick when 
you messed up Claudius’s reading earlier.”

“I didn’t mess up anything!” you say. “He’s the one who read 
the murdery options! If anyone messed up, it’s YOU, because you 
married Dad’s brother and that’s messed up, MOM.”

I thought we were going to be nice to her?
������������������������������ǯ���������������������Ƥ��������Ǥ�

“What are you going to do: murder me? ARE YOU GOING TO 
���������ǫǫǳ��������������Ǥ������Ƥ�Ǥ�

“No, Mom, I’m not going to murder you.” you say, holding 
your palms out in front of you in what you hope reads as a “be 
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cool” motion. “Why would you even think that? Oh, is it because 
I’m wearing a sword? Listen, all the princes wear swords these 
da—”

“Help!!” she screams at the top of her lungs. 
A voice from behind the curtain says, “What?! Help! Help!!”
It seems your mom has a spy eavesdropping on this little 

conversation! Remember what I said before about giving her the 
����Ƥ��������������ǫ����������������������������������������������
��������Ƥ��������������Ǥ

�Ċđđ�čĊė�ĞĔĚǯđđ�ęĆđĐ�ęĔ�čĊė�đĆęĊė�ĜčĊē�ĘčĊǯĘ�ĆȌ�đĊĘĘ�
ĈėĆğĞ�Ćēĉ�ćȌ�ĞĔĚ�ĈĆē�ęĆđĐ�Ďē�ĕėĎěĆęĊǣ�turn to page 175

�čĔĜ�čĊė�čĔĜ�ēĔēǦĒĚėĉĊėĔĚĘ�ĞĔĚ�ĆėĊ�ćĞ�
ĐĎđđĎēČ�ĜčĔĊěĊėǯĘ�ćĊčĎēĉ�ęčĊ�ĈĚėęĆĎēǣ�turn to 

page 294
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“What?!” she says, furious. I don’t think those were the secret 
code words, bro.

“Um,” you say.
Try again? 

�ĆĞćĊ�ęčĊ�ĈĔĉĊ�ĕčėĆĘĊ�ĎĘ�ǲ
Ċę�ęčĊĊ�ęĔ�Ć�
ēĚēēĊėĞǳǫ�Turn to page 90


Ĕ�ĜĎęč�ǲ��čĎĕǡ�čĔĕǡ�Ć�čĎĕĕĎĊǡ�Ć�čĎĕĕĎĊ�ęĔ�ęčĊ�čĎĕ�čĎĕ�
čĔĕǳǣ turn to page 140


Ĕ�ĜĎęč�ǲ�čĊ�ĜĔđċ�ĘęĆđĐĘ�ęčĊ�ĖĚĎĊę�ĊěĊēĎēČ�ĕėĊĞǳǣ�turn 
to page 380
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THE END
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Those sails she’s carrying — three masts, each with four 
rectangular sails on them...

“Of course!” you say. 
The pirate captain did what you would have done in his 

position: he’s chosen the most favourable angle of attack! He’s 
coming in with the wind fully at his back, because that’s when his 
���������������Ǥ�������������Ǧ����������������������Ƥ��������������
the wind, and he’s got lots of them, but their disadvantage is that 
they can’t be adjusted quickly. Every change requires the crew to 
climb up and change the rigging on each sail individually.

You, on the other hand, can adjust your two triangular sails 
quickly, and it can be done at deck level! If you come about into 
the storm while maintaining a slight angle away from it, you 
should be able to turn around, maintain speed, slip past Calypso’s 
Gale, and be long gone before she can even begin to turn! 

It’s your only hope.
����������������������ǡ���������������������Ƥ��������ǡ�����

shout your orders over the roar of the storm.

ǲ�ĔĒĊ�ĆćĔĚę�ĎēęĔ�ęčĊ�ĘęĔėĒǨ��Ċę�ĘĆĎđĘ�ĜĎēĉĜĆėĉǨ�
�ĊĊĕ�Ć�ĈđĔĘĊǦčĆĚđĊĉ�ęĆĈĐǨǳ�Turn to page 63

ǲ�ĔĒĊ�ĆćĔĚę�ĎēęĔ�ęčĊ�ĘęĔėĒǨ��Ċę�ĘĆĎđĘ�ĜĎēĉĜĆėĉǨ��ĊĊĕ�
Ć�ĈđĔĘĊǦčĆĚđĊĉ�ęĆĈĐǤǤǤĒĊ�čĊĆėęĎĊĘǫ��Ĕ�čĔ�čĔǨǳ�Turn to 
page 148
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You and your bros come up with a plan. It goes as follows:

 » You replace the letter with a forgery you wrote together 
that reads:

Hey King, can you make it so that Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern are given fancy houses and made princes and 
given all the cool things it is possible to have, as they are 
�����������������ǡ���������������������������������������
or its contents ever again to me, Claudius, the man who is 
�����������������������������Ǥ����������������������������������
comes up and then I claim I did not ask for these things, 
������ǯ�������Ǥ����������������������������������������ǯ��
�������������ǡ�������ǯ��������������ǡ��������Ǥ������������������
���������Ǥ�����������������
�����������������������Ǥ�
������ǯ���������Ǥ�����������������
��������������������
��������������Ǥ

 » �����������������ƥ������������������������Ǥ�������
you’re wearing a ring and it bears the royal seal, this is 
surprisingly easy!

 » You decide that Rosencrantz and Guildenstern will deliver 
the letter while you catch the next boat back to Denmark 
to kill Claudius!

 » ���ǯ�����������������������Ƥ����������������������������
attack!

�ĎėĆęĊĘǫǨ��ĔćĔĉĞ�ĘĆĎĉ�ęčĊėĊ�ĜĊėĊ�ĕĎėĆęĊĘǨ�
��������ǡ���������������
����������ǣ 
turn to page 33
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It’s the ghost of your dad, like from before! 
“Didn’t I ask you to kill Claudius?” the ghost says. “So far all 

you’ve done is watch someone else read a book and then kill your 
girlfriend’s dad.”

“It’s — complicated?” you say. 
“Who are you talking to?” asks Gertrude.
“MOM, I’M TALKING TO THE GHOST OF MY DEAD DAD,” 

you yell. “I TALKED TO HIM BEFORE AND EVERYONE SAW 
HIM THEN; I DUNNO WHY YOU CAN’T SEE HIM NOW; I 
DUNNO WHAT HIS DEAL IS.”

“Aw geez, you’re crazy. My son is bonkers,” your mom says to 
herself, drying her tears.

To be fair, you do look a little crazy. Ghost Dad reminds you 
that you’re supposed to be murdering Claudius, not Polonius, 
and he doesn’t really see how cussing out his widow is helping 
anything. Be nice to her, he says. “Also,” he says, “I’m pretty sure 
���ǯ�����ƪ����������������������ǡ���ǡ������������������������
thing that I guess is going on, so maybe you could talk to her 
about that?”

“But DAD,” you say.
“Hamlet,” he says, frowning as he disappears.
“FINE,” you say. “Hey Mom, um, how’s it going? Listen, stop 

having sex with Claudius, okay?” 
She slaps you across the face. Maybe that’s why people don’t 

usually discuss sex lives with their moms? Who knows??
“Look Mom, I’m not really crazy, but don’t tell anyone, okay?” 

you say, gingerly touching your face where she hit you. “What is 
crazy is what you’ve been doing. This marriage to your husband’s 
brother: it’s gross; we all think it’s gross. I know you’re not happy 
about it. I know that, Mom.”

“Hamlet —ǳ�����������ǡ������������������ơǤ
“It’s not too late, Mom. If you can’t be good, maybe tonight 

you can just — pretend to be good? And then keep pretending to 
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be good night after night, and it’ll get easier. And by ‘pretend to 
be good,’ I mean ‘make yourself unavailable to Claudius sexually 
and emotionally.’”

Your mom’s crying again, but quietly. She looks up at you. 
“Alright,” she says. “Alright.” 

“I’m proud of you, Mom,” you say. “Listen, I’ve got to go. I 
kinda killed Polonius by accident, and I’m gonna go lay low for a 
while.”

“Okay,” she says. “Toodles.” 

�Ċđđ�čĊė�ęčĆę�Ďę�ĜĔĚđĉ�ćĊ�ěĊėĞ�ĚēċĔėęĚēĆęĊ�
Ďċ�ĘčĊ�ęĔđĉ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�ĞĔĚǯėĊ�ďĚĘę�ċĆĐĎēČ�

ĈėĆğĞǡ�Ćēĉ�ĆĘ�Ć�ĈĔēĘĊĖĚĊēĈĊ�Ĕċ�ęčĆę�čĆĉ�ĆēǤǤǤǲĆĈĈĎĉĊēęǳ�
ęčĆę�ǲćėĔĐĊ�čĊė�ēĊĈĐǳǣ�turn to page 23

�ē�ĘĊĈĔēĉ�ęčĔĚČčęǡ�đĊĆěĊ�ĜĎęčĔĚę�ĘĆĞĎēČ�ęčĆęǣ�turn to 
page 284
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THE END
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Right, you’re Ophelia! You are a beautiful and independent 
young woman, and although it makes you roll your eyes when you 
think about it, you’ve fallen in love with a prince. Prince Hamlet 
is funny and charming and he seems to like you a lot. You try not 
to get too excited about it, because you’re worried you might jinx 
it, but things really are going great. 

Only...
Only it’s been hard doing the long-distance thing while you’ve 

�����������ơ��������������ǡ��������������ǯ������������������
capital-s Science and you’re sure Hamlet’s loved studying 
capital-u Undeclared, it hasn’t been easy. Now that you’re 
both back together in Denmark for his father’s funeral and his 
mother’s second wedding, it’s been harder still. Hamlet’s really 
sad, and you can’t blame him for that since, you know, his DAD 
DIED, but you wish there was something you could do to help 
him.

When you last saw him, Hamlet mentioned how the castle 
seemed cold and drafty, and for some reason it stuck with you. 
You’ve been sitting at your desk, trying to think of something you 
could give him that would help with that — a way of cheering 
him up a little, remind him he’s still got people who care about 
him. He wears these cloaks all the time, but then he’s taking 
������ơ����������������������������������������������������Ǥ�
If only there was some way you could keep the rooms at a uniform 
temperature, he wouldn’t need to be constantly adjusting his 
clothes throughout the day. But to do that you’d need some way 
of measuring heat and a way of transporting it throughout the 
castle, perhaps through a series of pipes...

Your thoughts are interrupted by a knock at your door. “Who 
is it?” you call. 

“It’s me,” says your brother. “Come on, let me in.”
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�Ċę�čĎĒ�Ďēǣ�turn to page 484

�Ċđđ�čĎĒ�ĞĔĚǯėĊ�ćĚĘĞǣ�turn to page 482
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You say hi to Ophelia, but she’s acting all upset, trying to give 
back the presents and all the love letters you’ve sent her over your 
relationship. Weird!! It looks like someone’s convinced her that 
���ǯ����������������������������������Ǥ�����������ǡ��������������Ƥ�����
talking out loud about killing yourself. 

Huh!
And though I know you’re now frantically looking for the 

“Whatever man, she’s just doing this because chicks be crazy” 
option (Hamlet, you are nothing if not classy), I’m not going 
to give it to you. Listen, I’m going to help you out. You think 
Ophelia’s crazy, but maybe...maybe she’s just ACTING crazy?

In considering that possibility, you think to yourself that 
Ophelia doesn’t have any real reason for being as upset as she 
appears to be — sure, you’ve kinda ignored her for a few weeks, 
�������������Ƥ������������ǡ�������������������������������ǯ������
Ƥ������������ǯ��������������������������������������ǯ������������
can handle it as she has before, with understanding, and not by, 
you know, ABANDONING THE RELATIONSHIP ENTIRELY IN 
SOME STUPID CASTLE ROOM. So maybe it is entirely possible 
that she’s being fake crazy too. Maybe — maybe because she’s 
Ƥ��������������������������������������������������ǫ

You decide you need a way to see if she’s faking crazy while 
you’re simultaneously also faking crazy, without revealing to 
anyone who may or may not be listening in that you’re both 
actually just faking the crazy. Hmm...is there a code phrase or 
something you can use?

�ĆĞ�ǲ�čĊ�ĜĔđċ�ĘęĆđĐĘ�ęčĊ�ĖĚĎĊę�ĊěĊēĎēČ�ĕėĊĞǳǣ�turn to 
page 380

�ĆĞ�ǲ��ēĊěĊė�đĔěĊĉ�ĞĔĚǳǣ�turn to page 37

�ĆĞ�ǲ��čĎĕǡ�čĔĕǡ�Ć�čĎĕĕĎĊǡ�Ć�čĎĕĕĎĊ�ęĔ�ęčĊ�čĎĕ�čĎĕ�čĔĕǳ: 
turn to page 140
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You move the piece to intercept, but Gertrude ignores it and 
instead moves diagonally to take your castle. Darn it, I should’ve 
noticed that!

You totally should’ve noticed that too!! 
“Qe5h8,” Gertrude writes, and MAN you wish you knew what 

those letters and numbers meant. And now you’re down two 
pieces, and one of them was a good one!

It’s hard to recover from this loss, but to your credit, you 
�������������������Ǩ��������������������ǡ�����Ƥ�������������ǡ�����
eventually your pieces are reduced to your king and a single pawn. 
Not too great, Ophelia. Gertrude’s down to her king too, but she’s 
got TWO pawns backing her king up. Here’s the board.

Be careful: there’s no way to win at chess if you’re down to just 
your king. That one pawn you’ve got is worth its weight in gold, 
and losing it will absolutely cost you victory.

There are three moves you can make here. What do you do?
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�ĔěĊ�ęčĊ�ĕĆĜē�ĆčĊĆĉ�ęĜĔ�ĘĖĚĆėĊĘ�ȋČ͠Ȍǣ�turn to page 623

�ĔěĊ�ęčĊ�ĕĆĜē�ĆčĊĆĉ�ĔēĊ�ĘĖĚĆėĊ�ȋČ͟Ȍǣ�turn to page 613

�ĔěĊ�ęčĊ�ĐĎēČ�ćĆĈĐ�Ć�ĘĖĚĆėĊ�ȋ�č͟Ȍǣ�turn to page 644
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Okay. You sit on the throne. And since I like you, I’m going to 
describe your situation in rhyming verse!

Now this was gonna be a story all about how 
��������������ƪ�����ǡ�������������������ǡ�
But instead you’re gonna sit your butt down in this chair, 
������������������ǯ�����������������ǯ���������������Ǥ

�����Ǩ����ƪ�����������������������������������������Ǩ�����
begin rapping to yourself, about yourself. Here’s the lyrical truth 
you lay down:

In west Denmark I was born and raised,
�������������Ƥ������������������������������������ǡ
Chilling out with dad times, stabbing all the fools
�������������Ƥ��������������������������������������ǡ
When a couple of armies, they were up to no good,
Started repulsing our invasion of their neighbourhood,
Dad died one little time and my mom got scared,
And said, “I’m marrying your dad’s brother, but we weren’t 
�����������ơ���Ǥǳ

You feel like you could keep spitting some extremely tight 
rhymes, but you also feel like you’ve brought yourself pretty much 
up to speed on your own life! Well done, Prince Hamlet. You 
certainly are...fresh?

�ĔēęĎēĚĊ�ĘĎęęĎēČ�Ĕē�ęčĊ�ęčėĔēĊǣ turn to page 98 
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“Abandon ship! All hands, abandon ship!” you yell into the 
storm. The crew looks at you in shock, but there’s not much they 
can do.

“You want us to jump into the ocean?” someone yells.
“I don’t want you to jump into the ocean!” you reply. You bite 

down on the blade of your sword and begin to climb one of the 
ropes leading up to the pirate ship. Some of your men nearby 
realize what you’re doing and join in, climbing up other ropes.

Part way up, you turn around, grasp your sword, and shout 
down at your remaining crew:

“I WANT YOU TO JUMP INTO THE FIGHT!!”
����������������������Ƥ�������������������ǡ������������������ǡ�

and begins to climb.

�ĔēęĎēĚĊ�ĈđĎĒćĎēČǨ�Turn to page 59
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You throw each meaty chunk of Polonius out the window, and 
each hits the ground with a moist thump. 

Let’s take stock of things. You’re now covered with blood, in 
a room covered with blood, with a bunch of bloody body parts 
��������������������Ƥ����������������������Ǥ������ǯ����������
about to unlock the door, and you need to look non-suspicious or 
you’ll get caught!

You have 2 turn(s) remaining.

�ĎČčę�ĉĔĔė�Ĕē�ċĎėĊǣ�turn to page 341

�ĎĊ�ęĜĎēĊ�ĆĈėĔĘĘ�ćĆĘĊ�Ĕċ�ĉĔĔė�ęĔ�ęėĎĕ�ĜčĔĊěĊė�ĊēęĊėĘ�
ęčĊ�ėĔĔĒǣ�turn to page 427

ĚĒĕ�ĔĚę�ęčĊ�ĜĎēĉĔĜǣ�turn to page 283
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THE END
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That is honestly the most credible of all the choices, which 
just made me very, very sad.

Okay, so you used to be Ophelia and then you were King 
Claudius but now you’re Hamlet! Honestly, this doesn’t seem like 
a very fair trade to me. Listen, kid, I like you. I don’t want you to 
be stuck being Hamlet. Why don’t I turn my back real quick and 
count to 10 and when I’m not looking you...

�Ċ��ĕčĊđĎĆǣ�turn to page 474
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Tying the body parts to the hot air balloons is the easy part, 
surprisingly. You manage to balance the load (i.e., chunks of 
������ƪ���Ȍ����������������������������������������������������
buoyant. The hard part is moving them around in this relatively 
tiny and low-ceilinged room.

You get one balloon out the window, but in doing so knock a 
torch onto the curtain, leaving it considerably charred. You get 
�����������ǡ��������������������������������������Ƥ������������
����������������������ƪ���Ǥ����������������������������������ǡ�����
get the remaining balloons out the window and watch as they 
ƪ�����ơ�������������ǡ���������������������������������������������
��������������������ǡ���������������������ơ����������Ǥ�����������ǡ�
who would bother investigating the discovery of just a SINGLE 
body part? Hopefully nobody, that’s who!

Turning around, you see the door open and who should enter 
but Corambis, Polonius’s twin brother! You recognize him from 
the royal courts.

“I unlocked the door, so you can leave no—” he begins, but 
��������������ơǡ��������Ǥ�ǲ������������������ǫǨǳ

You smile in what you hope is a calming manner. “As you can 
see, I was preparing stew when I tripped,” you say. “Stumbling 
backwards, I fell onto the table, hitting the wall, which knocked 
������������������������ǡ�������������������������������Ƥ��Ǥ����
I shoved the remaining torches in the stove to destroy them 
������������������������������������Ƥ����������ǡ����������������
the stew, causing it to get everywhere, including on myself.”

“That looks like blood on you though,” says Corambis.
ǲ����ǡ���ǯ������Ǥ����ǫǳ�����������������������������Ƥ�����

��������������������������ơ�����ǲ����Ǥǳ���ǯ������������Ǥ�����������
up a little in your mouth, and then you throw up a little on the 
ground.

Corambis looks at you.
“I am not a particularly talented chef,” you say.
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“Well...” Corambis begins, and then pauses. He seems to reach 
a decision. “Be careful next time, okay?”

“You got it, bro,” you say. You smile. Corambis looks at you 
and leaves.

Congratulations! You have gained 10 conversation points, your 
maximum hit points have gone up by 5, AND you have completed 
the optional sidequest of Nobody Will Miss Polonius (Murder 
That Guy Polonius for No Real Reason). Unfortunately Corambis 
only has a 1 in 2 chance of dropping loot upon quest completion, 
and it didn’t work out for you this time.

On the plus side, you have successfully killed a man, but it 
wasn’t the man you were supposed to kill. Remember? Claudius? 
The king who killed your dad? 

Anyway, before you started this murder, I’m pretty sure your 
mom wanted to talk to you!


Ĕ�ęĆđĐ�ęĔ�ĞĔĚė�ĒĔĒǣ�turn to page 125
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You and your crew scramble up the ropes. Partway up, an 
explosion rocks Vesselmania IV. You hold tight to the rope as 
the force of the explosion reaches you, shooting debris upwards 
into the sky, taking your captain’s hat with it, and messing 
up your hair. Looking downward, you see the entire top deck 
of Vesselmania�������������������ǡ�����������Ƥ�����������
underneath. There’s no way anyone could’ve survived. You hope 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern made it above-decks in time, but 
there’s too much storm for you to make out the others on the 
ropes below you clearly.

Maybe...maybe they made it to the ropes?

�ĊĘǡ�ęčĆęǯĘ�ĉĊċĎēĎęĊđĞ�ĜčĆę�čĆĕĕĊēĊĉǣ�turn to page 78

�Ĕ�ĒĆēǡ�ęčĊĞ�ĉĎĊĉǣ�turn to page 136
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THE END
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“I’m going to end this madness now. I’m going to let you live,” 
you say.

“Thanks,” says Osric, “but no thanks. Would rather be a ghost, 
if it’s all the same to you.”

“I’m not going to kill you!” you shout at him.
“Fine. Then I’ll kill you. Or at least, I’ll keep trying, over and 

over and over again. I’m not gonna stop, sweetie, until you’re 
dead. The only way to stop me is to kill me.”

He looks like he means it.
If you untie Osric now, he’ll probably attack you. If you leave 

him tied up, he’ll get loose eventually and then attack you. Either 
way, you’re going to be attacked by him in the near future, and 
he is going to try to kill you. On the other hand, he’s tied up right 
now, which gives you a distinct advantage in the “who is killing 
whom” department.

�ĊĆěĊ�čĎĒ�ęĎĊĉ�Ěĕ�Ćēĉ�ĊĘĈĆĕĊǣ�turn to page 560

�Ďđđ�čĎĒ�ēĔĜǣ�turn to page 217
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The sails are adjusted by your crew. As you turn towards the 
wind, the waves, which had previously been travelling with you, 
are now moving against you. Huge white-capped waves crest and 
splash over the deck.

“Hold on, men!” you shout into the gale.
Your ship heels over, almost capsizing with the intensity of the 

turn, but the sails keep just clear of the water and the manoeuvre 
is successful. As she rights herself, you see Calypso’s Gale ahead of 
you, bearing down, still at speed.

All you need to do is pass by her side and you’ll be free.
“Steady! STEADY!” you shout as the two ships approach each 

other, Vesselmania slipping by on the right. Looking at the crew 
of the pirate ship, you see them scrambling into the rigging, 
adjusting their sails as fast as they can. It shouldn’t be enough. 

It shouldn’t be.
But they’re not trying to come about. They’re not trying to 

���������������������Ƥ����������������Ǥ��������ǡ�����ǯ��������������
rudder hard to port, sending the ship into a tight curve. They’re 
attempting to ram you, Hamlet.

“Hard to starboard! HARD TO STARBOARD!” you scream, 
but there’s not enough time. Calypso’s Gale tears into the side of 
your ship at full speed. You and the rest of the crew are knocked 
to the deck as Vesselmania is cleaved almost in two. You scramble 
to your feet and see that she’s somehow managed to stay together, 
impaled on the much larger bow of Calypso’s Gale. But she’s 
����������������Ǥ����ǯ��Ƥ����������������������������ǡ�������Ǩ

Looking up through the storm, you see ropes being thrown 
over the edge of the pirate ship. Pirates are sliding down them, 
swords at the ready, hoping to kill you and take whatever 
�������������������Ƥ����������Vesselmania�Ƥ��������������Ǥ�
�����
her current condition, they’d better be fast. 

You’d better be fast too, whatever it is you decide to do next!
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�ėĉĊė�ęčĊ�ĈėĊĜ�ęĔ�ĆćĆēĉĔē�ĘčĎĕǤ��čĊē�
ĈĔĒĒĆēĉĊĊė�ęčĊ�ĕĎėĆęĊ�ěĊĘĘĊđǨ�Turn to page 52

�ėĉĊė�ęčĊ�ĈėĊĜ�ęĔ�ĆćĆēĉĔē�ĘčĎĕǤ��čĊē�ČĔ�ćĊđĔĜǦĉĊĈĐĘ�
ęĔ�ėĊĘĈĚĊ��ĔĘĊēĈėĆēęğ�Ćēĉ�
ĚĎđĉĊēĘęĊėēǨ�Turn to page 
601
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You swing your sword sideways as hard as you can, making 
contact with his left elbow at full speed. Your sword slices through 
����ƪ����������Ǥ���������������������������������������������������
���ǡ�����������������������ǯ�����������������ơ�����������������Ǥ

You both look down at his now-useless arms, lying on the 
deck, one hand still clutching his sword. The perfect thing to 
deadpan suddenly comes to mind, the words crystallizing in your 
head like they were written for you by the very gods themselves:

ǲ�đđ�čĆēĉĘ�Ĕē�ĉĊĈĐǤǳ�Turn to page 506

ǲ�ĊĞǡ�ĜčĔ�čĊėĊ�ęčĎēĐĘ��ǯĒ�ĜĎēēĎēČ�ęčĎĘ�ċĎČčęǫ��Ćē���
ĒĆĞćĊ�ČĊę�Ć�������	������ǫǳ�Turn to page 221

ǲ�ĚčǤ��ĔĔĐĘ�đĎĐĊ�ĞĔĚǯėĊǤǤǤēĔę�ĆĘ�ĜĊđđ�ĆėĒĊĉ�ĆĘ�ĞĔĚ�
ęčĔĚČčęǫǳ�Turn to page 340
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The next morning, you and Horatio walk into the castle and 
towards the royal court. You meet nobody along the way, which is 
a little weird. 

“Maybe they’re all in the throne room?” Horatio says.
ǲ�����������Ƥ������ǡǳ�������������������������������������

����Ǥ������������������ǡ�����������ƪ��������������������������Ǥ���ǯ��
so satisfying, Hamlet!

�ēęĊė�ęčėĔēĊ�ėĔĔĒǣ�turn to page 84
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���������������������������������������ơ�����������������
your sword upwards at his outstretched hand. You manage to 
cleave it from his wrist in a single slice! The momentum from the 
blow carries his hand up into the air, and you both watch (he in 
shock, you in surprise at how good this awesome sword is) as his 
detached hand describes an arc directly towards you.

It hits your chest with a bloody splat. 
��������������������ơ��������������������ǣ�

ǲ�ĊĞǡ���ēĊěĊė�ĐēĊĜ�ĜčĆę�Ďę�ĜĆĘ�đĎĐĊ�ęĔ�ĈĚę�Ĕċċ�
Ć�đĎĒć�ćĊċĔėĊǨ�
ĚĊĘĘ�ēĔĜ��ǯěĊ�ċĎēĆđđĞ�ČĔę�ĘĔĒĊ�

	����Ǧ���������������Ǥǳ�Turn to page 81

ǲ�Ğ�ęčĊ�ĜĆĞǡ�ęčĎĘ�ĜĆĘ�ĒĞ�ċĎėĘę�ĘĜĔėĉċĎČčę�Ćę�ĘĊĆǡ�ĘĔ�Ȅ�
ęčĆēĐĘ�ċĔė�ČĎěĎēČ�ĒĊ�Ć�čĆēĉǫǳ�Turn to page 210

ǲ�ĊĞǨ�������Ĕċċ�ęčĊ�ęčėĊĆĉĘǤǳ�Turn to page 315
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THE END
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Rather than sailing into shore and attacking the king head 
on, you decide not to tip your hand. This is the plan you come up 
with:

���ǯ����������������������������ǡ�ƪ������������ƪ���Ǥ�
Calypso’s Gale will stay out from shore, looking like any other 
trader, but will remain ready to move on your signal. You’ll leave 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern in command, dive overboard into 
the ocean, and swim to shore.

Once there, you’ll compose and send three letters to Horatio 
������������Ǥ�����Ƥ������������������������������������������ǡ�
“Hey, I’m back from England, all by myself. SURPRISED? You will 
be, tomorrow, when I see you. P.S. I am naked.” Hopefully you’ll 
be able to scare / confuse him into some rash, overt action against 
you, which you’ll be able to counter with Calypso’s help.

The second goes to your mother, and reads, “Hey Mom, I’m 
still mad at you for marrying Claudius, so I’m pretty sure I’m 
going to kill him. Sooooo...try to act surprised?” 

��������������Ƥ����������������������������������������������ǡ�
“Hey Horatio, CRAZY STORY: pirates attacked! And they took me 
hostage, but just me, and then they brought me back to Denmark 
because I said I’d do them a favour. Speaking of which, can you 
make sure these other two letters reach Mom and Uncle-Dad? 
Then come see me real quick, okay? I’ll be down by the docks.”

That should be enough to both ensure your letters are 
delivered, and to see if Claudius has gotten to Horatio while you 
were away. If he hasn’t, Horatio can help you take down Claudius. 
If he has — well, you’ll deal with Horatio the same way you dealt 
with the pirates: with your swords and your wits, both deadly 
sharp and both insanely pointed.

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern agree to your plan. You arrive 
near Denmark’s shore in the middle of the night, the waves silver 
�������ƪ���������������Ǥ

“Good luck, my friends,” you tell Rosencrantz and 
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Guildenstern. 
“And to you,” they reply.
You’ve both grown so much this trip. It’s been so great. You’ve 

never felt closer to these awesome dudes.
You dive into the sea and swim for shore.

�ĊĆĈč�ĘčĔėĊ�Ćēĉ�ĘĊēĉ�đĊęęĊėĘǣ�turn to page 80
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“Hey!” you yell. “Big bad pirate! Why don’t you come down here 
����Ƥ������ǫǳ

The pirate seems reluctant, until you tell him that he’s a 
disappointment to his family, and how the grief and shame of 
having a child who grew up to work as a pirate — who BECAME a 
pirate — seems so colossal to your parents, and yet at the same time 
also so private and personal that they rarely speak of him, even to 
each other. They live with this invisible wall between them, always 
preventing them from being as close as they used to be, as they want 
to be again, the subject of their son somehow always in mind but 
never broached. His parents, who used to tell each other everything, 
now go to bed in silence, and this pirate’s actions — HIS choices — 
have created this thing, untouchable, unreal, that nevertheless 
heartlessly and inexorably drives his parents a little more into 
solitude each day. They’ve become strangers to each other. 

The pirate hollers in rage at your way-sick diss and begins 
climbing down.

When he’s close, you brace your legs against the hull and push, 
but the pirate is ready for it and holds on tight. What he’s not ready 
for is the fact you pushed at an angle, sending you out into space and 
then back to the ship further to the left of where you had been. You 
grab another rope and in the same smooth action reach up and send 
your sword through his rope, just above of where he’s holding. 

You watch as man and rope fall, silhouetted by the burning deck 
of Vesselmania IVǤ�������������������������ƪ����Ǥ�

ǲ���ǯ���Ƥ���ǡǳ��������Ǥ
You manage to climb up quite a bit before another pirate takes his 

place. I hope for your sake you’ve got another trick up your sleeve!

�ĚĘč�ĔĚę�ċėĔĒ�ęčĊ�ĘčĎĕǡ�ĚĘĊ�ĞĔĚė�đĊČĘ�ĆĘ�Ć�
ćĆęęĊėĎēČ�ėĆĒǡ�Ćēĉ�ĘĒĆĘč�ĞĔĚė�ĜĆĞ�ĎēĘĎĉĊ�ęčėĔĚČč�

Ć�ĕĔėęčĔđĊǣ�turn to page 146
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I’m sorry to hear it. I mean, it makes sense, but...sorry about 
your feelings, buddy?

Okay! So you’ve just said, “This means the spooky ghost was 
correct!” and Ophelia has looked at you strangely, and now she’s 
speaking. 

“A ghost?!” she says. 
“You’re crazy.”
Then she looks at Horatio and says, “You’re crazy too,” 

and then she looks at you again, sighs and says, “I don’t even 
know why I’m here,” and leaves, shoving past Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern in the doorway.

Looks like you two are still broken up, which makes you sad! 
But on the plus side, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are totally 
awesome. Bros before woes!!

You’re about to greet your best bros with your choice of high 
Ƥ���ǡ������������������ǡ�������������������ǡ������
������������
holds up his hand and speaks.

“Your mom wants to see you,” he says. “As you know, in this 
time period if you want to talk to someone, you have to literally 
walk over to where they are to chat them up, which I can hardly 
believe; anyway, she’s lazy so she wants you to walk to her 
instead.”

“Dude. She said she’s ’stonished by your behaviour,” 
Rosencrantz adds.

“’Stonished isn’t real slang,” you say.
ǲ�����������������ǡǳ�����������������ǡ��������������Ƥ������

linguistic experimentation.
ǲ����ǡ����������ǯ���ơ�����������ǡǳ��������Ǥ���������ǡ����������

enters the room and says, “Hey, your mother wants to see you.”
“I KNOW; NOBODY WANTS YOU HERE, POLONIUS!” you 

yell at him. “GOD, I COULD JUST STAB YOU THROUGH A 
CURTAIN.”

Hey, that gives you an idea! 
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Ĕ�ĘęĆć��ĔđĔēĎĚĘ�ęčėĔĚČč�Ć�ĈĚėęĆĎēǣ�turn to page 282


Ĕ�ĘęĆć�ęčĊ�ĐĎēČǡ�ĜčĎĈč�ĎĘ�ĜčĆę�ĞĔĚ�ĜĆēęĊĉ�ęĔ�ĉĔ�Ďē�
ęčĊ�ċĎėĘę�ĕđĆĈĊǨ�Turn to page 285


Ĕ�ęĆđĐ�ęĔ�ĞĔĚė�ĒĔĒǣ�turn to page 18
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�����������������������������������������ƪ���������������������
the room. That seems a little awkward, so you stretch out on your 
side, your arm supporting your head and your other arm resting 
on your hips. There! Nobody could be more casual than you! 

The door opens and who should enter but Corambis, 
Polonius’s twin brother! You recognize him from the royal courts.

“I unlocked the door, so you can leave no—” he begins, but 
�������������������ơǤ�ǲ���ǡ�����ǯ����������ǫǳ����������������
around. “Why are you acting so casual? How come you stabbed 
that curtain? Why are you surrounded by lumpy bags and why is 
there all this blood everywhere?”

��������������ǡ������������������ƪ�����������������������
around the twine you tied. It’s a bag with a human head inside, 
and Corambis thinks that’s super gross and suspicious! He begins 
to scream and scream and scream, and whether or not you decide 
to kill him to cover your tracks, a bunch of other people are 
already on their way here and you’re pooched. 

Claudius carries out your execution personally. Your last 
words are “Oh geez, if only I’d been better at covering up my 
�������Ǣ�������������������������������������ǡ����������������Ƥ�����
out something better than putting a human body into a bunch 
����������������������������ơ�����������Ǣ������������������������
retrospect I’m not even sure what I was thinking.”

In retrospect, neither am I!

Turn to page 163
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THE END
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Hah, nice try! Your friends have to choose their OWN 
adventure here. You don’t get to make life-or-death choices for 
them! If you want to do that, you should play my other book, 

��ǣ��������������Ǩ�������������������������������������������
�����������Ǩ�	������	����ǡ��������������������ȋ������������������
Depressingly Similar).

PERSONALLY though, I also hope Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern survived, and I think that probably that counts for 
something?

So! As you’re climbing, lightning suddenly strikes the water 
below. A huge crash of thunder deafens you, but in that brief 
instant, the world is illuminated.

You see your young crew of almost 20 (both by count and by 
���Ȍǡ�����������������������ǡ�Ƥ��������������������Ǥ���������������
down the lines, battling them for sport. Above them, on deck, 
they’re being cheered by a row of pirates. And at the very bow of 
the ship, looking down with a spyglass, stands the captain. He’s 
got a fancy hat and a parrot on his shoulder: the works. And he’s 
staring right at you through the storm.

The darkness of the storm is restored moments later. You 
grimly resume your climb. One way or another, you’re going to 
end this.

�ĔēęĎēĚĊ�ĈđĎĒćĎēČǡ�ĆęęĆĈĐ�ĕĎėĆęĊĘǨ�Turn to page 127
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ǲ�������ǡ�����ǯ����������������Ǩǳ��������ǡ�������������ƪ��
recount your pirate adventures. Horatio appreciates how you took 
the time to say something appropriate to go with every death and 
dismemberment.

“Sweet,” he says.
“Thanks!” you say.
“So what’s your plan now?” he asks, and you lay it out for him: 

you’re gonna go see Claudius tomorrow, having given him fair 
warning of your visit. You’re hoping he’ll freak out that you’re 
not dead, and when you visit him you’ll be able to goad him into 
doing something overtly criminal against you. When he does 
that, you’ll have enough proof of his guilt (if not of your father’s 
death, then at least of his attempt to murder you) that you can 
move against him. Calypso’s Gale will support your claim to the 
throne — with cannons.

“You’re talking about an insurrection,” he whispers, his eyes 
wide.

“I’m talking justice,” you say. “Lock and load.”
“Okay,” Horatio says.
“Incidentally we don’t use guns that require that motion,” 

Horatio says.

�ĆĎę�ęĎđđ�ęĔĒĔėėĔĜǡ�ęčĊē�ĈĔēċėĔēę��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�
ęĔČĊęčĊėǨ�Turn to page 66
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You send your letters. You have time before the messenger will 
deliver them, so you wander down to the docks. 

You get the attention of a passer-by, who looks like she works 
here. “Excuse me, what’s that ship over there?” you say, pointing 
as casually as you can at your insanely majestic ship.

“Her? That’s uh...Calypso’s Gale, looks like a Danish trader. I 
imagine she’ll be docking in a few hours,” she says.

“Oh. Neat,” you say.
Everything’s going according to plan. You wave to the ship, 

just in case Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are watching, and 
wander around, waiting for Horatio to show up. You eat some 
������Ƥ��Ǥ�������������������Ǥ

Suddenly, you feel a tap on your shoulder. Looking around, 
you see your old friend Horatio! “Hamlet, you’re back!” he says, 
hugging you.

“Did you deliver my letters?” you ask.
“Yep! So what’s your story — pirates attacked and only took 

you hostage? And then they brought you back here for no reason? 
Hah hah, that’s so crazy! That’s REALLY what happened?”

Do you trust Horatio? If you do, you’ll let him in on the full 
story. If you don’t, you’ll let him think that only you made it back 
from the trip.

�ėĚĘę��ĔėĆęĎĔǡ�ēĔ�ĜĆĞ�čĊǯĉ�ĘĎĉĊ�ĜĎęč�ĒĞ�ĒĚėĉĊėĔĚĘ�
ĘęĊĕĉĆĉ�ĔěĊė�ĒĊǨ��Ċ�ĘĆĜ�Ć�ČčĔĘę�ęĔČĊęčĊėǤ��ĔĚ�ďĚĘę�
ĉĔēǯę�ęĚėē�ĆĜĆĞ�ċėĔĒ�ęčĆęǤ�Turn to page 79

�ėĚĘę�ēĔ�ĔēĊǨ�Turn to page 152
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The pirate captain screams in rage, charging you with his 
sword. You deftly parry and sidestep, ending up behind him. 

��������������������������������ǡ�ƪ��������������������
erupting whenever one of you detects an opportunity. Despite his 
injury, neither of you is able to gain the advantage on the rain-
soaked deck of the ship. 

Suddenly, lightning strikes the brass rail behind the pirate 
�������ǡ�������ǯ������ƪ�����������������������������������������
follows. You’re stunned as well but, being a few feet away, you 
recover more quickly.

There’s your opening, Hamlet!

�ęęĆĈĐ�čĎĘ�ĉĔĒĎēĆēęǡ�ĘĜĔėĉǦćĊĆėĎēČ�ĆėĒǨ�Turn 
to page 65

�ęęĆĈĐ�čĎĘ�ĊĞĊĘǨ�Turn to page 631

�ęęĆĈĐ�čĎĘ�đĊČĘǨ�Turn to page 316
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THE END

Okay, so when you try again, remember that there’s nothing 
���������������������������������������������Ƥ���Ǩ������������
obvious of murder being wrong, I mean. But, hah hah, we’re way 
past that, am I right? Waaaaay past that.

Here’s your mulligan.


Ĕ�ćĆĈĐ�Ć�ĒĔěĊ�Ć�ęėĞ�Ďę�ĆČĆĎēǣ�turn to page 217
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The entire royal court turns to face you.
“Miss me?” you say. Laertes runs out from the crowd with his 

sword. “You killed my father!” he screams at you. To your right is 
Osric, now operating in his capacity of Royal Court Helper and 
Sometimes Sword Carrier, and he’s currently carrying a selection 
of three swords. You kick Osric in the chest, catching two of the 
swords that he drops as he stumbles backwards, one in each of 
your hands. You toss one blade to Horatio. Laertes screams as he 
runs towards you.

“He’s a distraction!” Horatio shouts to you. “Leave him to me!”
“I’ve no quarrel with you!” screams Laertes to Horatio.
“I’m afraid you do,” says Horatio, “as you seem to be intent 

on killing my best friend. That sort of thing has always been —” 
�����������������ơ�������������������������������Ƥ��������ǡ��������
ƪ�����ǲȄ��������������������ǡǳ�������������Ǥ

“You talk a lot,” says Laertes.
“Dude, it was like two sentences,” says Horatio, as the sound 

�����������������������Ƥ�����������Ǥ
����������������������Ƥ���ǡ���������������������������������

the throne. “This is for you, Claudius,” you say.
“Hah!” says Claudius nervously. “How ridiculous! Why...um, 

�����������������Ƥ�������ǫǳ
You shout:

ǲ�ĔĚ�ĐĎđđĊĉ�ĒĞ�ċĆęčĊėǨǳ Turn to page 254

ǲ�ĔĚ�ęėĎĊĉ�ęĔ�čĆěĊ�ĒĊ�ĒĚėĉĊėĊĉ�Ďē��ēČđĆēĉǨǳ�Turn to 
page 176

ǲ�ĔĚ�čĆěĊ�Ć�ĘęĚĕĎĉ�ċĆĈĊ�Ćēĉ���ČĊę�ĎėėĎęĆęĊĉ�ĜčĊēĊěĊė���
đĔĔĐ�Ćę�ĎęǨǳ�Turn to page 253
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Okay, but one thing at a time, buddy! First, you go back to 
your room and get your copy of the book for Christina to sign, 
which she does. “To Hamlet: Best wishes! I hope you like to read 
these words that I wrote on a piece of paper. Cheers, Christina,” 
she writes. Amazing. It’s perfect, and now you’ve got the perfect 
book to entrap your uncle!

������������������������������������������������ƪ�����������
Gonzago again. You get absorbed in the adventure and, a few 
playthroughs later, you’re convinced: it really is a great book, and 
it should work perfectly for your plan.

��������������������������Ƥ�����������Ǩ�
I’m pretty sure he’s in the royal court, dude!


Ĕ�ęĔ�ęčĊ�ėĔĞĆđ�ĈĔĚėęǣ turn to page 101

�Ćĕ�ċĔė�Ć�ĜčĎđĊǣ turn to page 520
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“Hey Horatio!” you yell. “Want to switch dance partners?”
“Sure,” says Horatio. “Laertes is learning my sweet moves, but 

Claudius doesn’t know any of them yet.”
Laertes opens his mouth, probably to tell Claudius all about 

�������ǯ�������������ǡ����������������ǡ�ƪ����������������ǡ�����
����������������������������Ǥ�������������������������������ƪ���
of your sword under his chin. Applying some pressure, you push 
his mouth shut.

“Shh,” you whisper. “Nobody cares about what you have to say, 
you big dummy.”

Laertes spins around, and your swords clash. Meanwhile, 
�����������Ƥ���������������ǡ����������������������Ǥ����ǯ���
pushing your opponents to opposite ends of the royal court! 
Laertes has his back up against the wall, and you’re about to 
go in for the killing blow when, in what I think is fair to call a 
lucky strike, he knocks your sword from your hand and sends it 
skittering behind you. You fall, landing on your butt.

At the same time, Claudius strikes Horatio’s sword in a 
similarly lucky blow, sending it spinning backwards as well. You 
feel something bump against your hand and look down to see 
Horatio’s sword. 

This is perfect.
You and Horatio pick up each other’s swords at the same 

������ǡ���ƪ����������������Ǧ���������������������������������
at the same moment, and then stab Claudius and Laertes through 
their hearts, yes indeed, at the exact same moment. It’s the best 
��������������������ǡ��������������Ƥ���������������������������
of the whole dang planet, and it happened entirely by accident. 
�����������ǡ����������Ǩ������������������������Ƥ��������������
that Kill Claudius quest to bed.

So! With Claudius and Laertes dead, there are no more bad 
guys in this story! (Gertrude isn’t REALLY a bad guy; she’s just 
an easily-manipulated person who makes bad decisions when it 
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comes to boyfriends, remember? We talked about this, I’m pretty 
sure.) 

The court wants to pronounce you king, but you’ve had 
enough of Denmark for a while. You tell everyone Horatio should 
���������������Ǥ������������������������������������������Ƥ���������
and everyone applauds, you leave. Where to? You haven’t decided 
yet. 

But you know one thing: no matter what you choose, it’s going 
to be an adventure. 

Turn to page 263 
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THE END
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You tell her to get to a nunnery, because if she has sex, her 
kids will be awful because everyone is awful, and man, if you only 
had the time, you’d be the awfulest person ever. Also, only a fool 
would marry her, because anyone smart knows that women are 
awful.

“Why are you saying these horrible, horribly sexist things?” 
she asks. I’ve gotta say...it’s a pretty good question?

Last chance, Hamlet.

�ĆĞ�ǲ��čĎĕǡ�čĔĕǡ�Ć�čĎĕĕĎĊǡ�Ć�čĎĕĕĎĊ�ęĔ�ęčĊ�čĎĕ�čĎĕ�čĔĕǳǣ 
turn to page 140

�ĆĞ�ǲ�čĊ�ĜĔđċ�ĘęĆđĐĘ�ęčĊ�ĖĚĎĊę�ĊěĊēĎēČ�ĕėĊĞǳǣ turn to 
page 380

�ĆĞ�ǲ�ĔĒĊē�ĆėĊ�ĎĉĎĔęĘ�ĜčĔ�ďĚĘę�ĜĆēę�ęĔ�ČĊę�Ć�
ĘĊĝĎēČǳǣ turn to page 333
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You hold up your hand and open your mouth, but before you 
can say anything, Claudius addresses you directly, calling you his 
son! 

On the one hand, that’s entirely appropriate, especially since 
he just married your mom like two weeks ago. But on the other 
hand, he HAS brought “creepy uncle” to new heights. Points for 
that, maybe?

�ēĘĚđę�čĎĒ�ĚēĉĊė�ĞĔĚė�ćėĊĆęč�ćĞ�ĘĆĞĎēČ�ĞĔĚǯėĊ�
ĒĔėĊ�ęčĆē�ĐĎē�ȋĎǤĊǤǡ�ĞĔĚǯėĊ�ėĊđĆęĊĉ�ĒĔėĊ�ęčĆē�

ĔēĈĊ�ēĔĜ�ĆĘ�ćĔęč�ċĆęčĊė�Ȁ�ĘĔē�Ćēĉ�ĚēĈđĊ�Ȁ�ēĊĕčĊĜȌǡ�ćĚę�
đĊĘĘ�ęčĆē�ĐĎēĉ�ȋĎǤĊǤǡ�ęčĎĘ�ėĊđĆęĎĔēĘčĎĕ�ĞĔĚǯėĊ�Ďē�ĎĘ�
ĚēēĆęĚėĆđȌǤ��ē�ėĊĆđ�đĎċĊ�ĕĊĔĕđĊ�ęčĎēĐ�Ěĕ�ğĎēČĊėĘ�đĎĐĊ�
ęčĎĘ�Ĕē�ęčĊ�ĘĕĔę�Ćđđ�ęčĊ�ęĎĒĊǡ�ĘĔ�ęčĎĘ�ęĔęĆđđĞ�ĒĆĐĊĘ�
ĘĊēĘĊǤ Turn to page 317

�ĆĞ�ǲ�ĔĚǯėĊ�ēĔę�ĒĞ�ėĊĆđ�ĉĆĉǨǳ�Ćēĉ�ĘęĔėĒ�ĔĚę�Ĕċ�ęčĊ�
ėĔĔĒǣ�turn to page 98
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You and Claudius spar, while beside you, Horatio and Laertes 
Ƥ��������������������������Ǥ���ǯ��������������Ǥ

“Hey, are you thirsty, Hamlet?” asks Claudius. “Because I’ve 
got a drink made up special for you!”

Your sword clashes against his as you reply. “Why? Did you 
poison it?”

Claudius seems surprised. “What? How did you know?”
“I guess by not being stupid!” you yell, thrusting your sword 

������Ǥ�ǲ��������������������ơ���������������������������������
battle to the death?”

Claudius attacks you with renewed passion, and Horatio 
seems to be struggling against Laertes too. Aw man! Don’t mess 
this up for me, dude; I was excited to see where this is going!

�ĜĎęĈč�ĔĕĕĔēĊēęĘ�ĜĎęč��ĔėĆęĎĔǣ turn to page 86

�ĊĊĕ�ęčĊ�ĘĆĒĊ�ĔĕĕĔēĊēęĘǡ�ćĚę�ĘĆĞ�ĘĔĒĊęčĎēČ�ĒĊĆē�ęĔ�
�đĆĚĉĎĚĘǨ�Turn to page 180
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You burst into the lobby, and it looks like a war zone. Injured 
people are staggering everywhere. But time bombs aren’t really 
a thing yet, so the terrorist (OR TERRORISTS??) (I mean I guess 
I already let it slip that there’s three of them, but let’s pretend I 
didn’t) must be nearby. Spinning around, you look for anyone 
suspicious. There’s a man very conspicuously trying to look very 
inconspicuous as he leaves the hotel.

“Hey you!” you shout, and he breaks into a run. Looks like 
this is your man! You give chase and slam into him, sending him 
straight into a wall. He hits his head hard and falls back, dazed. 
You pick him up by the collar.

“Who sent you?” you ask.
“What?” he replies. You slap him across the face, and he 

������ǡ�������������������������������Ƥ�����������������������Ǥ�
He’s not laughing now. In fact, he’s in a lot of pain!

“Not gonna ask you twice,” you warn.
“Okay, okay, geez!” gasps the man. “I was helped by my two 

�����������������ǡ�
�������������������Ǥ�����ǯ����������ơ��������
two blocks away.”

You mash around his broken nose a little. 
“Okay, okay!! THREE blocks away!” he shouts through the 

pain. 
���������������Ƥ���������������������������������������Ǥ�����

wait for him to stop and take a breath. “You killed a lot of people 
back there,” you say. “I think given our current cultural context 
��������������������ǯ������������������������������Ƥ��������������
of years of ethical development that some hypothetical future 
�����������������ǡ��ǯ�������Ƥ�����������������Ǥǳ��������������������
to whimper. 

“Did you know there’s a name for that judicial framework?”
He shakes his head, and then you pull out one of his eyes with 

�����Ƥ�����Ǥ�
“An eye for an eye,” you say.
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As he’s screaming, you decide to actually break his neck and 
kill him, since that’s what “an eye for an eye” means in its non-
�������������ǡ����������Ǥ���������������������������������ơ���
shop he indicated, coming in through the back door. Everyone is 
talking nervously about the explosion except for two people. 

“Hey Georges! Margaret!” you shout, and the two people 
who weren’t talking both look towards you. Bingo. You pull up a 
chair to the side of their table and throw your arms around their 
shoulders.

“Listen guys, it kinda sucks that you blew up all those people,” 
you say.

“Um — what? Hah hah, that’s crazy that you’d think we are 
the terrorists!” says Georges.

“Oh, right! Hah hah, what a crazy thing for me to accuse you 
of!” you say, your arms still around their shoulders. “Let’s talk 
about this outside,” you say, pulling them up by their collars and 
��������������������������������������������ơ�������Ǥ�

You let them go, and their demeanours change instantly. 
“What’d you do with Patrick?” demands Margaret.

“Who’s Patrick? The dead guy? I killed him,” you say. “He’s 
dead now.”

“Horse droppings,” says Margaret. “I don’t believe you.”
“Oh, no, I can prove it,” you say. You grab Margaret with both 

hands. “Here, here’s what I did to your friend that made him 
dead.”

Seconds later, Margaret’s way-dead body is lying at your feet 
with a broken nose and a missing eye. You look up at Georges, 
who’s staring at Margaret’s body in shock.

“Do YOU believe me, Georges?” you ask. He hesitates, unsure 
whether “yes” or “no” is the right answer. You decide to help him 
out.

“There’s no right answer here, Georges. Sometimes life isn’t 
fair,” you say, and then you break his neck too.
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“Them’s the breaks,” you say.


Ĕ�ćĆĈĐ�ęĔ�ęčĊ�čĔęĊđǡ�ĈĔđđĊĈę�ĞĔĚė�ęčĎēČĘǡ�Ćēĉ�ČĊę�
ĔĚę�Ĕċ�čĊėĊǨ��čĎĘ�ĈĔĚēęėĞ�ĎĘ�ĈėĆğĞǢ�ĞĔĚ�ĜĆēēĆ�ČĔ�ćĆĈĐ�
ęĔ��ĊēĒĆėĐǤ�Turn to page 405

�ęĆĞ�čĊėĊǡ�ęčĎĘ�ĈĔĚēęėĞ�ĎĘ�ĆĜĊĘĔĒĊǡ�đĊęǯĘ�ęėĆĈĐ�ĉĔĜē�
ĒĔėĊ�ęĊėėĔėĎĘęĘǨǨ�Turn to page 459
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THE END
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While you’re busy doing that, your friend Horatio bumps into 
you and tells you:

 a) he’s in town for your dad’s funeral / mom’s wedding, and 
they served leftover appetizers from one at the other,

 b) ghosts are real,

 c) he’s seen one and so have a bunch of other guys,

 d) it keeps showing up at the same time, and

 e) he’s pretty sure it’s the ghost of your dad.

Finally! Some adventure! Some CLOSURE. You agree that 
you’ll come with him tonight to see the ghost when it shows up 
again. It’s such an obvious decision that it kinda feels like you 
don’t even have a choice in the matter!

�ČėĊĊ�ęĔ�ČĔ�ĜĎęč��ĔėĆęĎĔ�ęĔēĎČčę�ęĔ�ĘĊĊ�ęčĊ�
ČčĔĘę�ĜčĊē�Ďę�ĘčĔĜĘ�Ěĕ�ĆČĆĎēǣ�turn to page 226
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You, Hamlet, prince of all of Denmark, are now sitting in your 
bedroom and playing solitaire for hours and hours and hours 
and hours, which is a pretty colossally useless waste of your time, 
����������������������������������Ǥ���Ƥ�������������������������ǡ�
Hamlet? REALLY? Anyway at this point we’re 15 games in, and 
WOW if you’re not careful people might start saying that your 
�������ƪ�����ǡ������ǯ������ǡ���������ǫ

Eventually the sun does go down, and it’s almost 11:30, which 
hopefully you remember as the appointed hour Horatio told you 
about wherein a ghost keeps showing up to bother him! Time to 
go meet that ghost, huh?

�ĊĊę�Ěĕ�ĜĎęč��ĔėĆęĎĔ�Ćēĉ�ćĚĘę�ĘĔĒĊ�ȋĒĞęčĘ�
ĆćĔĚę�ĆĈęĚĆđȌ�ČčĔĘęĘ�ȋćĊĎēČ�ėĊĆđȌǣ�turn to 
page 359
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You are inspired. You clear your throat and hold out one hand 
in front of you.  You look Rosencrantz and Guildenstern in the 
eyes, one after the other. 

“What a piece of work is a man!” you say, choosing your words 
ȋ���������������ǨȌ����������Ǥ�ǲ�������������������ǡ�������Ƥ�����
in faculty, in form and moving how express and admirable, in 
action how like an angel, in apprehension how like a god!”

Your friends nod. Humans ARE pretty great.
“The beauty of the world, the paragon of animals — and yet, 

to me, what is this quintessence of dust? Man delights not me —”
�����������ơ����
��������������������������Ǥ�
“Gayyyyy,” he says.
“I said man delights NOT me, idiot,” you say. “Nor woman 

neither, though you seem to think —”
This time you’re interrupted by Rosencrantz.
“Asexualllll,” he says.
You look at your friends.
“Anyway, whatever,” you say. “I’ve been depressed but it’s great 

to see you guys, homophobia and asexualaphobia aside.”
“Oh hey!” says Guildenstern, suddenly remembering 

something. “We met an author on the boat over. We invited her to 
come say hi.”

An author! This is really really exciting. And who should walk 
through the door just as Guildenstern stops talking? Why, it’s the 
very author they just mentioned! How perfect! Having her show 
up now keeps this narrative moving forward at a nice clip AND 
avoids any awkward downtime where you’d otherwise all just sit 
around in a circle waiting for someone to show up and talk to you. 
Huh! Nicely done, narrator of this story a.k.a.: ME.

�ĆđĐ�ęĔ�ĆĚęčĔėǣ turn to page 10
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You go to the royal court and it’s — deserted? Practically, 
anyway. It kinda looks like maybe Ophelia is there in the corner 
reading a book, but PLEASE it’s not like you have time to make 
certain.

Well, this sucks. You had this perfect plan ready, but if 
Claudius isn’t around then he can’t read the book and the whole 
thing is useless and stupid and you hate it!

You feel some introspection coming on. Yes. Oh man, this is 
going to be a big one. It’s gonna all boil down to this: is it even 
worth LIVING in a world where things don’t always go your way? 
���������������ơ�������ǣ�ǲ�������������������ǡ���������ǤǤǤ������
dead is good?” Or to put it a third, more copula-tastic way: “to be, 
or not to be?” 

Man. This is the big one, Hamlet. This is the speech this book 
is named after. I guess you’d better talk it out, huh? 

CHOOSE WISELY.
You clear your throat and raise one hand in front of you.

Turn to page 16 ęĔ�ćĊ

or

�Ĕę�ęĔ�ćĊ: turn to page 17
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THE END
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“Hooray!” Gertrude says, hugging you. She’s covered in your 
brother’s guts, but it’s still a nice moment.

I must say, you are doing really well, King Hamlet! Not only 
have you revenged yourself in record time, you’ve also reconciled 
with your widow. Nicely done!

You reveal yourself to the royal court the next morning, 
and nobody’s happier to see you than your son, Hamlet Jr. Your 
reappearance as a ghost does cause a minor constitutional crisis 
when someone points out you might not be able to reassume 
����������ǡ�������������ƪ������������������������������������
that there’s nothing in the rules that say a ghost CAN’T be king! 
There’s actually a section that explicitly says that should this 
happen, the ghost assuming the throne would be totally neato. 
I’m serious; that’s what it says: “totally neato.” 

You’ve got yourself a pretty cool nation, Hamlet Sr.! You 
rule with your wife by your side for a really long time, and even 
get help solving national problems from the ghosts of history’s 
greatest rulers, many of whom become close personal friends.

�����Ƥ�������������͟͜͜͠�����������������ǯ������������������
you. Nicely done!!

Turn to page 533
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You say they got married basically right after the funeral, and 
that makes Claudius king now. You explain how maybe it’s not 
TECHNICALLY incest, but the timing alone sure feels squicky. 

“Didn’t he ever read the ����������������������ƥ����ǡ���������
Whosoever Are Related Are Forbidden in Scripture and Our Laws to 
Marry Together??” asks your dad.

“Ah,” you say, “you refer to the document Queen Elizabeth 
ordered produced, which says a marriage such as this one we’re 
discussing is not just squicky, but a real-life hard-core sin against 
God, a book which later made its way into the Book of Common 
������ǡ�������������ƪ������������������������������������������Ǯ�����
death us do part’ and ‘Peace in our time’ from it?”

“The very same,” nods your father. “Although I can imagine that 
in the future, sentiments might change as to whether or not such 
a marriage between genetically unrelated, loving, and consenting 
adults is among THE VERY WORST THINGS IT IS POSSIBLE FOR 
A HUMAN BEING TO DO, that’s not necessary for us to discuss 
right now.”

You agree.
“Anyway,” says your dad. “Kill Claudius for me, cool?”

�ėĔĒĎĘĊ�Ć�ČčĔĘę�ĞĔĚǯđđ�ĈĔĒĒĎę�ĒĚėĉĊėǣ�turn to page 192

�ėĔĒĎĘĊ�Ć�ČčĔĘę�ĞĔĚǯđđ�ĈĔĒĒĎę�ĒĚėĉĊė�Ďē�ęčĊ�
ĈđĆĘĘĎĊĘę�ěĊėĘĊ�ĞĔĚ�ĈĆē�ĈĔĒĊ�Ěĕ�ĜĎęčǣ�turn to 

page 612
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“That’d be a decent move,” Gertrude says, “if you weren’t 
about to lose.”

“That’d be decent trash talk,” you reply, “if trash talk bothered 
me, which it doesn’t.”

“Oh well,” Gertrude says, and she moves her queen to take the 
pawn it was threatening in f7. 

“Qxf7#,” she writes. She looks up. 
“That means you lose,” she says. Aw man!
THIS SUCKS, Ophelia!

�čĊĈĐĒĆęĊǣ�turn to page 411
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Don’t freak out, but right now you’re staring cold in the 
face of a g-g-g-spectre. You can’t even imagine how crazy this 
whole situation is. If you’re getting too scared, read this next 
clause over and over until you’re not insane with fear anymore: 
EVERYTHING WILL BE OKAY. Alright. Okay. We can do this. 
With your last shred of sanity, you quickly glance at the ghost, 
and then you worry that if you stare at the ghost too hard, 
your brain will realize it’s looking at something SO INSANELY 
IMPOSSIBLE that you’ll just black out. 

Anyway: this ghost. You can see through it, but only a little? 
It’s weird. And I’ll tell you what the frig else: this ghost does look 
like your dad. And he’s getting closer.

�ęĆėĊ�Ćę�ęčĊ�ČčĔĘę�ĎēęĊēęđĞ�Ćēĉ�ćđĆĈĐ�ĔĚę�ĆĘ�ĞĔĚė�
ĒĎēĉ�ĘčĚęĘ�ĉĔĜēǣ�turn to page 9

�Ĕēǯę�ĘęĆėĊ�Ćę�ęčĊ�ČčĔĘę�ęĔĔ�ĎēęĊēęđĞ�Ćēĉ�ęėĞ�
ęĔ�ċĎČĚėĊ�ĔĚę�ĜčĆę�Ďę�ĜĆēęĘǣ�turn to page 318

�Ěē�ĆĜĆĞǣ�turn to page 188
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THE END

P.S. Pokémon cards are a thing I just invented, they’re pretty fun.
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You tell Polonius that you don’t actually know who he is, but 
maybe he’s a pimp? He doesn’t get that you are (or rather, that I 
am) rather cleverly trying to suggest that you suspect he’s been 
trying to mess with Ophelia in order to get to you. It goes entirely 
�������������Ǥ�������ǡ���������������Ƥ�������������������ǡ�
which is great!

Polonius puts to you his riddle the second.
“What have you been reading lately?” he says.

�ēĘĜĊė�ĜĎęč�ęčĊ�ĊĝĆĈę�ĜĔėĉĘ���ĜĆēę�ĞĔĚ�ęĔ�ĘĆĞǣ�
turn to page 321
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You walk back to where Horatio is waiting for you. 
“Listen, Horatio, never speak of this whole ‘we totally saw a 

ghost’ thing, okay? We’ve got to keep it a secret.”
“That’s cool,” says Horatio.
“No, I’m serious, man!” you say, grabbing his shoulders. “Some 

REALLY SERIOUS STUFF is going to go down, and I need you to 
keep this a secret. Swear that you’ll never talk about this.”

“I swear,” says Horatio.
“SWEAR IT,” booms your dad’s voice out of nowhere.
“He already did!” you shout. Horatio looks at you, 

questioning. “Hamlet. Bro. What’s this all about?” he says.
“There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio —” you 

begin. 
ǲȄ������������������������������������ǡǳ���������Ƥ������ǡ�

annoyed. “Fine. Right. Whatever.”
Okay! Horatio will keep your secret, and you’ve got a quest 

�������������������Ƥ��Ǩ���������������ǡ���ǯ���������������������
some cool loot for completing it! Maybe? I mean, it’s possible.

Anyway, it’s past midnight, and Claudius is probably falling-
down drunk. What now?

�ĆĞ�ČĔĔĉćĞĊ�ęĔ��ĔėĆęĎĔ�Ćēĉ�ČĔ�ĐĎđđ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǣ�turn to 
page 195


Ĕ�čĔĒĊ�ċĔė�ēĆĕĕĞ�ęĎĒĊĘǣ�turn to page 119
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You move your pawn up one square.
Gertrude quickly jots down something on a piece of paper you 

hadn’t noticed before. “e4 f6,” it reads. Beside it she’s noted the 
words “oh man, seriously??” 

Wow! Maybe she’s impressed? I mean, that is a really 
optimistic way to look at things!

Gertrude moves her queen’s pawn out two spaces, so it’s 
standing beside her other one. She’s building a wall of pawns! But 
she’s overlooked the fact that when pawns are side by side, they 
can’t defend each other as well as if they’re in a zigzag pattern. 
What’s she doing? Doesn’t she REALIZE?

“d4,” she writes.

�ĚĎđĉ�Ć�ĜĆđđ�ęĔĔǡ�ćĚę�ĒĆĐĊ�ĒĎēĊ�ğĎČğĆČǨ�ȋČ͡Ȍ�Turn to page 
684

�ĚĎđĉ�Ć�ĜĆđđ�ęĔĔǡ�ćĚę�ĒĆĐĊ�Ďę�ĘęėĆĎČčę�đĎĐĊ�čĊėĘ�ȋČ͢Ȍ�
Turn to page 699
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You say you’d like to go walk outside...STRAIGHT INTO 
YOUR GRAVE! It’s that last bit of crazy that really sells it.

Somehow Polonius thinks you’re actually saying something 
������������Ƥ�����������������ǯ�����������������������������
moment we’re born? He observes that in madness you’re actually 
speaking the truth. Hey! Your answers seem to have helped him 
reach the conclusion we wanted in regards to your sanity!

Polonius says he’d better be going, and you say nothing would 
make you happier except if you somehow literally died right now, 
�������������������������������������ƪ���������������Ƥ����������
them, making a “brururururur” sound.

���Ǥ������Ƥ�����������������ǯ��������Ǥ
��Ǩ�����������ǯ��������Ǥ��������Ƥ����������������������ǡ�����

remember: we’re just FAKE crazy now, okay? 
Okay.
You can drive again.
As Polonius leaves, your friends Rosencrantz and 

Guildenstern enter the room! What? You thought these guys were 
still back at university! This is awesome!


ėĊĊę�ĞĔĚė�ċėĎĊēĉĘ�ĜĎęč�čĎČč�ċĎěĊĘǣ�turn to page 13


ėĊĊę�ĞĔĚė�ċėĎĊēĉĘ�ćĞ�ĘđĆĕĕĎēČ�ęčĊĒ�Ĕē�ęčĊ�ćĆĈĐǣ�turn 
to page 671


ėĊĊę�ĞĔĚė�ċėĎĊēĉĘ�ĜĎęč�čĚČĘ�Ćđđ�ĆėĔĚēĉǣ�turn to page 
200

�ĊęǯĘ�ēĔę�ČĊę�ĈĆėėĎĊĉ�ĆĜĆĞǤ�ĚĘę�ĜĆđĐ�Ěĕǡ�ĘĆĞ�čĎǡ�
Ćēĉ�ĆĘĐ�ęčĊĒ�čĔĜ�ĎęǯĘ�ČĔĎēČǤ�Turn to page 19
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��������������������������Ǥ�������������ƪ����������������Ǥ
You push forward, forcing Laertes to step backwards as he 

�������Ǥ���������������������������������������Ƥ�����ơ����������
as hard as you can. Laertes stumbles wildly, but he only takes 
one or two steps before he crashes into a windowsill. This knocks 
his legs out from under him, and he falls out the window and 
disappears. Then: silence.

You carefully approach the window and peer over the edge, 
but as soon as you do a hand shoots up and pulls you out. Laertes 
was hanging over the edge waiting for you this whole time! NICE. 
I mean it sucks because now you’re falling, but you’ve got to give 
it to Laertes: that was a sweet move.

As you fall, you reach out and grab Laertes’ leg. The both of 
you hang for a split second before the weight’s too much for him 
and you both fall. You land in a rose bush, dazed. Stumbling to 
���������ǡ���������������������ǡ�����Ƥ������ǯ�������������������
keep hold of your swords. 

��������������������������������������Ƥ�����������������
mouth. You wipe your mouth there with your sleeve. It comes 
away wet. You stare at your nice clothes, now all sticky with your 
own blood.

“Plenty more where that came from,” you say, grinning.
Laertes charges at you, pressing hard, forcing you to jump 

backwards several times to avoid his attack. You stay close to the 
����������������������Ƥ�����������ǡ�ǲ������Ǩǳ������������������
steps away from him. 

“Do you yield?” Laertes shouts.
“Not even at controlled intersections,” you say, and run 

towards him as fast as you can.
Laertes steels himself with a defensive stance. At the last 

moment, you veer slightly towards the castle wall, jump up, and 
run sideways along it. You pass clear over Laertes’ head, your 
�������������������ƪ������������������������Ǥ��������������������
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him, he spins around to face you.
Laertes presses his attack again, and it takes all of your skill 

to prevent him from landing any strikes. You’re forced to retreat, 
and passing a door, you kick it open and rush inside. There’s a 
stairwell leading up, but Laertes is right behind you, forcing you 
to take the stairs backwards as you counter and parry his attacks.

As you climb the stairs, you realize you’re entering back into 
�����������������������Ƥ�����������Ǥ��������ǯ������������������
back in front of the king and queen. He raises his sword to stab 
you but you shout, “Stop!” and raise your hands above your head.

“Do you yield?” Laertes asks again, panting.
ǲ����ǡǳ��������Ǥ�ǲ��������ǯ���������Ƥ����Ǥ�������������������ǡ�

‘Stop! Stop decorating castles with chandeliers held up by ropes!’”
���������������������������ǡ�����ƪ�����������������������������

������ƪ���������������������������Ǥ�������������������������������
ropes cleanly, and the chandelier right above Laertes’ head begins 
to fall. He looks up, sees what you’re doing, and stares at you 
angrily. Without breaking your gaze, he sidesteps to the right, 
and the chandelier narrowly misses him.

“Nice try,” he says.
“Thanks, but that wasn’t —” you begin, as you catch your 

falling sword in a still-raised hand, “— really what —” you say, 
ƪ�������������������������������������������������������
shoulder, “— I was going for.”

Another hit!

�ĎĈĊǨ�Turn to page 330
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THE END
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“Oh. Okay,” says Guildenstern.
“That’s cool,” says Rosencrantz.
You share an awkward silence, which lasts until you break 

it by asking your friends about their trip over. Was the boat ride 
fun?

“It was super fun! We met an AUTHOR on the way over,” says 
Rosencrantz.

“An author!!” you say, excited. “I love authors! They’re such 
creative minds, and so handsome too, unless they’re women, in 
which case they’re extremely the female equivalent of handsome,” 
you say.

“Sexy,” suggests Guildenstern.
“Well, I mean, not to say the men aren’t sexy also,” you reply, 

“for we all know male authors are, without exception, and I say 
this with all my marshalled heterosexuality, also way sexy.”

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern nod. Rosencrantz gestures for 
the two of you to come closer, so that he can tell you a secret.

“When I stare at a male author, I can feel my heterosexuality 
crumbling,” Rosencrantz whispers.

“Makes sense,” you agree.
Anyway, at this point an author walks in the room!

�ĆđĐ�ęĔ�ĆĚęčĔėǣ�turn to page 10
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You go home and nap. The next morning it rains, so you don’t 
leave your room. Then the next morning after that the ground is 
all muddy, and you think maybe you’d leave footsteps that could 
be traced back to you, and anyway long story short several days 
have gone by and you haven’t done a thing.

�Ĕ�ĈĔēęĎēĚĊ�ĉĔĎēČ�ēĔęčĎēČ�ċĔė�ĆēĔęčĊė�ĘĊěĊėĆđ�
ĉĆĞĘǡ�return to the top of this page and read it again

�Ċđđǡ�ĊēĔĚČčǯĘ�ĊēĔĚČčǨ��ĎĒĊ�ęĔ�ČĔ�ĒĚėĉĊė��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǨ�
Turn to page 195


Ĕ�ĘĊĊ��ĕčĊđĎĆǨ��čĊǯĘ�ĘĒĆėęǢ�ĒĆĞćĊ�ĘčĊ�čĆĘ�ĘĔĒĊ�
ĎĉĊĆĘ�Ĕē�čĔĜ�ęĔ�ĈĔĒĒĎę�ĘĔĒĊ�ČĔĔĉ�ĒĚėĉĊėĘǤ�

Turn to page 259
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����Ƥ�������������������������������ǡ���������������������
silent, so you have no idea what he’s praying about. Probably he’s 
feeling guilty about the murder he did, huh? The murder of your 
dad? The murder that makes you so mad you want to commit the 
murder act on him?

You unsheathe your sword and raise it above his head.
But wait! If he’s praying right now, then doesn’t that mean 

that — according to religion — his soul is pure with all its sins 
confessed? If you kill him, he’ll die with HIS soul more pure than 
that of your father when he died. Hardly seems fair, does it?

Wait, is it still “cool” to murder a jerk if they’re praying? Is 
there a page in the Bible on that or something? 

�ĊęęĊė�ēĔę�ĐĎđđ�čĎĒ�ēĔĜ�Ćę�ęčĎĘ�ĕĊėċĊĈę�
ĔĕĕĔėęĚēĎęĞǡ�ćĊĈĆĚĘĊ�ĎęǯĘ�ėĊĆđđĞ�ĎĒĕĔėęĆēę�ĜčĆę�

čĆĕĕĊēĘ�ęĔ�čĎĒ�ĆċęĊė�čĊ�ĉĎĊĘǣ�turn to page 183

�Ćč�čĆčǡ�ēĎĈĊ�ęėĞǡ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǢ�ĕėĆĞĊė�ĉĔĊĘēǯę�ĜĔėĐ�ęčĆę�
ĜĆĞǤ��čĆę�ęĎĒĊ�ĎĘ�Ďęǫ��čǡ�ĜĔĜǡ�ĜĔĚđĉ�ĞĔĚ�đĔĔĐ�Ćę�ęčĆęǡ�
ęčĊ�ĉĆĞǯĘ�ćĆėĊđĞ�ĘęĆėęĊĉ�Ćēĉ�ĆđėĊĆĉĞ�ĎęǯĘ�Ć�ĖĚĆėęĊė�
ĕĆĘę��������ǯ�����: turn to page 205
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That’s right! Why be a hero in your own story? Better to be a 
supporting character in somebody else’s!

You go below-decks and wait. Eventually, a cannonball slices 
through the wall and into your belly and, rather than killing you 
instantly, it kills you gruesomely enough and slowly enough that 
���������Ƥ���������ǡ�͜͝��������������ǡ����������������������������
had happened instantly.

The shock of watching you die with a big ol’ hole in your 
belly pushes Rosencrantz and Guildenstern into action, and 
they eventually capture the pirate ship in an amazing display of 
derring-do that I wish I could describe to you, but you’re dead. I 
can’t be seen talking to a corpse! That’s crazy! 

People will think I’m crazy!!

Turn to page 433
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THE END
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“Correct!” shouts Horatio. “I’m sorry Fortinbras, but you 
sucked so hard at this. All hail Queen Ophelia!”

�Ċ�ęčĊ�ēĊĜ�ĖĚĊĊē�Ĕċ��ĊēĒĆėĐǣ�turn to page 713
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“Hey Mom, what’s up?” you say. She jumps back from the 
curtain she was just admiring and not messing with at all.

“Hey Hamlet,” she says. “Listen, you were a dick when you 
messed up Claudius’s reading earlier.”

“I didn’t mess up anything!” you say. “He’s the one who read 
the murdery options! If anyone messed up, it’s YOU, because you 
married Dad’s brother and that’s messed up, MOM.”

“What are you going to do: murder me?” your mom says. “ARE 
YOU GOING TO MURDER ME??”

“What?” you say, honestly confused. “No, why would you even 
think that? I —”

“Help!!” she screams at the top of her lungs. 
“Mom, calm down,” you say. “I’m not gonna kill you.”
She looks at the curtain and then at you. “Why are you 

walking around with a sword then?” she says, eyeing you 
suspiciously.

“I’M A PRINCE AND IT IS THE FASHION OF THE TIME,” 
you say.

“How come it’s got blood on it though?” she says.
“Um —” you say. “That’s not blood, that’s...stew?”
“Oh. Weird,” she says.
Wow! This whole castle is super credulous! 
Anyway, she tells you that she’s tired of covering for your crazy 

behaviour all the time, and you tell her you’re an adult and she’s 
not the boss of you anymore! She says as long as you live under 
her roof it’s her rules, so you shout that you’re going to go on a 
trip with your friends to do whatever you want, and she says she 
hopes you do, because she’s worried about you and thinks the 
travel could do you some good.

I guess you’re going on a trip now! This is a good idea anyway, 
because they’re going to notice Polonius missing eventually, and 
if you’re not around you can avoid some awkward questions about 
where he is / who killed him / where the body is hidden. Plus 
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your bros are always up for a trip anyway! 
��������������Ƥ�������������������
�����������������������

you tell them you’re gonna go party in England. And you’re going 
to get there by boat. And do they want to come? If they do, please 
could they say what sort of vehicle they will be riding to England?

“PARRRRRTY BOOOAAAT!!” the three of you shout in 
unison.

Several hours later, you are partying on a boat!

�ĆėęĞ�ćĔĆęǣ�turn to page 130
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���ǯ���������������������������������������Ƥ����������Ǥ�����
decide you have the advantage: you can always slide down the 
rope some to gain distance, while he can only climb up, which 
takes more time. 

Before it comes to that, however, you brace your legs against 
the hull of Calypso’s Gale. As the pirate approaches you, you push 
�ơ�����������������������ǡ�����������������������������������ǡ�
hanging in space out above the ocean. You were ready for this; the 
pirate wasn’t. You wield your sword and stab upwards, sending 
it cleanly through the surprised pirate’s butt (hah hah, sweet). 
You hear him scream as he falls, and then you hear a small splash 
as he hits the ocean. Looking up, you see another pirate already 
climbing down to take his place.

The same trick isn’t going to work twice, Hamlet!

�đĎĒć�Ěĕ�čĎČčĊė�ęĔ�ĒĊĊę�ęčĊ�ĕĎėĆęĊǣ�turn to page 154

�ĚėĊ�ęčĊ�ĕĎėĆęĊ�ęĔ�ĘđĎĉĊ�ĉĔĜē�đĔĜĊėǣ�turn to page 
72
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THE END
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As the boat sails for England, you catch sight of a huge army 
sailing towards Poland. There has to be an entire military corps 
on board! I’m serious, there’s got to be 20,000 people all crammed 
onto a single ship.

The ship is too far away from you to communicate by talking 
����������������ǡ�����������������������������������ƪ��������
are fully trained in their use. And, AS YOU KNOW, by holding 
��������������������ƪ���������ơ���������������ǡ�������������������
letters of the alphabet! And in response, folks on the other ship 
can send messages back to you. 

“Hey, Hamlet here! What’s going on?” you say in semaphore.
“Hey Hamlet, we were sent by Prince Fortinbras from 

Norway — he’s kinda a rough equivalent of you, come to think of 
��ǫ�������ǡ���ǯ�����������������ǯ����������������Ƥ��������������
really terrible land that sucks,” comes the signed reply.

“Really?” you signal.
“Yeah it’s totally sucky land, but what are you gonna do? 

	��������������Ƥ���ǡǳ�����������ǡ�ǲ������ǯ�����������������Ǥǳ
ǲǯ����������ǡǳ��������������ƪ��Ǧ����Ǥ
���Ǥ�	������������������������������������Ƥ���������

something entirely useless, and the Polish are willing to defend 
������Ǩ�������������������Ƥ������������������������
Ǥ���������
can’t even kill your uncle even though you have totally valid 
reasons!

Whoah dude, hold up! You start to feel inspired!

�Ċ�ĎēĘĕĎėĊĉ�Ďē�ċėĊĊ�ěĊėĘĊǡ�ĐĎĈĐĎēČ�Ďę�Ĕđĉ�
ĘĈčĔĔđǣ�turn to page 24

�Ċ�ĎēĘĕĎėĊĉ�Ďē�ėčĞĒĎēČ�ĈĔĚĕđĊęĘǤǤǤ������������������
������������������ǣ�turn to page 193
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“Correct!” shouts Horatio. “Fortinbras, you and Ophelia are 
�������������Ƥ���Ǥ��������������������������������������������
will be the ruler of all of Denmark.”

Horatio clears his throat.
“Final question: I am imagining a speculative future country 

that I will call the United States of America. This country is made 
out of many smaller states, each with their own name. Which 
speculative future state am I thinking of when I say that its land 
area is slightly less than twice the size of Denmark?”

Uh oh. 
You slap in and say:

ǲ�ĊĝĆĘǤǳ�Turn to page 712

ǲ�ĆĘĘĆĈčĚĘĊęęĘǤǳ�Turn to page 694

ǲ�đĆĘĐĆǤǳ�Turn to page 680
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THE END
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You’re underwater! Frantically, you swim towards the surface, 
�������������������������Ƥ��������������ơ�������Ǥ���������������
to the water and inhale, expecting to drown, but somehow it 
sustains you. It — it feels natural.

I hate to break this to you, but the temporal targeting has 
missed your old body by quite a bit. We don’t have much time, so 
I’ll give it to you straight.

Hamlet, your consciousness is now inside the body of a trout.
And that’s not even the worst of it. Your mind is collapsing, 

unable to be sustained by the simpler neural structure of the 
Ƥ������������������������Ǥ��ǯ�������ǡ����������ǯ������������������
neurons here to sustain you. I’m really not sure how much longer 
you — as a person — will last. It’ll be minutes at best, seconds 
at worst, but either way, it won’t be long before everything that 
made you who you are is lost forever. 

In the meantime, Hamlet, do you want to swim upstream or 
downstream?

Hamlet?

...Hamlet?

Turn to page 523
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“I’m gonna open it,” you say. This is what you read:

��������������������ǡ

It’s me, Claudius, the King of Denmark! Listen, we get 
along pretty well, right? And both our countries are in 
�����������������Ǥ�������ǡ���ǯ������������������������������
ȋ�������������������������������������������������������Ȍ�
������������������������������������������Ǥ���ǯ���������������
������ǡ�������������������ǫ�����ǫ�����Ǥ��Ǥ�Ǥ��ǯ��͡͠͠ψ���������
�������������������������Ǥ

You and Rosencrantz and Guildenstern stare at each other 
for a long moment. Looks like this whole time while you were 
planning to kill Claudius, he was also planning to kill you!

“Dude, are you scoping this letter’s CHOICE 
ASSASSINATION ORDERS?” asks Rosencrantz.

“I told you, man! I TOLD YOU ABOUT CLAUDIUS,” 
Guildenstern yells.

“Maybe somehow he...he heard my raps from last night?” you 
ask.

	ĎČĚėĊ�ĔĚę�Ć�ĕđĆē�ĜĎęč��ĔĘĊēĈėĆēęğ�Ćēĉ�
ĚĎđĉĊēĘęĊėēǣ�
turn to page 41
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Hah, nice try! Your friends have to choose their OWN 
adventure here. You don’t get to make life-or-death choices for 
them! If you want to do that, you should play my other book, 

��ǣ��������������Ǩ�������������������������������������������
�����������Ǩ�	������	����ǡ��������������������ȋ������������������
Depressingly Similar).

PERSONALLY though, I hope Rosencrantz and Guildenstern 
survived, and I think that probably that counts for something?

Suddenly, lightning strikes the water below! A huge roar 
of thunder deafens you, but in that brief instant, the world is 
illuminated. 

You see your young crew of almost 20 (both by count and by 
���Ȍǡ�����������������������ǡ�Ƥ��������������������Ǥ���������������
down the lines, battling them for sport. Above them, on deck, 
they’re being cheered by a row of pirates. And at the very bow of 
the ship, looking down with a spyglass, stands the captain. He’s 
got a fancy hat and a parrot on his shoulder: the works. And he’s 
staring right at you through the storm.

The darkness of the storm is restored moments later. You 
grimly resume your climb. One way or another, you’re going to 
end this.

�ĔēęĎēĚĊ�ĈđĎĒćĎēČǡ�ĆęęĆĈĐ�ĕĎėĆęĊĘǨ�Turn to
page 127
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Gertrude looks at you and smiles. 
“Did you know,” she says, “that not only have you lost, but 

you’ve lost in one of the fastest ways possible? I’m actually kind 
of impressed.” She moves her queen to take the pawn she was 
threatening.

“Qxf7#,” she writes. You’ve just lost the game, Ophelia! I’m 
gonna give you 15 points for losing so quickly, but I don’t think 
that’s gonna help, like, at all!!

�čĊĈĐĒĆęĊǣ�turn to page 411
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THE END

P.S. You don’t come back as a ghost, but you DO come back as 
a tiny smelly bug that gets stepped on real quick, so — that’s...
something?
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“What?” she says, surprised.
You repeat yourself. “I said a hip, hop, a hippie, a hippie to the 

hip hip hop—”
Without missing a beat, Ophelia jumps in with “— and you 

don’t stop the rock it to the bang bang boogie say up jumped the 
boogie to the rhythm of the boogie the beat!”

You now know for certain she’s faking her craziness, because 
she’d never joke about tight rhymes. And she knows you’re faking 
it too, because while those rhymes were insane, you’d have to be 
in full command of your mental faculties to produce them!

And it’s perfect, because anyone listening in would simply 
think you two are making crazy noises to each other! They would 
not realize that what they hear is just a test...of SANITY ITSELF.

Ophelia has joined your party!

�Ċđđ��ĕčĊđĎĆ�ĆćĔĚę�ĞĔĚė�ĒĚėĉĊė�ćĔĔĐ�ĕđĆēǣ�turn to 
page 420
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You give the order to turn around and face the pirates head-
on.

ǲ��������ǫǳ������Ƥ�������������ǡ��������Ǥ
You’re not entirely sure what that means, but it sounds kind 

of badass.
“Y-yes?” you say.
“Aye” comes the reply, and Vesselmania IV comes about. 

Unfortunately, as you have ordered that the pirate ship be faced 
head-on, and the wind is at their back, this means that you are 
now facing directly into the wind.

Your sails are not designed to work in reverse like this. 
They catch the wind but are unable to produce enough drive to 
maintain any momentum. You coast to a stop and begin drifting 
backwards, travelling not much faster than the sea itself. 

Before you can give any orders to get out of this situation, 
Calypso’s Gale catches up with you, comes alongside, and blows 
you into the sky! It’s fatal, which is a not-actually-that-fancy way 
of saying “you totally die when this happens.”

����������ǡ�Ƥ���������������������������Ǩ�����ǯ�������ǡ�ǲ���
nom nom!”

Turn to page 655
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The gravedigger sings about being young and in love.
“He’s singing while he digs a grave!” you say.
“Um, yeah,” says Horatio. “His job is to dig graves, so he’s used 

to it.”
“Whoah!!” you say. This whole thing is seriously blowing your 

mind!
The gravedigger sings about being old now, and the tune is 

pretty catchy, actually! While he’s busy digging this grave, he digs 
into a pre-existing grave (remember that in our time period it’s 
not like that is especially weird or awful) and digs something up. 
He tosses it behind him.

Hey! There is a skull here!

�ĔĔĐ�ĘĐĚđđǣ�turn to page 164
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Anyway, you decide to play dumb. “Hamlet? Who ees 
Hamlet?” you say, elbowing Horatio, who’s standing beside you. 
Horatio rolls his eyes.

“Why the accent?” Horatio sighs. “You didn’t have it a second 
ago.”

“Hamlet is the prince who went to England because he was 
crazy,” says the gravedigger. “He’ll get less crazy there, or he 
won’t, but either way it won’t matter because everyone’s crazy in 
England!”

“Racism,” says Horatio. 
“How did zee Prince Hamlet go — how do you say — crazy?” 

you ask.
“Very strangely,” he replies. Oh God, you two are going to go at 

it again, aren’t you? Oh God. You are. 
“How strangely?” you ask.
“By losing his mind,” he says.
“On what grounds?” you ask. HEY. STOP SETTING HIM UP.
“Why, right here in Denmark,” he says. HAH HAH HAH, 

��������ǯ���������������ơǤ
The rest of your conversation is censored, but at some point 

he gestures to one of the skulls you were looking at earlier and 
volunteers that that’s the skull of Yorick, once the jester to the 
king, now dead and buried 23 years.

ǲ������������ƪ�������������������������������ǡǳ����������
gravedigger. Check this out: you are really interested in hearing 
about either one of those things!

�ĆđĐ�ĆćĔĚę��ĔėĎĈĐǣ�turn to page 542

�ĆđĐ�ĆćĔĚę��čĊēĎĘčǣ�turn to page 155
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THE END
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That’s a really good idea. Huh! Nicely done.
You push out from the ship, use your legs as a battering ram, 

and smash your way inside through a porthole. You manage 
somehow to hit the deck, roll, and leap to your feet in one 
impressively smooth motion.

Unfortunately, there’s nobody around to see it, as everyone is 
above-decks engaged in battle. And you’ve landed in the captain’s 
quarters! Around you are the accoutrements of command, the 
ship’s log, and — YES, a sword. A much nicer sword, actually, 
than the one you started this journey with. You decide to take it.

You are now wielding the fancy sword! 
You don’t care that you lost your other sword. It sucks now.
You kick down the door (it has a handle but things were just 

going that way) and take the ladder to the top deck. You push 
open the trap door and climb out. In front of you is an epic battle: 
your crew taking on two, sometimes three pirates at a time. It’s 
amazing. Each success seems to fuel them further, each pirate 
body hitting the deck only adding to their experience points. 
You can almost see them levelling up as you watch, and it’s like 
all their perks are being invested in battle techniques. Suddenly, 
������������������������������������Ǥ���������������ǡ�����Ƥ���
yourself face to face with the pirate captain.

You both raise your swords as you leap into your duelling 
stances. A pause, and then you rush each other, swords clashing. 
You thrust and parry back and forth until a moment comes when 
your swords catch each other, and in that sudden silence you stare 
across your blades into each other’s eyes. 

ǲ����Ƥ�����������������������ǡǳ��������Ǥ
ǲ���������������Ǥ�����Ƥ�����������Ȅ���Ǩǳ��������ǡ�������

������������������ǡ������������Ǥ�������������Ƥ��������������Ǥ����ǯ���
lucky, dude!

�������������������������������������Ƥ���������ǡ�������������
you and calling you a bunch of very unkind names that I’m not 
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going to say here because I don’t want you to throw down this 
�����������������������Ƥ��������������������������������������Ǩ�����
take my word for it: the things he says about you are that bad.

On the plus side: while he gloats, there’s an opening! You 
should attack!

�ęęĆĈĐ�ęčĊ�čĆēĉ�čĊǯĘ�ĕĔĎēęĎēČ�Ćę�ĞĔĚ�ĜĎęčǨ�
Turn to page 67

�ęęĆĈĐ�ęčĊ�ċĆĈĊ�čĊǯĘ�đĆĚČčĎēČ�Ćę�ĞĔĚ�ĜĎęčǨ�Turn to page 
331

�ęęĆĈĐ�ęčĊ�ĘčĔĚđĉĊėĘ�čĊǯĘ�ČĎěĎēČ�ĘęėĚĈęĚėĊ�ęĔ�čĎĘ�
ĘęĚĕĎĉ�ĚĕĕĊė�ćĔĉĞ�ĜĎęčǨ�Turn to page 311
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�����Ƥ���������������ǡ������������������������������������Ǥ�
“Sailors don’t actually speak like that!”

“Okay!” you shout in reply, and he nods.

ǲ�ėĊęĊēĉ���ĉĎĉēǯę�ĘĆĞ�ęčĆę�ĞĔ�čĔ�čĔ�ĘęĚċċǨǳ�Turn to page 
63
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The gravedigger and you chat back and forth. Here’s a snippet 
of the conversation you have.

“Whose grave is this?” you say.
“It’s mine,” he says.
“I thought it was yours, because you’re the one lying in it,” you 

say. 
Really, Hamlet? He’s not lying in it, he’s standing in it, 

digging, and if you’re going for a “lying down / lying untruth” pun 
then I’m sorry but it’s not going to wor—

“And you’re lying out of it, so it’s not yours!!” says the 
gravedigger, super proud of this dumb wordplay. He goes on: 
“Actually, I’m not lying, it really is mine.”

“But you are lying,” you say before I can stop you, “because 
you’re in it and saying it’s yours, but you’re alive and graves aren’t 
for the living! Ah hah! Got you there!”

RIVETING. This back-and-forth goes back and forth, and 
eventually it comes out that he’s digging a grave for a young 
woman, and you — as you are an uncouth brute — ask how long 
he’s had this job before you even ask him his name, and he says 
he’s been working as a gravedigger since the day Hamlet was 
born.

Hey, that’s you! What a crazy coincidence!! You should 
probably say something?

�Ċđđ�ęčĊ�ČėĆěĊĉĎČČĊė�ĞĔĚǯėĊ��ĆĒđĊęǣ�turn to page 295

�đĆĞ�ĉĚĒćǣ�turn to page 143
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THE END
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“...yes. That is exactly what happened,” you say.
“What about Rosencrantz and Guildenstern?” he asks.
“They...um, died,” you say. “The king wanted to...murder me...

and he got them to carry a letter telling the English king to kill 
me! Yes, that’s it — and so I...secretly...replaced that note with 
a forgery that told him to kill Rosencrantz and Guildenstern 
instead! They’re dead now, because, as I said earlier in my letter, 
���������������������������������������Ǥ����Ǩ������������Ƥ���
together nicely!”

It’s a good lie: close to the truth, so it won’t be hard to keep 
straight!

“Whoah,” Horatio says. “Bro, that’s cold. What did 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern do to deserve that?”

“Um, yes, that is a reasonable question, and the reasonable 
answer is that they...carried the letter from Claudius...on 
purpose? And they were allied with him all along and...I trust 
them as much as I trust snakes?”

“Huh,” says Horatio.
“Oh, and I would TOTALLY KILL ANYONE who was secretly 

����������������������Ǩǳ��������ǡ�������������Ƥ�����������������
with him.

“Huh,” says Horatio, perfectly neutrally. Darn these even-
handed, noncommittal responses that tell you nothing!

���ǯ���������������������������ǡ���������������������Ƥ���
yourselves in the graveyard. It’s close to the river everyone 
takes their drinking water from, which I guess kinda explains 
why people act so crazy around here (SPOILER ALERT: water 
contamination) (SPOILER ALERT: this is gross).

There are two gravediggers here. Wait, hold up: one of them is 
��������Ȅ��ơ���������������������������ǡ���������Ǩ�������������
think about that, Hamlet? About all the people you pass in the 
street and how they’re each the star of their own little narrative? 
������ǯ���������������������������ǯ����������������������ơ��������
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their own lives, building their own stories, and isn’t it crazy that 
from THEIR point of view, you’d be a minor character, entirely 
forgettable?

Well, it’s true, and in this gravedigger’s story you play the role 
of “GUY WHO SHOWS UP AND TOOTS JUST AS I LEAVE.”

You toot. He leaves.
The remaining gravedigger is singing!

�ĎĘęĊē�ęĔ�čĎĘ�ĘĎēČĎēČǣ�turn to page 142

ĔĎē�Ďē�ĜĎęč�čĎĘ�ĘĎēČĎēČǣ�turn to page 231
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You climb up to meet the pirate. 
Waving your sword around, you prevent him from climbing 

down any closer, but you can’t climb up higher to reach him. He 
raises his arm, sword at the ready, as if he’s going to hit something 
as hard as he can. But what? You’re clearly out of range of his sw—

Wait a minute. He’s going to cut the rope beneath him! You’ll 
fall to your death!! 

Screaming, you throw your sword at the pirate, roll a natural 
20, and do a critical hit right in his eye. Your blade sticks out of 
his skull. It’s amazing. He screams and lets go of both sword and 
rope as he falls.

“Looks like you saw my point,” you say.
You’re close to the top, but you’ve lost your sword and you see 

one more pirate hoisting himself over the railing and onto your 
rope. 

I don’t know how you’re going to pull this one out, Hamlet!

�ĚĘč�ĔĚę�ċėĔĒ�ęčĊ�ĘčĎĕǡ�ĚĘĊ�ĞĔĚė�đĊČĘ�ĆĘ�Ć�ćĆęęĊėĎēČ�
ėĆĒǡ�Ćēĉ�ĘĒĆĘč�ĞĔĚė�ĜĆĞ�ĎēĘĎĉĊ�ęčėĔĚČč�Ć�ĕĔėęčĔđĊǣ�
turn to page 146
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“Ah, you refer to any of several white wines from the Rhine 
River valley in Germany!” you say.

“Yes,” says the gravedigger, “and though it was many years ago, 
I do recall the wine being sweet.”

“That makes sense, as Rhenish wines do tend to fall on the 
sweet side of things,” you say. “Did you know that grapes have 
been grown there since Roman times and their development was 
even promoted by Charlemagne?”

“I did not!” says the gravedigger, “But did YOU know that 
�����������������ơ���������������������������������������������ǡ�
which allows it to support a wide and varied viticultural output?”

“I was not aware of that,” you reply, continuing, “though I was 
aware that typically it’s the grapes that are grown closest to the 
Rhine that produce the best wines, as the richer soils there allow 
������������������ǡ��������ƪ��������Ǥǳ

“Yes,” says the gravedigger. “I knew that, as I have tasted 
���������������Ƥ�������������ǡ�������������������Ƥ����Ǥ��������
chugged them down my throat a thousand times.”

Suddenly, you hear a noise! What a relief; I was really tired of 
hearing about wine!

�ēěĊĘęĎČĆęĊ�ēĔĎĘĊĘǣ�turn to page 166
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THE END
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���ǯ������������������������������������������ƪ�������������Ǧ
blue light appears, knocking you, Laertes, and everyone else to 
the ground. As you scramble to your feet, you look into the fading 
light and see a silhouette of...

Yourself?
“What year is this?” the other you demands. “The year!!”
“Um, well, it’s sort of an anachronistic amalga—” Claudius 

begins to say, but the other you interrupts him. Hold on, I’m 
gonna call this other you “Hamlet 2” so things don’t get confusing. 
Alright, so Hamlet 2 begins to reply but — wait, you know what? 
I think I’m gonna call him “Hamlet 2000” instead, because that 
sounds way more badass.

No, maybe it’s dumb. Okay, Hamlet 2. 
“Future Hamlet”? “Hamlets”? “Hamletter”? 
“Hamlettest”?? 
Okay, okay. Hamlet 2. For real.
“Wait,” says Hamlet 2000. “This seems familiar. You want to 

kill me, right Claudius? You and Laertes are here to kill me? I 
mean, us?” Claudius kinda nods and Futu-Hamlet looks down at 
his own body in approval.

“Nice,” he says. Future Hamlet kicks one of the swords over to 
you and kicks the other one up into his hands.

The two of you crouch into ready positions. “Let’s go,” 
Temporal Hamlet says. “Two against two.”

“No fair!” Laertes says. “I only signed up to battle one Hamlet 
at a time, and it’s supposed to be two against one!” 

������������������������������������Ǥ�ǲ�����Ǥ�����ǡ�������Ƥ��
that,” he says.

He then spins in a circle, swinging his sword like a hammer 
thrower — you know the guys at the Olympics with a heavy ball 
on the end of a rope, and they spin and throw it as far as they can? 
That’s what Hamlet 2K is doing, only he’s keeping as much eye 
contact as possible with Laertes as he spins, so he looks a bit like 
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a dancer, but when he lets go of his sword a few rotations later he 
sends it straight through Laertes’ head, grip and all, and it exits 
cleanly out the other side, where it embeds itself into the wall.

���������������������ƪ���ǡ�������������͜͜͝τ�����Ǥ
“There,” Other Hamlet says. “Two against one.”
“That’s even less fair than before!” says Claudius.
Hamlet From a Future Time smiles at Claudius.
“So kill me,” he says.

�ęęĆĈĐ! Turn to page 297
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“Even if we take all the ghost-creation issues out of the 
equation,” you go on, “there’s still the matter of revenge, on its 
own, not being an ethical act.” 

“Not to mention the complicated issues surrounding vigilante 
capital punishment,” the ghost says.

“Exactly. I’m sorry, Ghost King Hamlet, but I don’t think this 
is a super rad idea,” you say. Prince Hamlet nods in agreement.

“Okay, yeah, that makes sense. Okay. Well. Do what you can 
to punish him for my murder though, cool?” the ghost says.

You agree to work to uncover proof of the murder and then 
work within the legal system to achieve a fair punishment for 
Claudius.

“Sounds reasonable!” says the ghost. “Alright! I guess I’m out. 
Thanks for the talk; I found it really useful!”

You and Hamlet do some legwork and track down where 
�����������������������Ǥ�����������Ǧ�������������Ƥ������������
in a lineup. Even though he’s the king, Claudius is not above the 
law, and the case goes to court. The prosecution has no witnesses 
to the actual murder, but means, motive, opportunity, and tons of 
circumstantial evidence.

Claudius is found guilty of regicide and sentenced to 30 years 
in prison. He’s sent to Verona, where he won’t get any special 
treatment from the two gentlemen drafted to guard his cell. 
Hamlet’s father is still dead and this won’t bring him back, but on 
the other hand, he’s also a ghost and you can talk to him at night. 
It’s a pretty fair verdict, measure for measure!

So! Turns out you scored a possible 100 out of 100 in LEGAL 
JUSTICE POINTS but unfortunately you only got, like, a 3 in 
ADVENTURE POINTS. Man, that’s baloney! That’s what you 
get for working within the pre-existing legal system instead of 
employing unpredictable vigilante adventurism, am I right??

Turn to page 691
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As Claudius is distracted by Horatio dying, you send your 
sword through his heart.

Claudius looks at the sword sticking out of his chest, then up 
at you. “Sorry,” he says. “But if I’m to be hung, I’d prefer it to be in 
the court of public opinion.” He then pushes you aside and takes a 
step towards the crowd.

“Look at what this usurper has done to your king!” he shouts. 
“You are all witness to this murder most foul, in the sports sense! 
By that I mean it wasn’t fair.”

You hear murmurs of people saying “Yeah, cheap shot” and “I 
can’t believe he stabbed his own stepfather.”

He then PULLS THE SWORD OUT OF HIS OWN CHEST 
(super gross) and all this blood comes out. He lifts the sword 
above his head and says, “It’s also foul in the gross-nasty sense. 
Avenge me, everyone!” and then falls backwards onto the royal 
tiles, dead.

You turn to face the crowd, which is now advancing on you. 
Laertes is advancing too.

You make the only choice you can: you run. You run all the 
way down to the dock, hop into the water, and swim out to 
Calypso’s Gale. Climbing on board, you explain that things didn’t 
go well down there, and you’ve KINDA turned the entire country 
against you.

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern stare out at the shore.
“Bummer,” says Rosencrantz. “Well, I guess we can start new 

lives here on the high seas as awesome pirates, since we already 
know we’re awesome at it.” 

ǲ����������Ƥ�����������������������������������ǡǳ����������
Guildenstern. “Then you could be king of a destroyed town.”

�ęĆėę�ēĊĜ�đĎěĊĘ�ĆĘ�ĕĎėĆęĊĘǣ�turn to page 255

�ĊĘęėĔĞ�ęčĊ�ęĔĜēǣ�turn to page 300
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THE END
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You keep your distance from the gravedigger, but look at the 
skull intently.

“That skull had a tongue in it once,” you say to Horatio.
“A-yup,” says Horatio.
“It had jowls too,” you say.
“Yeah probably,” says Horatio.
“Maybe it was a politician’s skull! Ooh! Or a courtier! Lord 

Such-A-One or whoever! And look, that guy’s throwing it around 
like it’s not even a thing!” you say.

“Lord Such-And-Such, you mean,” sighs Horatio, as the 
gravedigger digs up another skull. There are now two skulls here! 
The other skull seems pretty interesting too.

You close your eyes and think, very clearly, “look other skull.” 
Then you open your eyes and examine the other skull intently. I’m 
�������������ǡ�������������������������Ƥ����������������������������
Ƥ���������Ǥ����ǯ��������������������������Ǩ

“Maybe that other skull was a lawyer’s skull!” you say, nudging 
Horatio. “Look at him now! Where’s his impressive lawyer tricks 
now, huh? His fancy rhetoric for the judge and jury?”

“He’s dead,” says Horatio.
“Why doesn’t he sue this guy for assault after he dug up his 

skull with a shovel if he’s such a fancy lawyer?” you say.
“I’d have to say...it’s probably because he’s dead,” says Horatio.
“Maybe it was a landowner’s skull instead! Maybe he owned 

all this land and had all this complicated accounting for it. Hah! 
Is one of those accounting rules that his empty skull now gets 
Ƥ�����������������ǫǫǳ��������Ǥ

“Yes, I believe that’s generally what happens when you die,” 
says Horatio. 

You stare at him wildly, then back to the skull, then back to 
Horatio. Then you stare at the skull for a bit.

“Listen,” Horatio says, “maybe you want to talk to the 
�����������������������ǫ��ǯ���������ǯ��Ƥ������������������
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absolutely novel and riveting.”

�ĆđĐ�ęĔ�ČėĆěĊĉĎČČĊėǣ�turn to page 149
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You, Horatio, and the gravedigger investigate the noises 
and discover that they were caused by Gertrude (your mom!), 
Claudius (your new dad that you swore you’d murder!), Laertes 
(Ophelia’s brother! You haven’t really hung out with him that 
much actually!), a priest (priests are ordained ministers of the 
������ǨȌǡ���������ƥ��ȋ��ƥ��������������������������������Ǣ�����ǡ�
you should know this). 

It seems like Gertrude was — screaming? Wailing? Weird. 
You elbow your friend. “Hey,” you say. “Look how sucky that 

��ƥ����ǡ��������������������������������Ǥ�������������������
someone who killed themselves. You know what’d be hilarious? If 
we stayed and watched.”

“Listen...Hamlet, there’s something you should know,” 
Horatio says.

“Shh!” you say. “Look, that’s Laertes!” you say to the 
gravedigger. You pause and stare at him intently. “Yeah, he’s 
pretty rad,” you say.

“Hamlet,” Horatio says, “don’t you wonder why Laertes is at a 
funeral? Maybe if he’s here it means it might be someone close to 
him who die—” 

�������������ơǤ�ǲ�����ǯ�������������������������
THEIR MOST PRIVATE MOMENTS OF GRIEF IF YOU KEEP 
TRYING TO HAVE A SERIOUS CONVERSATION ABOUT A 
LIFE-OR-DEATH MATTER WITH ME,” you hiss at him.

Turning your attention back to Laertes, you see him arguing 
with the priest, asking for more rites. More rites, he says! But 
the priest says he’s done all the rites he should do already and 
then some. Since this person committed suicide (called it!), they 
don’t get as many rites. “If we do any more rites, we’ll profane the 
blessed souls of the other people buried here,” he says.

You, Horatio, and the gravedigger all wince as you glance at 
the skulls he’s dug up. Um...whoops?

������������������������������������������Ǥ�ǲ�����Ƥ��ǡ������
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go ahead and lay her here, jerk-a-rama priest!” Laertes says. “My 
sis will be an angel in heaven while you’re burning in hell!” They 
lower her body into the grave.

Wow, he’s really upset!
Wait...sister?
OPHELIA’S DEAD?!

�ĕčĊđĎĆǯĘ�ĉĊĆĉǫǨ�Turn to page 211
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You say, “Maybe this wasn’t such a good idea” to Horatio 
and the gravedigger, say your goodbyes, and go home, avoiding 
���������������������������������������������Ƥ���Ǥ�������������
better man here, Hamlet, and I applaud you. As a token of my 
appreciation, I am giving you a Potion of Not Grieving Anymore 
Because Feelings Are Boring.

Your inventory bag suddenly feels heavier!
Okay. So we’re still on track for tomorrow though, right? 

You’re still going to go to the court and goad Claudius into 
admitting his plan to murder you, and then you’ll claim the 
throne with the help of Calypso’s Gale.

For now, you’ve got to deal with your feelings about Ophelia. 
She was always really important to you, whether you were dating 
or not. She was smart, attractive, clever, funny — she was great, 
Hamlet, and now she’s dead.

Tell you what: grieving sucks, and you’ve been mopey enough 
in this story. Why not drink the contents of the bottle I gave you?

�ėĎēĐ�ęčĊ��ĔęĎĔē�Ĕċ��Ĕę�
ėĎĊěĎēČ��ēĞĒĔėĊ��ĊĈĆĚĘĊ�
	ĊĊđĎēČĘ��ėĊ��ĔėĎēČǣ�turn to page 241

�Ĕǡ���ĜĆēę�ęĔ�ĊĝĕđĔėĊ�ęčĎĘ�ċĊĊđĎēČǡ���ĜĆēę�ęĔ�ĕĚę�ĒĞ�
ċđĆČ�Ĕē�Ďęǡ���ĜĆēę�ęĔ�ĘĊę�Ěĕ�ĈĆĒĕ�Ćēĉ�ćĚĎđĉ�Ć�ēĊĜ�čĔĒĊ�
čĊėĊ�Ďē�
ėĎĊċđĆēĉǣ�turn to page 485
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You go to bed and spend about eight hours lying unconscious 
while you hallucinate. Wait, humans call that “dreaming,” right?

Right! Because we’re all humans here!
So you “dream” (it still sounds weird when I say it) about dogs 

with spiders for mouths, which is scary, but then it kinda shifts 
into a situation where you’re back at school, only it’s NOT your 
school, and your best friend is your teacher, only he’s NOT your 
best friend, and before you can get your bearings it shifts again 
����������������������������������������ơ����������������������
that I, as narrator, wasn’t quite so omniscient.

Anyway, after a while it’s tomorrow!


ėĊĊę�ęčĊ�ēĊĜ�ĉĆĞǣ�turn to page 244
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“WHAT?! You POISONED the cup?!” you yell. Your mother 
looks towards Claudius, shocked. “Get him,” she says, and 
����������������Ƥ�������������������������ǡ������������������
vomiting. It works. It actually works...explosively well?

You advance on Claudius with your sword. “I came here to 
���������������������������������������������Ƥ����ǡǳ��������ǡ�
ǲ�����ǯ����������������������������������������Ƥ����Ǥǳ

“It was an accident!” Claudius says. “I only meant to poison 
YOU!” He glances frantically towards Laertes. “Finish him!” he 
shouts.

You spin and see Laertes looking at you, his sword still drawn. 
“Et tu, Laertes?” you say, and though you don’t know it, you’ve 
just approximately quoted another exciting book in this series, 
Cowards Die Many Times Before Their Deaths; The Valiant Never 
Taste of Death But Once! You Are Julius Caesar and You Must Now 
Choose Your Own Adventure While You Deal with That, available 
at a bookseller near you.

Laertes hesitates. “Hamlet, the tip of my sword is poisoned, 
but it was Claudius’s idea,” he says. “Look, I think things...I think 
things kind of got out of hand. Claudius made me blame you for a 
����������ơ�����ǯ�������������������Ǥ����������������������������Ǥ�
I don’t know.”

He pauses, looking at your mother, who is on her hands and 
knees, now just throwing up bile.

ǲ�����ǯ�������������������������������ǡǳ��������Ǥ�����ơ��������
his sword.

“Keep it,” you say. Reaching into your pocket, you grab the 
cherry bombs you created secretly while on Calypso’s Gale. Yes, 
secretly! I didn’t even tell you that you’d created them, and you 
know why? Because then you would’ve wanted a “use cherry 
bombs on [WHOEVER YOU’RE TALKING TO AND/OR EVERY 
SINGLE THING IN THE ROOM]” option and we’d never have 
made it this far, and don’t even look at me like you don’t know 
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that’s one million percent true, Hamlet!
“Besides,” you say, as you light the cherry bombs and toss 

them out the window, signalling for Calypso’s Gale����������Ƥ�����
her cannons at the castle, “everyone knows you shouldn’t bring a 
������������������Ƥ���Ǥǳ�

Claudius stares at you, uncomprehending.
“Laertes! Horatio! Assorted bystanders! Now is a really good 

time to be somewhere else!” you shout as you rush towards your 
mother. Supporting her on your shoulder, you begin to lead her 
out of the castle. Claudius tries to push past you too.

“No. You wait here,” you say, impaling him through the chest 
and pinning him to the wall. He tries to pull the sword free, so 
������������������������������������ơ����������������ǡ�����������
forgotten on the ground, and stab each of his hands into the 
castle walls as well.

You support your mother down the hallway. But as you reach 
the stairs leading down to the exit, your mother pushes away 
�������������������������������ǡ�Ƥ������������������������������
one hand against the wall. She turns to look back at the impaled 
Claudius, and wipes the vomit from her mouth with the sleeve of 
her dress. Claudius looks up and meets her gaze.

“Stick around,” she says, and you love her more than ever. 

Turn to page 145
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THE END

P.S. I hope you do play this book again, because there is more to it 
�������������������������������������Ƥ�������������ǡ����������Ǥ
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ǲ������ǡ��ǯ����������������Ƥ����ǡǳ��������ǡ�����������������Ǥ
Nicely done! Alright, now all we need to do is expose the king. 

To the royal court! It’s just up ahead, actually!
As you step forward, Horatio puts his hand on your chest to 

��������Ǥ�ǲ����ǡǳ��������ǡ�ǲ����������ǯ����������ơ����������������
got back from England. And I know you don’t really trust me, 
������������ǯ����������Ǥ����������������������������Ƥ���ǡ�������
a glimmer of the old you. I want you to know that I’m still your 
friend. And if I can help you now, I wish you’d let me.”

You search his eyes. 
“Please,” he says.
“Okay,” you say, “alright.” And you bring him up to speed on 

what really happened, telling him all about Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern and Calypso’s Gale, all waiting on your signal.

“I’m in,” Horatio says. “Let’s do this.”
“Let’s,” you say, and you kick in the throne room door.

�ēęĊė�ęčėĔēĊ�ėĔĔĒǣ�turn to page 84
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You open your mouth to say that, but whoever’s hiding 
behind the curtain is trying to save your mom, and in bursting 
out from behind the curtain somehow manages to impale himself 
on the sword hanging from your belt. He sort of rolls out and 
stands up and trips and anyway would you look at that he’s 
seriously hilt-deep in sword. By the time you notice him there, it’s 
already too late.

“Polonius?” you say, looking down at your (ex-)girlfriend’s 
father. Wow. I’m serious, Hamlet; he’s really run the sword right 
through himself. 

“Lo, I am so darn clumsy,” he says. “Just like my twin brother, 
Corambis.” Then he dies. 

“Bleh,” he says.
This is pretty messed up, and your mom is freaking out 

about this dead body. You promise to have someone come get 
rid of it, and on your way out the door, you bump into your bros 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. “You wanna get out of here?” you 
say, and they concede that they would like to party on a boat. You 
know what? That sounds nice. Sort of give everyone space, you 
know?

“There’s a boat headed for England in just a few hours!” you 
say. You know this because boats to England are kind of a big 
deal. 

You send some servants to clean up crazy ol’ dead Polonius 
and apologize to your mother for you, and pack your bags. A few 
hours later, you and your bros are partying on a boat!

�ĆėęĞ�ćĔĆęǨǨ�Turn to page 207
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The crowd gasps. “Is this true?” someone shouts.
“It is,” you say, “and I have proof. Here’s the original letter he 

wrote and sealed with the royal mark, instructing the King of 
England to murder me! Here, you can read it right now,” you say, 
passing it to someone in the crowd. “When you’re done with it, 
pass it around clockwise to the person next to you. Don’t worry, 
I’ll wait until you’ve all had a chance to read it.”

You wait while the assembled courtiers each read it, one by 
one. They’re not the fastest readers in the world, and it actually 
takes a full 20 minutes for everyone to have a turn. Come on, 
����Ǥ������������������ǯ��Ƥ���������������������ǡ���������������
�����������������������������������Ǥ��������Ƥ������������������
on your side! Claudius looks nervous. You raise your sword. He 
looks even more nervous now.

“Defend yourself, incestuous pretender to the throne!!” you 
shout.

Claudius picks up his sword and drops into a defensive stance.

�ĜĔėĉċĎČčę��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǨ�	������Ǩ�Turn to page 92
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Okay. You talk out loud to the empty room and what do you 
say? I’ll tell you what you say: you say you wish your skin could 
����������������ơ����������ǡ�����������������������������������
double thumbs-down before crumbling into dust. You say that 
you thought your mom really loved your dad, but now that she’s 
married Claudius less than a month after Dad’s death, either 
love itself is fake or she was faking love, and either way it doesn’t 
matter because you’ve lost faith in your own mother. You say to 
the empty room, in all seriousness, that you want to kill yourself. 

Whoah. Bro. This book just got REAL.

�Ďđđ�ĞĔĚėĘĊđċǣ�turn to page 186

�Ĕēǯę�ĐĎđđ�ĞĔĚėĘĊđċǣ�turn to page 98
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THE END
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“Hey Claudius, does it smell in here?” you say, striking his 
sword.

ǲ�����������������������������ǡǳ��������ǡ���������������ƪ�����
��������������������������������Ƥ���Ǥ���������������������������
bunch of people smiling and shrugging, as if to say, “Wow he’s got 
my number, that’s for sure!”

“Okay that’s true,” you say, “but the point is, you are smelly!”
Claudius shrugs.
“I hope that damages your self-esteem!!” you shout. It is not 

��������������Ǧ�ơ���������������������������Ǥ�
You continue attacking, but you notice that Claudius seems 

���������������������Ƥ������������ǡ������������������Ƥ���ǡ�����
better he gets at it. Horatio seems to be having the same problem. 
You’re both losing. Finally, your back’s up against the wall, and 
Claudius knocks the sword out of your hand.

“If I die, I’ll come back as a ghost and ask someone to kill you 
for me!” you say in desperation.

“Who,” says Claudius (and at this point he’s stabbing you in 
the chest) “would be stupid enough to do that?”

“Um, ME, obviously,” you say, and then you’re dead, so if 
you’re keeping track, the last word you ever said was “obviously” 
���������Ƥ������������������ǲ����ǳ��������������������������
together they make the phrase “Look, obviously” and that’s 
almost a sentence so that’s pretty cool! I know it’s kinda weak, 
�����ǯ�������������������Ƥ���������������������������������ǯ��
Life, okay?

Turn to page 717
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King Claudius goes on to tell you, in so many words, to buck 
up, stop dressing in black, stick around for a while, and have a 
little fun. He says all the feelings you’re having are boring and 
wimpy. Your mom echoes his sentiments. Dude. Your own mom 
just called you a wimp.

You agree to stick around in Denmark for a while, they leave, 
�������ǯ�����������������Ǥ����Ǩ����ǯ���Ƥ�����������ǡ�������Ǩ�
What are you going to do?

�ĆđĐ�ęĔ�ĞĔĚėĘĊđċ�ĆćĔĚę�čĔĜ�ĞĔĚė�đĎċĊ�ĎĘ�Ďē�
ėĚĎēĘ�Ćēĉ�čĔĜ�ĊěĊėĞęčĎēČ�ďĚĘę�ĘĚĚĚĚĚĈĐĘǣ�turn 

to page 177

�ęĆēĉ�ĆėĔĚēĉ�ĖĚĎĊęđĞ�ĚēęĎđ�ĘĔĒĊęčĎēČ�čĆĕĕĊēĘǣ�turn to 
page 98
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����������������������Ƥ����������������������������������������
beyond, but I’m sorry — it’s not nearly enough to outrun the 
pirates. You’ve got two sails. They’ve got 12. The math just doesn’t 
work out.

Calypso’s Gale���������������������ǡ�Ƥ������������������������
once, and you explode in disgrace.

Turn to page 409
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Okay. You walk away from the perfect chance for murder and 
go see your mom instead. Don’t worry — I get it. You’re afraid that 
if you kill Claudius the book will end, and you don’t want it to be 
over yet! I have nobody to blame but myself, I suppose. I wrote an 
adventure that was simply too awesome!

Anyway — onward, to adventure!! To an adventure that is so 
awesome I hope it never ends and this book becomes a prison for 
both of us! 


Ĕ�ęĆđĐ�ęĔ�ĞĔĚė�ĒĔĒǣ�turn to page 35
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THE END
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While you’re busy doing that, your friend Horatio bumps into 
you and tells you:

a) he’s in town for your dad’s funeral / mom’s wedding, and 
they served leftover appetizers from one at the other,

b) ghosts are real,

c) he’s seen one and so have a bunch of other guys,

d) it keeps showing up at the same time,

e) he’s pretty sure it’s the ghost of your dad, and

f) what the heck, are you killing yourself right now as I’m 
speaking?? You are, aren’t you? What the heck, bro??

You are now a ghost.

�ĆĚēę��ĔėĆęĎĔǣ�turn to page 258

�ĊĊ�Ďċ�ĞĔĚ�ĈĆē�ċĎēĉ�ĞĔĚė�
čĔĘę��Ćĉǣ�turn to page 268
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“You have bested me in an honourable game of trivia 
������������������������������ǡǳ��������ǡ��ơ���������������Ǥ�
“Congratulations.”

Fortinbras looks at you for a moment before accepting your 
hand. “Thanks. You were really fast at slapping a table.”

“Yep,” you reply. “Well, good luck with Denmark! Everyone I 
know is dead so I’m...gonna go move somewhere else now.”

“Okay, cool,” says Fortinbras, and you’re out. You go home 
to collect your things. Staring at your packed bags, you make 
a split-second decision to move to Italy, because you heard it’s 
pretty. Turns out it is! While in Italy, you enroll in university 
(they have a DUDES-ONLY policy, but you have a GET AROUND 
SEXISM BY DRESSING SUCH THAT YOU PASS AS A DUDE 
policy, so it works out well) and, after that, you start a successful 
business making awesome inventions while also painting in your 
spare time. Long story short, you know that Renaissance that’s 
everyone’s been talking about? 

ALL YOU. 

Turn to page 583
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You make a break for it, screaming like a little baby, and 
Horatio does the same.

“Holy cow holy cow HOLY COW,” you say, jumping over a 
boulder and hiding behind it.

“Man, that was INTENSE,” Horatio says, a hand on his chest. 
You both sit for a moment, each trying to catch your breath.
“Hey, let’s go back and see if he’s still there!” Horatio says.


Ĕ�ćĆĈĐ�Ćēĉ�ĈčĊĈĐ�ĔĚę�ęčĊ�ČčĔĘę�ĆČĆĎēǣ�turn to page 107
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“Um, just kidding?” you say.
“Oh phew,” says your Dad. “That’s good. If that had been the 

case, then I would’ve demanded that you murder Claudius at 
once. That way he could be a ghost too, and I could sit down with 
him and ask him why he thought what he did was appropriate, 
and after hearing his reasons hopefully we could come to some 
understanding.”

He sighs, wistfully. “It would be nice to be able to do that now, 
rather than having to wait until decades from now when he dies 
of natural causes.”

“Good news!” you say.

�Ċđđ��Ćĉ�ęčĊĞ�ĉĎĉ�ĆĈęĚĆđđĞ�ČĊę�ĒĆėėĎĊĉǣ�turn to page 105
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THE END
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You clear your throat, tilt your head, put on a grin, and give 
your dad a double thumbs-up.

“I promise I’ma kill him,” you say.
��������������������Ƥ��Ǥ
You have begun quest Kill Claudius! It’s worth 3500 

experience points! That’s pretty good!

�ĊĆěĊ�Ďę�ęčĊėĊ�Ćēĉ�ėĊęĚėē�ęĔ��ĔėĆęĎĔǣ�turn to page 111
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You ask Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to drop a beat, and they 
oblige. You hold out two hands in front of you and start throwing up 
signs.

This is the science you lay down on them:

My name is Hamlet, yo, you better check this composition:
Just peeped an awesome army boat that of its own volition
�����������������	����������ȋ�����������������������Ȍ
��������������������������ǯ������������������������
And who’s taken for himself this chosen military mission
But also lacks my frankly odd particular condition
Of being told just who to kill by ghostly apparition
And being told to kill a man who by his own admission
Has sent my dear departed regal dad to the mortician
����	����������������ơ�������������������������������
Land so sad and barren that any given tactician
Would think him crazy; well, you see that this new proposition
Suggests to me quite clearly my apparent opposition
���������������������������������������������������������
When I have motives valid, beyond any inquisition
Is weak and dumb, so I’ve got to end this predisposition
Towards inaction that I have; my stupid inhibition
Must be gotten over fast cuz I got to reposition
������������������������������������Ǥ����������������ǡ
And though I know this carries no small risk of repetition
And saying this out loud will only add to your suspicion
From now on the only things that I will bring into fruition
Are the bloody gory parts of my own personal cognition
That is to say: only thoughts regarding the commission
�������������������������������Ǥ�������������������Ǩ

And you’re out! Rosencrantz and Guildenstern clap and 
�����������������������ƪ��ǡ����������������������������������
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might, hah hah, make people think you want to kill the king. Isn’t 
that crazy, they say. Hah hah hah.

Aw man, that reminds you: you forgot to rhyme with 
ǲ��������ǳǨ����ǯ�����ơ�������������������ǯ�����������������
WELL!

�ĔēęĎēĚĊ�ĕĆėęĞĎēČ�Ĕē�Ć�ćĔĆęǣ�turn to page 219
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You wait until it’s 2 a.m., planning to sneak into Claudius’s 
room and give him the ol’ stabby-stab, but on your way there you 
Ƥ��������������������������������Ǥ������ǯ���������������������������
hand! He really is a cartoon drunk! 

This is gonna be real easy!
You hold your hand over his mouth so he can’t scream and 

slit his throat and he’s dead within the minute. Ta-da! You leave 
quietly, making sure not to be seen, and head down to the shore 
to wash your blood-soaked hands and your blood-soaked clothes. 
������������������������ơ������������������ǡ����������������
because you heard it was hard to get out damned blood spots. 
Turns out, nope, it’s actually really easy! You’re glad you stayed 
cool and rational and didn’t freak out at all during this process. 
Good job, champ!

You walk home in your wet clothes, change into adorable 
pyjamas, get into bed, and fall asleep. Content in the knowledge 
that you were right to murder a dude and that you even had 
supernatural forces on your side, your dreams are generally 
��������Ǥ�ȋ�����ǯ��������������ơ������������������������������ǡ����
happens. Don’t even worry about it. It’s honestly not a big deal.)

In the morning you act super surprised that Claudius got 
killed to death (“Whaaaaat?” you say, waving your hands in the 
air) (come to think of it that was probably a little much but 
everyone bought it so PHEW) and then later you become king! 
And check it: your economic policies are both wise and fair, 
and your country becomes way prosperous! Due to economics 
not being a zero-sum game, you not only make the lives of your 
subjects better, but you actually improve the lives of those they 
trade with too. Hamlet, you’ve literally make the world a better 
place. NICE.

And all you had to do was kill a human being!

Turn to page 367
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THE END
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Okay, well, I did promise that you’d get to make your own choices 
here, so that’s what you do! You decide you’re going to get Hamlet to 
do a murder for you. Even though that’s awful. That’s awful, dude.

Listen, hypothetical question: let’s say you do that and Hamlet is 
eventually successful and you are revenged. What would you do then? 

What would you do with your (after)life if revenge was no longer 
its driving force?

�ĈĈĔĚēęĆēęǣ�turn to page 719
�ĈęĔėǣ�turn to page 719
�ĒĚĘĊĒĊēę�ĕĆėĐ�ĊĒĕđĔĞĊĊǣ�turn to page 719
�ēĎĒĆđ�čĚĘćĆēĉėĞǣ�turn to page 719
�ēĎĒĆęĔėǣ�turn to page 719
�ėĈčĎęĊĈęǣ�turn to page 719
�ęčđĊęĊǣ�turn to page 719
�ĆĐĊėĞ�ĔĜēĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ĔĚēĈĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ėĊĜĒĆĘęĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ĆĐĊ�ĉĊĈĔėĆęĔėǣ�turn to page 719
�čĊċǣ�turn to page 719
�ĔĒĎĈ�ćĔĔĐ�ĆėęĎĘęǣ�turn to page 719
�ĔĚēĘĊđđĔėǣ�turn to page 719
�ĔĜćĔĞǣ�turn to page 719
�ēČĎēĊĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ĝĕđĔėĊėǣ�turn to page 719
	ĎėĊċĎČčęĊėǣ�turn to page 719
	ĔĔĉ�ĈėĎęĎĈǣ�turn to page 719

ĆĒĊ�ęĊĘęĊėǣ�turn to page 719

ĊĔđĔČĎĘęǣ�turn to page 719
�ĎćėĆėĎĆēǣ�turn to page 719
�ĎēČĚĎĘęǣ�turn to page 719
�ĔēČǦčĆĚđ�ęėĚĈĐĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ĆĐĊĚĕ�ĆėęĎĘęǣ�turn to page 719
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�ĆėĎēĊ�ćĎĔđĔČĎĘęǣ�turn to page 719
�ĊĈčĆēĎĈǣ�turn to page 719
�ĚĘĎĈĎĆēǣ�turn to page 719
�ĆĎēęĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ĊėĘĔēĆđ�ęėĆĎēĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�čĔęĔČėĆĕčĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�čĞĘĎĈĎĆēǣ�turn to page 719
�ĎđĔęǣ�turn to page 719
�ĔđĎĈĞ�ĆēĆđĞĘęǣ�turn to page 719
�ėĔċĊĘĘĎĔēĆđ�ČĆĒćđĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ėĔċĊĘĘĎĔēĆđ�ČĔđċĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ėĔČėĆĒĒĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ĊĘĊĆėĈčĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ĊĘęĆĚėĆęĊĚėǣ�turn to page 719
�ĔđđĊė�ĉĊėćĞ�ĕđĆĞĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�Ċĝ�ĜĔėĐĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ĐĆęĊćĔĆėĉĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ĕĞǣ�turn to page 719
�ĆĒĊė�Ĕċ�ČčĔĘę�ĉĎēĔĘĆĚėĘǣ�turn to page 719
�ėĆěĊđ�ĜėĎęĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ĆęĈčĒĆĐĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ĆęĊėĘđĎĉĊ�ćĚĎđĉĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ĆęĊėĘđĎĉĊ�ęĊĘęĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ĊđĉĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ĎēĉĔĜ�ĈđĊĆēĊėǣ�turn to page 719
�ėĎęĊėǣ�turn to page 719

�ǯĒ�ēĔę�čĊėĊ�ęĔ�ĈĔēĘĎĉĊė�đĎċĊǦĆċċĎėĒĎēČ�čĞĕĔęčĊęĎĈĆđĘǡ�
��ĆĒ�čĊėĊ�ęĔ�ĘĊĊ�ĒĞ�ĘĔē�ĒĚėĉĊė�Ć�ĒĆēǣ�turn to page 643
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Hugs! Hugs for everyone, all at once. You’re not really 
the hugging type, and neither are they, but somehow — 
SOMEHOW — everything clicks. It works. It feels right. As 
the hug continues, you realize that it feels more than right: it 
��������������������Ƥ�Ǩ

This, my friend, is a hug for the ages. It lingers for a while 
longer and when you all exit it, crazy grins on your faces, you 
feel way better than you did going in. 

Your maximum stamina has been increased by 2 points!

�ĚČ�ęčĊĒ�ĆČĆĎēǨ��ĔėĊ�ĘęĆĒĎēĆǨǨ�Turn to page 587

�ĘĐ�ęčĊĒ�čĔĜ�ęčĊĞǯěĊ�ćĊĊēǣ�turn to page 19
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Okay. 
You get mad at yourself for being such a screw-up, then you go 

back to bed, then you nap.
A good night’s sleep and the quiet morning light help you 

��ƪ�����������������������������������������Ǥ���������ǯ����������
you wanted to do yesterday, true, but really all that means is 
you failed to commit the act of murder. Against your stepfather. 
Who’s actually doing a pretty alright job of running the country.

Maybe you could gather evidence of his crime and present 
���������������ǡ�����������ǡ���������ǡ����������Ƥ������������
stronger than the hearsay of a ghost you met once. “A ghost I met 
once,” you think. Man, you do sound crazy. This whole thing is 
crazy.

You decide to go back to school, focus on learning more, 
������������������������������������������Ǥ�����������Ƥ�������
evidence that your father died of anything other than a heart 
attack. You get on with your life. And it actually ends up being 
generally okay.

And guess what? All’s generally okay that ends generally okay!

Turn to page 15
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THE END

Okay, FINE, I feel sorry for you. Here’s a choice that you can 
choose.

�ĊĈĔĒĊ�Ć�ČčĔĘęǣ�turn to page 636

�Ĕ�ēĔę�ćĊĈĔĒĊ�Ć�ČčĔĘęǣ�turn to page 633
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You reach the room almost entirely out of breath. You try to 
speak, but all that comes out is moist, wheezy panting.

“Oh, hey Hamlet,” says Claudius, closing the book he was 
just reading. Your mom’s here too, as are Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern and — well, basically the whole court, actually. It 
appears they’ve all gathered to watch Claudius read Christina’s 
latest reader-choice adventure, As You Choose It, subtitled You 
Are Rosalind and Must Decide Who You Want to Marry, There’s 
a Court Jester But Let’s Not Be Hasty, You Could Also Just Totally 
Make Out with Your Cousin Celia Instead. It appears you’ve 
missed the entire show.

“Um, you wanna read this book now instead?” you say, 
�ơ���������������������Gonzago book.

“No, I’m good,” says Claudius. “In fact, I think I’m done 
reading books for a very, very, very long time.”

Oh snap! Your whole plan is ruined!!


Ċę�ĒĆĉ�Ćę�ĞĔĚėĘĊđċǡ�ćĚę�ĈčĆēēĊđ�ęčĆę�ĊĒĔęĎĔē�
ĘĔĒĊĜčĊėĊ�ĕėĔĉĚĈęĎěĊǡ�đĎĐĊ�ĎēęĔ�ĐĎđđĎēČ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�đĎĐĊ�
ĞĔĚ�ęĔđĉ�Ć�ČčĔĘę�ĞĔĚ�ĜĔĚđĉǨ�Turn to page 269


Ċę�ĒĆĉ�Ćę�ĞĔĚėĘĊđċ�ċĔė�ćĊĎēČ�ĘĚĈč�Ć�ĘĈėĊĜǦĚĕǡ�ČĔ�ćĆĈĐ�
ęĔ�ćĊĉǡ�ēĆĕǣ�turn to page 201
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GOOD POINT.
You sneak up behind him, sword raised. Just before you bring 

your sword down through the top of his skull, you have time for 
the perfect one-liner. And here’s what you say!

(Write your one-liner here for future reference.)

If you get stuck, feel free to choose from the following 
suggestions: 

“You shouldn’t go around killing dads, especially if their kids 
are willing to kill for revenge. Hey, here’s another free TIP.” (Then 
send the tip of your sword into his head.)

“I got you this for Father’s Day, I hope you don’t MIND.” (Then 
stab him in the mind / brain.)

“Looks like you’re about to take a POMMELING.” (The 
pommel is the counterweight in the hilt of an European sword; 
it sounds like “pummel,” which means beating someone up with 
�����Ƥ���ǡ������������ǯ�����������������ǡ���������������������������
you hit Claudius with your sword instead of stabbing him with it, 
but it’s too late for that now.)

The sword goes right through his head and it’s super gross. 
His eyes pop out and roll under the pew. Oh gosh, it just got 
grosser!!

Congratulations! You have beaten this book, and also 
murdered an alive person. 

�����Ƥ������������ǡ���ǡ����ǯ�����ǤǤǤ͟͠͞��������͜͜͜͝Ǥ

Turn to page 31
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First thing in the morning, you show up to the royal court. 
You look out at the assembled courtiers and see that everyone’s 
here: your mom and stepdad, Polonius, Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern, a bunch of people you’ve never met, Ophelia — the 
whole gang! You’re still looking around when Horatio comes up 
behind you and slaps you on the back, in an expertly executed 
manoeuvre.

“Brotimes!” he says. “How’s it going, brotimes?”
“Good,” you say. “Listen, can you do me a favour?” You explain 

that you’re going to be watching Claudius closely, but ask if 
maybe he could keep an eye on him too as he reads. “You’re, um, 
������������������ơǡǳ��������ǡ����������������������������������
better way to put that.

�����������������ǯ���������������������ơ��������������������
�������������������������ơ��������Ǥ��������Ǥ������ǯ���������������
to do, Hamlet! It’s go time!

“Hey Claudius!” you say, brandishing your signed copy of 
Gonzago. “Why don’t you read THIS book today?”

“I certainly don’t see why not,” he says, and you pass him the 
book. Now all that’s left is to decide where to sit!

�Ďę�Ćę��ĕčĊđĎĆǯĘ�ċĊĊęǡ�ĆĘĐ�ęĔ�đĆĞ�Ďē�čĊė�đĆĕ�ȋĎē�
ęčĊ�ĘĊĝĞ�ĘĊēĘĊȌǡ�Ćēĉ�ėĊĒĎēĉ�čĊė�ęčĆę�ĘčĊ�čĆĘ�

ČĊēĎęĆđĘǣ�turn to page 270

�ęĆēĉ�ćĊčĎēĉ�ęčĊ�ĐĎēČ�ĘĔ�ĞĔĚ�ĈĆē�ĘĊĊ�ĜčĆę�ĈčĔĎĈĊĘ�
čĊ�ĒĆĐĊĘ�ĆĘ�čĊ�ėĊĆĉĘ�Ćēĉ�ęčĊėĊćĞ�ċĎČĚėĊ�ĔĚę�Ďċ�čĊǯĘ�
ČĚĎđęĞ�Ĕė�ēĔęǣ�turn to page 288 
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OH CRAP!!
YOU FORGOT TO TELL OPHELIA ABOUT HER DAD.

�Ċđđǡ���ĈĆēǯę�ČĊę�Ĕċċ�ęčĎĘ�ĕĆėęĞ�ćĔĆę�ēĔĜǣ�turn to 
page 212
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THE END
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The pirate captain screams in rage, charging you with his 
sword. You deftly parry and sidestep, ending up behind him. 

��������������������������������ǡ�ƪ��������������������
erupting whenever one of you detects an opportunity. Despite his 
injury, neither of you is able to gain the advantage on the rain-
soaked deck of the ship. 

Suddenly, lightning strikes the brass rail behind the pirate 
�������ǡ�������ǯ������ƪ�����������������������������������������
follows. You’re stunned as well but, being a few feet away, you 
recover more quickly.

There’s your opening, Hamlet!

�ęęĆĈĐ�čĎĘ�ĉĔĒĎēĆēęǡ�ĘĜĔėĉǦćĊĆėĎēČ�ĆėĒǨ�Turn to page 
65

�ęęĆĈĐ�čĎĘ�ĊĞĊĘǨ�Turn to page 631

�ęęĆĈĐ�čĎĘ�đĊČĘǨ�Turn to page 316
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“Ophelia’s dead?!” you say out loud, shocked. The gravedigger 
shrugs. He’s not friends with any of these people!

“I tried to tell you —” Horatio says. “I meant to tell you earlier 
but you seemed so happy to be back and I — I wasn’t — look, I’m 
sorry, Hamlet. She passed away shortly after you left on your trip.”

Gertrude and Laertes and Claudius are still unaware that 
���ǯ�������Ǥ�
���������������ƪ������������������ǡ�������������
she’d always hoped Ophelia would marry you, and that instead, 
���ǯ��������������ƪ������������������������Ǥ�

Geez, Gertrude. Inappropriate. That is not something for a 
new mother-in-law to do for newlyweds.

Laertes curses three times whomever it was who robbed 
Ophelia of her sanity, and then curses them again ten times three 
times, for a total of thirty-three curses. Then he jumps into the 
grave so that he might hold her in his arms once more.

Geez, Laertes. That’s like — double inappropriate to the 
power of three, for a total of eight inappropriates.

Okay, so they’re all really upset and acting crazy. The right 
thing to do here is to go home, approach them later, and say you 
saw them at the funeral but didn’t want to interrupt. Also, it’ll 
give you a chance to deal with your grief too, which you should 
be feeling. You are feeling it, aren’t you, Hamlet? She was your 
�������ǡ��������ǯ����������������������������Ƥ���������������
apparent suicide!

What do you do?


Ĕ�čĔĒĊ�Ćēĉ�ęĆđĐ�ęĔ�ĊěĊėĞĔēĊ�đĆęĊėǣ�turn to page 168

�ęĊĕ�ċėĔĒ�ęčĊ�ĘčĆĉĔĜĘ�Ćēĉ�ĎēęėĔĉĚĈĊ�ĞĔĚėĘĊđċ�
ĉėĆĒĆęĎĈĆđđĞǣ�turn to page 250

�Ċ��ĕčĊđĎĆǣ�turn to page 239
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Even if you broke up recently, you should at least console 
Ophelia over her loss! Especially since you were kinda involved 
in his accidental death. But instead you’re running away and 
partying on a boat?? 

I’m calling it: YOU ARE THE WORST BOYFRIEND AND/OR 
EX-BOYFRIEND EVER. 

But you’re on this boat and it’s set sail for England, so there’s 
not much you can do. 

�ėĞ�ęĔ�ĕĆėęĞ�ĆĘ�ćĊĘę�ĞĔĚ�ĈĆēǡ�ČĎěĊē�ęčĊ�
ĈĎėĈĚĒĘęĆēĈĊĘǣ�turn to page 130
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You and Rosencrantz and Guildenstern scramble in parallel, 
snagging the lanterns as they roll across the deck, getting a few 
just mere seconds before they’d make contact with the many 
����������������������Ǧ�������������ƪ���Ǥ����������������������ơ�
without colliding into each other or exploding into a chunky mist 
of blood and bone.

Tossing the lanterns out a porthole, it looks like you’ve 
taken care of the immediate crisis, but you are still on a mortally 
wounded boat, and she’s taking on water. In fact, you can see 
water seeping in the far side of the darkened room now.

“NOW can we abandon ship?” you say.
“Most def,” says Guildenstern. Running above-decks, you look 

up, but the storm has blackened the sky. Suddenly, lightning 
strikes the water beside you. The sound of thunder is staggering, 
but in that brief instant, the world is illuminated.

You see 15 ropes hanging from the bow of Calypso’s Gale, 
going down to water level. Mid-way up, you see your young 
crew of almost 20 (both by age and by count), cutlasses at the 
�����ǡ�Ƥ������Ǥ�����������������������������ǡ�������������������
sport. Above them, on deck, they’re being cheered by a row of 
pirates. And at the very bow of the ship, looking down with a 
spyglass, stands the captain. He’s got a fancy hat and parrot on 
his shoulder: the works. And he’s staring right at you through the 
storm.

As the darkness of the storm is restored moments later, you 
yell at Rosencrantz and Guildenstern over the ringing in your ears. 
“Climb up!” you yell. “Attack them! I’m going after her captain!”

Rosencrantz shouts back something, but you can’t hear. You 
point up at the boat and grab a rope and begin to climb. Glancing 
back, you see your two bros running to do the same.

One way or another, you’re going to end this.

�ĔēęĎēĚĊ�ĈđĎĒćĎēČǡ�ĆęęĆĈĐ�ĕĎėĆęĊĘǨ�Turn to page 127
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THE END
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I’m — not sure what you’re expecting to happen here?
You argue with them to abandon ship, they tell you to help 

them pick up the lanterns, eventually you all explode! To make it 
worthwhile, I’ll describe your last moment in rhyme.

“Flame makes contact with the trail of gunpowder / Turning 
you all into chunky clam chowder.”

It’s ironic that someone who’s been so indecisive up till now 
dies because he can’t undecide to abandon ship, huh? “Irony.” 
Write that down. 

Turn to page 675
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You walk calmly to your closet, retrieve a sword, and walk 
calmly back to Osric. “Okay. You killed the man I love,” you say, 
“AND you did it in the bed I love, and now they’re both ruined 
and covered in blood and for that I am going to kill you.”

“Go nuts,” he says.
You do. 
Osric laughs the whole time. Just before he dies, Osric holds 

up one hand to get you to stop. “Wait, wait, wait a second,” he 
says. “I have to ask you a question.”

You point your sword at his neck. “Better not take too long,” 
you say. “I’m not sure how much blood you have left in there.”

Osric looks at the sword, then up at you. He’s smiling.
“What makes you think,” he says, grinning through a mouth 

full of blood and broken teeth, “that I was the only one Claudius 
talked to?”

“What?” you say.
“He talked to everyone. He promised them everything. They 

all —”
Osric slams his head down on your sword, cutting his face.
“— want you —”
Osric slams his head down again, cutting deeper. 
“— dead.”
Then Osric slams his head down on your sword, cleaving 

his skull in two. Oh my gosh. I can’t believe he did that. That’s 
disgusting. What the heck, dude?

You look around the room. Hamlet’s dead. Osric’s dead. And 
everyone you know has been given a really good reason to want 
you murdered. This is going to be a challenging day, Ophelia, and 
you’re only three hours into it.

You go to a window and look out into the night. You can’t 
bring Hamlet back, and if he IS a ghost, then you’ll meet him 
eventually. But not now. Right now you’ve got plenty to live for, 
and lots you want to do before you die. 
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By way of an example, one of the things you want to do is kill 
��������������������������������������Ƥ���Ǥ�

You pick up your sword, wipe it clean on Osric’s body, and re-
sheath it in its scabbard. “Looks like it’s time to KILL EVERYONE 
IN HAMLET and chew bubblegum, and I’m all out of gum,” you 
whisper to yourself. 

What you meant was “Looks like it’s time to kill everyone in 
THIS hamlet,” referring, of course, to the small town that the 
castle is in, but it’s early and nobody heard you anyway, so no 
harm no foul, right?

Okay, Ophelia. Let’s do this. Let’s have a living person take 
personal revenge in this story for once.

Let’s, as you say, kill everyone in Hamlet.

�Ďđđ�ĊěĊėĞĔēĊ�Ďē�ęčĊ�ėĔĞĆđ�ĈĔĚėęǨ�Turn to page 451

�Ďđđ��ĔđĔēĎĚĘ�Ćēĉ��ĆĊėęĊĘǣ�turn to page 600

�Ďđđ�ęčĊ�ćĆĈĐČėĔĚēĉ�ĈčĆėĆĈęĊėĘ�Ďē�ĞĔĚė�đĎċĊ�
ȋ�ĔĘĊēĈėĆēęğǡ�
ĚĎđĉĊēĘęĊėēǡ�ęčĔĘĊ�ČėĆěĊĉĎČČĊėĘ�ęčĆę�
ĆėĊ�ĆđĜĆĞĘ�ĘđĆĈĐĎēČ�Ĕċċǡ�ĊęĈǤȌ�ĔēĊ�ćĞ�ĔēĊǣ�turn to page 574
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Partying on a boat is great, but it doesn’t last forever! After 
�������������ǡ������������������������������Ƥ���������Ǥ���������
����������������
���������������������ơ�����������������ǡ�������
awesome dudes in one awesome room. One awesome...PARTY 
ROOM??

������������ǡ������������ǡ��������������������ơ������������
previous night’s partying. You put on your shirt but it feels 
��ơ������Ȅ�������������ǯ�������������ǯ�������Ǩ����Ǥ����������������
�ơǡ���������������������������������Ǥ���������������������ǡ��������
you for wearing his clothes, and then notices the letter.

“Hey Hamlet, you dropped something,” he says.
“No man,” you say, “it’s your letter. This is your shirt.” You pass 

him the garment. He has the shirt.
“It’s not MY letter, bro,” he says, pulling it over his head. 

“Someone must’ve slipped it to me sometime yesterday. What’s it 
say?”

Flipping it over, you notice it’s got a royal seal on the back. 
“It’s from King Claudius!” you say. 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern say the following:
“Whaaaaaaaaaat??”

�ĕĊē�ęčĊ�đĊęęĊėǣ�turn to page 135

�Ĕēǯę�ĔĕĊē�Ďęǣ�ĎęǯĘ�ČĔę�Ćē��		����������ǣ�turn to page 289
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“I still do not admit to any murder,” you say. “That is to say, my 
continued non-admittance to murder proceeds relentlessly.”

��������������������ơ����������Ǥ
“Liar!!” he reads. “You totally killed your brother by poisoning 

him in the ear! You should admit it right now.” He looks at you.
“Your choices are to —”
“Hamlet,” you interrupt. “Does this story go anywhere, or do 

you just accuse the reader of murder for the entire book?”
“That’s a form of going somewhere,” Hamlet says.
You sigh and take the book from him. “We need to start over, 

sweetie,” you say. “We’re not going to trap the conscience of a 
king with this. We need something more subtle, something with 
themes that inspire guilt and remorse inside him, planting a seed 
that’ll eat him up from the inside out —”

Now Hamlet interrupts you. “Or we could just plagiarize this 
other book I got,” he says. “I met the author by accident a few days 
ago and it totally works for our purposes!”

�ĔĔĐ�ćĔĔĐǣ�turn to page 493
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The pirate screams at you, livid. He’s lost some very important 
body parts, but he’s not going to stop. He’s out of control with 
��������������Ƥ������������������������Ǥ��������ǯ�����������������
down. He’ll take you apart with his teeth if you let him.

��ǯ����������Ƥ���������ǡ�������Ǥ

�ĊđĎěĊė�ęčĊ�ĐĎđđĎēČ�ćđĔĜǨ�Turn to page 224
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THE END
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The captain tries to spit in your face. You stab him right in the 
chest, piercing a lung. He gasps and swears at you.

ǲ����������������ǡǳ��������Ǥ���������������������������������ơ�
�����������ǯ������ǡ������������ƪ���������������������Ǥ

“Come on, keep your chin up!” you yell, slicing again at his 
����Ǥ����������ơ����������������������������ƪ�������������Ǥ�

“You know what they say,” you say grimly, taking your sword 
in both hands. “Follow your nose.” 

With one huge strike, you behead the pirate captain. His head 
rolls at your feet, and you kick it overboard into the ocean. 

Let me just say: holy crap. Never in your life have you fought 
so well. This was awesome, literally awesome. If you lived to be a 
������������������ǡ����ǯ���������������Ƥ�������������������������
as it did today.

You’re catching your breath when you hear familiar voices yell 
“Hamlet!!”

Turning around, you see Rosencrantz and Guildenstern 
rushing towards you. They survived! In fact, they did more than 
survive the battle: like you, they thrived in it! All around them 
lie the bodies of pirates, and your crew dispatches the last few 
survivors. This is incredible. Calypso’s Gale is yours. And the 
storm surrounding her is clearing as quickly as it appeared in the 
Ƥ���������Ǩ�������������������������������Ǥ

You and Rosencrantz and Guildenstern hug each other, and 
your crew cheers. Pulling back, Guildenstern notices the blood 
��������������������������������������������������ƪ���Ǥ

“What happened to the captain?” asks Guildenstern.
“Dunno,” you say. “Last I saw, he was...HEADED for sea.”
ǲ��ǡǳ�����������������Ǥ�ǲ������������������������ơ����������

and then threw it overboard?”
“Let’s just say that when he fought me...he got in a little over 

his HEAD.”
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ǲ��ǡ����������ơ�������������������������������������ǡǳ������
Rosencrantz.

�ĆĐĊ�ĈĔĒĒĆēĉ�Ĕċ�ęčĎĘ�đĆėČĊėǡ�ĒĚĈč�ēĎĈĊė�
ěĊĘĘĊđǣ�turn to page 324
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“I’ll be there, 11:30 sharp!” you say, and Horatio leaves, 
�����Ƥ��Ǥ

Well, now you have eight hours to blow before it’s time to 
meet ghosts. What do you want to do, Hamlet?

�Ċ��ĕčĊđĎĆ�ċĔė�Ć�ĜčĎđĊǣ�turn to page 46

�đĆĞ�ĘĔđĎęĆĎėĊǣ�turn to page 99
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While sailing to Denmark, you and Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern come up with a plan.

Clearly King Claudius wants you dead, but he isn’t willing to 
move overtly, hence the letter he planted on your friends. Heck, 
even the pirate attack could’ve been orchestrated by him. It’s 
impossible to know who he’s gotten to while you’ve been gone. 
You can’t trust anyone.

You decide to...

�ęęĆĈĐ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�čĊĆĉǦĔē�ċėĔĒ��ĆđĞĕĘĔǯĘ�
ĆđĊǣ�turn to 
page 537

�ęęĆĈĐ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�ĒĔėĊ�ĉĎĘĈėĊĊęđĞǡ�đĊĘę�Ć�ċėĔēęĆđ�
ĆęęĆĈĐ�ċėĔĒ�Ć�ĕĎėĆęĊ�ĘčĎĕ�ĉĎĘęĚėć�ęčĊ�ĕĊĔĕđĊ�Ĕċ�

�ĊēĒĆėĐ�Ćēĉ�ĜĊĆĐĊē�ĞĔĚė�ėĎČčę�ęĔ�ėĚđĊǣ�turn to page 70
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THE END

P.S. The machine totally worked and you arrived in the past! Yay!

P.P.S. To explore this new timeline you’ve created, re-read this 
����������������Ƥ����������������������Ƥ������������������������
two swords: the left sword or the right sword. Rather than turning 
to the pages indicated, add the two page numbers together, divide 
the sum by three, multiply by 15, take the square root, and add 
100 while rounding down to the nearest integer. Turn to that page 
instead: this will push this other you into the new timeline you’ve 
just created here.

If this math seems complicated, then let me say this: man, who 
told you that time travel was easy??
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“This isn’t what it looks like!” you shout frantically, removing 
your knives from the perforated body of your dead brother. “I 
know that it looks like I killed four people here!!”

You turn to face Osric.
ǲ���������ǯ�����������Ƥ��ǡǳ��������ǡ�����������������������������

heart and another into his lung.
You’re not even surprised anymore when you look up from 

Osric’s body and see Rosencrantz and Guildenstern standing 
there, aghast.

�Ďđđ��ĔĘĊēĈėĆēęğ�Ćēĉ�
ĚĎđĉĊēĘęĊėēǣ�turn to page 707

�ėĞ�ęĔ�ĊĝĕđĆĎē�ęčĊ�ČėĔĜĎēČ�čĊĆĕĘ�Ĕċ�ćĔĉĎĊĘ�
ĘĚėėĔĚēĉĎēČ�ĞĔĚǣ�turn to page 725
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The gravedigger sings a song: it’s this really nice musical 
interlude right in the middle of your adventure! This is great 
because while we’ve had all sorts of murders and junk, nobody 
has, as yet, busted out any ditties. His song is about being young 
and in love, and this is what he sings:

In youth when I did love, did love,
Methought it was very sweet 
To contract-o-the time for-a-my behove,
�ǡ����������������Ǧ�Ǧ�����������Ǧ�Ǧ����Ǥ

You join in on the singing:

Just now when I did hear, did hear
Your singing, methought it rad
������ǯ�Ǧ���ơ������ǡ����������Ǧ�
Italian accent you-a had!

The gravedigger sings his response:

I wasn’t being racist, I was grunting while digging this 
grave!
And if I can employ some contemporary slang, methinks I 
��������ǤǤǤ�����Ǥ

Oh man, sick burns, Hamlet! You just totally lost a lyrical 
������Ǥ

Suddenly, the gravedigger digs up a human skull!

�ĔĔĐ�ĘĐĚđđǣ�turn to page 164
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She steps away from Claudius. “What’s going on, Hamlet?”
You motion behind you for Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to 

������������������Ƥ��Ǥ
“You see, Mom,” you say, as the fuse on the cannons burns 

down, “there’s something I can only say to you if you’re standing 
over there!”

“Okay, what do you want to say?” she shouts.
ǲ��ǡ�������ǡ�������������������������Ƥ������������������������

on your divorce!!” you shout, and at that moment the cannon 
Ƥ���Ǥ���ǯ����������������Ǥ�������������������������������ǡ������
Claudius in the stomach, and, rather than going through him, 
actually carries him through the air.

“My only regret is that I killed my brother and married his 
widowwwwwwwwww,” says Claudius, as he’s carried away over 
the castle. A few seconds later, you hear a wet thud.

The people of Denmark accept you as their new king, 
because it actually took a whole lot of skill to hit someone with 
a cannonball from that distance, especially given the state of 
���������������������Ǥ���������ǯ��Ƥ�������������ǡ�������������
���������������������Ƥ���������������ȋ����ǡ������Ȍǡ���������ǯ��
good enough for them!

Denmark enters a period of wealth and prosperity, thanks to 
your leadership — and your dad’s. That’s right: your ghost dad 
makes his appearances a permanent thing, and when you assume 
the throne (he’s had enough fun being king already, he says), you 
appoint him as your chief advisor. He makes it so everyone can 
see him too. It’s just more convenient that way.

A few months later, he and Gertrude remarry. Everyone is 
shocked, but you check, and it turns out there’s nothing in the 
�������������������Ƥ����������������������ǯ���������������Ǩ�
NICE! There’s also nothing in the rulebook that says a dog can’t 
play football but that hasn’t come up yet nor is it really likely to if 
we’re being honest.
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When your mother dies of old age years later, she becomes a 
ghost and sticks around too. Eventually, you succumb to your own 
mortality and you also become a ghost. 

It turns out that having benign enlightened leadership that 
also can’t die is really useful for a country? I mean, after a while 
you become antiquated relics of a previous age with beliefs and 
mores rooted in the past that are out of touch with our modern 
reality, but for many generations it’s really good! You’re able to 
accumulate several lifetimes worth of knowledge, and direct it all 
towards the business of running a nation!

Eventually, some of your people do revolt, hatching a plan to 
employ a charged particle beam emitted from a portable particle 
accelerator to dispose of you, but that’s a story for another time. 
Also, it’s a story for another book. Look, it’s basically an entirely 
unrelated story and I need to draw the line somewhere.

Turn to page 133
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THE END
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“Okay, let’s do this!” you say. Why not, right? It’s not like 
you’ve got anything else going on hah hah hah THAT WAS 
SARCASTIC.

Osric leaves and then comes back immediately. “King wants 
��������������ǯ���Ƥ�����������Ǥǳ��������Ǥ�ǲ��ǯ���������������Ǥǳ

Oh right, I forgot to mention! You’re right outside the royal 
court, which is also the castle fencing room. Anyway. Messengers 
�������������ǡ������ǫ�������������ǯ��Ƥ��ǡ�������������������������
leaves.

Horatio turns to you. “Listen man, I don’t think you should do 
this. I don’t think you’re gonna win, Hamlet.” he says.

“Sure I am!” you say. “I’ve been practicing fencing since the 
start of this story.”

“What?” says Horatio, and I’m saying “What??” too, because 
there have been zero fencing scenes? Like, at all? Unless you 
�����������������������ǡ������������������������Ƥ������������
�������Ǥ������ǯ������ơ������ǡ���������Ǥ�������������������
swordsmanship, but in the same way that poetry and essays are 
both “writing.”

You realize that you were lying just now and start to feel bad 
about your chances. 

“Maybe I won’t win after all,” you say. “I suddenly feel a sense 
of foreboding that would perhaps trouble a woman.”

Aw geez, Hamlet. Aw geez.

�ĆđĐ�ĆćĔĚę�čĔĜ�ĘĔĒĊęĎĒĊĘ�ĞĔĚ�ĘĆĞ�ęĊėėĎćđĊ�ęčĎēČĘ�
ĆćĔĚę�ĜĔĒĊē�Ćēĉ�čĔĜ�ĘĔĒĊęĎĒĊĘǡ�Ďē�ĕėĎěĆęĊ�ĒĔĒĊēęĘ�
Ĕċ�ėĊċđĊĈęĎĔēǡ�ĞĔĚ�ĜĔēĉĊė�ĜčĆę�ęčĆę�ĘĆĞĘ�ĆćĔĚę�ĞĔĚǣ�
turn to page 279

�ĆđĐ�ĎēĘęĊĆĉ�ĆćĔĚę�ęčĊ�ēĆęĚėĊ�Ĕċ�ċėĊĊ�ĜĎđđǣ�turn 
to page 310
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But you — you already told him about it. If you talk to him 
about it again, the story’s just going to be super repetitive.

�ĆđĐ�ęĔ��ĔėĆęĎĔ�ĆćĔĚę�ęčĊ�ĕĎėĆęĊ�ęėĎĕ�ĆČĆĎēǨǨ�
Turn to page 299

�ĆđĐ�ęĔ��ĔėĆęĎĔ�ĆćĔĚę�ĜčĆę�ďĚĘę�čĆĕĕĊēĊĉǣ�turn to page 
276
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FINE. You stay a ghost and avoid travelling through time. You 
make a few other friends who feel the same way you do, and the 
bunch of you spend the rest of eternity going through time the 
old-fashioned way: at the steady rate of one second per second, 
and only ever forward.

You almost convince yourself that it’s enough.
Almost.
But it’s not. 
And you start to really regret your decision. But the ghost 

time travel / body replacement machine is in an advanced state of 
disrepair, since the ghosts who invented it all went back in time 
to live in new bodies, the dead cannibalizing the past to live once 
more, which is kinda monstrous and awful when you think about 
it, so let’s not!

����������������������������������������������������Ƥ���������
how this ghostly time machine works, and eventually reverse-
engineer something that you think will do the trick. And 
amazingly, you’re pretty sure your time machine will actually 
work better than the original! Rather than taking over your past 
self ’s body (or someone else’s), this machine SHOULD send you 
into the past, corporeal, in a body all your own. 

Nicely done, Hamlet!
You test out your machine by chucking a handful of 

dirt (ghost dirt) into it and it seems to work. I mean, the 
dirt disappears, so either it’s a time machine or a molecular 
destabilizer, but you’re optimistic. You step into the quantum leap 
accelerator and vanish.

Turn the page 229
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You’re certain? You want to be Ophelia, even though you JUST 
����������ƥ�����������������������������ǫ

�ęǯĘ�ĔĐĆĞǡ��ǯěĊ�ČĔę�Ć�ĕđĆēǣ�turn to page 278

�ē�ĘĊĈĔēĉ�ęčĔĚČčęǡ�ĐĊĊĕ�ćĊĎēČ��ĆĒđĊęǡ�ČĔ�čĔĒĊǡ�Ćēĉ�
ęĆđĐ�ęĔ�ĊěĊėĞĔēĊ�đĆęĊėǣ�turn to page 168

�ē�ęčĎėĉ�ęčĔĚČčęǡ�ĐĊĊĕ�ćĊĎēČ��ĆĒđĊęǡ�ĘęĊĕ�ċėĔĒ�ęčĊ�
ĘčĆĉĔĜĘǡ�Ćēĉ�ĎēęėĔĉĚĈĊ�ĞĔĚėĘĊđċ�ĉėĆĒĆęĎĈĆđđĞǣ�turn to 
page 250
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“Incorrect!” Horatio says. Fortinbras slaps in with his answer: 
ǲ�������ǯ��������������������������Ƥ������������������������
Eemian interglacial period. That’s from 130,000 to 110,000 BC.”

Darn it, it’s like he read your friggin’ mind. 
“Correct!” shouts Horatio. “Fortinbras, if you get this next 

question right, you will be my new king. Ophelia, if that’s who 
YOU want to be, you’ve got to get this next one right just to stay in 
the game.”

Horatio looks at you both, and then clears his throat. “Next 
question: how long is the coastline of Denmark?”

������������������Ƥ���Ǥ

ǲͤͣ͟͡�ĐĎđĔĒĊęėĊĘǨǳ Turn to page 656

ǲͣ͟͝͠�ĐĎđĔĒĊęėĊĘǨǳ Turn to page 131

ǲ�ėĎĈĐ�ĖĚĊĘęĎĔēǨ��Ĕ�ĈĔĆĘęđĎēĊ�čĆĘ�Ć�ĕėĊĈĎĘĊđĞ�ĉĊċĎēĊĉ�
đĊēČęčǡ�ĆĘ�ęčĊ�đĊēČęč�ĜĎđđ�ĉĊĕĊēĉ�Ĕē�ęčĊ�ĒĊęčĔĉ�
ĚĘĊĉ�ęĔ�ĒĊĆĘĚėĊ�ĎęǤ��ċ���ĚĘĊ�Ć�ĒĊęėĊ�ĘęĎĈĐǡ�ěĆėĎĆęĎĔēĘ�
Ďē�ęčĊ�ĈĔĆĘę�ĘĒĆđđĊė�ęčĆē�ĔēĊ�ĒĊęėĊ�ĜĎđđ�ćĊ�ĎČēĔėĊĉǤ�
�Ěę�Ďċ���ĚĘĊ�Ć�ĈĊēęĎĒĊęėĊ�ĘęĎĈĐǡ�ęčĊē��ǯđđ�ĎēĈđĚĉĊ�
ęčĔĘĊ�ĒĊĆĘĚėĊĒĊēęĘǡ�ćĚę�ĎČēĔėĊ�ęčĔĘĊ�đĊĘĘ�ęčĆē�ĔēĊ�
ĈĊēęĎĒĊęėĊǨ��ĎēĈĊ�ĈĔĆĘęđĎēĊĘ�ćĊčĆěĊ�đĎĐĊ�ċėĆĈęĆđĘ�Ďē�
ęčĎĘ�ėĊČĆėĉǡ�ęčĊėĊ�ĎĘ�ēĔ�ĘĎēČđĊ�đĊēČęč�ĒĊĆĘĚėĊĒĊēę���
ĈĆē�ĕĔĎēę�ęĔ�ĜĎęčĔĚę�ĒĆĐĎēČ�ĘĎĒĕđĎċĞĎēČ�ĆĘĘĚĒĕęĎĔēĘ�
ċĎėĘęǤǳ Turn to page 679
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Coming in loud and clear, buddy!
You drink the potion and feel better about things. You’re still 

sad Ophelia’s gone, obviously, but it’s not as bad as it was.
Okay! Time to go to bed and wake up bright and early the 

next day! You have a fake king to expose!!
I’m not joking!


Ĕ�ęĔ�ćĊĉǣ�turn to page 169
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THE END

P.S. Claudius comes back as a ghost, but he’s missing a lot of his 
brains so it’s more pathetic than scary.

P.P.S. It is kinda really awful though.
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This is it, Hamlet! THIS IS THE DAY YOU CONFRONT 
CLAUDIUS.

You put on your best confronting-the-king tights, and your 
fanciest confronting-the-king scabbard. Don’t worry, I looked it 
up: it’s a sheath for holding a sword.

You and Horatio are walking into the castle when Osric shows 
up! Hey, I know this guy! He’s a member of the royal court, and 
he’s super manipulable. Here, I’ll show you!

“Put your hat on,” you say to Osric.
“No thanks. It’s too hot today,” he says.
“No man, it’s cold, with winds from the north and a 30% 

chance of precipitation,” you reply.
“Oh yeah, it’s cold,” he says.
“And yet, it’s also super hot and humid!” you say.
“Yes. Yes, it’s quite hot out,” he says.
See? SEE?
Okay. I need to apologize because I’ve been making fun of 

your choices this entire book, but when I took over here all I did 
was have a pointless conversation with a dude who isn’t even a 
real character in this story. I’m sorry. Maybe...maybe this ISN’T as 
easy as it looks?

So I’ll tell you what Osric’s here to say: the king wants you 
to fence with Laertes, and he’s gone ahead and made a bet. He 
thinks that in a dozen rounds Laertes won’t win by more than 
three hits. Oh, and he’s put six horses on the line, six swords 
complete with sword accessories, and three fancy carriages. He is 
��������������������������ơǨ�

On the one hand, you’re here to expose Claudius, not Laertes, 
����Ƥ������������������ǯ����������������������������������������
entirely unrelated to avenging your father’s death. Also, he’s 
probably upset about, you know, his sister and father dying, and 
�ǯ����������������������������Ƥ����������������������������������
“helping him get past his grief” department.
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On the other hand...well, no, actually, I can’t think of a good 
����������������������Ƥ������������Ǥ������������������ǫ��ǡ�����
author of this story who has imagined this entire realm wholesale 
and brought it to life inside my head, cannot conceive of a single 
����������������������Ƥ�����������Ǥ

What do you do?

�ĈĈĊĕę�ęčĊ�ĘĜĔėĉċĎČčę�ĎēěĎęĆęĎĔēǣ�turn to page 
236

�ĊĈđĎēĊ�ęčĊ�ĘĜĔėĉċĎČčę�ĎēěĎęĆęĎĔēǣ�turn to page 174
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��������������	������������������������������������Ǩ�����Ƥ����
to return is the one that gains Denmark’s crown! THESE ARE 
THE STAKES, you proclaim!

“Man, I just came here from Norway. I’m tired of travelling,” 
Fortinbras says. He looks at you and waves dismissively.

ǲ�ơ��������������ǡǳ���������Ǥ
�������������������������������������������������ơǡ���������

whole point of a monarchy is you invest all state authority in one 
�����������������ǡ������������������������ǯ����������������ơ�������
mode of government after all, ESPECIALLY when the only 
constraint on that monarch’s power is a constitution that they 
themselves can rewrite and I could go on, but you’re dead. You 
died. Your last thoughts are “I hope I get to hear the end of that 
sentence about monarchy” but NOPE: dead.

Totally dead.
Also there’s no coming back as a ghost this time; I dunno 

what to tell you.
So! You kinda managed to not actually accomplish much AND 

you let your boyfriend do all the killing for you. Since you kinda 
����������������������������������������������ǡ�����Ǧ��ƥ������
women I’m going to award you...3 micropoints!

Everyone else gets 3 MACROpoints!! Oh snap, how’s that 
taste??

Turn to page 329
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You follow the ghost into the mist. After walking for what 
seems like forever, you get tired of walking. 

“I’m tired of walking,” you say. You sit down. “Pretty sure I’m 
done walking. Yeah. Yeah, I’m out.”

������������������������������������������Ƥ��������ǡ�����������
issuing forth from lungs that no longer breathe air:

“Hamlet. It is I, your father. Look, I can’t stay around here 
forever so you need to listen to what I tell you. I didn’t die of old 
age. I did some digging around and it turns out I was murdered...
by Claudius!”

You gasp, shocked and enraged. Killed by his own brother! 
“He did it while I slept! I was walking in a garden, and you 

know how gardens are really boring, right?”
You nod. “They’re boring even for people who like them.”
“Exactly!” says Ghost Dad. “Well, it was so boring I fell asleep, 

and while I was sleeping he poured poison in my ear.”
“I didn’t know poisons worked that way,” you say.
“That’s what I said!” shouts your dad, throwing his hands 

above his head in frustration. He starts to pace back and forth. 
“Anyway, I want you to take revenge on him for me. I dunno. 

Cuss him out or something. Pull out his chair when he’s about to 
��������Ǥ��ơ��������������Ƥ���������������������������������Ƥ���
���ǡ����������������������������ǡ�Ǯ��������Ǥǯ���������������ơ���
�����������Ƥ��ǡ���������������������������Ǥǳ

ǲ������������������ǡǳ������ơ��Ǥ�ǲ���������ǡ���������������������
Mom.”

Your dad stops pacing and stares at you.
“He’s WHAT?!”

�Ċđđ�čĎĒ�ęčĊĞ�ČĔę�ĒĆėėĎĊĉ�ęĜĔ�ĜĊĊĐĘ�ĆċęĊė�
ęčĊ�ċĚēĊėĆđǣ�turn to page 105

�Ċđđ�čĎĒ�čĆč�čĆčǡ�ĞĔĚ�ĜĊėĊ�ďĚĘę�ĐĎĉĉĎēČǣ�turn to page 189
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THE END
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You step out of the shadows of the graveyard, leaving Horatio 
and the gravedigger behind.

“Who’s the man whose grief is so extreme, whose words of 
sorrow can make even the stars themselves stand still and wonder 
in sadness at what they hear? It’s me, Hamlet the Dane!”

Then you hop into the grave, joining Laertes there. Why not? 
Emotions are a competition, right?

Laertes sees you and screams in rage. “The devil take thy 
soul!” he shouts, which, I mean, if you’re going to yell anything, 
it’s pretty much the awesomest and classiest thing to yell at a time 
�������������������Ǥ��������������ǡ�����Ƥ���Ǩ�����ǯ�������Ǥ�����
������������Ƥ���ǡ���������������ǡ�����������������ǡ������������

����ǡ������������ƥ�������������������������Ǥ�����������������
choose to live your life.

Laertes punches you in the teeth, and you stagger back until 
you collide with the muddy grave wall. You raise your eyes up to 
Laertes, wiping blood from your mouth with the back of your 
hand. You glance down at your bloodied hand. “That’s a funny 
way to pray,” you say, and laugh. Laertes looks at you.

“Here’s how I do it,” You jump at him, forcing your head into 
his chest as hard as you can. He falls backwards, winded, gasping 
for air.

ǲ����������ǡǳ��������ǡ�����������Ƥ����������������������������ǡ�
ǲ�����������������ǳ�Ȅ�����������������Ƥ���������������������������
blow with his jaw — “hallowed be thy —”

His arms shoot out and encircle your throat and before you 
can react, he squeezes. You see stars dance around the edge of 
your vision. “You don’t want to do that,” you gasp, but Laertes 
only squeezes tighter. 

“Now why’s that, Hamlet?” he says, smirking, mock concern 
written on his face.

You lock eyes with him. “There’s something dangerous 
inside of me, and you should be afraid of it,” you say. “I am. You 
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shouldn’t make me angry, Laertes. You wouldn’t like me when I’m 
angry.”

Laertes laughs at you, and you feel almost giddy. You can feel 
yourself losing control. You can feel yourself starting to want it.

“I won’t tell you again, little man,” you say, unsure if you’re 
������������������������������������Ǥ�ǲ����Ǥ�����Ǥ������Ǥ��ơǤǳ�

�Ěėē�ĎēęĔ�Ć�ČĆĒĒĆǦĎėėĆĉĎĆęĊĉ�ĒĔēĘęĊėǣ�turn to page 274

�ĔēęĎēĚĊ�ćĊĎēČ��ĆĒđĊęǣ�turn to page 364
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����Ƥ���������������������������ǯ����������������������������
in your life, and you mean it. You’ve lost faith in your family, you 
realize, but not in love itself. As she stares at you, tears welling in 
her eyes, you tell her that the love you have for her and the love 
she has for you — that’s the most important thing. It gives both 
������������������Ǥ�������ǯ��������Ƥ����������Ǥ

You and Ophelia move away from Denmark and settle 
someplace stable, sunny, and warm. You don’t get married, 
because you never needed a piece of paper to tell you that you’re 
happy. Ophelia starts a business selling her inventions, and you 
are able to live comfortably.

You have two sons, Timon and Pericles. When they come of 
age, Timon moves to Athens where he does very well for himself. 
Pericles moves to Lebanon and works on writing puzzle books. 
You and Ophelia await their letters with interest.

This is a pretty good family man ending, I gotta say! If that’s 
what you were going for: nice work, man! You did it!

Turn to page 293
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The crowd murmurs their assent, but Claudius raises a hand 
and speaks.

“I was born with a stupid face, yes. And I admit it freely. But I 
should not be killed by my adopted son because of that. We must 
look beyond our bodies and judge people not by circumstances 
— accidents, really — of their birth, but by who they are. And 
despite my stupid and irritating face, I have been a pretty decent 
king to you all.”

The crowd murmurs their assent again. You hear someone in 
the crowd shout “I never liked his stupid face but I always strive 
to rise above my prejudices” quite clearly.

Horatio is distracted by the speech and Laertes stabs him 
through the heart, killing him almost instantly. His last words are 
“It’s still a stupiiiid faaaaace...*gurgle*”

Everyone looks at you expectantly. If you attack Claudius 
���ǡ���ǯ�����������������Ƥ��ǡ��������ǯ������������������������������
throne. On the plus side, you could at least kill Claudius, which is 
����������������������������Ƥ���������Ǥ�����������������������ǯ��
���������Ƥ���Ǩ

�Ďđđ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǣ�turn to page 161

�ĆĞ�ǲ�Ćč�čĆčǡ�ēĊěĊėĒĎēĉǡ�ĒĞ�ĒĎĘęĆĐĊǳǣ�turn to page 344
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The crowd gasps. “Is this true?” someone shouts.
“It is,” you say, “and who do you trust? Me, a handsome, 

successful young prince, or Claudius, a murderer and an 
attempted murderer twice over and one who, as I’m sure you 
noticed, has a stupid face?”

“Man, he DOES have a stupid face!” Horatio says, between 
Laertes’ attacks.

The crowd seems to be on your side. You raise your sword.
“Defend yourself, horny murderer!!” you shout.
Claudius glares at you, then quickly stoops and picks up the 

sword. Holding it at the ready, he beckons you towards him.

�ĜĔėĉċĎČčę��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǨ�	������Ǩ�Turn to page 92
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“It’s a pirate’s life for me!” you say, referencing nothing 
�����������ǯ����������������Ƥ�������������������������������Ǩ�����
order Calypso’s Gale turned around and head out into the open 
seas. Ocean spray splashes up into your face. 

You may have messed up in Denmark, but out here in the 
open seas, you’re going to be alright. You’re going to be alright, 
Hamlet.

A few years pass, and you and your crew become legendary 
pirates! But you all use assumed names so if you want to read 
about your adventures, just read any pirate book and you’ll know 
it’s secretly about you. I’m not even lying, they’re all really about 
your adventures. You’re that good!

Turn to page 571
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THE END
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It seems some time has passed since you killed yourself and 
became a ghost. Horatio, who was clean-shaven when you last 
saw him, now has a beard. He’s at the castle talking to Ophelia. 
Apparently she’s invented a device of alcohol and glass that can 
measure the temperature of things, a sort of “thermo-meter”? She 
�������������������������ơǤ����������������������������������������
in medicine.

Anyway, neither Horatio nor Ophelia can sense you. You go to 
Horatio’s house and throw some pots and pans around. It’s pretty 
spooky, but nobody’s home right now, so it’s also pretty futile.

You continue this style of annoying haunting for several 
hundred generations of Horatios, generation after generation, 
never leaving their houses, never learning of anything else 
going on in the world, until Earth is baked to a crisp by an ever-
expanding sun shortly before it consumes the planet entirely. 
It’s a pretty frustrating way to end your story, but it’s also pretty 
frustrating to only be able to communicate through the not-so-
universal language of throwing pots and pans, so you’re used to it.

Turn to page 599
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You go down to Ophelia’s place and knock on her door. “Who 
is it?” she calls. 

“It’s me, sweetie,” you say, opening the door and stepping into 
her room. You haven’t seen each other for a while; it’s so great to 
see her! You run up and throw your arms around her and you kiss. 
It’s just like old times.

You hold her at arm’s-length and look into her eyes. “Listen,” 
you say, and then you...

ČĔ�ĒĚėĉĊė��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǣ�turn to page 195

ČĔ�Ĕē�ęĔ�ĘĆĞ�ǲ��ēĊĊĉ�ĞĔĚė�čĊđĕ�ĜĎęč�ĘĔĒĊęčĎēČǳǣ�turn to 
page 301

ĚēćĚęęĔē�ĞĔĚė�ďĆĈĐĊęǡ�ċĔĚđ�ĞĔĚė�ĘęĔĈĐĎēČĘǡ�
ęĆĐĊ�ĞĔĚė�ČĆėęĊėĘ�Ĕċċǡ�Ćēĉ�ČėĆć��ĕčĊđĎĆ�ćĞ�ęčĊ�

ĜėĎĘęǣ�turn to page 304
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You go back to Wittenberg U. A few years into your studies, 
��������������������������ơǢ��������������������������������Ǥ�
With her out of the picture, you don’t go home much anymore. 
You feel bad about it, but it’s too weird being around Uncle Dad 
all the time, and besides he was never the kind of person you 
would have described as “extremely non-creepy.”

You drift apart from Horatio and Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern too, as you start hanging out with your new school 
friends a lot more. You spend most of your time with one guy 
in particular, T.J. Macbeth. You’re unlikely friends — he, a jock; 
you, president of the philosophy club — but that doesn’t stop 
you. Friends is friends. In your sophomore year you get a place 
��������ǡ���������������������ơ�������ǡ���������������������������
by a nickname: “Banquo.” He laughs whenever you ask for an 
explanation, and eventually you just get used to it.

������ǡ�������������������������������������Ƥ�������ǡ�������
invites you come back home to Scotland with him. He says his 
dad can get you both some pretty good jobs high up in the army. 
He says there’s a lot of possibility there for advancement.

You accept. You never do return to Denmark.

Turn to page 21
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“One sec!” you yell and run below-decks. You choose the 
biggest cannon available, and tilting it downward, roll the loaded 
cannonball out onto the deck. You then hoist yourself up into the 
�����������������������������������������ǯ�����Ǥ������Ƥ��ǡ�����������
���������������������������������������ƥ���Ǥ

“Well...?! Fire me, man! It’s our only hope!”
�������������ƥ������������������������ǡ�����������������

carefully, and lights the fuse. You duck back inside the cannon 
and prepare yourself.

Okay, I’ve got to interrupt things here and ask you an 
important question: how realistic do you want this story to be? 
No rush, but you need to answer before you leave this page.

�đĊĆĘĊǡ�ĞĔĚė�ĖĚĊĘęĎĔē�ĎēĘĚđęĘ�ĚĘ�ćĔęčǤ���ĜĆēę�ēĔęčĎēČ�
ćĚę�ĞĔĚė�ċĎēĊĘę�ėĊĆđĎĘĒǨ�Turn to page 351

��ĆĒ�ĎēĘĎĉĊ�Ć�ĈĆēēĔē�ĆćĔĚę�ęĔ�ćĊ�ċĎėĊĉ�Ćę�ĒĞ�ĘęĊĕċĆęčĊė�
ćĊĈĆĚĘĊ�Ć�ČčĔĘę�ęĔđĉ�ĒĊ�ęĔǤ��ĊęǯĘ�ēĔę�ČĊę�ęĔĔ�čĚēČ�Ěĕ�
Ĕē�ėĊĆđĎĘĒ�ėĎČčę�ēĔĜǡ�ĔĐĆĞǫ�Turn to page 348
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THE END

Oh wait, P.S. On the way out the door, you bump into Fortinbras, 
who is here trying to take over Denmark! He’s a jerk so you kill 
him. Nobody cares that you stabbed him; he’s a jerk!!
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So you walk in on your mom and fake dad as they’re trying 
to run the country, but it turns out they were talking about you 
anyway. Polonius is there too. He’s talking to you like you’re 
touched in the head. Hey! He thinks you’re crazy! MAYBE 
THAT’S BECAUSE OF ALL THE DUMB DECISIONS YOU’VE 
BEEN MAKING? 

����������ơ����������������ǡ���ǯ����������������������������
were just PRETENDING to be crazy, because that way all of this 
kinda makes sense and nobody would ever suspect a crazy person 
of committing a murder, right? 

This is literally the best option we’ve got left. This is what 
you’ve reduced us to. I’ve gone back and rewritten the story so 
that in your talk with Horatio now you say “I might act crazy for a 
while, just be cool.” (You can go back and check, it’s totally there, 
turn to page 12.)

Okay! So it turns out Polonius considers himself a master 
riddlemaster, and he’s going to ask you three riddles to determine 
������ǯ��������������Ǥ������������Ƥ���ǣ

“Do you know who I am?” he says. 
Since you’re now just ACTING crazy, this gets a little easier. 

Normally I’d give you the choice between a reasonable answer and 
��������������ǡ�������Ƥ�����������������������������������������
one just to screw things up, and I swear to God there will be a 
method to your madness if it kills me. So here are your options!

�ĆĞ�ǲ��ĉĔēǯę�ĐēĔĜ�ĜčĔ�ĞĔĚ�ĆėĊǤ��ĆĞćĊǤǤǤĞĔĚǯėĊ�Ć�ĕĎĒĕǫǳ�
Turn to page 110

��ĐēĔĜ�ĞĔĚǯėĊ�đĔĔĐĎēČ�ċĔė�ęčĊ�ĔĕęĎĔē�ęĔ�ĘĆĞ�
ǲ�Ēǡ�ĞĊĆčǡ�ĞĔĚǯėĊ��ĔđĔēĎĚĘǳ�čĊėĊǡ�ćĚę�ĞĔĚ�ĐēĔĜ�

ĜčĆęǫ���đĎĐĊ�ćĊĎēČ�Ďē�ĈčĆėČĊǤ��ĆĞ�ǲ��ĉĔēǯę�ĐēĔĜ�ĜčĔ�ĞĔĚ�
ĆėĊǤ��ĆĞćĊǤǤǤĞĔĚǯėĊ�Ć�ĕĎĒĕǫǳ�Turn to page 110
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You make a break for it, but trip over Horatio, who is also 
making a break for it in the opposite direction. You collide into 
each other and fall, hitting your head on a rock for good measure.

“Is this funny?” you hear the ghost say as you fade from 
consciousness. “I don’t know if this is supposed to be funny.”

You come to months later. Not much has changed: your mom 
is still married to your uncle, and Horatio tells you the ghost kept 
coming by for a while but eventually seemed to lose interest in 
the whole thing. He asks what you’re going to do now. You’re not 
sure. The funeral and wedding you came back home for are long 
over. It’s probably time you get back to the business of living your 
life. So! What do you want to do with it?


Ċę�ĘĊėĎĔĚĘ�ĜĎęč��ĕčĊđĎĆǣ�turn to page 252


Ĕ�ćĆĈĐ�ęĔ�ĘĈčĔĔđǣ�turn to page 260
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You and Hamlet are pressed invisibly up against the wall 
of the royal church, your clothes and ninja hoods blending in 
with the stone and mortar perfectly.

Claudius is here, talking to Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, 
and he’s speechifying. He’s got one hand out in front of him, 
holding it in the air. It looks pretty dramatic!

“I like him not,” Claudius says, “nor stands it safe with 
us to let his madness range. Therefore prepare you. I your 
commission will forthwith dispatch, and he to England shall 
along with you.”

“Dude, nobody’s seen Hamlet for days,” Rosencrantz 
replies. 

“Yeah, we can’t take him to England because not a single 
bro knows where he is,” says Guildenstern.

Claudius lowers his arm.
“Well, poops,” Claudius says, and Rosencrantz and 

Guildenstern look at each other and it’s awkward and then 
they leave.

�����������������������ơ�������������������������������
in Gertrude’s room, just in case Hamlet happens to show up. 
It is a weird, pervy plan, but Claudius agrees to it, and then 
Polonius gets really excited and runs out of the room.

Finally alone, Claudius again raises one arm out in front 
�����������������ǡ�ǲ�ǡ�����ơ������������ǡ��������������������Ǣ�
it hath the primal eldest curse upon’t, a brother’s murder.” 
You and Hamlet exchange a glance. Dude is not only guilty, he 
confessed his guilt to an empty room. Wow. And Claudius is 
STILL confessing his crime for, like, another minute, until he 
Ƥ��������������������Ǥ

You could kill him now if you want. Or you could let him 
twist in the wind a little longer.
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�Ďđđ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǨ�Turn to page 499

�Ċę�čĎĒ�ČĔǡ�ĎęǯĘ�ęĎĒĊ�ęĔ�ĊēČĆČĊ��ĕĊėĆęĎĔē��Ĉę�͟��ĈĊēĊ�
͠ǣ�turn to page 468
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It seems some time has passed since you killed yourself and 
��������������Ǥ����������Ƥ����������������������������ǡ���ǯ��
appalled to see you. “Why didn’t you come see me when I tried to 
contact you months ago?” he demands of you, and all you can say 
is that you were really depressed back when you were alive.

“You know what would’ve cured that depression?” says your 
dad.

“Nope,” you say.
“AVENGING MY DEATH, BECAUSE CLAUDIUS MURDERED 

ME.” Your father throws his hands up in the air and leaves you 
alone, but at least you’ve got all of eternity to work it out between 
you, because you’re both already ghosts.

Eventually a few hundred years pass and you do patch things 
up, and just in time too. It’s now the year 2100, and an alien probe 
has landed on Earth. While it looked empty to the living people 
who opened it, it actually contained thousands of ghosts from 
another world: an invasion force escaping from their dying planet! 
And they’re attacking every ghost on the planet! And the living 
people of Earth have no idea this is even happening!

You’re right in the middle of a ghost-on-ghost war for the 
survival of the afterlife, and the two of you, Hamlets Jr. and Sr., 
are leading the armies of humanity’s greatest ghosts into battle. 
���ǯ��������Ƥ���������������������������Ǧ�������������ǡ����������
the troops into a frenzy. It is the morning of your biggest strike 
yet. You look to your right, and your father is grinning in grim 
determination. You look to your left, and the ghost of Franklin D. 
Roosevelt cocks his shotgun and says, “Let’s do this, Hamlet.”

It’s so awesome. This is an awesome ending.
Your horse rears, you raise your sword, and you charge.

Turn to page 69
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��ǡ������Ƥ�Ǩ��ǯ����������������������������������������������
������������Ƥ�������������������������ǨǨ

Alright, let’s do this!


Ĕ�ĒĚėĉĊė��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǣ�turn to page 195
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You know what? No. Just no. When you write your own book, 
��������Ƥ�������������������ǲ���ǯ����������������������������������
���ǳ�����ǲ���������������������ơ��������������������ǳ�������
you want, but this is my book and I’m unilaterally deciding, right 
now, that you don’t get to do this. 

Instead, you decide to go stand behind your stepdad 
and watch him read! How’s that taste? Does it taste like 
COMPROMISE? Because it shouldn’t. It should taste like 
FALLING IN LINE.

�ęĆēĉ�ćĊčĎēĉ�ĞĔĚė�ĘęĊĕĉĆĉǣ�turn to page 288
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These are all, like, soldier guys, so they’ll be a bit harder to 
kill. On the other hand, you HAVE just killed several dudes.

The three of them are up on a castle parapet, looking out over 
the edge at the ground far below. You walk up behind them. “Hey 
boys, seen any ghosts lately?” you say.

“Actually, yes, two of them!” replies Bernardo, turning around. 
“And one said that if I die while trying to kill Ophelia, I’ll gain 
ghost powe—”

The sentence dies on his lips when he sees you.
“Boo,” you say.
Bernardo runs at you, but you sidestep him easily, and he falls 

over the edge of the parapet and hits the ground far below with a 
sickening crunch.

“Leaving so soon?” you say. 
Marcellus and Francisco glance at each other, then run at 

���ǡ�������������������Ǥ������������������ǡ����������ơ�������
����Ǥ������������ơ�����������������ǡ����������������������Ǥ�����
�����������������������������ơ���������������������������������
lifeless bodies.

“Go on,” you say, “shoo.”
OH WOW, THAT WAS A TERRIBLE PUN SINCE THEY 

WEREN’T EVEN WEARING SHOES, BUT WE’RE STILL 
COUNTING IT FOR THREE IN A ROW!!

All that’s left of these background characters are the courtiers! 
These murders you’ve done so far have taken a while, so it’s early 
morning now and the royal court is not in session anymore (I 
should tell you that the royal court hours are from midnight to 
4 a.m. and noon to 6 p.m.; it’s weird but whatever). No worries 
though! YOU’LL JUST TRACK THEM DOWN AND KILL THEM 
INDIVIDUALLY.

�Ďđđ�ĈĔĚėęĎĊėĘǣ�turn to page 603
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THE END

P.S. You don’t even come back as a ghost, what a rip!
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You embrace the madness. You feel your clothes tearing 
as your body changes, becoming larger, monstrous. Colossal 
muscles move under skin that’s rapidly darkening to a vibrant 
shade of green. A few seconds ago, the dirt walls of Ophelia’s 
grave surrounded you on all sides. Now, looking down, you see 
your massive legs barely contained within it.

The world seems smaller. Punier.
Throughout all this, Laertes has hung on to your throat, 

trying to choke you. “HAMLET NO LIKE CHOKEY MAN,” you 
���ǡ��������������������ƪ�����������������������������������
trees. “HAMLET NO LIKE ANYONE WHO INTERFERE WITH 
HAMLET’S CONCEPT OF PERSONAL AGENCY.”

You jump out of the grave and land on the ground with a 
huge crash. You pick up Claudius by the head. “GHOST TELL 
HAMLET TO KILL KING MAN. HAMLET NOT SCARED OF 
GHOST BUT DOES AS HE ASKS UNDER OWN VOLITION.”

Claudius’s head pops like a grape. 
“EW GROSS,” you say.
Gertrude says, “Oh Hamlet, I always knew you had a 

gamma-irradiated monster inside you, just waiting to come 
out and save me when the moment was right!” Horatio and the 
gravedigger rush up beside you and say you’re the most awesome 
dude ever. Suddenly, you feel woozy.

“HAMLET HAVE TO SIT DOWN,” you say. “HAMLET 
FEEL DIZZY, AS IF ALL OF THIS IS ELABORATE FANTASY 
HAMLET’S OXYGEN-STARVED BRAIN ENTERTAINING 
ITSELF WITH JUST BEFORE HAMLET IS CHOKED TO 
DEATH.”

“That’s crazy,” says Ophelia. What? Yes, she’s still alive! She’s 
����������������������ƥ�Ǥ�ǲ���ǯ����������ǡ�������ǡǳ���������ǡ�
��������������������Ǥ�ǲ����������ǯ��Ƥ��ǡ��������Ǥ���������������
beautiful, and nothing hurts.”
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And the funny thing is, she’s right. You kiss her, and it’s 
almost like that one single kiss lasts the rest of your life.

Turn to page 343
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ǲ������ǡ������������������������������������������Ƥ���������
Laertes,” you say.

“And ruining Ophelia’s funeral?” Horatio volunteers.
“That too. You know what, I’ll be nice to him. He’s grieving 

too, right? We’re like two peas in a pod, only instead of peas, we’re 
humans, and instead of being in a pod, we’re in a state of grief.”

“Okay,” says Horatio.
“I just really hate it when people try to grieve harder than I 

��ǨǨǳ������������ǡ���������������Ƥ�����������������Ǥ
“That must come up a lot,” says Horatio.
“Anyway, meet me at the castle tomorrow morning, okay?” 

you say. “There’s something that’s going to go down that I think 
you’ll want to see.”

“Okay. I will.”
“Sweet. Well, see you later!” you say, and then it’s awkward 

because you’re both still walking to the castle in the same 
direction side by side. You walk in silence for a bit, until you 
������������������������������������������ƪ��������������
INTERESTING, and then Horatio will walk ahead and it won’t be 
weird anymore, but then Horatio stops too, a few paces ahead. 
God.

���������������������ǡ���������������������������Ƥ�������������ǡ�
one pausing to adjust his leggings or whatever and the other 
deciding to wait, but only after taking a few halting steps ahead. 
You guys. I don’t know.

���������Ƥ����������������ǡ���������������������ȋ�������ǯ��
dead, remember?) but also excited (You’re going to expose 
Claudius tomorrow and you have Calypso’s Gale to back you up, 
remember?). 

While you’re sleeping, I sneak in and pour a Potion of Not 
Grieving Anymore Because Feelings Are Boring into your ear 
ȋ����ǯ�����������������������������������ƥ�������ǡ���������ǫ�
REMEMBER? THIS IS ONE CALLBACK-FILLED SCENE, MY 
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	�����Ȍ������������������������������������ǡ���������������Ƥ�ǡ�
�������������������ǯ���Ƥ�������������������������������������
don’t want you missing out on it because you stay home being 
sad.

Okay!
It’s tomorrow!


ėĊĊę�ęčĊ�ēĊĜ�ĉĆĞǣ�turn to page 244 
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Okay, you are Ophelia. You are dead. 
Surprise, I wasn’t joking!!

Turn to page 179
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ǲ������ǡ��������ǡ���������������������������ơ����������ǯ���������
mean it,” you say, trying to salvage things.

“But why would you say something you don’t mean? And then 
keep saying those things over and over again?” asks Horatio.

“Look, Horatio, you can’t judge the past by the standards 
of the present. Maybe in the future we’ll have more evolved 
attitudes, but it’s unfair to judge someone from the past by those 
������������������������������������������������ơ���������������
context.”

“Okay, sure, but we’re both in the present,” says Horatio.
“Chicks, man, am I right? They crazy,” you say.
“Yes, what IS the deal with over half the human population 

�������������ǫ�����ǯ�����Ƥ�����������͜͜͝τ�������ǡǳ�����������������
sarcastically.

Well, this isn’t going very well. You decide to stand around 
silently and wait for something to happen.

�ęĆēĉ�ĆėĔĚēĉ�ĘĎđĊēęđĞ�Ćēĉ�ĜĆĎę�ċĔė�ĘĔĒĊęčĎēČ�ęĔ�
čĆĕĕĊēǣ�turn to page 438
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THE END
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Okay! You wanted to kill your stepfather earlier, but why 
not kill Ophelia’s father instead? That’s obviously a really good 
decision!

���������������������������������������Ǥ�����Ƥ����������
empty room with a nice curtain in it and tell Polonius to stand 
behind it. He does. You stab him through the curtain.

“Oh, I am slain,” he says. His eyes roll back in his head. “Oh, it 
was much sooner than I expected.”

Well, now you’ve got a body to hide and it’s not even the body 
you wanted! Nice going, Hamlet! 

Thinking quickly, you close the door to the room, so at least 
you won’t be discovered for a while. Unfortunately you forgot 
that the key is on the other side of the door, so now you’ve 
locked yourself into the room with the body of the man you just 
murdered. Whoops!

Suddenly you hear someone coming down the hall. If they 
��������������������Ƥ�����������ǡ���ǯ���������������Ǩ�����
must dispose of the body and/or escape the room before being 
discovered!

You have 8 turn(s) remaining. 

�ĔĔĐ�ėĔĔĒǣ�turn to page 307

�ėĞ�ęčĊ�ĉĔĔė�ĆČĆĎēǡ�ĒĆĞćĊ�ĎęǯĘ�ēĔę�ėĊĆđđĞ�đĔĈĐĊĉǣ�turn 
to page 305
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You go and stand on the window ledge. Looking down, you 
������Ƥ��Ǧ�����������������������Ǥ���������ǡ������Ƥ����������ǡ�
miraculously hit the ground on your feet without breaking 
anything, trip over one of the body parts you’ve thrown there, fall 
down, break your neck, squirt out blood everywhere, and die.

Sometimes when people read books like this where they get 
to make choices, they get mad that they die for no reason. While 
���������������������������������������������������Ƥ��Ǧ�������
drop COULD qualify as that sort of unfair storytelling, you did 
also just jump out of a window expecting to survive, so on second 
thought, no it doesn’t. You’re still dead! And you stay that way...
FOREVER.

Turn to page 511
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You leave, promising to have someone come get rid of the 
body, and on your way out the door you bump into your bros 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. “You wanna get out of here?” you 
say, and they concede that they would like to party on a boat. You 
know what? That sounds nice. Sort of give everyone space, you 
know?

“There’s a boat headed for England in just a few hours!” you 
say. You know this because boats to England are kind of a big 
deal. 

You send some servants to clean up crazy ol’ dead Polonius 
and another to be there for your mother, and you pack your bags. 
A few hours later, you and your bros are partying on a boat!

�ĆėęĞ�ćĔĆęǨǨ�Turn to page 207
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You go to the king’s room, but he’s not there and the door is 
locked. On the door is a note:

“Gone prayin’.” 
You deduce that Claudius is in the church, which means you 

could kill him in a church, which has got to be among the most 
badass places to kill someone. Just before you stab him you could 
say a one-liner like “REST IN PIECES,” or “YOU NEVER HAD A 
PRAYER,” or “GIVE US THIS DAY OUR DAILY STABS” — man, 
there are tons of options here! You decide you really want to 
explore them!


Ĕ�ęĔ�ęčĊ�ĈčĚėĈč�ęĔ�ĘęĆć��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǣ�turn to page 120
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THE END

So, you’re still here, huh? Story’s over, dude! Don’t just linger on 
this page, go re-read the book and make some other choices if 
you really want to get your money’s worth! 

�ĊǦėĊĆĉ�ęčĊ�ćĔĔĐ�Ćēĉ�ĒĆĐĊ�ĘĔĒĊ�ēĊĜ�ȋĒĆĞćĊ�ĊěĊē�
ćĊęęĊėǫȌ�ĈčĔĎĈĊĘǣ�turn to page 4

�ĊċĚĘĊ�ęĔ�đĊę�Ďę�Ċēĉ�ęčĎĘ�ĜĆĞǣ�turn to page 379
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You walk around behind the throne so you can look over his 
��������������������Ǥ�����Ƥ���������������������������ǲ���������ǳ�
thing, because you’d HAVE to be crazy to not know how annoying 
this is!

You are now Claudius, King of Denmark! Your nephew is 
standing behind you being really annoying!

Hamlet has just given you a book to read and it looks pretty 
good, actually. And it’s perfect timing, because one of the royal 
court’s favourite activities is to listen to you read a book out loud! 
Because it’s history times and there are no computers yet!

You clear your throat and hold up the book so that everyone 
in the audience can see.

“Let us begin,” you say, bringing the book down and reading 
the cover. “This story is called The Murder of Gonzago: A ‘The 
Adventure Is Being Chosen by You’ Story!” You look up. “The title 
������������������������������ǡ��������Ƥ�����������������������������
������������Ƥ��������Ǩǳ��������Ǥ

There is a smattering of polite laughter.

�ĊČĎē�ėĊĆĉĎēČǣ�turn to page 414
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“Well, we’d better not open it,” you say. Flipping the letter 
back over, you see it’s addressed to the King of England. 

“I guess we should probably deliver it to its proper recipient 
instead!” you say. That’s exactly what anyone decent would do, 
right? You’re good people.

When you eventually arrive in England, you do just that, only 
it turns out the letter contains instructions sent by Claudius, in 
which he asks the king of England — king to king — to kill you. 
�������ǯ������������������������ǡ���������ƥ�������ǡ���������������
Ƥ�����������������������������������Ǥ

It was a super dick move by Claudius! If only you could swear 
revenge on him and then exact it, perhaps by going back and 
�����������ơ��������������ǫ�������������������������������������
do. If only that were a thing you could do RIGHT NOW AS YOU 
READ THESE WORDS, DOING IT BEFORE YOU EVEN REACH 
THE END OF THIS SENTENCE, wow still here, huh?

Okay, I’m going to make it really easy for you. It’s the page you 
just came from. Why not go read it? Just — just go back a little; 
nobody will judge. I’m giving you a do-over. Take it.

Turn to page 355
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������������������������������������ǫ���������������Ƥ����
�������Ǣ�����������Ƥ��������������Ǥ�������ǡ���������������������
a crew of them, but to be honest you got really lucky. I wouldn’t 
want to push it.

�Ćč�čĆčǡ�ĔĐĆĞǡ�ĞĔĚ�ęĆđĐĊĉ�ĒĊ�ĔĚę�Ĕċ�ĎęǤ��Ĕ��ēČđĆēĉǨ�
�ĆėęĞǨǨ�Turn to page 401

�Ćč�čĆčǡ�ĔĐĆĞǡ�ĞĔĚ�ęĆđĐĊĉ�ĒĊ�ĔĚę�Ĕċ�ĎęǤ��Ĕ��ĊēĒĆėĐǨ�
�ĊěĊēČĊǨǨ�Turn to page 227

�Ē���������ĆđėĊĆĉĞ�ĘĆĎĉ���ĜĆēę�ęĔ�ćĊ�Ć�������ǣ�turn to 
page 645
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“I didn’t murder your dad!” shouts Claudius. “And YOU’RE the 
one who murdered Polonius!”

Oh right. There is that. 
“HEY!” you yell. “You killed Dad by pouring poison in his ear 

while he slept, and then stole the throne by sexing up his widow!” 
This is a useful thing to shout, as it brings all the onlookers up to 
speed. 

“You don’t have any proof,” Claudius replies, evenly.
“Proof? DAD’S GHOST CAME AND TOLD ME WHAT 

HAPPENED. How’s that for proof? Also, the afterlife exists! I 
guess he’s proof of that too!”

“I don’t think —” Claudius begins.
“MOM, MOVE 15 PACES TO THE LEFT,” you shout. Claudius 

grabs her by the wrist. 
“She’s not going anywhere,” he shouts.
Now what?

	ĎėĊ�ęčĊ�ĈĆēēĔēĘ�ĆēĞĜĆĞǢ�ĒĆĞćĊ�ĞĔĚǯđđ�čĎę��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�
Ćēĉ�ēĔę�ĞĔĚė�ĒĔĒǣ�turn to page 491

�Ĕǡ�ęčĆęǯđđ�ēĊěĊė�ĜĔėĐǨ��čĊ�ĔēđĞ�ĜĆĞ�ęĔ�ĕĚđđ�ęčĎĘ�Ĕċċ�
ĎĘ�Ďċ�ĞĔĚ�đĆĚēĈč��������	�ĔĚę�Ĕċ�Ć�ĈĆēēĔēǤ�Turn to page 
261
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THE END
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I need to learn to stop giving you gag options, because you 
keep taking them. Joke’s on me, I guess? 

Anyway, you throw “being nice to the woman who gave birth 
to you” out the window, and you give the curtain the ol’ stabby-
me-do and kill whoever’s behind it. “Lo, I am slain,” he says, 
though it kinda sounds like “Lol, I am slain,” which you think 
would’ve been funnier. But wait a second! The voice sounds like...
Polonius?

“What have you done?” screams your mother. Thinking 
quickly, you say, “Nothing as bad as killing a king and marrying 
his wife!” 

“What?! I didn’t murder anyone!” she says.
“Okay, NO, obviously,” you say. “But Claudius did and then 

you married him! Besides, maybe I thought the guy behind the 
curtain was Claudius and therefore I was...doing a good deed?”

“How is it a good deed to kill my husband?” asks your mom. 
“And besides, didn’t you see him praying on your way here? We 
both know he’s in the church. He can’t be in two places at once.”

“Um,” you say. Turning away from the body, you start yelling at 
your mom, saying how great Dad was, how awful Claudius is, and 
how she traded the best dude ever for the worst dude ever in time, 
����Ƥ�������������ǯ���������������������������������������������
anyway. You say all these things to your own mother. You reduce 
her to tears.

“You’ve made me feel horrible about my marriage,” she says, 
pitifully.

“When you have sex, it’s awful and it makes the bed all 
greasy,” you reply.

Wow.
Suddenly, a ghost appears! TWIST!!

�ĆđĐ�ęĔ�ČčĔĘęǣ�turn to page 42
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“I’m Hamlet!” you say.
“Okay,” he says. “I’m Partario. Nice to meet you.”
An awkward silence follows.
ǲ���ǡǳ����������������������Ƥ�����Ǥ�ǲ��������������������

you were eyeing before? That’s the skull of the old king’s jester, 
������Ǥ�������������ƪ�������������������������������Ǥǳ

“Yorick?!” you say, excited. “Rhenish?!”

�ĆđĐ�ĆćĔĚę��ĔėĎĈĐǣ�turn to page 542

�ĆđĐ�ĆćĔĚę��čĊēĎĘčǣ�turn to page 155
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I don’t see a chamber here.
You have 6 turn(s) remaining.

	ėĎČǨ��ĔĔĐ�ĆėĊĆǨǨ�Turn to page 7
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You and Hamlet 2 rush at Claudius as he roars, his sword 
������Ǥ��������������������������������ǡ����������������������ơǤ�
He punches at Hamlet 2 with his remaining arm, so Hamlet 2 
���������������ơ����Ǥ������������������������������������������
�����������������������������������ơ���������ǯ������Ǥ

What just happened is so awesome I’m not sure I can properly 
convey it. 
�����������������������ơ�������Ǥ It’s — it’s amazing. 
Let’s linger on that image. I’m sincerely impressed with how 
awesome you guys were just now.

Okay! Let’s move on!
You look around at everyone who’d gathered to watch this 

Ƥ���ǡ���������ǯ���������������������������������������������������
saw.

“Um, I’d like to introduce my friend,” you say. “I think he’s...
me?”

“Thanks,” says Hamlet 2. “Only I’m not quite you. I’m actually 
����������Ǩ�������Ƥ������������������������������������������������
I got a new body too.”

“So — I died?” you ask.
“Yeah, um, a while back actually,” he says. “But that was 

����������������Ǥ����������������������ơ�����������������Ǥ���
think you won’t have to die to create me because another Hamlet 
already did that, and all possible timelines coexist at once in one 
giant timey-wimey jumble.”

ǲ��������ǯ���������������������ǡǳ������ơ��Ǥ�ǲ�ǯ�����������������
also imagine a universe of alternate possibilities nicely bound 
together in a book, presenting a well-organized choice structure.”

�������͞�������������ơ�������������������Ǥ
“Yeah. I think we’re good,” he says.
The two of you stand side by side and raise your hands up 

together, in front of your mother, your friends, and the cheering 
audience.

You and Hamlet 2 rule Denmark together really well, with 
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your youthful exuberance balancing out Hamlet 2’s literal 
millennia of knowledge and contemplation. When you’re not 
attending to matters of state, the two of you hang out and 
become best friends and even fool around a little but that’s weird, 
it’s weird, I don’t know why you guys have to be so weird.

Turn to page 697
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Okay! FINE. Remembering that you haven’t decided if you 
can trust him yet, you have a long conversation where you explain 
again, in detail, the lie you’ve told him. You elaborate it into a 
crazy story where you alone come across the letter by accident, 
you leave out all the awesome parts of the pirate battle (a crime 
in itself), you tell him only you made it back alive and how 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are dead, and he’s all “Whoah 
that must make you sad,” and you say “No bro, they got what 
�������������ǡǳ�������ǯ������ǲ���������ǣ������Ǥǳ�������Ƥ�������
do not tell him how you have one of the most impressive ships in 
the world today waiting just outside Denmark Harbour for your 
signal.

Alright! We’re all brought up to speed with your cover story of 
how you escaped, AGAIN, and Horatio has made the appropriate 
������������������Ǥ������Ƥ��ǫ�����������������������������ǡ�
we all know you kinda lost the plot here and wanted to waste 
everyone’s time while you got a refresher from me. But now you’re 
out of options, and all you can do is:

�ĆđĐ�ęĔ��ĔėĆęĎĔ�ĆćĔĚę�ĜčĆę�ďĚĘę�čĆĕĕĊēĊĉǣ�turn 
to page 276
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“We’re taking them with us, lads!” you say, which interestingly 
enough is the point at which you become the villain of the story. 
“Port crew: FIRE ALL CANNONS!”

�������������Ƥ���������ǡ�������������������������������
�������������������Ǥ��������������������������ƪ�������������
that will burn, while spider shot tears bodies to shreds. By the 
time you’re done, nothing remains of Castle Kronborg (that’s the 
name of the royal castle, should’ve mentioned this before but 
better late than never) and of the town of Elsinore (again, that’s 
where this takes place, REALLY sorry for not mentioning this 
sooner) but rubble and gore.

A few nights after this awful attack, the ghost of your dad 
visits, says, “WHAT THE HELL,” and never appears to you again. 
It’s okay though, because you have plenty of hauntings from the 
ghosts of the rest of the townspeople you murdered!

They throw pots at your head and they can never die!

Turn to page 129
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You explain to her about your dad and the ghost and how he 
wants you to murder Claudius. 

Ophelia looks at you for a long moment, and then she takes 
your hand. “Sweetie,” she says, “I can tell that you think you saw 
those things, and for now, I’m going to believe you. But we need 
�������������������������������������Ƥ������������ǯ����������Ǥ������
if he is a ghost, are we CERTAIN he’s the ghost of your dad? What 
if he’s a ghost of someone else who’s trying to mess with you? I 
������������������������������Ƥ�����������������������������
murdering people.”

What she says makes sense. She says the two of you can try 
to see the ghost again tonight, and if he does show up, you can 
Ƥ��������������ǯ������������������������Ǥ����������������������Ǥ����
sounds...sane. You agree to go with her. 

“In the meantime,” she says, “check out what I’ve been 
������������������Ǥ���ǯ���������������������ƪ���Ǩǳ

She looks at you for your reaction, and you’re not sure what 
you’re looking at.

“It measures temperature!” she says. “With this, you won’t 
�������������������������������������ơ������������������ǡ���������
we’ll be able to see which ones are uncomfortable before we go in 
them!”

She’s been working on this all by herself over the past several 
weeks, while you’ve been sitting alone in your room, moping. 
She’s so awesome. You love her more than ever.


Ĕ�ĘĊĊ�ęčĊ�ČčĔĘę�ĜĎęč�čĊė�ęĔēĎČčęǣ�turn to page 695
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THE END
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Um. Okay. You do that. Ophelia looks confused during this 
whole production. 

“What’s wrong, Hamlet?” she says, concerned. “Why are you 
fouling your stockings?”

�Ċđđ�čĊė�ĞĔĚ�ĉĔēǯę�ĐēĔĜ�ĜčĞ�ĞĔĚǯėĊ�ĉĔĎēČ�ęčĆęǡ�
ĆĕĔđĔČĎğĊǡ�Ćēĉ�ĆĘĐ�čĊė�ęĔ�čĊđĕ�ĜĎęč�ĒĚėĉĊėĎēČ�ĞĔĚė�
ĚēĈđĊǣ�turn to page 301

�ĔĚ�ĐēĔĜ�ĜčĆęǫ��čĎĘ�ĎĘ�ēĔę�ČĔĎēČ�ĆĘ�ĜĊđđ�ĆĘ��ǯĉ�čĔĕĊĉǤ�
�Ċđđ��ĕčĊđĎĆ�ĞĔĚ�ĉĔēǯę�ĐēĔĜ�ĜčĞ�ĞĔĚǯėĊ�ĜĆĘęĎēČ�
ĞĔĚė�ęĎĒĊ�ĊĎęčĊėǡ�ĊĝĈĚĘĊ�ĞĔĚėĘĊđċǡ�Ćēĉ�
���������
��������Ǥ�Turn to page 195

�ĔēęĎēĚĊ�čĔđĉĎēČ�čĊė�ĜėĎĘęǡ�Ćēĉ�ĒĔěĊ�ĞĔĚė�
ĔęčĊė�čĆēĉ�ęĔ�ĞĔĚė�ċĔėĊčĊĆĉ�ĆĘ�Ďċ�ĞĔĚ�ĒĎČčę�

ċĆĎēęǡ�ĜčĎđĊ�ĘęĆėĎēČ�Ćę�čĊė�ĎēęĊēĘĊđĞǣ�turn to page 308
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�������������������ǡ�������ǯ���������Ƥ����Ǥ��������������������
the attention of the person in the hallway. 

“Have you locked yourself in there?” you hear. “Hold on, I’ll 
open the door for you! I’m running now to get there faster! I will 
get there really soon now!!”

Nice going, dude! 
You now have only 1 turn(s) remaining.

�ėĞ�ęĔ�ĆĈę�ĈĆĘĚĆđǣ�turn to page 26

�čĊėĊǯĘ�ĕėĔćĆćđĞ�Ć�ĜĎēĉĔĜ�ćĊčĎēĉ�ęčĆę�ĈĚėęĆĎēǢ�ďĚĒĕ�
ĔĚę�ęčĊ�ĜĎēĉĔĜ�ęĔ�ĊĘĈĆĕĊǣ�turn to page 314
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ǲ������������������������Ǩǳ����������Ǥ������Ƥ�������������ǡ�ǲ����
sir,” and begins barking commands to the crew. “Set sails leeward! 
We’ll be running before the wind, boys!”

The crew adjusts the sails quickly, and you can feel it as the 
boat gains speed. You look behind you, expecting to see Calypso’s 
Gale fade from view, but even with the wind fully at your back, the 
pirate ship is still gaining. 

It wasn’t enough. 
Calypso’s Gale�Ƥ���������ǡ������������������������������

Vesselmania’s stern and exits through the port side of the hull, 
thankfully above the water line.

“Orders, Captain?”
You stare at Calypso’s Gale through a spyglass. The square 

shape of her rigging reminds you of something...

ǲ�ĔēęĎēĚĊ�ĜĎęč�ęčĊ�ĜĎēĉ�Ćę�ĔĚė�ćĆĈĐǤǳ�Turn to page 182

ǲ�Ěėē�ĆėĔĚēĉ�Ćēĉ�ċĆĈĊ�ęčĊ�ĕĎėĆęĊĘ�čĊĆĉǦĔēǤǳ�Turn to page 

141

�ėĞ�ęĔ�ėĊĒĊĒćĊė�ĊěĊėĞęčĎēČ�ĞĔĚ�ĐēĔĜ�ĆćĔĚę�
ĘĆĎđĎēČ�ćĊċĔėĊ�ĞĔĚ�ĆēĘĜĊėǣ�turn to page 40
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I don’t see a room here.
You have 7 turn(s) remaining.

�ĔĔĐ�ĈčĆĒćĊėǣ�turn to page 296
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These are some stellar choices you’re making here, champ.
Okay, you do the crazy things. Ophelia keeps staring at you 

in confusion. Finally, you sigh, as big as you can, three times 
in a row. What do these sighs mean? Ophelia doesn’t know, I 
don’t know, and neither do you. It’s like you think you’ve saved 
���������������������������������������������������ơ���������
consequences. BUT YOU CAN’T SAVE A GAME IN REAL LIFE, 
SILLY, so now you’ve got to live with the consequences of these 
choices. And here’s one of those consequences: Ophelia’s love 
for you has taken 15 damage. Lucky for YOU, she still loves you a 
whole heck of a lot.

Eventually you run out of sighs and get up and leave, but 
rather than walking out of the room like a regular person, you 
look over your shoulder, lock eyes with her, and walk out of the 
room and around the corner without ever breaking that eye 
contact. You’re lucky you didn’t walk into a wall.

You know what? I think you’ve made enough choices for a 
while. Move over. I’m driving.

�ĔĚ�ĉĊĈĎĉĊ�ęĔ�ČĔ�ĘĊĊ�ĜčĆę��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�ĎĘ�Ěĕ�ęĔǣ�turn 
to page 264
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AWESOME. I’m glad you chose this option!!
“AWESOME,” Hamlet says. “I’m glad you chose this option!” 

So wow, it seems everyone is down with this course of action, 
Ophelia!

Okay so space travel hasn’t been invented yet (IF IT EVER 
WILL BE, I DON’T KNOW BECAUSE I AM FROM HISTORY 
TOO) so this is going to be a bit — tricky? You and Hamlet spend 
most of your time trying to invent rocket ships, but this is with 
���Ǧ�������������������������ǡ�����ǡ��������������ơǡ����������������
say it doesn’t work. 

However, a few months into your research you begin to think 
that if you can’t reach the stars, second best isn’t so bad, and so 
you and Hamlet get Claudius drunk and put him in a giant wicker 
basket attached to a hot air balloon, which is a thing you did 
����������������Ǩ����������������������������������ơ����������
death in the thin air up there, and then the balloon explodes due 
to the low atmospheric pressure, and then when his body hits 
the ground it explodes too, so I guess the saying is wrong after 
all and really, revenge is a dish best served at slightly below body 
temperature, dropped from a great height, and observed from a 
safe distance.

Turn to page 185
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You talk about free will!
“Providence controls everything, even a sparrow’s death,” 

you say. “If something’s supposed to happen now, it will. If it’s 
supposed to happen later, then it won’t happen now. All that 
matters is that we’re prepared for it.”

“Wait,” says Horatio, “if you subscribe to a ‘destiny is all’ 
worldview where things happen when they’re supposed to, how 
does preparedness enter into it? If it’s going to happen, it’ll 
happen whether or not you’re prepared.”

“Um,” you say.

�Ĕ�ėĊĕĊĆę�ĜčĆę�ĞĔĚ�ďĚĘę�ĘĆĎĉ�ĆćĔĚę�ċėĊĊ�ĜĎđđǡ�read this 
����������Ǥ�

�Ĕ�ęĆđĐ�ĆćĔĚę�ęčĆę�ĘĊĝĎĘę�ęčĎēČ�ĞĔĚ�ĘĆĎĉ�Ĕē�ęčĊ�đĆĘę�
ĕĆČĊǡ�ĈčĔĔĘĊ�ęčĎĘ�ĔĕęĎĔē�ĎēĘęĊĆĉǣ�turn to page 279

�ǯĒ�ĉĔēĊ�ęĆđĐĎēČǨ���ęĆēĉ�ĆėĔĚēĉ�Ćēĉ�ĜĆĎę�ċĔė�
ĘĔĒĊęčĎēČ�ęĔ�čĆĕĕĊēǤ�Turn to page 438
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You jump at him quickly and slice at his shoulder. Incredibly, 
your sword slices through it like butter: it looks like you got more 
meat than bone, but it’s still an impressive strike. The piece of 
�������������������ơ�ƪ�������������������ǡ�������������������ǡ�����
�������������������������ǡ�����������������������������ƪ��������
gore.

The pirate looks at you, aghast.
“Excuse me, I never introduced myself,” you say, brandishing 

your sword. “I’m Prince Hamlet. And today must be your lucky 
day, my friend, because...”

ǲĞĔĚ�ďĚĘę�ėĚććĊĉ�ĘčĔĚđĉĊėĘ�ĜĎęč�ėĔĞĆđęĞǤǳ�Turn to page 
81

ǲĘĔĒĊĔēĊ�ċĎēĆđđĞ�ċĎĝĊĉ�ęčĆę�ĈčĎĕ�Ĕē�ĞĔĚė�ĘčĔĚđĉĊėǤǳ�
Turn to page 315

ǲēĔćĔĉĞǯĘ�ČĔĎēČ�ęĔ�ćĊ�đĔĔĐĎēČ�ĔěĊė�ĞĔĚė�ĘčĔĚđĉĊė�
ĆēĞĒĔėĊǨǳ�Turn to page 210
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THE END

P.S. Claudius doesn’t come back as a ghost to bother you, which 
��������Ƥ�ǡ�����������ǯ��������������������������������������ǡ�������
kinda feel bad for him, who wants to be friends with a jerk, not 
me that’s for sure.
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You go and stand on the window ledge. Looking down, you 
������Ƥ��Ǧ�����������������������Ǥ��������������������������ǡ������
Ƥ������������������������������ǡ������������������������������������
painful, break your arms and legs and neck and squirt out blood 
everywhere and die, which, it turns out, is fatal. 

Yep! Dying is fatal!
Listen man, real talk: nobody’s gonna judge you if you go back 

����������������������ơ�������Ǥ

Turn to page 303
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The pirate captain screams in rage, charging you with his 
sword. You deftly parry and sidestep, ending up behind him. 

��������������������������������ǡ�ƪ��������������������
erupting whenever one of you detects an opportunity. Despite 
his injury, neither of you is able to gain the advantage on the 
rain-soaked deck of the ship. 

Suddenly, lightning strikes the brass rail behind the pirate 
�������ǡ�������ǯ������ƪ������������������������������������
that follows. You’re stunned as well but, being a few feet away, 
you recover more quickly.

There’s your opening, Hamlet!

�ęęĆĈĐ�čĎĘ�ĉĔĒĎēĆēęǡ�ĘĜĔėĉǦćĊĆėĎēČ�ĆėĒǨ�Turn to page 
65
 

�ęęĆĈĐ�čĎĘ�ĊĞĊĘǨ�Turn to page 631

�ęęĆĈĐ�čĎĘ�đĊČĘǨ�Turn to page 316
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You swing your sword at his legs, putting all your strength 
behind the blow. Your sword slices through his left leg easily, 
and he staggers. You swing again with both hands on your sword 
������������ơ��������������Ǥ�������������������������������ǡ�������
holding his sword. He’s furious, and incredibly the wounds he’s 
�������ơ����������ǯ�������������Ǥ�������������������������������ǡ�
blood marking his path in a dark, sticky trail behind him.

You crouch so that you can meet his gaze, and say the perfect 
one-liner:

ǲ�ĊĞǨ��ĔĔĐǨ���ċĔĚēĉ�ĞĔĚė�ĘĊĆ�đĊČĘǨǳ�Turn to page 221

ǲ�ĔĜǤ��ĔĚǯėĊ�ėĊĆđđĞ�Ĕē�ĞĔĚė�đĆĘę�đĊČĘǤǳ�Turn to page 340

ǲ�Ğ�ċėĎĊēĉǡ�ĞĔĚ�ĉĔēǯę�čĆěĊ�Ć�đĊČ�ęĔ�ĘęĆēĉ�ĔēǤǳ�Turn to 
page 506
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He straight-up ignores your zinger.

�Ċđđǡ�ĘčĔĔęǣ�turn to page 181
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“Are you my dad? I mean, my Ghost Dad?” you ask the ghost, 
but it says nothing. Instead, the ghost beckons to you. He clearly 
wants you to follow him and leave Horatio behind. I dunno, is 
this safe? Can ghosts kill people?

“Can ghosts kill people?” you ask Horatio.
“I DON’T KNOW MAN, BUT I REALLY DON’T THINK YOU 

SHOULD BE ALONE WITH THAT THING,” he says, clearly 
leaving no ball untripped in his own freakout.

“HAMLET, MAN, SOMETHING IS ROTTEN IN THE STATE 
�	��������ǡ���
��������ǡǳ���������ǡ���������������Ƥ�����
pointing at the ghost. Well, duh.

“I’m gonna do it,” you say, and you...

	ĔđđĔĜ�ęčĊ�ČčĔĘę�ĎēęĔ�ĉĆėĐēĊĘĘǣ�turn to page 
247


Ĕ�Ĕē�ęĔ�ĘĆĞ�ǲ�Ğ�ęčĆę���ĒĊĆēǡ��ǯĒ�ČĔĎēČ�ęĔ�ęĆĐĊ�ęčĎĘ�đĆĘę�
ĈčĆēĈĊ�ęĔ�ėĚē�ċĔė�ĎęǨǨǳ�Turn to page 265
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��������������������������������������������������������ơ�
against each other. As you’re about to begin, Claudius speaks!

“Let’s make this a drinking game!” he says.
“Um,” you say.
ǲ����������������Ƥ�������ǡǳ��������������ǡ�ǲ�������ǯ�������������

a drink.”
“Okay,” you say.
“But if Laertes hits you and you only make the second hit,” he 

says, “then we’ll both take a drink too.”
“Okay,” you say.
“Ooh! And if Laertes hits you TWICE before you make a hit, 

so you only make the third hit, then we’ll both take a drink.”
“I’m not sure if I should get drunk during a fencing match,” 

you say.
“I’ll put a pearl in your drink, hah hah, there’s nothing 

suspicious about that!” Claudius says.
“Not really super thirsty either way,” you say. 
Claudius stares at you.
“Can we fence now?” you say.
The fencing match begins! Laertes moves towards you, sword 

at the ready. What do you do?


Ĕ�ċĔė�čĎĘ�ĚĕĕĊė�ćĔĉĞǨǨ�Turn to page 326

�ęęĆĈĐ�čĎĘ�đĔĜĊė�ćĔĉĞǨǨ�Turn to page 352
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Really? You’re gonna pretend you didn’t hear your stepdad — 
the one you’re here to take revenge on, I remind you — when he 
says he just poisoned your mother? When they invented “choose 
your own path” books, I’m pretty sure they were assuming you 
wouldn’t choose to be insane! So thanks for proving them wrong, 
I guess!

Okay, you ignore him, and since this is YOUR adventure, 
everyone else ignores him too. Why not, right? You and Laertes 
��������������Ƥ���Ǥ���������������������������������������ǯ��
doing is almost against his conscience, which seems like a weird 
������������������������������Ǧ������Ƥ�������������ǡ����������������
that too! Hooray! Your ears are useless!

����Ƥ������������������ǡ������������������������������������
in front of you and there’s a moment of silence as both of you 
try to overpower the other. This is your chance to say something 
awesome.

“Bring it on,” you try to say as grimly and badassedly as 
possible, but somehow it comes out as “I pray you, pass with your 
best violence. I am afeard you make a wanton of me,” so...oh well?

Pushing as hard as you can, you manage to force Laertes’ 
�����������ǡ������������Ƥ�������������������������������������
���������������Ǥ��������ǡ�����������������������������Ƥ�������
�������������������������������ǡ�������������������ƪ����Ǥ����
��������ǡ����������������������ǡ��������������������ƪ������������
exact same spot. You both scramble towards the swords, trying to 
re-arm yourselves.

�ĆĐĊ�ęčĊ�đĊċę�ĘĜĔėĉǣ�turn to page 353

�ĆĐĊ�ęčĊ�ėĎČčę�ĘĜĔėĉǣ�turn to page 338
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That’s RIGHT. Fall in line, baby.
You haven’t touched a book since you came home from 

university on funeral / wedding break, so you answer by making 
up a book you’ve been reading called Old Men Are Gross and 
Dumb. It’s about how old men are gross and dumb. You conclude 
by saying that Polonius would be the same age as you...if people 
aged backwards!! Oh snap. 

Polonius agrees that this is probably the case.
	����������������������������������Ƥ������������������������Ǥ
“Would you like to go for a walk...outside?”

�ĔĚ�ĘĚėĊ�ĜĔĚđĉǨǨ�Turn to page 113
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THE END
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You do that, and make Rosencrantz and Guildenstern your 
Ƥ�����ƥ����Ǥ����������������ǡ���������������Ǩ�Calypso’s Gale is 
yours to command! 

Your crew demands a speech, cheering and hollering at you. 
Stepping up onto the highest part of Calypso’s bridge, you decide 
to give them what they want. You hold your hands out in front of 
you and ask for silence.

They quiet, and in the moment before you speak the only 
noise you hear is the sound of waves gently splashing on the hull 
beneath you, a peaceful, beautiful sound. It’s a perfect moment. 

You look at your crew, and they at you. 
“People often speak of the machinery of fate,” you say, “as 

though the course of our lives is governed by some untouchable, 
unknowable clockwork. Well, if fate be a machine...today she was 
a machine that transformed us all into an UNSTOPPABLE FORCE 
OF VENGEANCE!”

Your crew cheers wildly!
“Gods, even!!”
Your crew cheers even louder!
“Yes,” you say, “today we truly were gods from the machine.”
Your crew resumes their duties.
This was a really amazing part of your adventure, Hamlet. 

You’re sure that, should you ever one day write a book about this 
story or perhaps a stage production, you’d DEFINITELY include 
this scene. Why, you’d have to be literally crazy to write a story 
where you journey to England, get attacked by pirates — actual 
pirates! — but then just sum up that whole adventure in a 
single sentence. Hah! That’d be the worst. Who puts a pirate-
attack scene in their story and doesn’t show it to the audience? 
Hopefully nobody, that’s who! Even from a purely structural 
viewpoint, you’ve got to give the audience something awesome 
to make up for all the introspection you’ve been doing; that just 
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seems pretty obvious is all.
Anyway, enough crazy hypotheticals! To where will you make 

sail?

�ĆĎđ�ęĔ��ēČđĆēĉǢ�ęčĎĘ�ĕĆėęĞ�ĎĘ�����
�����
��������ǣ�
turn to page 401

�ĆĎđ�ćĆĈĐ�ęĔ��ĊēĒĆėĐ�ęĔ�ėĊěĊēČĊ�ĞĔĚėĘĊđċ�Ĕē�
�đĆĚĉĎĚĘǣ�turn to page 227

�ĊĈĔĒĊ�ĕĎėĆęĊĘǨ��čĊ�ĘĆĎđĘ�ĆėĊ�ĆđėĊĆĉĞ�ċđĞĎēČǢ�Ďęǯđđ�ćĊ�
����Ǥ�Turn to page 290
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You decide to attack his upper body, but hesitate. Maybe the 
lower body is better after all? He wouldn’t be expecting it. You’re 
about to change your mind and attack the lower body when you 
get hit on the back of the head with a piece of dirt. The audience 
is heckling you! With dirt!! This makes you mad, which makes 
you attack his upper body after all!

You jab and thrust towards Laertes’ upper body. He deftly 
parries, blocking your every attack and returning them with 
attacks of his own, using your own momentum against you.

This isn’t as easy as it was on the pirate ship! It seems like 
Laertes really knows what he’s doing?

Every time it looks like you might make a hit, Claudius seems 
really excited and raises his glass. Wow, that is one thirsty usurper 
to the throne!

Finally, and not without quite a bit of luck, you land a 
glancing blow on Laertes’ left shoulder!

“Got you!” you say.
“Nuh-uh!” he says.
“Ref?” you say.
“Am I the ref?” says Osric. “I am? Oh. Yeah, that was a hit. 

Palpably so!”
“Hooray!!” Claudius says. “Let’s drink! Hamlet, come drink 

with me! Look, I put a foreign substance in your drink!”
“I’m in the middle of fencing here, Claudius,” you say.
Claudius looks crestfallen. He lowers the drink as the fencing 

match begins again.


Ĕ�ċĔė�čĎĘ�đĔĜĊė�ćĔĉĞ�ęčĎĘ�ęĎĒĊǨǨ�Turn to  
page 347


Ĕ�ċĔė�čĎĘ�ĚĕĕĊė�ćĔĉĞ�ĆČĆĎēǨǨ�Turn to page 114 
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You use up one of your turns observing the room extremely 
carefully.

You see a medium-sized square room, with a curtain on the 
wall opposite the door. Light escaping from beneath the curtain 
suggests there’s a window on the other side. Pulling the curtain 
����ǡ���������������������������������������ǡ���������������Ƥ��
yourself or a body through. Looking down, you see you’re about 
Ƥ�����������������������������Ǥ

Turning back from the window to face the door you just 
������ǡ�����������������������������Ƥ������������������������������
a pot of stew simmering. On the facing wall to the left is a table 
upon which some twine and several tightly woven but light-
looking bags sit. The room is lit by several torches on the walls. I 
think you’re in a kitchen! 

In your inventory, you have: the sword you just used to stab 
Polonius. 

Polonius’s body is here, behind the curtain.
You have 4 turn(s) remaining.

�ĘĊ�ĘĜĔėĉ�Ĕē��ĔđĔēĎĚĘǯĘ�ćĔĉĞǣ�turn to page 372

�čėĔĜ��ĔđĔēĎĚĘǯĘ�ćĔĉĞ�ĔĚę�ęčĊ�ĜĎēĉĔĜǣ�turn to page 361

ĚĒĕ�ĔĚę�ęčĊ�ĜĎēĉĔĜ�ęĔ�ĊĘĈĆĕĊǣ�turn to page 314
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THE END
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“Got you,” you say.
“Okay, okay. You got me,” Laertes says.
“Our son will win,” says Claudius calmly. 
“Um, hello, I’m not your son!” you shout in reply. Just then, 

�������������������������������������ơ������������������������
�ơ�����������ǡ�����������������������ǯ�������������ǯ�����������
���������������������������������������������������Ƥ���Ǥ

Whoah! Where’d THAT come from?
“What the butt, Mom?” you say. “Where’d THAT come from?”
“Whatever,” she says and holds up the goblet Claudius poured 

for you. “Look, I’m ironically drinking to your good health and 
fortune!”

“Don’t drink that!” Claudius says.
“I drinks what I wants,” your mom says, and then she does just 

that, drinking what she wants.
“Aw geez, that’s the poisoned cup. It’s too late for you now,” 

Claudius says.

�ĆĞ�ǲ����ǫǨǳǣ�turn to page 170

�ėĊęĊēĉ�ĞĔĚ�ĉĎĉēǯę�čĊĆė�čĎĒǣ�turn to page 320
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You jab your sword at his face, and he jumps to the side in an 
attempt to dodge it. However, in doing so he catches the tip of 
your sword on the side of his lip, slicing through his cheek and 
�������������������������ƪ����ƪ�����������������������Ǥ����
inch-long wound stretches along the side of his face, revealing 
the teeth underneath. He screams in pain and clutches at his 
�����Ǥ�������������������������Ƥ�����������������������Ǥ�

Wow. This is really grody. On the plus side, I think you’re 
������������Ƥ���Ǩ���������������������������������������������
on the deck.

ǲ����������������������������������������Ƥ�����ǤǤǤǡǳ���������ǡ

ǲ�ĚĈč�Ć�ĘčĆĒĊ�ęĔ�ĘĊĊ�ĞĔĚ�ĘĚĉĉĊēđĞ������	���Ǥǳ�Turn to 
page 210

ǲ�Ċđđǡ���ĘĚĕĕĔĘĊ�ĞĔĚ�ĆđĜĆĞĘ�ĉĎĉ�čĆěĊ�Ć���
������Ǥǳ�
Turn to page 81

ǲ�ĔĜ�ĊĒćĆėėĆĘĘĎēČ�ĎĘ�đĔĘĎēČ�ęčĎĘ�ċĎČčę�ċĔė�ĞĔĚǫ��ĔĞǡ�ĎĘ�
ĞĔĚė�ċĆĈĊ�ėĊĉǨǳ�Turn to page 315
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“Okay,” Horatio says. “I’ll tell them you said, ‘I found Denmark 
clay, I leave her marble.’”

ǲ����ǯ���������������������������ǡ�Ƥ�������������������
Roman Empire,” you say.

“Yeah, but it’s a pretty classy thing to say, especially for 
someone in power!” he replies.

“But I was never actually in power, as I died before any formal 
ceremony could take place,” you say. “And even if I had technically 
been king, I could not have yet had any impact, negative or 
positive, on the nation as a whole,” you say, quite reasonably.

Then you die.
After you die, Horatio tells everyone your last words were 

“Rootie tootie, rub a dub dub / I once did a toot inside of a tub” 
and then he says, “Wait, wait, no, I just remembered, his actual 
����������������Ǯ�����������ƪ����ǡǯǳ����������ǯ�������������ǡ������
the hell, Horatio??

Turn to page 61
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Sometimes I wonder why I give you these choices.
Okay, you say those things, but you at least clarify that you 

think women just PRETEND to be dumb to get that sexing they 
so crave. You accuse all women of being unfaithful, and you say 
there should be no more marriages, because they necessarily 
involve women and women are awful. 

There’s — a couple of things wrong with that, actually?
Anyway, you say that people who are already married can stay 

married, YOU GUESS, except for ONE VERY SPECIAL COUPLE 
IN PARTICULAR. You look at her to see if she’s getting what 
you’re hinting at. And she looks...super angry, actually!

�����ǯ�����������ǯ��������������������ơǡ�����Ǩ
������������������������������������������Ƥ����ǡ������������

was just pretending to be mad before, she’s seriously furious now. 
Congratulations, Hamlet! You just broke up with your girlfriend 
because you were pretending to be insane and trying to talk in a 
stupid secret code! You can’t really say you blame her for leaving.

All you have now is your plan to trap Claudius with a choose-
your-own-path adventure book, so you go home, rest, and 
tomorrow, that’s exactly what you do.

�ėĞ�ęĔ�ęėĆĕ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�ĜĎęč�ęčĊ�ćĔĔĐǣ�turn to 
page 206
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THE END

P.S. A few days later you move a couple of towns over and start a 
new life as a professional chess player! 

I know! 

This is a pretty good ending, all things considered!!
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You are now Ryan North. This is weird! 
So listen: you just had the idea to write a book where you 

can play as Hamlet or Ophelia or even the ghost. Right now, the 
book exists as mere potential. On one hand, you can make it 
happen, but it’ll take months of work. On the other hand, ideas 
are like chest hairs: you have so many of them that it’s hard to get 
attached to any one in particular. Plus new ones are popping up 
all the time!

You go skateboarding to decide what to do. You’re getting 
�����������������������ơ�������������������������������������
while also munching on pizza, and it hits you: writing this book 
is something you want to do. You say goodbye to all the babes and 
go home to write. 

Almost a year later, you write the last ending for the last 
version of reality you’ve chosen to put in this book. It’s done. It’s 
���������������Ƥ���������Ǥ������������������������ǡ����ǯ�����������
it into a pretty solid second draft, and then months after that, a 
������������Ƥ���������Ǥ���������ǯ����������������������Ƥ����������������
make sure there are no typos, inconsistencies, or spelling errorrs!

You grab some snacks, sit down, and bring your draft so close 
to your face that you can’t really see anything else. And then you 
start reading. 

�čĊĘĊ�ĆėĊ�ęčĊ�ĜĔėĉĘ�ĞĔĚ�ėĊĆĉǨ�Turn to page 4
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You grab hold of your chair with both hands and hold on 
tight as your ship shudders around you. Outside, in space, blaster 
Ƥ��������������������������������������������������������������
������������������ǯ����������Ƥ��Ǥ

ǲ�������Ƥ��Ǩǳ����������Ǥ�ǲ
����������������������ǯ������Ǩǳ
�����Ƥ�����ƥ�����������������������������������������������

at the Deltron ship, enough to destroy just about any ship in your 
ƪ���Ǥ

It barely scratches the Deltron hull.
You’re running out of options, Captain. What do you do?

�ĆĒĒĎēČ�ĘĕĊĊĉǨ�Turn to page 362

�ěĆĘĎěĊ�ĒĆēĔĊĚěėĊĘǨ�Turn to page 360

�ēČĆČĊǤǤǤęčĊ��ĒĊČĆ��ėĔęĔĈĔđǨ�Turn to page 368
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You grab the right sword while Laertes grabs the left. In the 
ƪ�����������������������������ǡ����������������������������������
at the same time Laertes cuts your leg. It is a perfect symmetry.

Fortunately for you, the sword you grabbed had poison 
on its tip! Life’s full of surprises, huh? And this new surprise 
is that Laertes is now poisoned. Very soon you’re going to be 
responsible for an extremely public murder. But don’t worry too 
much: since it was Laertes’ sword that was poison-tipped in the 
Ƥ���������ǡ���������������������������������������������������
cut! Hooray!

Okay, just to summarize real quick: you still haven’t killed 
Claudius, but you have managed to poison your one-time (now 
dead) girlfriend’s brother, get poisoned yourself, and allow 
your mother to be poisoned too. If you’re wondering about 
your score, right now it’s at, oh I don’t know, NEGATIVE 55,000 
KILOPOINTS??

Gertrude collapses from the poison you ignored earlier, and 
feigning ignorance you say, “How’s the queen?” and Claudius 
says, “She fainted because you guys are bleeding,” and she says, 
“NO, I’m poisoned from the drink!” and then she dies.

“We’ve been betrayed” you shout, and then feigning 
���������������ǡ����������ǡ�ǲ�����ǡ���������������Ǩ����ǯ��Ƥ���
out who did it!”

Laertes, a man who is dying AS WE SPEAK, is thus forced to 
spend his last few moments alive explaining to you very clearly 
and with no big words that your mother was poisoned by the 
king. He also explains to you that you’ve been poisoned too, but 
I already told you that. It’s too bad too, because he said it very 
nicely, all “Hamlet, thou art slain. No medicine in the world can 
do thee good” while I was all “wooby wooby woo, jokes jokes 
jokes” (NOTE: I am paraphrasing).

ANYWAY. Now is your absolute last chance. You have a 
poisoned sword in your hand and Claudius is sitting here in 
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front of you. You will be dead in 1 turn(s). What do you do?
LAST CHANCE, Hamlet.

�Ďđđ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǣ�turn to page 514

�Ĕēǯę�ĐĎđđ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǣ�turn to page 404
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The pirate screams at you, livid. He’s lost some very important 
body parts, but he’s not going to stop. He’s out of control with 
��������������Ƥ������������������������Ǥ��������ǯ�����������������
down. He’ll take you apart with his teeth if you let him.

��ǯ����������Ƥ���������ǡ�������Ǥ

�ĊđĎěĊė�ęčĊ�ĐĎđđĎēČ�ćđĔĜǨ�Turn to page 224
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�����������������������Ƥ���������������������������������
��������Ƥ��Ǥ�����������������������������������������������������ǡ�
�����������������������������ƪ��������������������������������
singes a little. You exhaust any remaining turn(s) in the attempt, 
and as soon as it / they are used up, the door opens. This has the 
�ơ������������������������������������������������ǡ����������
�����ǯ����������������������������������Ƥ��Ǥ

The town criers the next day all have the same story: 
“HAMLET CATCHES ON FIRE AFTER KILLING THIS GUY 
POLONIUS / MOST EXCITING THING TO HAPPEN IN 
MONTHS.”

�����������������ǫ�������Ǥ���������������ǲƤ����ǳ�����
imagination of your subjects!

Turn to page 157
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THE END
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You drop the sword and leave. “Well, um, see you later I 
guess!” you say. You walk to the docks and swim out to Calypso’s 
Gale.

“I’m a big wimp,” you say, “and I couldn’t even competently 
confront Claudius.” Rosencrantz and Guildenstern suggest you 
still could kinda confront him, and it wouldn’t even have to be a 
direct confrontation, as long as you don’t mind killing everyone 
else in the castle too.

“One sec!” you say, diving into the ocean and swimming back 
to shore. Re-entering the castle yet again, you say, “Hey Mom, 
come here for a minute?” and lead Gertrude outside. You ask her 
to stay out of the castle for the next 15 minutes.

“Why?” she asks.
“It’s gonna be a big surprise,” you shout over your shoulder, 

already running back down to the docks. Climbing aboard 
Calypso’s Galeǡ�����������������������Ƥ��Ǥ�������Ǧ������������Ƥ���
in unison and the outer wall of the castle crumbles. You keep 
shouting “Fire!” and more cannonballs keep tearing into stone 
walls and you only stop when there’s nothing left of the castle but 
a big ol’ pile of rubble.

Congratulations, you killed Claudius!! And you kept your 
mom alive. You also killed tons of innocent bystanders too 
������ǡ���������������������������������ơ������������������ǡ����
�����Ƥ������������ǤǤǤ͝Ǥ

Man you did all this reading for 1 measly point! 
You’re a champ!

Turn to page 647
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“Technically correct!” shouts Horatio. “I’m sorry Fortinbras, 
but you sucked so hard at this. All hail Queen Ophelia!”

�Ċ�ęčĊ�ēĊĜ�ĖĚĊĊē�Ĕċ��ĊēĒĆėĐǣ�turn to page 713
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Hah hah, nice try! WHAT YOU JUST SAID IS A TOTAL LIE. 
And you know what happens when you lie?

I’ll tell you what happens.
You hear a rumbling. Ophelia and Horatio run to the window 

�����������ǯ�����������ǡ���������������������������������ƪ����
beneath them crumbles and splits. Your last vision of Ophelia is 
of her falling and calling out as the roof buckles in, burying them 
both.

You stumble backwards, running out the door as the 
castle collapses behind you. You’re running as fast as you can, 
tearing down the hallway but still staying only just ahead of 
the destruction. You leap outside, barely escaping as the castle 
collapses into rubble behind you. Looking up, you see the storm 
clouds, lightning crackling between them, thunder shaking the 
very ground beneath you. The clouds seem to form letters that 
read “YOU THOUGHT YOU COULD LIE TO THE AUTHOR 
ABOUT THE CONTENTS OF HIS OWN BOOK? SERIOUSLY??”

As you stumble to your feet, the earth cracks open beneath 
you, and you’re left straddling it with one leg on either side as it 
splits open wider and wider. Looking down, you see magma and 
liquid metals rush towards the surface. This gash leads all the 
way to the earth’s core, and the toxic gases rushing past you as 
they blast towards the sky burn your skin and make you choke. 
The planet is tearing itself apart, and moments later, it explodes, 
killing not just all life on Earth but all life that would’ve lived 
there in the future, if only you’d told the truth. 

The human race is extinguished.  You have scored -1 out of a 
possible 1000 points and died. 

Also, you lied to a book. 

Turn to page 77
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You aim for his lower body and Laertes is unprepared for this 
and you totally score a hit right away!

�ĎĈĊǨ�Turn to page 330
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����Ǩ������������Ƥ������������������������������ǡ���������
�����������������ơ��������ǯ�����������Ǥ�����ǯ�����������ǡ������ǫ����ǯ��
worry, it’s the last realistic thing that happens.

�������ƪ���������������ǡ����������������������������������
����������������������ǡ��������������������ƪ������������������������
together. 

“Hamlet! Let me go!” he screams, but by the time his shouts 
reach your ears it sounds exactly like “Hamlet! Use me like a 
skateboard!”

“A skateboard?” you say, intrigued.
“Hamlet!!” he hollers at you, but again, by the time those 

sound waves reach your ears they have amazingly been 
transformed into sound waves that instead form the words “It’s a 
plank with wheels on it!”

“Neat!” you say.
Anyway, eventually your momentum runs out and you land 

on the ground using Claudius as a skateboard. He squishes and 
����Ǥ�������������������������ǡ�����������ơ����������ǡ���������
cancelling out your downward momentum and landing softly on 
his gross corpse.

How realistic!
So you’ve succeeded in your mission and — oh heck, let’s say 

later on you marry a bear. 

Turn to page 197
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You hang around Norway for a bit, trying to listen in on what 
people are saying, but they’re all speaking Norwegian! You only 
������������ǡ������������������������������������������ƥ����Ǥ����
all sounds like Swedish to you!

Which actually makes a lot of sense, since Danish, Norwegian, 
and Swedish are all related North Germanic languages, 
����������������������������������ơ����������������������������
Germanic speakers and North Germanic speakers around 200 AD. 

You nod your head, agreeing that all of this is both accurate 
and extremely interesting.

While these three languages are GENERALLY supposed to be 
���������������������ǡ�����Ƥ��������������������������������
speakers only if you’re concentrating (which you are) and 
if they’re speaking slowly and clearly (which they’re not, as 
everyone is running around upset about war and all these kings 
getting killed). Ironically, Norwegian speakers can understand 
Danish easier than Danish speakers understand Norwegian, but 
that doesn’t help you much! That would only be useful if you were 
playing as the Norwegian king whose ghost has stowed away on 
YOUR army’s boat headed back to Denmark, but I haven’t given 
you that option even though it would be extremely awesome. 
If you’re wondering what happens to this Vengeful Ghost 
King, I can tell you only this: THE ANSWER EXISTS IN YOUR 
IMAGINATION??

But here’s the good news, it turns out WRITTEN Danish 
and WRITTEN Norwegian are actually pretty similar! So you 
spend the next several nights haunting people, quietly reading 
their diaries while they sleep peacefully in their beds. And you 
don’t know this, but ghosts do this all the time. Ghosts just love 
sneaking a peek at the secrets of the living!

����������������ǡ���������Ƥ������Ƥ����������������������������
wrote on the day you died that she was wandering by a garden, 
minding her own business, when she saw some Danish guy pour 
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something in some other Danish guy’s ear! 
Hey! That sounds like what could’ve happened to you (but 

remember you don’t know that’s exactly what happened to you 
because of that new irony we invented)!

�ĆĐĊ�Ěĕ�ęčĎĘ�ĕĊėĘĔē�Ćēĉ�ĆĘĐ�čĊė�ĆćĔĚę�Ďęǣ�turn to page 
373

�ĆĐĊ�Ěĕ�ęčĎĘ�ĕĊėĘĔē�Ćēĉ�čĔđĉ�Ěĕ�Ć�ĕĎĊĈĊ�Ĕċ�ĕĆĕĊė�
ĜčĊėĊ�ĞĔĚǯěĊ�ĜėĎęęĊē�ĉĔĜē�Ć�ĖĚĊĘęĎĔē�ĆĘĐĎēČ�čĊė�
ĆćĔĚę�Ďęǣ�turn to page 648
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Okay!
So here’s the thing. People really DO get shot out of cannons 

in real life, but those cannons aren’t as the same as a cannonball-
cannon. They’re actually more fairly described as “giant slingshots 
����������������������������������ƪ����ǡ��������������������
��������������������������������ơ���Ǥǳ

On the other hand, you, my friend, have climbed into an 
�����������������ơ����������������������������������Ǥ����������
fuse goes, you explode out of the cannon in a chunky red mist. 
�������������������ơ������������������Ǥ�

It is extremely realistic / gross. That’s what everyone says 
when they see it! “How realistic slash gross,” they say.

Turn to page 473
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You jab and thrust towards Laertes’ lower body. He deftly 
parries, blocking your every attack and returning them with 
attacks of his own, using your own momentum against you.

This isn’t as easy as it was on the pirate ship! It kinda seems 
like Laertes really knows what he’s doing?

�������������Ƥ������ǡ����������������������������������������
make a hit, Claudius seems really excited and raises his glass. 
Wow, that is one thirsty usurper to the throne!

	������ǡ���������ơ���������ǡ����������������������������������
your left shoulder. It cuts your shirt but barely breaks the skin, so, 
hooray for thickly woven shirts, I guess!

You resume the match!

�ęęĆĈĐ�čĎĘ�ĚĕĕĊė�ćĔĉĞ�ęčĎĘ�ęĎĒĊǨǨ�Turn to page 384

�ęęĆĈĐ�čĎĘ�đĔĜĊė�ćĔĉĞ�ĆČĆĎēǨǨ�Turn to page 386
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You grab the left sword while Laertes grabs the right. In 
����ƪ�����������������������������ǡ����������������������������
while at the same time he cuts you on your leg too. It is a perfect 
symmetry.

Unfortunately, Laertes’ sword had poison on its tip all along, 
and now you’ve gotten a double dose! Life’s full of surprises, huh? 
I guess the only problem is SOMETIMES these surprises are 
stupid and fatal. 

Gertrude collapses from the poison you ignored earlier, and 
seconds later you too fall to the ground as the poison destroys 
your body from the inside out. Claudius looks down at you both.

“Gertrude collapsed because she’s a woman and faints 
whenever she sees blood, and Hamlet collapsed because he’s 
super wimpy and a tiny cut on his leg is enough to kill him,” he 
����ǡ������������������ƥ��������������������������Ǥ

“Don’t be so sexist, jerk,” you say, and I’m sorry, but one “don’t 
be so sexist” isn’t enough to redeem you from a lifetime of being 
way sexist, even if it is the very last thing you ever say.

Which, it turns out, it totally is!

Turn to page 563
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THE END

OR IS IT, HOPEFULLY IT’S NOT......????
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“Okay,” Horatio says, and you die.
You are now Horatio!
You rush out of the castle and down to the docks, where you 

swim out to Calypso’s Gale and are pulled aboard by the crew. You 
explain to Rosencrantz and Guildenstern what’s happened, and 
they launch a surprise attack on Fortinbras’s ship, sinking her 
easily. When Fortinbras runs out of the castle and down to the 
�����ǡ����������������������Ƥ�����������ȋ����������������������
����������������������������������������Ǣ������Ƥ�����������������
tears though basically everything including Fortinbras’s body; it 
is awesome) and he gets totes obliterated.

War breaks out between Denmark and Norway. You and 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are instrumental in Denmark’s 
eventual victory, and yeah I’m going over things super quickly 
here but this was supposed to be, like, Ophelia’s story or Hamlet’s 
story and honestly I’ve always liked you, Horatio, but I’m already 
bending the rules like crazy by letting you have your own little 
adventure here so we’ve got to end it somewhere.

You be good, my friend.
No, you know what? Scratch that.
You be GREAT.

Turn to page 103
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No book comes together without an author feeling like thon’s 
in debt to SOMEONE. 

��������������	�����������������������Ƥ�������������������
dispose of a body and not get caught (SPOILER ALERT: there 
are murders in this book). They have a page just about this, did 
you know that? They’re one of the top search results for “how 
to dispose of a body.” And I guess also thanks to the Canadian 
Security Intelligence Service for not getting me in trouble (yet) 
after I ran all those searches for “how to dispose of a body” and 
“I want to know how to get rid of a dead human body” and 
“gross dead body +how to hide it” and “what if I committed the 
murder act, how do I ditch the body & not go to jail IT’S AN 
EMERGENCY??”

Thanks also to Chef Michael Smith, Emily Horne, and 
William Shakespeare for the stew recipe (SPOILER ALERT: you 
can learn to make stew in this book too! It’s not murders ALL 
the time),  for the expansive knowledge of boats and the seas in 
which they sail (SPOILER ALERT: play your cards right in this 
book and you just miiiiight gain command of a pirate ship, just...
just be coolȌǡ���������������������ơ�������������������������
famous (but which thank-you applies to which person?? That 
is for YOU to decide. Yes, even here in this acknowledgement 
parenthetical it’s up to YOU to choose your own adventure, but I 
mean come on it’s pretty obvious).

Thanks to all my artist friends who drew all these pretty 
pictures in the book. You’ve made death into a visually stunning 
treat. And thanks to Crissy Calhoun for copyediting this book 
����Ƥ�������������������������Ǩ����������������������������
afterwards because of brain problems.

Finally, thanks to Joey Comeau for his skills at chess, Ray 
Fawkes for his skills at mad libs, my extremely awesome wife, 
Jenn, for being extremely awesome, and to my brother, Victor, 
�������Ƥ����������������Ǧ���������������������������������������
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rad.
And thanks to you, for buying this book or at least picking it 

�������ƪ�������������������ǣ���������������������Ǩ������������ǡ�����
get to continue enjoying reading this book!!

�ĐĆĞǡ��ǯĒ�ėĊĆĉĞ�ēĔĜǤ���ĜĎđđ�ĈčĔĔĘĊ�ĒĞ�ĈčĆėĆĈęĊėǨ�Turn 
to page 4
 

�Ē�ēĔǡ��ǯĉ�ėĆęčĊė�ėĊĆĉ�ĒĔėĊ�ĆĈĐēĔĜđĊĉČĊĒĊēęĘǣ�turn to 
page 479

�ĔĚ�ĐēĔĜ�ĜčĆęǫ���ĜĆēę�ęĔ�ĐēĔĜ�ĒĔėĊ�ĆćĔĚę�ęčĊ�
ĆĚęčĔė�ćĊċĔėĊ���ĈĔĒĒĎę�ęĔ�ĆēĞęčĎēČǤ�Turn to page 376

�ĔĚ�ĐēĔĜ�ĜčĆęǫ���ĜĆēę�ęĔ����ęčĊ�ĆĚęčĔė�ćĊċĔėĊ���
ĈĔĒĒĎę�ęĔ�ĆēĞęčĎēČǤ�Turn to page 336
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�������������������������������������������������Ƥ��������Ǥ
“Now we play the waiting game,” says Horatio. He’s 

interrupted by the sound of trumpets. You look at him and raise 
an eyebrow.

“They make that noise to warn everyone that King Claudius 
�����������������ǡǳ��������Ǥ�ǲ�������������������ơ�������������
around this time.”

He sighs. 
“Denmark,” he says.
At that exact moment, something insanely crazy happens! 

What the frig? I’ll tell you what the frig: A GHOST IS HERE!

�ĔĔĐ�ČčĔĘęǣ�turn to page 107
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�����Ƥ�����ƥ�����������������������ƪ���������ǡ����������������
well beyond its specs. 

“We can’t keep this up much longer!” she shouts over the 
groan of structural bulkheads compressing in ways they weren’t 
designed to handle. 

“We have to!” you order. “Just a little longer, Commander!” A 
section of her control panel begins blinking alarmingly. She looks 
at it and then at you. 

“Structural collapse in 30 seconds!” she shouts.
And then it turns out that in real life these things are 

actually really hard to predict down to the second and that big 
catastrophic shipwide structural collapse you were worried about 
�����������������������Ƥ��������������������Ǥ

THE END

P.S. It kills you, by the way.
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You lift Polonius’s still-warm body to the window and push it 
out over the edge. It hits the ground with a sickening crack, and 
you see his limbs and neck now rest at unnatural angles. Blood 
bursts out from his corpse and gets all over the place.

You’re now left in a room with a bloody, stabbed curtain, a 
few storeys up from the mangled body of your ex-girlfriend’s 
������Ǥ���������ǯ�������������������������������Ƥ�����������������Ǩ�
Especially if they should happen to look out the window!

You have 3 turns(s) remaining.

�Ěėē�ĈĚėęĆĎē�ĚĘĎēČ�ċĎėĊ�ċėĔĒ�ċĎėĊĕđĆĈĊǣ�turn to page 396

ĚĒĕ�ĔĚę�ĜĎēĉĔĜǡ�ĚĘĊ�ćĔĉĞ�ęĔ�ĈĚĘčĎĔē�ĞĔĚė�ċĆđđǣ�turn to 
page 377

�ĔĚ�ĐēĔĜ�ĜčĆęǫ���ĈĆē�ęĆđĐ�ĒĞ�ĜĆĞ�ĔĚę�Ĕċ�ęčĎĘǤ�ĚĘę�ćĊ�
ĈĔĔđǤ��Ĉę�ĈĆĘĚĆđǤ�Turn to page 26
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�����Ƥ�����ƥ����������������ǡ�����������������������������������
what you want to do.

You nod.
She turns and presses a few buttons on your console. “It’s been 

a pleasure,” you tell her.
“The pleasure,” she says, “was all mine. Good luck, Captain.”
You say, “You too, Commander,” and then your ship crashes 

into the Deltron ship hull and that’s the last thing you see for a 
really, really, really long time.

You do get reanimated in the distant future, but that’s another 
story (AND HERE IT IS: hyper-advanced future people use a form 
of beaming that works across time and transfers information 
instead of matter so that non-destructive duplicates can be made; 
��������������������������������������������������Ƥ���������������
point in their lives, so the hyper-advanced future people can 
learn about EVERYTHING, and anyway they got you by mistake 
this one time; you live in the future for a bit and it’s pretty cool 
because you can chill with all these historical people but they all 
sound really old-timey and the ones from really long ago are, like, 
racist? They’re all really super racist.) 

THE END
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You move your king away from the pawn, but I’m sorry, 
Ophelia, Gertrude wasn’t lying. She takes your pawn, and now it’s 
just your king against her king and castle. You can’t win. 

So you do the opposite of that: LOSE TERRIBLY.
It takes Gertrude 10 moves to get everything in place, but she 

does it while you impotently move your king around. Anyway, 
look, you just lost a game you had a lot riding on and this is why 
gambling destroys lives and relationships! Sheesh, gambling, why 
are you so terrible??

�čĊĈĐĒĆęĊǣ�turn to page 411
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Rather than embracing the madness, you bring your hands 
up between Laertes’ hands, and bashing them outwards, free 
your neck from his grasp. You’re vaguely aware of your mother 
shouting your name as you punch Laertes over and over again, 
avoiding his own punches as best you can. You’re both getting in 
some good hits. Finally Horatio and the gravedigger jump down 
into the grave and hold the two of you apart. You’re both trying 
to break free.

“WHAT THE HECK IS THIS ABOUT?” yells your mother. 
“THIS IS A FUNERAL AND YOU’RE FIGHTING IN AN OPEN 
GRAVE FOR NO REASON.”

“Mom, Laertes is saying he loved Ophelia more than I did!” 
you say. “I loved her more than 40 billionty stupid ol’ brothers!”

“He really is crazy,” says Claudius.
ǲ�ǯ��������������������������������������������ǡǳ������ơ��Ǥ
“I’m sorry for my crazy son,” Gertrude says. “Usually he 

calms down after a little while.”
You decide to prove her right. Turning to Laertes you say, 

“Listen, bro, why are you treating me like this? I’ve done nothing 
to deserve this.” But Laertes stares at you, aghast, almost like 
he...holds you responsible for Ophelia’s death?

“Anyway,” you say. “Hamlet out.”
You leave.
A little while later, Horatio catches up with you. “Hey, sorry, 

Claudius made me leave too.”
“What about the gravedigger?” you say.
“Um, I think he’s back to digging graves. He was supposed to 

be working the whole time we were there, anyway.”
“Ah,” you say. 
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�ĆđĐ�ęĔ��ĔėĆęĎĔ�ĆćĔĚę�ĞĔĚė�ĕĎėĆęĊ�ęėĎĕ�ĆČĆĎēǣ�
turn to page 237

�ĆđĐ�ęĔ��ĔėĆęĎĔ�ĆćĔĚę�ĜčĆę�ďĚĘę�čĆĕĕĊēĊĉǣ�turn to 
page 276
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THE END

P.S. Oh, I meant to mention it sooner, but one day you step on 
��������ƪ������������������������ơ������������������������������
TWO worldwide wars from occurring, centuries down the line! 
So, good job all around, I’d say! Keep on killing everyone who 
interferes with your preferred version of history, I’d say!

���������������Ǩ����������������������Ƥ�����������������Ǥ

THE END
FOR REAL THIS TIME
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ǲ���ǡ��������Ǩǳ�������������Ƥ�����ƥ���Ǥ�ǲ�������������������
�����������Ǩ�������ǯ�������������ơ�������ǯ��������������������Ǧ
time continuum!”

“Don’t you think I know that?” you bark. “It’s that or die. Do 
you want to die today, Commander?”

“I guess not,” she shrugs.
“Then I suggest you engage the Protocol, Commander.”
�����Ƥ�����ƥ���������������������������������������Ǥ�ǲ������

Protocol engaging...in 30 seconds,” comes the voice of your ship’s 
computer, broadcast across every deck.

“Best case scenario, we survive — barely,” you mutter to 
��������Ǥ������Ƥ�����ƥ��������������������������������Ǥ

“Worst case scenario,” she says, “the space-time continuum 
�����������������ǡ������������������������������������ơ����Ǥ����
������Ƥ������������������������������������������Ȅ������������
of it. Theoretical models suggest there may be some matter 
������������ǡ�����������������������������������������ǯ���ơ�����Ǥ����
may be localized to certain rooms, certain objects. We may just 
Ƥ��������������������������������������������������������������
pages from other books, drawn from all over time and space. Who 
knows, maybe even our Automatically Recorded Dramatic Ship’s 
Logs in Second-Person Prose Format would be included! And 
������������������ơ����������������������ǡ����������������������
small handful of books across the universe would get our pages 
�����������Ǥ�����ǯ����������������ơ�������������������������������Ǥ�
����������������������������ǯ������ơ������������Ǥǳ

“That’d be cool,” you say. “Having our logs swapped out to 
another world like that. Maybe we could learn from the pages we 
got in exchange.”

ǲ������ǯ���������������������ǡǳ�����������Ƥ�����ƥ���Ǥ
“It would still be pretty neat though, wouldn’t it? To be a 

person who comes across one of these books and has no idea that 
this ‘printing error’ is actually a recording of the brave actions 
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������������������������������������������Ǧ����������ǡ�Ƥ�����������
their lives in some unknown, distant war?” you begin, and then 
your computer engages the Omega Protocol, and everything goes 
white.

THE END
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“I’m gonna open it,” you say. This is what you read:

��������������������ǡ

It’s me, Claudius, the King of Denmark! Listen, we get 
along pretty well, right? And both our countries are in 
�����������������Ǥ�������ǡ���ǯ������������������������������
ȋ�������������������������������������������������������Ȍ�
������������������������������������������Ǥ���ǯ���������������
������ǡ�������������������ǫ�����ǫ�����Ǥ��Ǥ�Ǥ��ǯ��͡͠͠ψ���������
�������������������������Ǥ

You and Rosencrantz and Guildenstern stare at each other 
for a long moment. Looks like this whole time while you were 
planning to kill Claudius, he was also planning to kill you!

“Dude, are you scoping this letter’s CHOICE 
ASSASSINATION ORDERS?” asks Rosencrantz.

“I told you, man! I TOLD YOU ABOUT CLAUDIUS,” 
Guildenstern yells.

“Maybe he heard my free verse from last night?” you say. “It 
was extremely tight.”

	ĎČĚėĊ�ĔĚę�Ć�ĕđĆē�ĜĎęč��ĔĘĊēĈėĆēęğ�Ćēĉ�

ĚĎđĉĊēĘęĊėēǣ�turn to page 41
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Nicely said, Hamlet. I’ve got to give you a few points for that. 
��Ǩ������Ƥ������������ǡ���ǡ����ǯ������ͣ͢͡���������������͜͜͜͝Ǥ�

That’s a solid C+. You took a heck of a long time to kill Claudius, 
but you DID do the pirate sidequest, which is nice, because it was 
my mistake to put it so late in the story anyway. We’ll open with it 
in the remastered edition.

Okay! Thanks for playing! Good night, sweet prince, and 
ƪ�������������������������������������Ǩ

Turn to page 287
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Using your sword, you begin to chop Polonius’s body into 
smaller pieces. You begin by separating the limbs and head 
from the body. That completed, you work on reducing the torso 
�������������������������������Ǥ���ǯ����ƥ����ǡ����������������Ǥ�
Blood gets everywhere. EVERYWHERE.

You have 3 turn(s) remaining.
There are a lot of body parts here.

�ĚĒĕ�ćĔĉĞ�ĕĆėęĘ�ĔĚę�ęčĊ�ĜĎēĉĔĜǣ�turn to page 53

�Ěę�ćĔĉĞ�ĕĆėęĘ�ĎēęĔ�ĘęĊĜǣ�turn to page 394

�Ěę�ćĔĉĞ�ĕĆėęĘ�ĎēęĔ�ćĆČĘǣ�turn to page 390

�ĘĊ�ęĜĎēĊ�Ĕē�ćĔĉĞ�ĕĆėęĘǣ�turn to page 397
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You bang some pots and pans together until she wakes up.
“Hey, I’m a ghost, but not of anyone you know. Listen, tell me 

more about that garden murder you saw!” you say.
�����������ǡ�����������������������������Ƥ��Ǥ����������

something in Norwegian and you suddenly feel dumb. You’re 
already a spooky ghost, but now you’re a spooky ghost talking to 
her in a language she doesn’t even know!

������ǡ�����������������Ƥ�����������������������������������
“HEY I DON’T WANT TO KILL YOU,” it’s too late: the woman has 
run out of the room. And every time she sees you, she gets mad 
and throws something at you and leaves.

You kinda blew it here, King Hamlet!
You keep reading her diary every night for a few months, 

hoping that she’ll mention more about the thing she saw, but it’s 
�������Ƥ����������������������������������ơ��������������������
and you kinda feel honestly creepy about this whole situation. 
�������ơ���������ǯ����������������������������������������������
read diaries, and if they do, if they know what TOTALLY AWFUL 
people they’re being.

����������������ǣ�������������������������������ǡ�������Ƥ���
out who murdered you, and settle down to a nice pleasant afterlife 
with the other ghosts in Ghost Norway. You guys do charades 
with each other and everything! It’s pretty fun.

Turn to page 403
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THE END
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Ryan North was born on October 20, 1980. Since then he has 
done the following things (this is NOT an exhaustive list):

 »failed to die for over 11,322 days IN A ROW;

 »eaten food and then converted that food into ideas;

 »������������	������ơ��������������������������������ǡ��������
whom totally came back for more;

 »studied computer science and computational linguistics and 
graduated from university TWICE;

 »written the online comic Dinosaur Comics; it’s that comic 
with dinosaurs that you love;

 »co-edited the anthology Machine of Death, which is a book 
about people who know how they will die;

 »written the Adventure Time comic book series, which has a 
�������������������������ơ���������������Ǣ

 »analyzed the novelization of Back to the Future in way more 
detail than probably anyone could’ve anticipated;

 »gotten married, and adopted a dog named Noam Chompsky;

 »oh I also totally wrote this book!!

Okay, your stalling tactics are really easy to see through and 
also really confusing because it’s not like someone has a gun to 
your head and is forcing you to read this book. (Right? If this is 
������������������������������������Ƥ��ǡ��������������������
sending a message back in time to me to the very moment I’m 
writing these words, which is July 6, 2012, 2:47:34 pm EST. Okay, 
�����Ƥ�ǡ���ǯ�������ǤȌ

All you can do now is:

�čĔĔĘĊ�ĞĔĚė�ĈčĆėĆĈęĊėǣ�turn to page 4
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You go and stand on the window ledge. Nothing’s changed 
�����������������������ǡ��������ǯ���������Ƥ�������������Ǥ���������ǡ�
�����Ƥ����������ǡ�������������ǯ������ǡ��������������������Ǥ�������
squirts everywhere, but luckily most of it is his.

You lie there crying out in pain for your remaining 3 turn(s) 
until you see a head peering out over the window ledge down at 
you. “Did you murder that dude and then jump on his body?” he 
asks.

You continue to scream in agony.
“I think you murdered that dude and then jumped on his 

body!” he says, and ducks back inside the room.
A few minutes later, you hear voices from inside the room as 

you begin to fade from consciousness.
“Since this is olden times, we don’t really have the medical 

expertise to help with infection, and Hamlet is lying on a messy 
corpse with open wounds,” you hear.

“Man, Polonius hasn’t been dead for that long,” you think, but 
you don’t know that there are lots of gross bacteria in the colon 
and you burst Polonius’s guts all over the place. Anyway, you get 
an infection (a couple of them in parallel, actually) and you die.

Turn to page 477
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Nothing changes, as Calypso’s Gale continues to gain on 
you. This isn’t working, Hamlet! You’ve got time for one last 
manoeuvre before the pirates come alongside, and when they 
��������������������������Ƥ���Ǧ�������������������������������
disaster.

ǲ������ǡ��������ǫǳ������Ƥ���������������Ǥ�������������������
the sea behind him, and you can feel the thunder shake your ship.

You stare at Calypso’s Gale through a spyglass. The square 
shape of her rigging reminds you of something...

ǲ�Ěę�ęčĊ�ĜĎēĉ�Ćę�ĔĚė�ćĆĈĐǨ�
ĎěĊ�ĚĘ�Ćđđ�ęčĊ�ĘĕĊĊĉ�ĘčĊ�
ĈĆē�ĒĚĘęĊėǨǳ�Turn to page 182

ǲ�Ěėē�ĆėĔĚēĉ�Ćēĉ�ċĆĈĊ�ęčĊ�ĕĎėĆęĊĘ�čĊĆĉǦĔēǤǳ�Turn to 
page 141

�ėĞ�ęĔ�ėĊĒĊĒćĊė�ĊěĊėĞęčĎēČ�ĞĔĚ�ĐēĔĜ�ĆćĔĚę�ĘĆĎđĎēČ�
ćĊċĔėĊ�ĞĔĚ�ĆēĘĜĊėǣ�turn to page 40
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Congratulations! You have unlocked the SECRET ENDING.
The thing is, you’re still dead. You played as Hamlet and you 

killed him and there’s no taking that back.
But here’s the secret: while you ARE dead, there’s another you 

that exists outside this book. There’s a you reading these words 
right now who hasn’t even died once yet (PROBABLY??). There’s 
a you who invested some time reading this and there’s a me who 
invested even more time writing it and we’re all in this together 
and it’s way too late to back out now. But we’ve come a long way, 
and I like you. I think we had fun.

So here’s your secret ending, and it’s the very last choice you 
����������������Ǥ�����Ƥ�����������������������������������������
universe, remarkable, at the very least, for being where you are 
right now. You have just experienced the story of Hamlet, Prince 
of Denmark. It was a fun diversion, but real life beckons. Here’s 
your big choice, right here, right now:

You can either a) put down this book and work every day to be 
the best darn person you can be at whatever it is you choose to do, 
or b) surprise, there is no other choice.

Go get ’em, tiger.

Turn to page 209
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She looks at you for a long moment.
“Okay,” she says, sighing, putting all the love letters you wrote 

her and the presents you gave her into your arms. “See you when I 
see you, I guess.”

She walks out of the room, but she pauses at the doorway. 
Turning around, she says, “I always took our relationship 
seriously, and it really sucks that you never could.” And then she’s 
gone.

That uh...didn’t go well? 
������ǯ��������������������������������������ǡ�����Ƥ����������

plan to catch Claudius is pretty much all you’ve really got going 
right now, so you throw yourself back into it. There’s still a chance 
to make it work, you realize. You’ll just come back here tomorrow 
and get him to read the book then!

�Ĕ�ęčĆę�ęčĎēČ���ďĚĘę�ĘĆĎĉǣ�turn to page 206
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Good call. Why travel through TIME ITSELF when you have 
the option to continue sitting around doing nothing?

So here’s what you do: you pal around with some other 
ghosts, and eventually form some really good friendships. But 
each of these friends eventually decides to travel back in time 
for a do-over, and it’s hard to blame them. It’s such a tantalizing 
possibility!

One last chance, Hamlet: do you want to travel through time? 
There’ll always be a chance that you end up in the wrong body, 
and that’ll never change. But there’s also a chance you could 
�������������������ǡ�Ƥ����������������Ȅ������ǯ���������������
could help everyone. You could improve the lives of everyone you 
ever knew. Given that, is it ethical to not even try?

It all comes down to this, Hamlet, Prince of Denmark: do you 
decide to be TOTALLY AWESOME??

�ĐĆĞǨ���ĉĊĈĎĉĊ�ęĔ�ĘęĊĕ�ĎēęĔ�ęčĊ�ĖĚĆēęĚĒ�đĊĆĕ�
ĆĈĈĊđĊėĆęĔėǨ�Turn to page 25

��Ǥ��ĔĒ�ĆđĜĆĞĘ�ĘĆĎĉ�ęĔ�ēĊěĊė�ęėĆěĊđ�ęčėĔĚČč�ęĎĒĊǡ�
ĔĐĆĞǫ�Turn to page 238
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THE END
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You try to hit Laertes, but he seems to be moving faster and 
faster. Or maybe you’re just moving slower? In any case, it’s 
���������������������������ơǡ������������������������������
stab you right in the lungs.

��������������������ƪ�����������Ǥ����������ǯ�������ǡ�������
tell you that the blade was actually poisoned, and Claudius put 
Laertes up to it. Surprise! 

You are now a ghost! And you are a ghost who wants revenge 
on Laertes and Claudius. Unfortunately, you don’t have a son to 
do the revenging for you, but you do have your Ghost Dad to help 
you out! Your dad saw how unfair the battle was and how well 
you fought anyway, and he believes you were wronged. You are 
a father-son revenge team from BEYOND THE GRAVE, and you 
have Calypso’s Gale on your side. How can you fail?

Well, it turns out the answer to that question is “quite 
spectacularly actually.” You and your dad are talking over your 
failures a few weeks later in Ye Olde Ghost Pub. It’s a pretty cozy 
place. There’s a nice wooden sign hung behind the bar that reads, 
“There is nothing either good or bad, but drinking makes it so.”

“Maybe — maybe Claudius will be a good king after all,” you 
say, trying to put a positive spin on things. “He does seem to 
really want the throne. Maybe it’s because he can’t wait to put 
�����������������������ơ������������Ǧ�����������������������
practice?”

“I don’t know,” your dad sighs. “I don’t know.” He takes a long 
sip of his beer: a cloudy, complex wheat-based sour beer brewed 
by the ghost of an ancient Roman brewmaster who’s had a 
millennium to practice his art, the words Carpe Cervisiam printed 
in elaborate script along the bottle’s side. “What am I gonna tell 
your mother? I got her only child killed in some harebrained 
revenge scheme from beyond the grave.”

“That’s true. Also, I kinda killed Polonius for no real reason,” 
�������ǡ���������������������������ǡ��������������ƪ�������������
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strawberries called The Secret of the Boo-ooze that you ordered 
because you liked the cute ninja ghost on the label. “Maybe 
revenge is harder than it looks.”

“Or maybe we’re just not that great at it,” your dad says. He 
stares at his beer for a bit, and then looks up at you. “You wanna 
do something else with the next few decades? Something — non-
revengy?”

“What?” you ask.
“I always wanted to be a painter,” he sighs. “But I kept telling 

myself that the business of being king took priority. I kept saying 
there was never enough time. That’s not the case anymore.”

“Hmm,” you say. “Well, to be honest, I always wanted to live 
���������������������������������������������������������ƪ����ǡ�
invulnerability, and invisibility, plus the ability to phase through 
������������Ǥ�����ǯ����Ƥ�������������������Ǥǳ���������������������
table and phase your hand through your beer to illustrate your 
point.

��������������������������������������������������������Ƥ����
time in 40 years. He wants you to pose for him, but you’re excited 
about your new project too, so you compromise. 

����Ƥ��������������������������ǡ�������������������������ǡ�
a sewing needle in your hand, stitching together your new 
superhero costume.

Turn to page 517
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You try to hit Laertes, but he seems to be moving faster and 
faster. Or maybe you’re just moving slower? In any case, it’s 
���������������������������ơǡ������������������������������
stab you right the eye. There’s a sword literally sticking out of 
your eyehole. 

Gross, Hamlet.
You run around in pain and eventually run into a wall, 

which only jams the sword into your brain. You die in a pretty 
spectacular fashion.

GROSS, Hamlet!
You are now a ghost! Since you’re dead, I can tell you that the 

blade was actually poisoned, and Claudius put Laertes up to it. 
You try to get your Ghost Dad to help you take revenge, but he 
saw a) how bad you were at revenge when you were alive, b) how 
you swordfought the wrong guy and did it so badly that you died, 
and c) how your slapstick death was more hilarious than anything 
else, and so he decides then and there that he wants nothing 
more to do with you.

You feel really sad and depressed and like you wasted a lot of 
your life.

A timeless age passes.
You’re still pretty down in the dumps.
Another timeless age passes.
You’re a bit emo about what happened, but not TOTALLY 

broken up about it.
A third timeless age begins and ends.
���ǯ���Ƥ�����������������������������Ǥ���������������ǡ�����

Ƥ�������������������������������������������������������Ǥ���ǯ������
distant future! And while time travel hasn’t been invented in the 
mortal realm, it turns out some of your fellow ghosts have been 
using these timeless ages to perfect the process. You can’t send 
your body back in time (not that you have one in the traditional 
sense of the word but WHATEVER), but you can send your 
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consciousness back in time, leaping from this life to that one, 
perhaps even putting things right that once went wrong. 

It’s possible to leap into the body of your past self, back before 
��������Ǥ����ǯ�������������������������������������ơ�������Ǩ�
There’s a catch though: while the ghost scientists can target 
the destination time with quite a bit of precision, targeting the 
person who you’ll be leaping into is just a teeny bit fuzzy. Look, 
the bottom line is this: there’s a small chance that you could end 
up in the wrong body. And if that happens, there’s also a teeny-
weeny chance that the mind / body mismatch could cause the 
host body to override your ghostly neural pathways, the end result 
being near-total amnesia about who you really are and what your 
mission is. 

But it is a chance.
Do you take it?

�ĆĐĊ�ęčĊ�ĈčĆēĈĊǨ��ęĊĕ�ĎēęĔ�ęčĊ�ĖĚĆēęĚĒ�đĊĆĕ�
ĆĈĈĊđĊėĆęĔėǨ�Turn to page 398

�Ĕǡ�Ďę�ĘĔĚēĉĘ�ĉĆēČĊėĔĚĘǨ�Turn to page 381
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“Tell me, Antonio, what’s your favourite act of mind-blowing 
erotic int—” you begin, and just then a huge explosion rocks 
the hotel. Debris showers into the room, knocking Antonio 
unconscious. Looks like you’re under attack!

BY TERRORISTS!!
Hah hah, screw this dating thing: you have three terrorists to 

kill!!

�Ěē�ĉĔĜē�ęĔ�ęčĊ�ĘĎęĊ�Ĕċ�ęčĊ�ĊĝĕđĔĘĎĔēǣ�turn to page 93
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Really? 
Really. 
Wow. I’m glad to hear it. Honestly I’m kind of...surprised? But 

seriously: nicely done, Hamlet! Way to sustain someone’s interest 
in being your sweetie!

Ophelia opens her mouth and says, “Um, Hamlet, I love you, 
but you never said you were doing this because a ghost told you 
to.”

“Baby,” you say, “I know it sounds crazy, but let’s forget about 
it, as we now know Claudius is guilty of murder, and that doesn’t 
change whether or not a ghost gave me my initial suspicions.”

Ophelia turns to Horatio. “Did you know about this ghost?” 
she asks.

“He chased us. It was really spooky,” he says.
“Really,” Ophelia says. 
Horatio nods. “I was never more spooked.”
“Okay. Well, I trust you, Hamlet,” she says. “But this ghost had 

better be real.”
Ophelia’s so awesome. You should probably be her for a 

while. Moving your consciousness between bodies is a free action 
anyway, right?

�Ċ��ĕčĊđĎĆǣ�turn to page 474
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The body parts are now each in a bag. Nobody will suspect a 
thing!

Actually, that’s not true: anyone would suspect everything. 
There’s blood everywhere, man.

You have 2 turn(s) remaining.
There are bags full of body parts here.

�ĚĒĕ�ćĆČČĊĉ�ćĔĉĞ�ĕĆėęĘ�ĔĚę�ęčĊ�ĜĎēĉĔĜǣ�turn to 
page 399

�Ěę�ćĆČČĊĉ�ćĔĉĞ�ĕĆėęĘ�ĎēęĔ�ĘęĊĜǣ�turn to page 410

�ĘĊ�ęĜĎēĊ�Ĕē�ćĆČČĊĉ�ćĔĉĞ�ĕĆėęĘǣ�turn to page 419
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“Incorrect!” Horatio says. Fortinbras slaps in with his answer. 
ǲ�������ǯ��������������������������Ƥ������������������������
Eemian interglacial period. That’s from 130,000 to 110,000 BC.”

Darn it, it’s like he read your friggin’ mind. 
“Correct!” shouts Horatio. “Fortinbras, if you get this next 

question right, you will be my new king. Ophelia, if that’s who 
YOU want to be, you’ve got to get this next one right just to stay in 
the game.”

Horatio looks at you both, and then clears his throat. “Next 
question: how long is the coastline of Denmark?”

������������������Ƥ���Ǥ

ǲͤͣ͟͡�ĐĎđĔĒĊęėĊĘǨǳ�Turn to page 656

ǲͣ͟͝͠�ĐĎđĔĒĊęėĊĘǨǳ�Turn to page 131

ǲ�ėĎĈĐ�ĖĚĊĘęĎĔēǨ��Ĕ�ĈĔĆĘęđĎēĊ�čĆĘ�Ć�ĕėĊĈĎĘĊđĞ�ĉĊċĎēĊĉ�
đĊēČęčǡ�ĆĘ�ęčĊ�đĊēČęč�ĜĎđđ�ĉĊĕĊēĉ�Ĕē�ęčĊ�ĒĊęčĔĉ�
ĚĘĊĉ�ęĔ�ĒĊĆĘĚėĊ�ĎęǤ��ċ���ĚĘĊ�Ć�ĒĊęėĊ�ĘęĎĈĐǡ�ěĆėĎĆęĎĔēĘ�
Ďē�ęčĊ�ĈĔĆĘę�ĘĒĆđđĊė�ęčĆē�ĔēĊ�ĒĊęėĊ�ĜĎđđ�ćĊ�ĎČēĔėĊĉǤ�
�Ěę�Ďċ���ĚĘĊ�Ć�ĈĊēęĎĒĊęėĊ�ĘęĎĈĐǡ�ęčĊē��ǯđđ�ĎēĈđĚĉĊ�
ęčĔĘĊ�ĒĊĆĘĚėĊĒĊēęĘǡ�ćĚę�ĎČēĔėĊ�ęčĔĘĊ�đĊĘĘ�ęčĆē�ĔēĊ�
ĈĊēęĎĒĊęėĊǨ��ĎēĈĊ�ĈĔĆĘęđĎēĊĘ�ćĊčĆěĊ�đĎĐĊ�ċėĆĈęĆđĘ�Ďē�
ęčĎĘ�ėĊČĆėĉǡ�ęčĊėĊ�ĎĘ�ēĔ�ĘĎēČđĊ�đĊēČęč�ĒĊĆĘĚėĊĒĊēę���
ĈĆē�ĕĔĎēę�ęĔ�ĜĎęčĔĚę�ĒĆĐĎēČ�ĘĎĒĕđĎċĞĎēČ�ĆĘĘĚĒĕęĎĔēĘ�
ċĎėĘęǤǳ�Turn to page 679
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THE END
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Okay, this is gross but okay. You put the body parts into the 
stew, but it’s only a stew pot, it’s not big enough to hold a full 
human body. The dead head of Polonius sticks out the top, along 
with arms and legs and torso. If you were hoping to disguise the 
body as stew, this isn’t going to cut it.

You have 2 turn(s) remaining.

�Ćę�ĘęĊĜǣ�turn to page 558

�ĊĒĔěĊ�ćĔĉĞ�ĕĆėęĘ�ċėĔĒ�ĘęĊĜǣ�turn to page 407

�ĎČčę�ĉĔĔė�Ĕē�ċĎėĊǣ�turn to page 341
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“Well, I mean, is there something else that you would like 
to do inst—” you begin, and just then a huge explosion rocks 
the hotel. Debris showers into the room, knocking Antonio 
unconscious. Looks like you’re under attack!

BY TERRORISTS!!
Hah hah, screw this dating thing: you have three terrorists to 

kill!!

�Ěē�ĉĔĜē�ęĔ�ęčĊ�ĘĎęĊ�Ĕċ�ęčĊ�ĊĝĕđĔĘĎĔēǣ�turn to page 93
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������������������������Ƥ���������������������������������Ƥ��Ǥ�
It doesn’t really burn that well as it has blood on it, but you char it 
a bit. Blood’s everywhere, man. 

You’re pretty sure you wasted a turn.
You have 2 turn(s) remaining.

�Ćę�ĘęĊĜǣ�turn to page 423

�ĎČčę�ĉĔĔė�Ĕē�ċĎėĊǣ�turn to page 341

�ĎĊ�ęĜĎēĊ�ĆĈėĔĘĘ�ćĆĘĊ�Ĕċ�ĉĔĔė�ęĔ�ęėĎĕ�ĜčĔĊěĊė�ĊēęĊėĘ�
ęčĊ�ėĔĔĒǣ�turn to page 427
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You tie a length of twine to each body part. It looks kinda 
cool, I guess? Your twine supply is reduced by 50%. There’s still 
plenty of twine left though, honestly. Look at all that twine.

You have 2 turn(s) remaining.
There are body parts tied with twine here.

�ĘĊ�ėĊĒĆĎēĎēČ�ęĜĎēĊ�ęĔ�ęĎĊ�ęčĊ�ĜĆđđ�ęĔėĈčĊĘ�ćĊēĊĆęč�
ęčĊ�ćĆČĘǡ�ęčĊėĊćĞ�ċĔėĒĎēČ�ĈėĚĉĊ�čĔę�ĆĎė�ćĆđđĔĔēĘǣ�
turn to page 727

�ĘĊ�ėĊĒĆĎēĎēČ�ęĜĎēĊ�ęĔ�ęĎĊ�ćĔĉĞ�ĕĆėęĘ�ęĔČĊęčĊė�ęĔ�
ċĔėĒ�Ć�ČĎĆēę�ČėĎĘđĞ�ćĔđĆĘǣ�turn to page 422

�ĘĊ�ėĊĒĆĎēĎēČ�ęĜĎēĊ�ęĔ�ęĎĊ�Ć�ęėĎĕĜĎėĊ�ĆĈėĔĘĘ�ęčĊ�ćĆĘĊ�
Ĕċ�ęčĊ�ĉĔĔėǡ�ęčĊėĊćĞ�ęėĎĕĕĎēČ�ĜčĔĊěĊė�ĊēęĊėĘ�ęčĊ�
ėĔĔĒǣ�turn to page 427
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You step into the quantum leap accelerator and the world 
around you vanishes. You’re surrounded by the darkest blackness 
you’ve ever seen. 

The next thing you know, the world is reassembling itself 
around you. Clouds and trees slowly fade into existence. You feel 
your body becoming real, corporeal. You hold up your hands in 
front of you — your hands! — watching them become more and 
more solid with each passing second as your jump approaches 
completion. We’re almost there, Hamlet. 

�ĔĒĕđĊęĊ�ęčĊ�ďĚĒĕǣ�turn to page 596
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The bags burst as they hit the ground. You hate to admit it, 
but the splatter of gore they create is pretty much the textbook 
example of “suspicious.”

You have 1 turn(s) remaining.

ĚĒĕ�ĔĚę�ĜĎēĉĔĜ�ęĔ�ĊĘĈĆĕĊǣ�turn to page 283

�Ĉę�ĈĆĘĚĆđǣ�turn to page 26

�Ćę�ĘęĊĜǣ�turn to page 452
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You pull the knives out of the bodies of Gertrude and Horatio 
and cram them into the body of your brother, Laertes. You 
literally cram them in there. It’s like...you think he’s a doughnut 
that you’re trying to get the cream inside? I’m reaching for a 
�������������Ǥ���ǯ�������������������ǯ����ơ���������������������
you’re convinced that your knives are the only air in the room and 
you really want him to breathe again.

Anyway, you seriously killed this dude! And this courtier 
Osric has just entered the room and is looking around in shock!

Oh, brother!

�Ďđđ��ĘėĎĈǣ�turn to page 230

�ėĞ�ęĔ�ĊĝĕđĆĎē�ęčĊ�ēĔĜ�ĘĊěĊėĆđ�ćĔĉĎĊĘ�ĘĚėėĔĚēĉĎēČ�
ĞĔĚǣ�turn to page 725
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You sail to England and deliver the forged version of 
Claudius’s note to the king. He sets you up nicely: houses, money, 
even willing and imaginative sexual partners! Whoah! Nobody 
���������������������Ƥ�����Ǩ������������������ǡ������������������
���������������������������Ƥ�����ǨǨ

You make some really erotic choices, and you and 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern party until you can’t party no 
more. Claudius dies of natural causes several years later. You 
never see the ghost of your father again.

You let the okay times roll and never go back to Denmark. 
People whisper that you’re wasting your potential, living in 
����������������������������������ƪ��������������������������
adventures, but that sounds like the complaints of people 
���������ǯ���������������������������������ƪ���������������
sexualized adventures, so you ignore them. When you get old, 
you die of natural causes while doing something way sexy, and I 
can’t even tell you what that something was, mainly because it’s 
��ƥ������������������������������������������������������������
���������������������ƪ������������������������Ǥ

Turn to page 191
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THE END
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You brandish the sword at Claudius and say, “I could stab you 
to make you dead! But instead I’m going to sit here and die.”

And by focusing all of your willpower on it, you miraculously 
manage to speed up the poison, and that’s what you do! You die.

So! Let’s sum up your runthrough this time, okay? You failed 
to kill Claudius several times, but you did manage to kill or have 
killed a bunch of unrelated characters for no good reason, so you 
have lost this game. In fact, you have lost so badly that I’m afraid 
�ǯ����������������������������������������ǡ�Ƥ����������������
������ǡ������ơ��������������������Ǥ��������������������������ǣ

“Please, take this book and read it. It is a book where you 
make your own choices to determine the narrative, but I myself 
am TERRIBLE AT CHOICES. I have just been demoted back 
down to books in which only a single thing ever happens, and it’s 
entirely out of my control. You know: a book where the author 
�������������������������������������Ǥ������Ǧ���������ơǤ������
books.”

The person will say, “What? You mean, like, The Divine 
Comedy?”

You will say, “Please. Just take this book from me. It’s better 
this way.”

And here’s the thing: it really will be.

Turn to page 97
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You go back to the hotel, pushing your way past the crowd of 
onlookers and local authorities assessing the blaze and damages. 
Back in your remarkably undamaged hotel room, you quickly 
pack your bags. On the way out, you stop by the room you were 
�����������������Ƥ����������ơǡ���������������������������������
date’s still-unconscious-but-otherwise-okay-actually-MORE-
than-okay body, along with a short handwritten note:

“I had fun. XOXOXO –O”
You want to hop on the next boat to Denmark, but it leaves, 

like, six weeks from now. Boats, man. Instead of waiting, you 
journey on an indirect path involving three countries, six 
connecting cruises, and two week-long layovers. It’s honestly not 
bad. You’ve had worse times!

���������Ƥ�����������������������ǡ�������������������ǤǤǤtoo 
quiet. Nobody is there to greet you on the pier. You drop your 
������ơ�����������������������������������������ǡ��������������
nobody along the way. The only sound you hear is the echo of 
your own footsteps. When you open up the doors of the royal 
�����ǡ�����Ƥ������������������������������ȋ������ǡ������������ǡ�
the king and queen) and some dude is there on the throne.

What the hell?
“What the hell?” you say. “Did you kill these people?”
“No man, they killed each other. Hi, I’m Fortinbras. I’m the 

new king of Denmark.”
“Horse droppings,” you say. “That’s what they say in England 

to mean ‘bull droppings,’” you explain.
“No, honest! I showed up and everyone was dead and it 

turns out that Hamlet’s dying wish was that I should assume the 
throne,” he says. 

“How did you know what Hamlet’s dying wish was if everyone 
was dead?” you ask.

“Oh, there’s a perfectly logical explanation for that as well,” 
says Fortinbras. “Hamlet’s friend was here and saw it all and stuck 
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around long enough to tell me. It was a cool story.”
ǲ��ǯ�����������������ǡǳ����Ƥ������Ǥ
“Um,” he says.
It’s not the most credible story in the world?

�ĈĈĚĘĊ�čĎĒ�Ĕċ�đĞĎēČǣ�turn to page 428

�ĈĈĊĕę�čĎĘ�ĊĝĕđĆēĆęĎĔē�Ćēĉ�ČĔ�ćĆĈĐ�Ĕē�ěĆĈĆęĎĔēǢ�
�ĊēĒĆėĐ�ĎĘ������ǣ�turn to page 617
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������������������������������ƪ���ǡ��������������������Ǥ�����
pot on the stove still has some stew in it though. There’s enough 
for one serving. You could probably eat it.

You have 1 turn(s) remaining.
There are stew-covered body parts here.

�Ěę�ćĔĉĞ�ĕĆėęĘ�ćĆĈĐ�ĎēęĔ�ĘęĊĜ�Ćēĉ�ĊĆę�ęčĊ�ĘęĊĜǣ�turn to 
page 439

ĚĒĕ�ĔĚę�ĜĎēĉĔĜ�ęĔ�ĊĘĈĆĕĊǣ�turn to page 314

�Ćę�ęčĊ�ĘęĊĜ�ĆĘǦĎĘǣ�turn to page 450
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THE END
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Okay, you put the bagged body parts into the stew, still in the 
bag. This is a chef thing, isn’t it? You’re — what, braising them or 
something? Is that what braising is?

Anyway, it’s only a stew pot, it’s not big enough to hold a full 
human body, much less a human body PLUS bags. Bagged body 
parts stick out all over. If you were hoping to disguise the body as 
stew, this isn’t going to cut it.

You have 1 turn(s) remaining.

�Ćę�ĘęĊĜǣ�turn to page 436
 

�ĊĒĔěĊ�ćĔĉĞ�ĕĆėęĘ�ċėĔĒ�ĘęĊĜǣ�turn to page 434

�Ĉę�ĈĆĘĚĆđǣ�turn to page 455
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Gertrude looks at the board, looks at you, and smiles 
�����Ƥ�����Ǥ

“Checkmate,” she says. 
You look down at the board, trying out all the possibilities you 

can see. She’s right. There’s no move you can make. You’ve lost.
ǲ������������������ǯ��������������������������Ǩǳ���������ǡ�ƪ�������

the table. 
Attached to the underside of the table are two short-swords 

that she grabs in mid-air. She takes a swipe at you, which you 
dodge.

“What the hell?” you ask.
“You can’t kill me, as per the terms of our agreement,” 

Gertrude says. “But we never agreed that I couldn’t kill you.”
You reach to draw your sword. 
“Now now, be careful with that!” Gertrude says. “You wouldn’t 

want to cut me! I could die from an infection!”

�Ěę�ęčĊ�ĘĜĔėĉ�ćĆĈĐ�Ďē�ĎęĘ�ĘčĊĆęčǣ�turn to page 593

�ėĆĜ�ęčĊ�ĘĜĔėĉ�ĆēĞĜĆĞǣ�turn to page 624
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“A logical defence,” Gertrude notes. Yay! You did a good move, 
I guess!

Gertrude picks up her right-hand bishop and sends it out so 
it’s parallel with your horsey guy.

“Bc4,” she writes, and looking up at you, she says, “Hey. Now 
my queen AND bishop are both threatening that pawn in f7. You 
should probably save that li’l guy.”

Wait, I see what she’s doing, Ophelia! She’s trying to mess 
with you! You can’t move the pawn out of the way, because then 
you’ll be in check from the queen. But you can defend it! 

Or maybe that’s just what she WANTS you to do, and instead 
you should attack her queen that’s causing all these problems for 
you?

But on the third hand, I dunno much about chess actually, 
hah hah, whoops?

�ėĔęĊĈę�ęčĊ�ĕĆĜēǨ��ĔěĊ�ĔĚę�ĒĞ�ĖĚĊĊē�ĘĔ�ęčĊĞǯėĊ�ĘĎĉĊ�
ćĞ�ĘĎĉĊ�ȋ�ĊͣȌǤ�Turn to page 565

�ęęĆĈĐ�ęčĊ�ĖĚĊĊēǨ��ĔěĊ�ĔĚę�ĒĞ�čĔėĘĊĞ�ĘĔ�ĎęǯĘ�
ęčėĊĆęĊēĎēČ�čĊė�ȋ�ċ͢ȌǤ�Turn to page 137

�čĎĘ�ĜčĔđĊ�ĖĚĊĊē�ęčĎēČ�ĎĘ�Ć�ĉĎĘęėĆĈęĎĔēǨ��ĔěĊ�ĒĞ�
������čĔėĘĊ�ĘĔ�Ďę�ĎĘ�ęčėĊĆęĊēĎēČ�čĊė�ćĎĘčĔĕ�ȋ�Ć͡ȌǤ�
Turn to page 106
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You are now King Claudius! You murdered your brother so 
you could marry his widow and claim the throne, but don’t tell 
anyone!

You’ve just consented to read a book that your new son-by-
marriage, Hamlet, gave to you. One of the royal court’s favourite 
activities is to listen to you read a book out loud because yay that 
is fun and fun things are hard to come by in an era before a way to 
���������������������������������������������Ƥ���������������������
was invented!

“As I was saying,” you (King Claudius: that’s you! Don’t forget!) 
say to the assembled court. “This story is called The Murder of 
Gonzago: A ‘The Adventure Is Being Chosen by You’ Story!” You 
�������Ǥ�ǲ����������������������������������������ǡ��������Ƥ����
�������������������������������������Ƥ��������Ǩǳ��������Ǥ

There is a smattering of polite laughter.

�ĊČĎē�ėĊĆĉĎēČǣ�turn the page

�čĔĚę�ǲ�ǯ����������������ǨǨǳ�ęčĊē�ęčėĔĜ�ęčĊ�ćĔĔĐ�
ĆĘ�čĆėĉ�ĆĘ�ĞĔĚ�ĈĆē�Ćę��ĆĒđĊęǯĘ�čĊĆĉǡ�ęĊđđ�ęčĊ�ĈĔĚėę�ǲ��
ėĊČėĊę�ēĔęčĎēČǡǳ�Ćēĉ�ĒĆĐĊ�Ć�ćėĊĆĐ�ċĔė�Ďęǣ�turn to page 
421
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�������������������������������ǡ�������������������ǤǤǤ
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G001

Y  
ou are Battlelord Pete, or as you prefer 

to be called DRAGONMASTER 3000, 

since you are the master of 3,000 dragons. 

You are amazing because of all the dragons 

you control, plus you wear the armour of a 

skeleton warrior and you wield a battle axe 

that has the Latin phrase “FACTA NON 

VERBA” written on it...in BLOOD. You know 

what that means? That means “DEEDS, NOT 

WORDS.”

Holy crap Claudius, this book is already awesome.

You’ve been feeling a little jealous lately 

because your brother, Gonzago, gets to be 



G002

king, and it occurs to you, maybe if YOU killed 

him and married his wife, you could be king 

instead!

Maybe you should do that! Or maybe you 

should just go slay some skeleton warriors.

To go kill your brother, proceed to G004.

If you’d rather kill skeletons, proceed to 

G003.



G003

B
attlelord Pete, you pick up your trusty 

battle axe and stroll into Skeleton Cove, 

where you heard all the skeletons hang out.

9OU�ENCOUNTER�YOUR�ÛRST�SKELETONÙ�(E�
bows theatrically and introduces himself as 

Skellington of the East Coast Skellingtons.

Cut him up with your axe!! Proceed to 

G009.

Tell him you’re pleased to meet him, 

then enquire if you can AXE him a few 

questions: proceed to G007.



G004G004

You choose the “go kill your brother” option. Behind you, 
Hamlet seems to get interested in your choices.

Wait a second. You remind yourself that you did actually just 
kill your brother, and so maybe reliving the murder in front of the 
court through the medium of high literature is not the greatest 
idea?

On the other hand...ADVENTURE BECKONS??

�ĆĞ�ǲ�č�ĜĆĎę���ĒĊĆēę�ęĔ�ĈčĔĔĘĊ�ęčĊ�ĘĐĊđĊęĔē�ęčĎēČǳ�
Ćēĉ�ęĚėē�ęĔ�ęčĆę�ĕĆČĊ�ĎēĘęĊĆĉǣ�turn to page G003

�ēĜĆėĉǨ��Ĕ�ĆĉěĊēęĚėĊ�Ćēĉ�ĆđĘĔ�ĒĚėĉĊėǨ�Turn 
to page G018



G005G005

Y
ou return to your family and announce 

that you have killed an alive skeleton.

“That was my uncle Skellington!” screams 

your husband or wife, depending on your 

sexual orientation and life choices. If you are 

not married, you scream it to yourself while 

looking in the mirror as you realize what 

you’ve done.

Anyway, your husband / wife / self is so mad 

AT�WHAT�YOUmVE�DONE�THAT�IN�A�ÛT�OF�RAGE��THEY�
choke you to death / stab you in the head / 

assist you in committing suicide.



G006

(AHÙ�,OOKS�LIKE�THIS�REASONABLE�OPTION�ACTUALLY�
RESULTED�IN�SUDDEN��UNPREDICTABLE�DEATHÙ�(/7�
)3�2%!$).'�!�"//+�7(%2%�3/-%/.%�
%,3%�$%#)$%3�7(!4�(!00%.3�4/�9/5�
7/2+).'�/54��#(!-0��

Anyway, you die in the book and that means 

you die in real life too.

SURPRISE,

4(%�%.$ÙÙ



G007

“I 
don’t understand the emphasis you’re 

putting on ‘axe,’” says Skellington, “but 

I’d be happy to answer any questions you 

might ha—”

9OUR�BATTLE�AXE�SENDS�HIS�HEAD�ÜYING�THROUGH�
the air! Skellington continues talking as his 

HEAD�ÜIES�INTO�THE�SKY��

“Do not worry about harming me!” his 

HEAD�SAYS�AS�IT�ÜIES�OVER�A�NEARBY�MOUNTAIN��
“As I am already dead and this is only an 

inconvenience! No hard feelings!”

You grit your teeth and kick over Skellington’s 



G008

still-standing body.

“I hate to CUT AND RUN,” you say through 

your manly grimace as his body collapses 

into a pile of bones. Then you walk away in 

slow motion. “KNIFE to meet you,” you say, 

realizing you really should’ve used that one 

sooner, but oh well.

You have two options now: you can go kill 

more skeletons by journeying to Skeleton 

(OMELAND�AND�SMASHING�EVERYONE�THERE��OR�
you can go home and return to your family.

Your country was attacked! Go to Skeleton 

Homeland! Proceed to G010.

Go home to see your family; one skeleton 

is enough for one day, you think! Proceed 

to G005.



G009

Y
ou slice your opponent into a million 

pieces, cutting him over and over and 

over again! 

9%3�4()3�)3�!,,�9/5�7!.4�/54�/&�
LIFE.

To attack more skeletons, imagine doing 

that now! 

To single-handedly stop an invasion of your 

land, proceed to G010.

Wait, now you want to go kill your brother 

like you could do before; let’s go poison 

him in the ear, proceed to G020.



G010

Y
our homeland was just attacked by a 

ruthless, cunning skeleton invader, and 

you alone are our last, best hope for a bloody, 

vengeful counterattack. You decide that the 

best counterattack is a preemptive attack, so 

YOU�JOURNEY�TO�3KELETON�(OMELAND�AND�ON�THE�
way you start cutting up fools before they can 

even invade! 

Things are going really well until you actually 

REACH�3KELETON�(OMELAND��WHERE�ITmS�LIKE�
30,000 against one! You die really quick!!

Oh and I didn’t mention earlier, but guess what 

IF�YOU�$)%�).�4(%�"//+��9/5�$)%�).�2%!,�



G011

LIFE!!!

You blew it and you’re totally dead.

4(%�%.$ÙÙ



G012

You continue reading:

Y
ou’ve killed your brother and married 

his widow and now you’re king! 

Congratulations: you have scored 400 out of a 

possible 1000 points. Now you get to play as 

the dead king’s son, and try to reveal your own 

murder!!

You look up from the book. “Sweet, this book is a lot of fun!” 
you say, “And I sure am completely innocent...as to what might 
happen next!”

Behind you, Hamlet whispers to himself. “MAN, WAIT 
MAYBE HE DIDN’T DO THE MURDERS,” you hear.

You return to the book:

You are Gonzago II, or as you prefer to be 

called DRAGONMASTER 3001: son of the 

king and nephew of the DRAGONMASTER 

3000! You have all the powers of 

your uncle, the 3000th member of the 

DRAGONMASTER clan. Also you look a lot 

like your uncle too, but that’s neither here nor 

there. Anyway, you’re a prince!

Things have been rough lately. You’ve been 

TRYING�TO�FOCUS�ON�YOUR�STUDIES�AT�4EEN�(IGH�
where you and your bros The Whiz, Standard 

3OFTTOP��AND�(EATSHRINK�"UTTSPLICE�ALL�HANG�
out, but you’ve been called home because your 

father died. Then your dead dad’s brother, 

DRAGONMASTER 3000, married your 



G013

mother two weeks later. Classy.

You think your father’s recent death was 

MURDER, and you suspect it was his brother 

who did it. Should you investigate his murder? 

Or should you go kill skeletons, as he would’ve 

wanted — to do himself, that is, if he were still 

alive?

You look up from the book and say:

ǲ��ĈčĔĔĘĊ�ęĔ�ĎēěĊĘęĎČĆęĊ�ęčĊ�ĒĚėĉĊėǨǳ Turn to page 415

ǲ��ĈčĔĔĘĊ�ęĔ�ĐĎđđ�ęčĊ�ĘĐĊđĊęĔēĘǨǳ Turn to page G022



G014

You turn to the appropriate page. 

Y
ou pour the poison into his mouth. Like 

all sleeping people, your brother doesn’t 

wake up when cold liquids are poured down 

his throat without his consent, so this whole 

thing goes really well! Congratulations, you 

have just murdered your brother. Perhaps 

you’d like to assume his throne now as well?

Behind you, Hamlet whispers to himself, “MAN, THAT’S 
CLOSE ENOUGH, ONLY A MURDERER IN REAL LIFE 
WOULD APPROXIMATE A MURDER IN A FICTIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT AS WELL.”

Nice one, Claudius. Hamlet now believes you murdered his 



G015

father!
It seems you have two choices: you can throw the book 

down, yell that you hate it, and run out of the room. Or, since an 
innocent person would actually not react that way, you can just 
continue playing as if nothing’s wrong, thereby NOT instantly 
���Ƥ����������������ǡ���������������������������������������������
random chance!

�Ěē�ĔĚę�Ĕċ�ęčĊ�ėĔĔĒǣ�turn to page 429

�ĔēęĎēĚĊ�ĕđĆĞĎēČ�ĆĘ�Ďċ�ēĔęčĎēČǯĘ�ĜėĔēČǣ�turn to 
page G012



G016

Y
ou try to slice your opponent into a 

million pieces, cutting him over and 

over and over again! But it doesn’t work. 

Skellington II has a shield!

Oh damn!

(EmS�ALSO�GOT�A�SWORDÙ�9OU�BATTLE�BACK�AND�
forth for a while, and it’s super dramatic. You 

may choose, at this point in your adventure, to 

imagine it. Go all out! It’s nuts!

Eventually, however, you manage to stab 

Skellington II in the head and then pull his 

head off, and then you kick his body into 



G017

an open grave, and then you say, “Ashes to 

ashes, and dust to dust,” and you crush his 

skull into dust and pour that on top of the 

body, so that’s cool.

What do you want to do now? There’ll be 

more Skellingtons to kill if you go to their 

homeland. On the other hand, you could just 

go home and return to your family.

Your country was attacked! Go to Skeleton 

Homeland! Proceed to G010.

Go home to see your family; one skeleton 

is enough for one day, you think! Proceed 

to G005.



G018

You announce that you really did intend to choose this option. 
Behind you Hamlet whispers to himself, “MAN, I KNEW IT.”

You read out loud the text on the page:

Y
OU�ÛND�YOUR�BROTHER��'ONZAGO��SLEEPING�
in a garden. Gardens are really super 

boring, so it makes sense that he fell asleep.

You hear your audience murmur in agreement. 

Sneaking up on your brother, you notice that 

he’s sleeping on his side. You have some 

poison in your pocket. Do you hold his nose 

and pour the poison into his mouth, pour the 



G019

poison into his ear, or realize that murder is 

terrible, leave, and go kill skeletons instead? 

They’re basically already dead.

If you’re trying not to get caught, I really think you should go 
kill some skeletons. 

Poison in the mouth! Proceed to G014.

Poison in the ear!  Proceed to G020.

Go kill skeletons instead! Proceed to G003.



G020

Y
ou pour the poison into his ear. Like all 

sleeping people, your brother doesn’t 

wake up when cold liquids are poured directly 

into his ear hole, so this whole thing goes 

surprisingly well! Also, who knew that the ears 

really were the best way to introduce poison 

into the body? You and I did, obviously, so 

I guess any medical doctors in the audience 

who are about to say “Excuse me but I studied 

human bods for six years at the university 

level” can straight-up go suck a lemon. YOUR 

BRO IS DEAD. 
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Congratulations!! Poisons really do work that 

quickly, and you have just ended a life. Perhaps 

you’d like to assume your brother’s throne now 

as well? 

Behind you, Hamlet whispers to himself, “MAN, THAT’S 
EXACTLY WHAT I SUSPECTED, AND THIS HAS ALLOWED ME 
TO CONFIRM MY SUSPICIONS PERFECTLY!”

Nice one, Claudius. Hamlet now believes you murdered his 
father.

It seems you have two choices: you can throw the book 
down, yell that you hate it, and run out of the room. Or, since an 
innocent person would not actually react that way, you can just 
continue playing as if nothing’s wrong, thereby NOT instantly 
���Ƥ����������������ǡ����������������������������������������������
simple chance.

�Ěē�ĔĚę�Ĕċ�ęčĊ�ėĔĔĒǣ�turn to page 429

�ĔēęĎēĚĊ�ĕđĆĞĎēČ�ĆĘ�Ďċ�ēĔęčĎēČǯĘ�ĜėĔēČǣ�turn to page G012



G022

G
onzago II, you pick up your trusty battle 

axe and stroll into Skeleton Cove, where 

you heard all the skeletons hang out.

9OU�ENCOUNTER�YOUR�ÛRST�SKELETONÙ�(E�BOWS�
theatrically and introduces himself as Skellington 

II of the East Coast Skellingtons.

“Please, call me Skellington,” he says.

Cut him up with your axe, just like your 

father did before you!! Proceed to G016

Tell him you’re pleased to meet him, then 

enquire if you can AXE him a few questions: 

Proceed to G007



415

You turn to the appropriate page, and read about how you’re 
sad from your dad’s death so you dress in black and act all sullen, 
but you’re still looking for something to reveal itself so that you 
might spring into action and begin your investigation. In the 
meantime you’re acting weird and making a general nuisance of 
yourself. There’s a cool picture too! It looks like this:

Holy cow! This book is like a mirror image of what’s actually 
been happening lately! It’s got both your and Hamlet’s characters 
��������������ǡ�������������ơ�����������ǡ���������������������Ǧ
mastery powers that don’t actually ever seem to come up. 

In fact, there are so many similarities between the book and 
real life, you bet that if you went back a bit, squinted your eyes, 
and did all the correct name substitutions as you read, you could 



416

continue reading the book as if it actually WAS a choose-your-
own-adventure book written about Hamlet!

So that’s what you decide to do! You begin to mentally make 
all substitutions necessary while reading this book to make the 
book match up with what’s been going in real life, and you... 

�đĆĞ�ĆĘ��ĆĒđĊęǣ turn to page 22
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You sit down and wait for him to wake up. You’re a ghost. You 
have all the time in the world. 

After a few moments, you look up and see Hamlet’s friend 
Horatio standing beside you. He’s staring at you, a little too 
intently, and then he passes out too. 

�����Ƥ�Ǥ�
Eventually the sun starts to come up and nobody can see you 

anymore. You stick around though, and soon Hamlet and Horatio 
wake up, rubbing their eyes in the early morning sunlight.

“Whoah,” says Hamlet. “Did you have the same CRAZY 
GHOST DREAM that I did?”

“I did!!” says Horatio. “Oh my gosh, it was SO SPOOKY!”
Oh no, you think. Hamlet and his friend are stupid dudes.
They go back and forth, excitedly discussing their “dream” 

with each other. You sigh and start to thinking. 
Here’s what you think: you think, hey, I’m a ghost now. You 

think, hey, I can travel the world for free, I don’t have to worry 
about being hungry. I can see what happens to Denmark in the 
future — heck, I can see what happens to the WORLD in the 
future! 

You think maybe life’s too short for revenge. Maybe — maybe 
even an immortal afterlife is too short for revenge? You think this 
is a great opportunity to learn all you can about the world around 
you. And you think that if Earth ever gets boring, all you have to 
������ƪ�������������������������������ǯ�������Ǥ

Also, there are ghost beasts from Earth’s prehistoric past all 
over the place, and there’s something that looks like an enormous 
but friendly building-sized lizard munching on trees over that 
hill. It’s kind of hard to be focused on revenge when a) you’re 
already dead and b) you could be taming dinosaurs and riding 
them across the universe.

So that’s what you do!



418

Many years later, when you look back on it all, you have 
precisely this many regrets: UM, NONE??

Turn to page 45



419

���������ơ��������������������Ǥ������Ǩ����������������������
to peek inside has to really want it! 

Well, it’s still not that hard to peek inside, actually. It’s just 
twine. You double-knot the twine, but it doesn’t make that much 
�������ơ������Ǥ

You have 1 turn(s) remaining.
There are tied bags full of body parts here.

�Ĉę�ĈĆĘĚĆđǣ�turn to page 75

ĚĒĕ�ĔĚę�ĜĎēĉĔĜ�ęĔ�ĊĘĈĆĕĊǣ�turn to page 314

�Ćę�ĘęĊĜǣ�turn to page 452
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You pull Ophelia into a Privacy Closet and tell her about your 
suspicions and your plan to reveal Claudius as a murderer, and 
while she’s not super enthused about it, it turns out that yes, she 
has some questions about this whole thing she’d like answered 
too, and this plan could help with that! She says she’ll watch 
Claudius with you as he reads the book. 

She’s in! And you’re working on a project together, which is 
great. You’ve missed this. You’ve missed Ophelia. You tell her 
that.

“I know we’ve both been busy with personal projects lately,” 
she says, “and I’m sorry. I should’ve brought you into my 
investigation sooner rather than ignoring you. I get so wrapped 
up in things sometimes.”

“It’s okay, it’s okay,” you say, “I did the exact same thing. I 
really had no idea you were also looking into Claudius! But we’ll 
Ƥ����������������������Ǥǳ����������������������������������Ǥ

“We’re cool, right Ophelia? I mean, like, our relationship?”
“We’re cool,” she says, and you kiss. ����Ǥ
The next morning, you both wake up early to show Claudius 

the book.

�čĔĜ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�ęčĊ�ćĔĔĐǣ�turn to page 206
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Nobody...nobody really accused you of anything? But you 
decide that a preemptive denial is the best approach to any possible 
accusation, so out of nowhere you stand up and shout, “I’M NOT A 
MURDERER!!”

Everyone in the crowd is looking at you in shock — except for 
Ophelia, who instead has the look of someone whose long-held 
����������������������Ƥ���������������ǡ������������������Ǩ���ǯ����
subtle facial expression but I’d recognize it anywhere, so that’s why 
I’m telling you about it. It’s there, dude.

Continuing with your ridiculous plan, you turn around and 
throw the book as hard as you can at Hamlet’s head. It bonks him 
�������������������ǡ����������������������������ƪ�������������������
the corner, so it’s not actually that painful. 

“Hey!” says Hamlet. “Hey, ouch! Why are you doing this? Is it 
because you did in fact literally murder a person, and that person 
was my father and YOUR VERY OWN BROTHER?”

You spin around and face the crowd again, motioning for 
everyone to calm down. “Guys, no, you don’t understand. I’m saying 
I did NOT kill my brother, and as such, any future accusations 
�������������������������ơ������������������ǡǳ��������Ǥ

“So uh...nobody make those,” you say.
This isn’t working, Claudius! The crowd’s suspicion level has 

risen to 98%.
You decide to make a break for it and tear out of the room, 

leaving a very suspicious Hamlet, Ophelia, and the entire royal 
court behind you. Today’s not going very well for you, huh? You run 
all the way to your bedroom in tears, because you are an adult king 
of an entire country.

Well, Claudius, there’s no two ways about it: you globbed up big 
back there. I think you’d better be Ophelia for a while, huh? You 
were honestly doing way better as her.

�Ċ��ĕčĊđĎĆǣ�turn to page 474
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Your giant bolas weighs as much as a human man, and is thus 
entirely impractical. Actually, it’s less “bolas” and more “a bunch 
�������������������ƪ�������������������������������������������
room.” 

You have failed spectacularly at looking less suspicious. 
You have 1 turn(s) remaining.
There is a giant human bolas here.

ĚĒĕ�ĔĚę�ęčĊ�ĜĎēĉĔĜ�ęĔ�ĊĘĈĆĕĊǣ�turn to page 314

�ĎČčę�ĉĔĔė�Ĕē�ċĎėĊǣ�turn to page 341

�ĎĊ�ęĜĎēĊ�ĆĈėĔĘĘ�ćĆĘĊ�Ĕċ�ĉĔĔė�ęĔ�ęėĎĕ�ĜčĔĊěĊė�ĊēęĊėĘ�
ęčĊ�ėĔĔĒǣ�turn to page 564
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You eat some of the stew. It’s delicious! It doesn’t help your 
current situation, but your hunger has been reduced by 10%.

You have the distinct feeling you’ve now wasted two turns and 
are entirely doomed.

You have 1 turn(s) remaining.

�ĎČčę�ĉĔĔė�Ĕē�ċĎėĊǣ�turn to page 341

�Ĉę�ĈĆĘĚĆđǣ�turn to page 26

�������������Ǣ���ĜĆēę�ęĔ�ČĔ�ĔĚę�ĊĆęĎēČ�ĘęĊĜǣ�turn to 
page 452



424



425

THE END
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You open your eyes, and the world slowly comes into focus. 
You’re in your bedroom, back in good ol’ Denmark! 

You sit up in bed as you remember the dream that you just 
���������Ǥ����ǡ���������������Ǩ�����������������Ƥ�ǡ��������
crazy incredibly detailed and realistic dream in which you had 
been asked by a ghost to murder a king! And then...you were on a 
pirate ship, right? And people were getting killed? Including your 
sweetie? 

You get out of bed and move to the window, still a little 
shaken by it. “It doesn’t have to be that way,” you say, out loud. 
ǲ��������������ơ��������������������������Ǥ���������ǯ����������
happen the same way in reality.”

You look out at beautiful Denmark, your home since you were 
born. It’s real, as real as you are. That dream didn’t really mean 
��������Ǣ������������������������Ƥ�������������������������������
in your head. Wouldn’t you agree...OPHELIA??

WHICH IS WHO YOU ACTUALLY ARE AND THAT 
HAMLET STORY WAS ALL A DREAM YOU HAD AND IT 
DIDN’T ACTUALLY HAPPEN IN REALITY?!

Speaking of reality, Hamlet (who I stress again is not you, that 
was a dream, you’re Ophelia) said he saw a ghost last night! And 
��ǯ������������������Ƥ�������������������������������ǯ�����������
on your door and says he wants to talk about it!

�ĆđĐ�ęĔ��ĆĒđĊę�ĆćĔĚę�ęčĊ�ČčĔĘęǣ�turn to page 489
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You tie up the twine like a tripwire. Now whoever enters 
the room will trip over it and fall! Hilarious! You wish you 
could record their pratfall to somehow share it with others, but 
that would require literally hundreds of years of technological 
development that hasn’t happened yet.

You have 1 turns(s) remaining.
There is a twine tripwire here.

ĚĒĕ�ĔĚę�ęčĊ�ĜĎēĉĔĜ�ęĔ�ĊĘĈĆĕĊǣ�turn to page 314

�Ĉę�ĈĆĘĚĆđǣ�turn to page 444
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“You’re lying!” you say, thinking maybe it’s time for you to kill 
a dude. �����Ǥ

“No, wait, I can prove it! Horatio, come back here please!!” he 
shouts. A few seconds later, Horatio pops his head in the door. 
“You called for me, my king?”

“Yeah, um, this woman, I’m sorry, I didn’t get your name —”
“Ophelia,” you say.
“This Ophelia doesn’t believe I’m king because everyone else 

died and then Hamlet wanted me to be king. Tell her that’s what 
happened.” 

Horatio turns to you and shrugs.
“Sometimes reality is real stupid,” Horatio says. 
“Perfect!” Fortinbras says, smiling. “Okay, now that we’ve got 

that ‘establishing that I am the rightful king of Denmark’ thing 
��������������ǣ��ơ��������������Ǩǳ

“Wait, what?” you say, and it’s actually the last thing you ever 
����������������������������ơ��������������������������������
and you can’t speak without vocal cords, Ophelia, sheesh! You 
know this, you’ve dissected enough dead bodies to know what 
strings do what!

I mean, you USED to know this, before you died from not 
having a body attached to your head anymore!

Turn to page 235
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You tear out of the room, throwing the book behind you, 
leaving Hamlet and your beloved Gertrude alone in front of a very 
confused crowd. Today’s not going very well for you, huh?

You run into your room in tears and lock the door behind you 
and throw your face into your pillow and cry.

Well, Claudius, there’s no two ways about it: you globbed up 
big back there. I think you’d better be Hamlet for a while, huh?

�Ċ��ĆĒđĊęǣ�turn to page 618
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At your desk, you continue your work on the problem of 
automatically heating the castle. Hours turn into days and you’re 
generally left alone by both your family and your boyfriend. 
Your father ignoring you is no big deal, and while you’re a little 
worried about Hamlet not stopping by more often, he HAS asked 
you to leave him alone for a while while he mourns, and you’re 
respecting his wishes. But if you’re gonna be honest with yourself, 
you’ve also just gotten really absorbed in this problem.

You decide to split the problem into sections: delivering heat 
and knowing WHEN to deliver heat. It would be possible to 
put servants in every room and have them report when it’s too 
cold, but that’s both expensive and unreliable. It depends on the 
servant, the warmth of their clothes, how much they love to lie to 
people about what temperature their skin is sensing, and so on.

You’re wandering the castle grounds when it hits you. You’ve 
been thinking about how water expands when it freezes, and how 
that could be used to tell you when it’s cold, but it’s not much 
use for measuring temperatures outside the freezing point. Your 
father, Polonius, happens to wander by, talking to himself about 
the evils of drink. And you realize: ALCOHOL.

The right alcohol would expand linearly with heat, and 
by putting it in a slender glass vial you could measure the size 
of that liquid, which would correspond 1:1 with temperature! 
Put the same markings on each of these glass vials at the same 
temperatures, and you’ve got a universal, comparable, and 
consistent way of measuring heat. You wouldn’t have to rely on a 
servant’s impression; they could just tell you what line the alcohol 
has reached!

You run back to your room to start working on the prototype. 
Just as you complete it, you hear a knock at your door. “Who is 
it?” you call. And oh my, who should answer from the other side 
of the door?

Seriously, who should answer from the other side of the door?
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�ĔĚė�ćĔĞċėĎĊēĉǡ��ĆĒđĊęǣ�turn to page 437

�ĔĚė�ċĆęčĊėǡ��ĔđĔēĎĚĘǣ�turn to page 463

�ĔĚė�ćĊĘę�ċėĎĊēĉǡ��ėĔĒĎĈĊĎĔĒĎĒĚĘǣ�turn to page 724
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THE END
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����ǡ�������������������������������ƪ���ǡ��������������������ǡ�
all covered in stew. You’ve really accomplished a lot here today.

The door opens and who should enter but Corambis, 
Polonius’s twin brother! You recognize him from the royal courts.

“I unlocked the door, so you can leave no—” he begins, but 
�������������������ơǤ�ǲ���ǡ�����ǯ����������ǫǳ����������������
������Ǥ�ǲ��������ǯ���������������ǡ�����������ǡ����ơ��������������ǡ�
�������������������������������ƪ���������������������ǡ��������ǫǳ

“Um,” you say.
Anyway, long story short, it turns out that’s illegal??

Turn to page 541
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You go see your dad.
“Hey Dad, is Hamlet sick?” you ask, knocking on the door as 

you open it.
������������ǯ�������Ǥ�������������������������Ƥ����������������

yet crude papier-mâché Hamlet head and a note labelled 
“THREE-STEP PLAN TO REPLACING HAMLET.”

Let’s take a look at that note, shall we?
It reads:
“STEP ONE: MAKE HAMLET DISGUISE.” There’s a 

checkmark next to this one.
“STEP TWO: HIDE BEHIND CURTAIN AND THEN JUMP 

OUT AT HAMLET, SO HE GETS SO SCARED THAT HE DIES.” 
There’s no checkmark next to this one. That’s a relief.

“STEP THREE: DISPOSE OF BODY, WEAR HAMLET 
DISGUISE, TAKE OVER HIS LIFE.”

Hah hah, WOW THIS IS CREEPY. Turns out your dad is 
crazy, I guess! And with Hamlet sighing his way through insanity, 
that’s pretty much the two most important men in your life 
gone bonkers. The only ones left are Brother Laertes and King 
Claudius, and you don’t really like those two guys that much 
anyway!

Well Ophelia, you basically have two choices here. You can 
pretend you didn’t see this note, go to Hamlet’s room, and ask 
him what’s going on. Or you can say “screw these guys” and go on 
vacation, and someone else can deal with this, or if not these two 
�������������������Ƥ������������������������Ǥ�

You’ve got the money, Ophelia, and you’ve wanted to get away 
for a while!

 

Ĕ�ĆĘĐ��ĆĒđĊę�ĜčĆę�čĎĘ�ċėĎČČĎēǯ�ĉĊĆđ�ĎĘǣ�turn to page 489


Ĕ�Ĕē�ěĆĈĆęĎĔēǣ�turn to page 470
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You begin to cannibalistically consume the bagged remains 
of your ex-girlfriend’s father when the door opens. You turn to 
face whoever is at the door, Polonius’s left arm hanging from your 
�������������Ƥ�����ǡ���������������������������������Ǥ�

It’s hard to look guiltier than this! 
When Claudius hears of this, he agrees. He personally kills 

you himself! His last words to you are “If you had all that time 
alone with the body, why didn’t you try to dispose of it in a more 
reasonable way? Sheesh.”

He stabs you.
“Sheesh,” he says again, stabbing you to death.

Turn to page 487
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You decide you want Hamlet to be on the other side of the 
door, open it, and...Hamlet really is at the door! That’s so freaky! 
How’d — how’d you do that?

Hamlet steps into your room. You haven’t seen each other for 
a while; it’s so great to see him. You run up and throw your arms 
around him and you kiss. It’s just like old times.

But the moment passes, and when you look at his face you can 
see concern written all over it. He’s troubled by something.

�ĘĐ�čĎĒ�ĜčĆęǯĘ�ęėĔĚćđĎēČ�čĎĒǣ�turn to page 489

�ĆĎę�ċĔė�čĎĒ�ęĔ�ęĊđđ�ĞĔĚǣ�turn to page 445
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You stand around for a bit.
Suddenly, Claudius enters! And your mom too! And Laertes! 

And a bunch of other people you don’t know! Wow, it looks like 
this plot is going to advance itself whether you want it to or not!

Claudius makes you and Laertes shake hands, and you 
apologize to Laertes as you do it. You explain that, as a victim of 
mental illness, you should not be held criminally responsible for 
your actions, and it’s a very nice speech except you are only faking 
being crazy, so all in all it’s sort of a dick move on your part.

������������������������Ƥ����������������������������������
accidentally hitting your brother, and how in this situation it’s 
not REALLY your fault for injuring him. Laertes accepts your 
apology and is polite enough not to ask why you’re recklessly 
Ƥ�����������������������������������Ƥ���������Ǥ�������������������
fence you though!

What the heck — it’s a pretty wide hallway and everyone’s 
already here. Guess you’re going to fence right in this hallway! 
Why not, right?

�������ơ�������������������Ǥ�����ǯ�����������������������
same, so whatever sword you choose doesn’t really matter.

�čĔĔĘĊ�ęčĊ�ĘĜĔėĉ�Ĕē�ęčĊ�đĊċęǣ�turn to page 319
 

�čĔĔĘĊ�ęčĊ�ĘĜĔėĉ�Ďē�ęčĊ�ĒĎĉĉđĊǣ�turn to page 319

�čĔĔĘĊ�ęčĊ�ĘĜĔėĉ�Ĕē�ęčĊ�ėĎČčęǣ�turn to 
page 319 
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This shouldn’t surprise you, but surprise! They’re too big 
���Ƥ�Ǥ������������������������������ǡ������������������������������
accusingly, etc. You begin to cannibalistically consume the 
remains of your ex-girlfriend’s father when the door opens. You 
turn to face whoever’s at the door, Polonius’s left arm hanging 
�����������������������Ƥ�����Ǥ�

Congratulations! It’s hard to look guiltier than this! 
A little while later, Claudius puts you to death for your crime. 

You notice how it didn’t take him very long between “deciding 
something needs to be done” and “doing it,” which MAYBE is a 
lesson you could learn for next time?

Hah hah, listen to me: “next time.” There’s no next time! 
You’re totally dead!!

Turn to page 641
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THE END
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You decide to follow Horatio for a bit to see if he knows 
anything useful. You and Hamlet follow him as he goes through 
his day, and he doesn’t suspect a thing. It’s actually kinda thrilling, 
to be moving unseen among all these people, to know things 
nobody suspects you know. You could get used to this!

Eventually, Horatio meets up with Gertrude and some other 
guy in a nondescript room, but all that happens is the guy says, 
“Ophelia is gone,” and Gertrude says, “Why would she leave?” 
and the dude shrugs and walks away. Gertrude looks at Horatio 
and Horatio at her and they stare at each other in silence for a 
long while, until Claudius enters and says, “How do you do, pretty 
lady?” and Gertrude says, “Fine thanks,” and then it’s Gertrude 
and Claudius and Horatio ALL just hanging out and staring at 
each other in silence.

You tap out a message to Hamlet: “PEOPLE ARE WEIRD 
WHEN WE’RE NOT AROUND.” Hamlet taps back, “YA 
SERIOUSLY WTF.”

A few minutes pass, and then Horatio leaves without saying 
anything. Eventually there’s a noise down the hall and Gertrude 
says, “Alack, what noise is this?” as a messenger enters the room 
saying, “Young Laertes, in a normal mood, enters.” Laertes ducks 
his head in the room and says, “Hey, have you seen my dad?” 
and Gertrude says, “Last I saw him he’d fallen asleep behind the 
curtain in my bedroom,” and Laertes says, “Cool, thanks,” and he 
leaves, taking his messenger with him.

And then more awkward, motionless silence.
“UM ARE WE THE ONLY TWO INTERESTING PEOPLE IN 

THE WORLD?” you tap out to Hamlet.
“DUUUUUDE WE NEED TO FIND SOME RADDER PEOPLE 

TO SPY ON,” Hamlet replies. 
After another interminable silence between Gertrude and 

��������ǡ����������Ƥ����������ǡ�ǲ����ǡ��ǯ�����Ǥ�����������ǫǳ�����
they both leave the room. You and Hamlet step away from the 
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�����ǡ���������������������������������Ƥ�����������������Ǥ
“This is boring and stupid. Let’s go kill Claudius,” he says.
“Um, yeah, totes,” you say.


Ĕ�ĐĎđđ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǣ�turn to page 502
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�����������������������������������������ƪ���������������������
the room. That seems a little awkward, so you stretch out on your 
side, your arm supporting your head and your other arm resting 
on your hips. There! Nobody could be more casual than you! 

The door opens and who should enter but Corambis, 
Polonius’s twin brother! You recognize him from the royal courts.

“I unlocked the door, so you can leave no—” he begins, but 
then he trips over the twine, stumbling into you. He trips over 
������������������������ǡ�������������ơ��������Ǥ�����������������
just in time to see the curtain-encumbered body of Corambis 
fall out the window. You get up and look out the window and see 
Corambis’s body smushed into the ground. It’s actually hard to 
tell where Corambis ends and the ground begins. It’s probably the 
grossest thing you’ve ever seen.

Turning around, you see Claudius standing at the entrance to 
the room. “Whatcha looking at?” he says. In the next few seconds 
he will look out the window, see what you did, and put you to 
death himself by shoving you out the window. In the seconds 
before he does that, you have time to do one thing though. You 
decide to answer his question.

“Um, nothing?” you say.
Anyway, a few seconds later he puts you to death and you die 

from overdosing on falling from a great height onto hard ground!

Turn to page 629
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You wait, doing nothing, and he pulls away from you and 
holds you at arm’s-length.

“Listen,” he says, and then he begins unbuttoning his jacket, 
��������������������ơǡ�����Ȅ��������ǡ����ǡ���ǯ�������������������Ǥ�
He’s fouling his stockings. 

“What’s wrong, Hamlet?” you ask in alarm. What you say next 
sounds like the obvious question, but you ask it anyway. “Why are 
you fouling your stockings?”

Instead of answering, he grabs you by the wrist. You come to 
the entirely obvious conclusion that he’s not acting like himself. 
This conclusion is reinforced in the next few moments, when he 
moves his other hand to his forehead as if he might faint, but 
instead of fainting, he stares at you intensely.

“Hamlet, I don’t know why you’re doing thi—” you begin, and 
he sighs really loudly. It’s the most intense sigh you’ve ever heard. 
It’s actually — kind of impressive?

“Look, if you’ll just talk to me we can w—” you begin, and he 
sighs again, so loudly that it literally drowns out your words.

“Fine, weirdo, let’s play the wrist-holding game. Yayyyyy.” 
You meet his eyes, and he sighs one of those ultimate sighs again, 
then gets up and leaves in what can only be described as “the 
creepiest way possible,” walking with his head wrenched over his 
shoulder so he can watch you even as he crabwalks out the door.

Well, that was weird. 

�ĆĞćĊ�čĊǯĘ�ĘĎĈĐǫ��ĔĚ�ĉĊĈĎĉĊ�ęĔ�ĈčĊĈĐ�Ďē�ĜĎęč�ĞĔĚė�
ĉĆĉǡ�ćĊĈĆĚĘĊ�ĆĘ�ĆēēĔĞĎēČ�ĆĘ�čĊ�ĎĘǡ�čĊ�ĉĔĊĘ�čĆěĊ�ĘĔĒĊ�
ĊĝĕĊėĎĊēĈĊ�Ďē�ęčĊĘĊ�ĒĆęęĊėĘǤ�Turn to page 435

	ĔđđĔĜ��ĆĒđĊę�Ćēĉ�ĆĘĐ�čĎĒ�ĜčĆęǯĘ�ĜėĔēČǢ�ĒĆĞćĊ�ĞĔĚ�
ĈĆē�čĊđĕ�čĎĒ�ĘĔėę�ęčĎēČĘ�ĔĚęǣ�turn to page 489
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��ǯ�������������������������������Ƥ����������������������������Ǥ�
During that time, you and Hamlet have been going out at night, 
getting fake drunk, and then making out in the bushes.

It’s actually pretty nice.
Finally, you’re interrupted by Claudius, who has seen you in 

the bushes. Claudius is wasted and says, “Hey, what’s going on 
here? Ophelia? Hamlet? I’m so wasted, but are you guys making 
out in the bushes?”

“Oh crap,” you say, pulling your shirt down. “Claudius, um...
can you hold on a second?” Damn it, where did you leave those 
swords?

“Sure, I’ll wait right over here,” says the king of all of 
Denmark.

�����������������������Ƥ��������������������������������
through with them. He’s too surprised to say much beyond 
“What? Why now?” and “Owie ow ow” and then he’s dead and 
you and Hamlet are running back to the drinking hall.

You show up, establish your alibi, and then go to bed.
The next day, Claudius is found dead, but I’ve got to tell you, 

a lot has changed in the three years that you’ve been kissing in 
the bushes. Claudius has been a reasonably successful king, and 
the people miss him. Hamlet is made king but struggles to rule 
�ơ��������ǡ��������������������������������������������������������
past several years into maxing out kissing, and not regality. You 
do get married, however, and to the credit of your pumped-up 
kissing stat, the “I now pronounce you husband and wife: you 
may kiss” moment WAS basically incredible.

You help your husband out as best you can, but he ends 
up having an entirely middle-of-the-road kingship, and that’s 
WITH your help. History books remember him as “an okay guy, 
I guess,” which is weird because normally they’re more formal 
than that.

��������������������������������Ƥ��Ǩ
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This is a reasonably satisfying ending!!

Turn to page 721
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THE END

P.S. It’s super hot though, good work there my friend.
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Okay, you eat the stew. 
You know, this would’ve been a really good stew if someone 

����ǯ������������ƪ���������Ǥ����������������������������������ǡ�
it’s still gonna be a stew that had human in it. That’s gross. The 
stew is gross. 

You get caught eating gross stew and it’s obvious you’re the 
murderer and you get killed; your last words are “Owie ouch, I’m 
serious, ouch.”

If only you hadn’t chosen to kill Polonius for no reason 
or, failing that, had chosen to kill Polonius for no reason and 
disposed of the body in a clever way! Oh well. As they say, if 
wishes were horses, we’d all be horses!

�����Ƥ�����������������������ǣ��������������������������ǯ�����
gross that I kinda don’t want to have anything to do with you any 
longer.

Turn to page 635
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You kick down the door to the royal court.
“Queen Gertrude!” you shout. “What time is it??”
“Moon looks like it’s about three in the morningish,” she 

replies, glancing out the window.
“WRONG!” you shout. “It’s DEATH O’CLOCK!”
“I really think the moon looks to be about — wait, what?” she 

says. “Death o’clock? Are you here to kill me?”
“Yep!” you say cheerfully. “And everybody else here too! What 

are you all doing here anyway, having a party?”
ǲ��ǡ���������Ƥ����������������������������������Ȅǳ
“That’s too bad!” you shout, interrupting, sensing that your 

chance to make this pun is getting away from you as you draw 
your sword. “Because PARTYING IS SUCH SWEET SORROW!!”

Everyone in the room stares at you.
“What’s funnier is that this room is packed with people who 

want to kill you instead,” Gertrude says, and then waves in your 
direction. “Have at it, everyone!”

And that’s what the the room full of people do. Wow, 
�����������������������������������ǯ��������������ơǡ����ǫ�����
should’ve at least waited until you had some practice at murders, 
instead of trying to kill tons of people all at once. Live and learn, I 
guess! Or in your case, live and learn and then die without having 
a chance to use the knowledge you gained?

Turn to page 273
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Food helps me think too!
You spend your last turn eating stew right from the pot. 

Delicious! I’m not even gonna lie. It is a really delicious stew. It’s 
among the best stews you’ve ever tasted in your entire life. In fact, 
here’s the recipe! 

͢��������ȋͩ͠͠�Ȍ��������������
a sprinkle or two sea salt and freshly ground pepper 
a splash of any vegetable oil 
a few carrots, peeled and roughly chopped 
a few stalks celery, roughly chopped 
a few potatoes, peeled and roughly chopped 
a few parsnips, peeled and roughly chopped 
a few onions, peeled and roughly chopped 
��ͨ͢�ƪ����������ȋͧͩͦ���Ȍ����������������������
1/2 bottle of hearty red wine 
ͣ����ͤ������ȋͧ͠͠Ȃͩͥ͠���Ȍ������������
a few bay leaves 
a few sprigs of fresh rosemary 
a small jar of pickled baby white onions, drained
a few handfuls of peas, fresh or frozen 

Preheat a large thick-bottomed pot over medium-
���������Ǥ����������ǡ�������������������������������
towel and then cut it into large cubes and season it 
������������������������Ǥ�

Add a splash of oil to the pot — enough to cover the 
bottom in a thin layer — and toss in enough meat to 
����������������������������Ǥ�����������������������������
��������ǯ����������������Ǥ�

Be patient when you’re browning the meat; it 
��������������������������ǯ��������������������Ǥ�����
������������ƪ���������������������������������������
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����Ǥ�������������������ǡ�����������������������ǡ�
����������������������������������Ǥ�

Once the meat is done, discard the remaining oil 
but keep all the browned bits in the pan; they’ll add lots 
���ƪ�����������������Ǥ�

Add half of the vegetables — reserving the other 
�����Ȅ������������������������������������Ǥ���������
tomatoes and enough wine and beef broth to barely 
���������������Ǥ��������������������������������ǡ�����
�������������������������Ǥ�

Continue cooking until the meat is almost tender, 
about one hour, then add the remaining vegetables, the 
�����������ǡ�������������Ǥ������������������������������
�������������������Ƥ������������������������������������
����������������������������������ǡ�������ǡ������������Ǥ�
Continue simmering until the meat and veggies are 
������ǡ���������ͣ͠��������������Ǥ������������������
������ǡ��������������������������������Ǥ����������Ǩ

So, back to you: you are discovered when the door opens, and 
then you’re put to death, because you murdered a guy and hung 
around to be discovered when the door opened. The stew was 
really delicious though! And YOU got the recipe!

You take this recipe to your grave and share it with all the 
ghosts, translating it from the unfamiliar and bizarre metric 
and imperial measurements I used here into “ghostric”, which 
uses the interior volume of a spooky skull as the standard unit of 
measurement. It makes you really popular! You have some really 
amazing and fun ghost dinner parties and make a lot of cool new 
����������������ƪ�Ǩ

Turn to page 461
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You knock on Cleopatra’s door. She answers, wearing a very 
snappy dress.

“Hi Cleopatra,” you say, but she interrupts you. 
“Please Ophelia, call me Cleo. And come in,” she says, 

gesturing to her hotel room.
Ophelia, the room is GORGEOUS. Whoever she is, Cleo must 

have tons of money! Is it her own? Are her parents supporting her 
�������ǫ����������������Ƥ������Ǥ

You walk into the room, and Cleo softly clicks the door closed 
behind her.

“So, Ophelia!” she says, turning to face you. “To what do I owe 
the pleasure of your company?”

She’s kinda stunning. For a second, you forget what you were 
going to say, but then you remember:

ǲ�đĊĔǡ��ǯĒ�ćĔėĊĉǤǳ�Turn to page 718

ǲ�đĊĔǡ�ĞĔĚ�ĜĆēēĆ�ČĔ�ČĊę�ĉĎēēĊėǫ���čĆęĊ�ĉĎēĎēČ�ĆđĔēĊǤǳ�
Turn to page 458

ǲ�đĊĔǡ���ĈĔĚđĉ�ĚĘĊ�Ć�ċėĎĊēĉǤ��čĎēČĘ�ĆėĊ�Ć�ćĎę�ĈėĆğĞ�ćĆĈĐ�
čĔĒĊǤǳ�Turn to page 464
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�����������������������������������������ƪ���������������������
the room. That seems a little awkward, so you stretch out on your 
side, your arm supporting your head and your other arm resting 
on your hips. There! Nobody could be more casual than you! 

The door opens and who should enter but Corambis, 
Polonius’s twin brother! You recognize him from the royal courts.

“I unlocked the door, so you can leave no—” he begins, but 
�������������������ơǤ�ǲ���ǡ�����ǯ����������ǫǳ����������������
around. “Why are you acting so casual? How come you stabbed 
that curtain? Are you making stew?”

“You can’t make stew with the meat still in the bag,” he says. 
“What is this, a chef thing?”

He opens a bag and sees that it’s full of chunks of Polonius. 
������������ǯ��������������������Ƥ���Ǥ����������Ǥ��������������
scream and scream and scream, and whether or not you decide to 
kill him to cover your tracks, a bunch of other people are already 
on their way here and you’re pooched. 

Not too long later, Claudius puts you to death! Your last words 
are “Oh geez, if only I’d been better at covering up my murders; 
had I only the chance to do it again, I would certainly not focus 
so much on making disgusting human stew; with bags or not, it’s 
extremely gross.”

True, Hamlet. True.

Turn to page 383
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THE END
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Cleo laughs. “You came down to invite me to dinner 
personally, Ophelia? That’s adorable. Of course I’ll join you. I’ve 
already eaten, but I’ll get some drinks while you eat — I know the 
perfect place a few doors down from here.”

It sounds really nice. But before you can say so, a huge 
explosion rocks the hotel! Debris showers into the room, 
knocking Cleo unconscious. Looks like dinner will have to wait: 
you’re under attack!

BY TERRORISTS!!
Hah hah, screw this dating thing: you have three terrorists to 

kill!!

�Ěē�ĉĔĜē�ęĔ�ęčĊ�ĘĎęĊ�Ĕċ�ęčĊ�ĊĝĕđĔĘĎĔēǣ�turn to page 93
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You decide to stick around! You make your way back to the 
�����������ơ�����������������������������������������Ǥ����������
wary until you reveal that you’ve already tracked down and killed 
the terrorists responsible for the hotel attack, at which point 
they’re impressed (the terrorists were carrying notes admitting 
their guilt so the authorities know you aren’t just a regular 
murderer) (this is really lucky; good thing I thought to put that 
detail in your story, huh??).

After the bodies are carried away, you excuse yourself and 
return to the hotel lobby, where you convince a still-shocked 
hotel clerk to extend your stay by another six months. “And I 
may be staying longer after that too,” you say. “Although the 
terrorists responsible for this attack are taken care of, they weren’t 
operating alone.”

“Okay,” says the clerk.
“There’s a whole terrorist organization here that needs to be 

brought to justice as quickly — and as painfully — as possible,” 
you say, and Ophelia, that’s exactly what you do.

I don’t want to spoil it all for you, but there’s this one point 
�����������������������ǯ����������������ơ������ơ�������������
rocks below, and you pull back your arms to reveal a gliding suit 
you’ve invented, and you swoop down using that suit and crash 
horizontally into some terrorists so hard that you literally tear 
them a new one (where “one” is “a gaping wound in their chests”) 
(you put pointy spears on your hands, that’s part of the gliding 
suit). 

So! 
That’s something to look forward to!

Turn to page 549
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THE END
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����������������������������������Ƥ��������������������������
bodies of literally everyone in town. He doesn’t seem too cool 
with it when you say, “See? Claudius is dead and there are no 
witnesses! Now we can be happy forever!!”

Hamlet backs out of the room, slowly. “No, I’m just ACTING 
crazy!” you shout after him. “Hah hah, I see why you’re confused! 
But it’s just an act, remember!”

You grab your bloodied knives and catch up with him. You try 
to explain how now that everyone is dead, all your problems are 
solved and you two can be happy together forever, but you’re so 
used to the “kill $charactername” option that you accidentally kill 
Hamlet too, entirely by muscle memory. Whoopsie!

As gamemaster, I can see across alternate timelines, and dude, 
��������ǯ�����������Ƥ������������ǯ���������������������������������
����Ǥ�����������Ƥ�����������������������������������������������
them as they walked in, which was easier than the alternative, I 
guess, but it really seems like maybe you’ve got some issues you 
maybe want to work out? Maybe there are some things you want 
to address? Perhaps some impulses within you should be brought 
to light, just maybe?? AND HERE I’M KINDA REFERRING TO 
YOU, THE READER, IN REAL LIFE??

Naw, I’m just kidding, fantasy is awesome because you 
can do whatever you want and not get in trouble. Kill ’em all, 
m’lady!! And so, in summary and in conclusion, you’re the best 
at what you do, and what you do is relentlessly choose the “kill 
everybody” option until there’s nobody left to die. 

Hey! 
Put that on your resumé!!

Turn to page 117
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Hamlet is at the door!
That’s right, turns out that simply wishing for someone to be 

at your door doesn’t change who’s actually there. You don’t control 
reality with your THOUGHTS, Ophelia. Sheesh.

Anyway, Hamlet opens the door and steps into your room. 
“It’s me,” he says. You haven’t seen each other for a while; it’s so 
great to see him. You run up and throw your arms around him 
and you smooch. It’s just like old times.

But the moment passes, and when you look at his face you can 
see concern written all over it. He’s troubled by something. 

�ĘĐ�čĎĒ�ĜčĆęǯĘ�ęėĔĚćđĎēČ�čĎĒǣ�turn to page 489

�ĆĎę�ċĔė�čĎĒ�ęĔ�ęĊđđ�ĞĔĚǣ�turn to page 445
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Cleo takes a small step closer to you and puts her hand on 
your shoulder. “Ophelia, I know we’re still at the beginning of this 
‘you and me’ thing, but I’d be happy to be that friend you need 
tonight. Sit there, I’ll get us some drinks, and we’ll talk all about 
it.”

But before you can move to the pillows she gestured to, a 
huge explosion rocks the hotel! Debris showers into the room, 
knocking Cleo unconscious. Looks like things are a bit crazy away 
from home too: you’re under attack!

BY TERRORISTS!!
Hah hah, screw this dating thing: you have three terrorists to 

kill!!

�Ěē�ĉĔĜē�ęĔ�ęčĊ�ĘĎęĊ�Ĕċ�ęčĊ�ĊĝĕđĔĘĎĔēǣ�turn to page 93
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Letting go of the smallest balloon, you stop rising. Then you 
start falling. Your momentum is increasing at only 0.2 m/sec, but 
when I say “only” that’s still quite a bit per second and you’re quite 
a few hundred metres up, so anyway long story short, have you 
ever seen those images of a drop of water hitting a puddle where 
it bursts in that beautiful crown shape? In that magical moment, 
������������������������������������������������ǯ������Ƥ�������������ǡ�
we can see invisible beauty hidden in destruction.

Imagine that, but with your totally gross guts!!

Turn to page 223
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You go down to the hotel bar where you last saw Pat.
“Hey Pat,” you say, but Pat is passed out next to his drink.
Well. You sure know how to choose ’em, Ophelia.
You quickly return to your room to consider your remaining 

options!

�đĊĔĕĆęėĆ��đĎĒǣ�turn to page 454

�ēęĔēĎĔ��ĔēĞǣ�turn to page 32
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You hold on, but your palms start to sweat, and before you 
know it you’re slipping. Then you’re falling. This isn’t looking 
good, Hamlet!

You hit the ground so hard that your legs crumple like an 
accordion. One of your leg bones stabs up through your chest 
and pierces you right in the heart. Didn’t think that was possible? 
Neither did I, but hey, here we are! Ouchie!

That’s the last thing you think: “Ouchie!”

Turn to page 139
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You and Hamlet exit the room with perfect stealth, leaving 
Claudius alone. You sneak your way into Gertrude’s room, again 
undetectably. You and Hamlet hang upside down from the 
ceiling, right above Gertrude’s bed.

“He’ll come,” Polonius is telling Gertrude. “Tell Hamlet he’s 
been crazy, okay? And ask him where he’s been these past few 
weeks.”

ǲ����ǡ�����ǡ�Ƥ��ǡǳ�
������������Ǥ�ǲ
������Ǥ������ǯ��������������
see you here with me.”

Polonius goes and hides behind a curtain. You can see his feet 
sticking out the bottom. Geez. Come on, Polonius.

For a long while, nobody speaks. Gertrude picks up a book 
�������������������ǡ��������Ǥ����������������������ƫ�������ǡ������
fall silent. Gertrude turns the page and coughs, and Polonius 
peeks out from behind the curtain.

“Not here yet, huh?” he whispers.
“Nope,” Gertrude says, without looking up. Polonius installs 

himself behind the curtain again, and you feel Hamlet tap you 
on your shoulder. Using the secret tap-based language you 
learned, Hamlet says, “I DON’T THINK THESE TWO KNOW 
ANYTHING.” You reply, “I KINDA WANT TO SEE HOW LONG 
HE’LL KEEP HIDING BEHIND THE CURTAIN.” Hamlet replies, 
“WE’RE LEAVING IN AN HOUR,” and you tap back, “FINE.”

One hour later Polonius is sitting against the wall, sleeping, 
������������������������������������������������������ƪ������
shape of the curtain. Gertrude’s taking a nap too.

“WOW, I GUESS REALLY NOT MUCH HAPPENS WHEN 
I’M NOT AROUND,” Hamlet taps, “WHICH SOMEHOW I FEEL 
ACTUALLY MAKES SENSE?” The two of you sneak out of the 
room. Nobody notices! You’re such awesome spies now!
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�Ċ�čĆěĊ�ĊēĔĚČč�ĎēęĊđǤ��Ďđđ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǨ�Turn to page 507

�ėĔĈĊĊĉ�ĜĎęč�ęčĊ�ēĊĝę�ĕĆėę�Ĕċ�ęčĊ�ĕđĆēǡ��ĊĈėĊę�
�ĎĘĘĎĔē��Ĉę�͠��ĈĊēĊ�͞Ǩ�Turn to page 497
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A few hours later, you’re on a boat for England. YEP. IT’S 
THAT EASY TO MAKE A VACATION HAPPEN. IN FACT I’M 
KINDA SURPRISED YOU’RE NOT READING THIS BOOK 
ON A REAL-LIFE VACATION, UNLESS YOU ARE, IN WHICH 
CASE I AM STILL KINDA SURPRISED, BUT IT IS A PLEASANT 
SURPRISE, SO YAY YOU.

“Later haters!” you shout as you wave from the deck of 
�������������������������������Ǥ�������ǯ��������������������ơ�
though.

“Wooooo!” you yell to the empty pier.
The trip itself takes awhile (wind-powered boats: not the 

fastest mode of transportation) and is pretty uneventful. But 
the good news is that when you arrive, you’ve happened to catch 
England’s annual two weeks of nice weather! There are all sorts 
of hunky guys here too, which is fun because you’re pretty sure 
you kinda just broke up with Hamlet, because as soon as he 
started acting crazy you split town. After hanging around your 
hotel for a few days, you’ve made small talk with three people 
who seem to be non-duds. There’s:

 »Antonio Tony, the mysterious and sexy tourist

 »Cleopatra Slim, the friendly, adventurous explorer, and

 »Brother Pat, the religious guy who drinks a lot, oh man

So! Who do you want to hang out with tonight? You have the 
next few weeks to talk to your chosen person, and if you choose 
the right dialogue option, you may even get them to fall in love 
with you! 

THAT’S RIGHT: this is a dating simulator and you’re just 
going to sit here and keep reading this book as you get to know 
a bunch of imaginary people and pretend you’re trying to date 
them.
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Are you ready?? 
You take a deep breath and decide to chat up...

�ēęĔēĎĔ��ĔēĞǣ�turn to page 32

�đĊĔĕĆęėĆ��đĎĒǣ�turn to page 454

�ėĔęčĊė��Ćęǣ�turn to page 466
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THE END
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You are now Ophelia!
You and Hamlet now know that Claudius is guilty, and though 

���������������������Ƥ�����������ǡ����������������������������������
him, huh?

You know that if you leave Hamlet alone he’s going to try to 
kill Claudius, and you love your prince, but MAN that guy can 
take awhile to get things done. There’ll be side projects he’ll get 
enthusiastic about and then abandon, and suddenly he’ll act like 
the only way to kill Claudius is to go on a boat ride to England 
with his pals. It’ll go better if both you and Hamlet try to take 
down Claudius together!

You tell Hamlet you need to speak to him privately, he makes 
his excuses, and before long you’re both back in your bedroom / 
laboratory / place where do your best thinkin’.

“Hamlet,” you say, locking the door behind you. “We’re going 
to commit murder.”

ǲ�������ǡǳ��������ǡ����ƫ������������Ǥ
“No,” you say, locking eyes with him. “We two, you and I, are 

going to commit murder. And we are going to get away with it. 
And you know why we’re going to get away with murder?”

“Why?” he says.
“Because we are going to be incredibly good at it,” you say.
Hamlet looks at you for a moment, unconvinced. “But how do 

you know that’s true?” he says.
“Easy,” you say. There’s a knife lying on your workbench, and 

���������������Ƥ���������������������Ǥ����ƪ����������������ǡ����������
wildly. You catch it like it’s no big deal and point the tip directly at 
Hamlet’s chest.

Whoah! That was really badass, Ophelia! 
“We are going to be incredibly good at murder,” you say, 

“because we are going to TRAIN, we are going to STUDY, and we 
are going to NAIL IT.”

Hamlet looks at you.
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“I don’t wanna study,” he says. 

�Ċ��ĆĒđĊęǡ�ćĊĈĔĒĊ�ĈĔēěĎēĈĊĉ�ćĞ��ĕčĊđĎĆǯĘ�ĕđĆēǡ�ęčĊē�ćĊ�
�ĕčĊđĎĆ�ĆČĆĎē�Ćēĉ�ĕĚę�ęčĊ�ĕđĆē�Ďē�ĒĔęĎĔēǣ�turn to page 
505

�ėĞ�ęĔ�ĈĔēěĎēĈĊ�čĎĒ�ďĚĘę�ćĞ�ęĆđĐĎēČ�ęĔ�čĎĒǣ�turn to page 
496
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THE END

What can I say? It’s a really gross death, THE END, let’s all stop 
talking about it!!
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You kick down the door to the royal court. “COURT IS NOW 
IN SESSION, THE RIGHT HONOURABLE JUDGE EVERYBODY-
DIES PRESIDING!” you shout.

“What is the meaning of this?” demands Gertrude, mom to 
Hamlet AND queen of the entire dang country.

“Oh crap, I didn’t think you’d be here, Gertrude, though it 
makes sense that you are,” you say. “Wow, hah hah, I did NOT 
think this through.”

“Seize her!” Gertrude yells. The entire royal court pounces on 
you, seizing you nicely.

“Okay, now murder her! Come on, let’s not waste any time. 
We don’t want her escaping,” Gertrude orders, and that’s what 
they do. Wow, I really think you should’ve waited till court was 
out of session and taken them down one by one!

This is where your story ends, Ophelia! You got killed by a 
bunch of politicians; it’s kind of a really stupid way to go! Life is 
full of choices, huh? And I guess, in the end, that’s just another 
way to say, “Life is full of opportunities for you to really mess 
things up.”

Turn to page 323
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Gosh, well, I suppose if we’re really doing this, then I also want 
to thank everyone involved in the series of events that led to me 
being here today, able to write and tell jokes for a living, which 
means I’m thanking...pretty much everyone I’ve ever interacted 
with? And I’m also thanking everyone THEY’VE ever interacted 
with, for helping to make them so awesome. And if I’m doing that, 
�����������������������������������������ƪ������������������
�������������������������������������ƪ�����������������ǡ������ǫ

Thank you, a large percentage of the planet that I’m pretty sure 
reaches 100%!

But these people didn’t just pop into existence fully formed. 
My thanks take a step sideways and begin racing back in time, 
up past everyone’s parents and grandparents and great-great-
great-great-grandparents, thanking them all as we go, further 
and further, grandparents getting hairier and hairier, until my 
thanks coalesce all the way back 200,000 years ago in East Africa 
with Mitochondrial Eve, the one woman from which every single 
human alive today descends.

Thank you, Mitochondrial Eve. 
My thanks speed up, thanking faster and faster back in time, 

����������������������������������Ǥ�������������������������Ƥ����
human, pass through Australopithecus, and then on through great 
apes. 

Thank you, great apes. Without you, none of us would be here.
But my thanks are still speeding up, tearing through the 

primates, then the treeshrews, then the placental mammals. We’re 
125,000,000 years in the past, thanking everyone we meet. We go 
back further, thanking the early vertebrates, watching them get 
smaller, simpler, until there’s no animal life on land and you blink 
������ǯ��͞ǡ͜͜͝ǡ͜͜͜ǡ͜͜͜�����������������ǯ���������������������Ƥ����
cell with a nucleus, alone in the ocean.

���������ǡ������Ƥ�����������������������Ǥ����ǯ������������ǯ�����Ǥ�
��������������������������������ơǤ
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We watch the cells around us get simpler, more primitive, 
and then they’re gone. My thanks are rushing backwards 
almost impossibly quickly through this empty planet when 
�����������ǯ����������������������������������������ǡ���ơ������
into a tremendous cloud of dust and gas. Mixed in here are the 
beginnings of all the other planets in our solar system, plus all the 
material that would one day become our sun. We’re 4,568,000,000 
�����������������������������������������������������������ơ����
matter with all our heart. As we’re doing that, it combines itself 
with a colossal molecular cloud, a stellar nursery from which a 
whole bunch of suns would eventually form, including our own.

Thank you, giant molecular cloud 65,000,000 light-years wide. 
You were probably very pretty.

The universe around us is contracting, getting smaller and 
denser and hotter until we’re in a universe only a few metres across 
and shrinking at an incredibly fast rate. 13,000,000,000 years in 
the past, we are thanking the entire universe, which right now is 
mostly superheated plasma with a colossally high energy density. 
We would hug all that is and ever would be, if we could. But we 
can’t. So we say thanks instead!

Thank you, the universe as it existed a mere 10-37 seconds after 
the Big Bang. If you really are sensitive to initial conditions, then I 
hope nobody ever goes back in time to mess with you.

��������ǡ�������������Ƥ�����ǡ�����������������������������������
the origins of the Big Bang, give secret unknowable props all 
around, and careen back to the present where you’re here reading 
this book.

Hey, thanks babe!!
I think we covered everyone. All you can do now is:

�ĊĆĉ�ĆćĔĚę�ęčĊ�ĆĚęčĔėǣ�turn to page 376

�ęĆėę�ęčĊ�ĘęĔėĞ�ĆđėĊĆĉĞǨ�Turn to page 4
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“I’m busy!” you shout through the door to Laertes. 
“I’m leaving for France soon!” he shouts back. “Don’t you want 

to say goodbye?”
“Apparently not!” you shout in reply.
ǲ��������Ǩǳ��������������Ǥ������������ơǡ���������������������Ǥ
You sit in silence for a moment.
He stomps back. “Say bye to Dad for me, okay?!” he shouts.
“Okay, I will!” you yell through the door.
�����������ơ������Ǥ����	�����ǡ��������ǫ
Brothers, am I right?

�ĊęĚėē�ęĔ�ĞĔĚė�ĜĔėĐǣ�turn to page 430
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It’s a new day, and you and Hamlet wake up in bed together, 
surrounded by the stacks of books you’ve been reading. And as of 
this morning, you’ve read and mastered every single one of them. 
It’s a beautiful day, Ophelia. It’s the kind of day that makes you 
think, “Man, I bet I could totally murder a head of state by noon.”

You prop yourself up and face Hamlet. “We’ll start by 
following Claudius, learning his routine. We’ll be in full stealth 
mode the entire time, so nobody should detect us,” you say.

“We have gotten way good at sneaking,” Hamlet agrees.
“We’ll do three separate missions, each with idiosyncratic 

naming,” you say. “On Secret Mission Act 3 Scene 3, we tail 
Claudius for a while. During Secret Mission Act 3 Scene 4, we 
stake out Gertrude; maybe she knows something. And in Secret 
Mission Act 4 Scene 2, we tail your friends Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern, in case they have any information.”

“I like it,” Hamlet says. “Nobody has seen us for weeks, so they 
won’t even be looking for us. It’s perfect.”

“That’s kinda the reason I made this plan be so awesome!” you 
say. You roll on top of Hamlet and kiss him, holding his face in 
your hands while he holds yours in his. It’s nice. Eventually you 
pull back from the smooch.

“Let’s do this!” you say in unison. 
You both have morning breath, but that’s neither here nor 

there.

�Ĉę�͟��ĈĊēĊ�͟ǣ�turn to page 266
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You open the door for your brother. 
“You can come in,” you say, “but I don’t want to hear any 

opinions about my personal li—”
“If you sleep with Hamlet you’re a slut,” he says.

�đĆĒ�ęčĊ�ĉĔĔė�Ďē�čĎĘ�ċĆĈĊǣ�turn to page 492

�ēěĎęĊ�čĎĒ�ęĔ�ĊēęĊė�ĞĔĚė�ėĔĔĒǣ�turn to page 525
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What’s that? Sorry, I couldn’t quite make out what you said. 
You say you...want to drink the potion anyway? Well, alright!!

You drink the potion and feel a bit better about things. You’re 
still sad Ophelia’s gone, obviously, but it’s not as bad as it was. 
This is really great because it allows us to skip ahead to the action 
part of the story instead of having to slog through you choosing 
your own depression for the next 400 pages! You can thank me 
later.

Okay! Time to go to bed and wake up bright and early the 
next day! You have a fake king to expose!!


Ĕ�ęĔ�ćĊĉǣ�turn to page 169
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THE END
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����������������������������ơ�����������Ǥ���������������
on poisons. The other is a book on sneaking around. “Here, read 
these,” you say. “At the end, you should be good at poisons and 
sneaking around.”

“Got it,” Hamlet says.
“In the meantime, I’m going to read these books on how to 

stab people and how to get away with things. At the end, I should 
be good at getting away with stabbing people.”

“Nice,” Hamlet says.
“Then we’ll switch!” you say.
“Super rad!” Hamlet says!

�ėĆĎēĎēČ�ĒĔēęĆČĊǨǨ�Turn to page 508

�Ĕēǯę�ćĔęčĊė�ĜĎęč�Ć�ĒĔēęĆČĊǡ�ďĚĘę�ĘĐĎĕ�ęĔ�ĘĊěĊėĆđ�
ĜĊĊĐĘ�đĆęĊė�ĜčĊē��ǯĒ�ċĚđđĞ�ęėĆĎēĊĉǣ�turn to page 483
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You ask him what’s wrong, and...well, there’s no other way 
to put this, so I’ll give it to you straight: Hamlet tells you about a 
spooky ghost and a plan for murdering his stepfather, Claudius, 
pretender to the throne.

I’ll be frank: it sounds crazy. A ghost? MURDER? But he is 
your friend and lover and you’re not going to leave him hanging 
out to dry. As gently as you can, you tell him you’re pretty sure 
ghosts don’t exist, but even if they do, he needs to be certain that 
the ghost he saw was actually the ghost of his father. What if it 
was some other ghost trying to mess things up?

That seems to give him pause. Hamlet admits he never 
actually asked the ghost for information only his dad would know. 
It’s possible the ghost could be an impostor.

“I’ll come with you tonight, sweetie,” you say. “We’ll go 
��������Ǥ������������������������ǡ���ǯ���Ƥ�������������������Ǥǳ�

���ǯ������Ƥ������������������������������������������������������
go away. You take his hand and squeeze. Hamlet looks up at you, 
and you can see his relief.

“Okay,” he says, smiling.


Ĕ�ęĔ�ĘĊĊ�ęčĊ�ČčĔĘę�ęčĆę�ĊěĊēĎēČǣ�turn to page 513
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ǲ�����������Ǩǳ������������ǡ�������������������������ƪ������Ǥ
“Hamlet,” you say, “I love you, but that is a book that sucks, 

which is slang I’m inventing right now to mean ‘is not a good 
thing.’ It really took you a week to write that?”

“Ophelia,” Hamlet replies, “let’s take a moment right now to 
remember that writing is hard.”

You stare at each other during that moment.
“Anyway,” Hamlet says, “if you don’t like my book, check out 

this other book I found. It’s way better than my book and we can 
just plagiarize it.”

�ĔĔĐ�ćĔĔĐǣ�turn to page 493
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������������Ƥ�����������������������������������ǡ���ǡ�Ƥ��Ǥ�
Aiming cannons is hard though, and while you do kill Claudius, 
you also kill your mother. In the shocked silence that follows, the 
crowd looks at their headless bodies, still standing, until both 
crumple and fall at the same time.

The ghost of your father shimmers into this plane of existence 
beside you. “I didn’t tell you to kill my wife!” he says.

“Um,” you say.
“Geez, aw geez,” he says. “Now by the Ghostly Emergency 

Supplemental Act of Revenge on Corporeal Beings for Personally 
Witnessed Murder Acts of Spouse or Spouses, I have to kill you.”

“Oh,” you say.
Ghost Dad reaches inside your head and, for just a second, 

makes his ghostly hand slightly solid, shoving a whole bunch of 
brains out of the way as he does so. I’m sorry, this is really gross. 
They come out your nose. I didn’t even know that could happen. 
I’m as surprised as you.

“Bleh,” you say, dying, your brains getting all over the place.
You have died and I’m gonna put your score at...apples out of 

����������Ǥ������Ƥ��������������������������������������������
worth to you, but man, they grow on trees so it’s not like they’re 
super rare Pokémon cards or anything. 

Turn to page 109
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*BAM*
That felt good.
Laertes shouts through the door that he’s sorry and just 

wanted to say goodbye before he left for France, but when you 
open the door a crack, he sticks his head in and says, “I’m just 
saying: have sex with him and you’re damaged goods.”

You slam the door in his face again, barely missing his nose. 
You shout through the door that if you’re damaged goods, he’s an 
�������������������������������������������ơ����������ǡ����������
as your brother, he’s got an entirely unhealthy interest in your sex 
life.

“Nuh-uh! You’re unhealthy!!” Laertes shouts in return, and 
then you hear him stomp away down the hall. What a jerk! And 
his retorts don’t even make sense.

�ĊęĚėē�ęĔ�ĉĊĘĐǣ�turn to page 430
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You take the book from Hamlet and read the cover out loud:
“The Murder of Gonzago: A ‘The Adventure Is Being Chosen 

by You’ Story! Can You Murder Your Brother Gonzago and Then, 
Playing as Your Dead Brother’s Son, Murder Your Usurping Uncle? 
��������������Ǣ��������	���������ͣ͠͠���ơ����������������������.” 

“That’s quite the title,” you say.
“Yeah, they used really small type,” Hamlet says.
Flipping through the book, you see that it might actually be 

��������������Ƥ�������������������Ǩ�ǲ������ǡ�������������������
plagiarize this?” you ask. “Can’t we just give the king this copy to 
read?”

“Oh, yeah,” says Hamlet. “I guess we don’t really have to 
plagiarize it. But I mean, we still could though.” 

“Why...why would we want to do that?” you ask.
Hamlet stares at you, then seems to reach a decision.
“FINE,” he says. Taking the book from you, he opens it up to 

the front page and rubs out the words “BY ME, HAMLET” as well 
as the line he’d drawn through the actual author’s name.

“What about the cover? You didn’t change the name back on 
the cover,” you say. 

“Dust jacket,” Hamlet says, throwing a crumpled-up piece of 
paper into the garbage.

“Ah,” you say.
Well, what are you waiting for? Let’s get the king to read this 

book! Claudius holds court each morning and they’re always 
looking for new sources of entertainment. Let’s do this!

�ĆĎę�ęĎđđ�ęĔĒĔėėĔĜǡ�Ćēĉ�ČĎěĊ�ęčĊ�ĐĎēČ�ęčĊ�ćĔĔĐǣ�turn 
to page 526
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THE END
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“Sweetie, didn’t you already agree to revenge your father’s 
death on the current king?” you ask.

“Yeah,” he says, “but the closer I get to it, the more I get to 
thinking — maybe it doesn’t make sense to kill him? I mean we’ve 
got a legal system —”

“A legal system that will never believe you talked to a ghost,” 
you interrupt.

“Sure,” he says, “but that’s not necessary. We don’t need 
to bring that into it. We simply work from within the system 
to bring him down and bring him to justice. And is capital 
punishment really the best solution anyway? It’s obviously not an 
�ơ����������������Ǥǳ

Hamlet seems to come to an epiphany.
ǲ��������������������ǯ��������������ơ���������������������������

is that I honestly don’t believe it’s the correct course of action!” he 
says. “That explains all my actions thus far! Man, I could write a 
whole ESSAY arguing this!”

Talking’s not making much progress here, Ophelia!

�Ċ��ĆĒđĊęǡ�ćĊĈĔĒĊ�ĈĔēěĎēĈĊĉ�ćĞ��ĕčĊđĎĆǯĘ�ĕđĆēǡ�ęčĊē�
ćĊ��ĕčĊđĎĆ�ĆČĆĎē�Ćēĉ�ĕĚę�ęčĊ�ĕđĆē�Ďē�ĒĔęĎĔēǣ�turn to 
page 505
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You and Hamlet locate and then follow Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern from a distance, never letting them get out of sight 
or earshot. Eventually they go into a seldom-used castle room. 
You and Hamlet sneak your way inside.

“But soft, what noise?” says Rosencrantz, and you and Hamlet 
exchange a glance. They couldn’t have heard anything. You’re too 
good.

Guildenstern replies, “What have you done, my lord, with 
the dead body?” and you and Hamlet both relax. Whatever they 
heard, it wasn’t you.

“Compounded it with dust, whereto ’tis kin,” answers 
Rosencrantz. Guildenstern replies, “Tell us where ’tis, that we may 
take it thence and bear it to the chapel.”

You tap out a message to Hamlet. “WHAT ARE THEY 
TALKING ABOUT?”

“NO IDEA,” Hamlet replies. “THIS IS TURBOWEIRD.”
“The body is with the King, but the King is not with the body,” 

Rosencrantz says. He pauses, and then says, “The King is a...
thing...” 

Guildenstern notices Rosencrantz’s hesitation and winces. 
Then he says, “Dude! The line is ‘The body is with the King, but 
the King is not with the body. The King is a head of state, not an 
undertaker, duh!’”

“Aw frig, right,” says Rosencrantz, relaxing. “Okay, from the 
top!” He takes a few steps backwards, pauses for a second, then 
says, “But soft, what noise?”

“THEY ARE REHEARSING A PLAY,” taps Hamlet. “HAH 
HAH, WOW, WHAT ARE THE ODDS.”

“THAT MAKES SENSE BECAUSE WE HAVEN’T KILLED 
ANYONE YET,” you reply. “IT MUST BE ENTIRELY UNRELATED 
TO US AND OUR SWEET QUEST, AND AS SUCH, WE CAN 
LEAVE NOW.”

“YES,” taps out Hamlet. “ACT 4 SCENE 2 IS OVER. MISSION 
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ACCOMPLISHED.”
You are torn between doing more reconnaissance and just up 

and killing Claudius now! I feel like you’ve probably had the skills 
to kill a single dude for weeks!

�Ĕ�ĒĔėĊ�ėĊĈĔēēĆĎĘĘĆēĈĊǨ�	ĔđđĔĜ��ĔėĆęĎĔ�Ďē�Ć�ĕđĆē�
ęčĆę�ĞĔĚ�ĜĎđđ�ĈĆđđǤǤǤ�Ĉę�͠��ĈĊēĊ�͡ǣ�turn to page 442


Ĕ�ĐĎđđ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǣ�turn to page 502
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You sneak up behind Claudius as he’s praying and are about 
to snap his neck when Hamlet puts his hand in yours and uses 
secret awesome spy code to quickly tap out a message: “NO, 
I’LL DO IT. AND SO HE GOES TO HEAVEN, AND SO AM I 
REVENGED. THAT WOULD BE SCANNED: A VILLAIN KILLS 
MY FATHER, AND FOR THAT, I, HIS SOLE SON, DO THIS 
SAME VILLAIN SEND TO HEAVEN.”

“OKAY COOL,” you tap in reply. 
Hamlet draws his sword and, with one massive blow, cleaves 

the top of Claudius’s head, including most of his brain, from the 
remainder of his body.

Using your Getting Away With Things skill, you put the sword 
�����������ǯ������ǡ�����������������������Ƥ�����������������������
chapel. “Oh no!” you shout to some passers-by. “I think Claudius 
just committed suicide in there! Wow, it really looks like he 
meant it!!”

You get away with it due to your insanely overloaded Getting 
Away With It stat, and when Hamlet becomes king of Denmark, 
you become queen. And under your enlightened leadership, every 
single citizen of Denmark becomes a philosopher scientist karate 
inventor with a really satisfying personal life.

Turn to page 243
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THE END
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You and Hamlet leave the room, but Claudius is nowhere to 
be found. By the time you track him down again, he’s in the royal 
court talking to Laertes.

“Okay, so you believe me when I tell you that Ophelia was 
brainwashed by Hamlet to kill Polonius, right?” Claudius is 
������Ǥ�ǲ�������������������������������Ƥ������������������������
death, right? Ophelia because she killed your father, and Hamlet 
because he convinced her to do it?”

“Yes,” says Laertes. “You have told me a very credible story 
about how that happened. Plus I never really liked my sister 
and think she’s an inferior person, and not just because she’s a 
woman!”

“THAT JERK! POLONIUS IS DEAD??” you tap to Hamlet. He 
replies, “POSSIBLY? I GUESS CLAUDIUS WANTS TO FRAME US 
AND GET YOUR BROTHER TO DO MURDERS TO US??”

“AW MAN, THIS JUST GOT PERSONAL,” you reply. “HELLA 
PERSONAL...TO THE XTREME.”

�������������������������ơ�����������������������Ǥ�ǲ����ǡ�
so if they show up, you’ll kill them. And just to make sure, I’ve 
��������������������������Ǥ�����ǡ���Ƥ�����������������������������
���ǡ���������������������������������������ǡ�������������ơ��������
this refreshing beverage.”

During this speech, you sneak up behind Claudius, and, 
������������������ǡ����������Ƥ��������������������Ǥ��������ơ���Ǥ�
Returning to Hamlet, you quickly tap, “IT’S A BASIC HEBENON 
POISON: SIMILAR TO HENBANE, BUT ACTS MUCH 
QUICKER.”

“COOL,” taps Hamlet. “U READY?”
“Absolutely,” you say out loud, removing your hood and 

������������������������ƪ���Ǥ��������������������������������
around, gaping at you, totally shocked.

“Hey Claudius,” you say. “Thanks for killing both our dads.”
“Both?” says Laertes, and at this point Hamlet steps forward 
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too. 
“She’s referring to mine, jerk,” he says. Laertes lunges at 

������ǡ���������ƪ������������������������������������������������
your blade is sticking out of his neck. Hamlet glances at you. You 
bow.

“He’s all yours,” you say.
Hamlet advances on Claudius. “You killed my father, you 

killed my girlfriend’s father, and you married my mom.”
Claudius takes a step backwards, and you grab his arm to hold 

him in place.
“I really don’t think I like you,” Hamlet says.
Claudius gulps. “Um,” he says, “it was an...accident?”
“Hah!” Hamlet laughs. “An accident? Here, let me show you 

an accident.” Hamlet mimes stumbling backwards. He knocks 
over the table Claudius has put the poison goblet on, which sends 
����������������������������ƪ���������������������Ǥ����������
Claudius by the chin and hold his mouth open so the poison falls 
in, and then allow the goblet itself to hit him, breaking his nose 
in two places.

“That was poisoned,” he gasps, shocked. Hamlet picks up 
Laertes’ sword and tosses it to you. 

“Why take chances?” you say, stabbing Claudius in the lungs. 
He dies in incredible pain, and you and Hamlet kiss. “Mission 
accomplished, sweetie!” Hamlet says.

“We did it!” you reply.
You kiss some more, killing some assassins who snuck up 

behind you while I wasn’t looking without even breaking your 
smooch. Nice! You’re still making out when the entire royal court 
walks in the room and sees you there, smooching over Claudius’s 
dead body. These makeouts over a corpse look PRETTY BAD, 
but you use your Totally Getting Away With It skills to totally get 
away with it! You get away with it SO WELL, in fact, that you two 
lovebirds are proclaimed the new queen and king of Denmark! 
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NICE.
Congratulations, Queen Ophelia! You have earned 670 

ultrapoints, you killed a bad guy, you bettered yourself, you 
became royalty, AND you learned a lot of really awesome skills!

In this book, I mean!! 

Turn to page 123
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Wow, now you’re catching on!
Okay, you’re Hamlet! And you decide, as Hamlet, that 

Ophelia is making a lot of sense. I mean, it is a little weird 
that she’s suddenly so into murdering people, and isn’t it also 
kinda weird how you’re going to kill a dude because your Ghost 
Dad asked you to, even though this ghost can interact with the 
physical realm and if he can do that, why doesn’t he just kill him 
himself? Wait — this plan doesn’t really make a lot of sense, does 
it? This is crazy! This whole plan is crazy!!

Hamlet kicks you out, and you are now Ophelia again. 
Hamlet says, “Hey Ophelia, um, I’m not sure we should be 

killing Claudius after all. Maybe my dad can just do it himself.”
“I thought you were down with this revenge thing!” you ask. 

“Don’t you want revenge?”
“Well, um, that’s the thing,” he says. “Revenge is great and all 

but I get the impression that maybe there are more productive 
things for me to be consumed by —” and now you are Hamlet 
��������������Ƥ�����������������������ǲ— but actually, now that 
I think about it, hah hah, let’s stab that jerk in the brains!” and 
now you’re back to being Ophelia again, and I honestly think 
you’re abusing your reader privileges here, so let’s be Ophelia 
from now on, okay? Besides, you’ve got Hamlet pretty well set up 
for a while. He is down to murder a dude.

�Ďę�ęčĊ�ćĔĔĐĘǣ�turn to page 488
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The pirate screams at you, livid. He’s lost some very important 
body parts, but he’s not going to stop. He’s out of control with 
��������������Ƥ������������������������Ǥ��������ǯ�����������������
down. He’ll take you apart with his teeth if you let him.

��ǯ����������Ƥ���������ǡ�������Ǥ

�ĊđĎěĊė�ęčĊ�ĐĎđđĎēČ�ćđĔĜǨ�Turn to page 224
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���������������Ƥ���������������������������
�������ǡ�����
they’re just staring at each other and saying nothing. It’s — pretty 
weird? You and Hamlet step forward. “Hi Mom,” he says. “Listen, 
come with me for a bit, will you?”

“Hamlet?” she says, shocked. “Ophelia? What are you doing 
here?”

“Nevermind that now,” Hamlet says, taking her by the wrist 
and leading her out of the room. “Let’s go over here for a bit, 
okay?”

Claudius moves to leave as well, but you hold on to his arm. 
“Not so fast, Claudius,” you say. “We spent the last few weeks 
getting really, really good at all the skills needed to kill you.”

“Aw nuts,” he says.
Anyway, I don’t want to get too gory but you kill Claudius 

with a mace and two knives and a vegetable peeler! Plus you 
completed the murder alone, so you got all the experience points 
for yourself. Nice! You then rejoin Hamlet and his mother where 
��������������������������������������������������������������Ƥ����
out about the murder. It is delightful but also really weird of you 
to arrange. I don’t know. Then I skip ahead in the story some and 
you and Hamlet become queen and king and have three awesome 
children, each radder than the last when arranged in order of 
increasing radditude! Yay!

Oh man, you just read a book that used the word “radditude” 
sincerely, that’s how awesome you / we are! I award us both, let’s 
say, 15 litres of points!

Turn to page 313
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���ǡ������������������������������ǡ�ƪ������������������ǡ�
�������������������ǡ�����ƪ�����������Ǥ

Hamlet in a lab with a textbook in a recipe stand, pouring 
��������������������������������ƪ���ǡ�������������ƪ���ǯ��
transparent contents a dark, rich purple. The purple liquid 
exploding, leaving Hamlet blinking and covered in soot.

�������������������Ǧ�Ǧ������������ǡ���������������������ơ�
����ƪ����������������������Ǥ

You sneaking around a building at night, stopping to read 
your book by candlelight, then slapping your forehead and 
extinguishing the candle. 

You sneaking past the armed sentry of Marcellus, Bernardo, 
and Francisco who never notice a thing.

������������������������������Ƥ��ǡ�������������������������
on the arm, showing him how to let the blade rest in his hand, 
lightly, gently.

The face of a clock, its hands spinning rapidly.
You and Hamlet in an argument, Hamlet gesturing towards a 

fresh cut in his coat, you holding scissors in one hand and your 
�������
����������������ơ book in the other. You answering 
his accusations by reading lines from your book, and Hamlet’s 
body language softening until he’s holding up the torn fabric, 
shrugging, smiling. You holding up the book so he can see. The 
two of you bursting into amazed laughter.

You and Hamlet surreptitiously adding bright green 
liquid into each other’s drink, then passing the mug to each 
�����Ǥ������������������������������ǡ���������ƥ�������������
experimentally, laughing, playfully punching the other, then 
pouring the mugs out onto the grass. The grass withering and 
dying instantly.

This image fading into a shot of you and Hamlet, asleep in 
bed late at night, smiles on your faces and giant stacks of books 
on each side of your bed.
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Congratulations! You have both fully levelled up your skills 
in sneaking, poisons, stabbing, and getting away with things!!

�ėĔĈĊĊĉ�ĜĎęč�ĒĆĝĊĉǦĔĚę�ĘĐĎđđĘǨ�Turn to page 483
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THE END
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*BAM*
That felt great.
Laertes shouts through the door that he’s sorry and just 

wanted to say goodbye before he left for France, and Polonius 
shouts that Hamlet only wants to get his hands on your body. “He 
wants to sex it,” he shouts.

You open the door and say, “I appreciate your concern but I 
can take care of myself,” which is more than they deserve, and you 
close the door again.

Through the door you can hear Laertes and Polonius talking. 
“Hey, listen: while you’re in France, give every man thine ear 

but few thy voice,” Polonius says, then pauses, then says, “That’s 
some primo advice right there, I gotta say.”

You roll your eyes and return to your desk.

�ĊęĚėē�ęĔ�ĉĊĘĐǣ�turn to page 430
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Evening comes, and Hamlet leads you to the spot outside 
���������Ƥ�����������������Ǥ�ǲ����������������������������
midnight,” he says. “I think that’s when he normally shows up.”

To pass the time, you play a storytelling game you enjoy, 
where you say one word of a story and he says the next word, and 
neither of you knows where the story will go.

“Once,” you begin.
“Upon,” he says.
“A,” you say.
“Time,” he says. 
“There,” you say.
“Was,” he says.
“A,” you say.
“Beautiful,” he says, looking at you. You smile.
“Prince,” you reply, and he smiles back.
“Who,” he says.
“Wanted,” you say.
“To,” he says.
“Kiss,” you say.
“His girlfriend,” he says.
“That’s cheating,” you say, and then you’re kissing.

�ĆĐĊ�ĔĚę�ċĔė�Ć�ĜčĎđĊǣ�turn to page 527

�Ĕēǯę�ĒĆĐĊ�ĔĚęǡ�ćĊĈĆĚĘĊǡ�Ćēĉ�ĞĔĚ�ĈĆēǯę�ćĊđĎĊěĊ�ĞĔĚǯėĊ�
ęčĎēĐĎēČ�ęčĎĘǡ�ćĚę�ĜčĆę�Ďċ�Ć�ČčĔĘę�ĈĆęĈčĊĘ�ĞĔĚ�ĒĆĐĎēČ�
ĔĚęǫ�Turn to page 534
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YES! YES FINALLY YOU ARE KILLING CLAUDIUS.
OH MY GOD FINALLY.
OH MY GOD.
Okay let’s do this!!
You stab Claudius a few times with the poisoned sword, but 

man, poison is slow and you’ve already got it in your system! 
So then you pick up the poisoned goblet and force it down his 
throat, all the while calling him “an incestuous, murderous, 
Goddamned Dane.” Wow. I mean it’s a little racist (at least 
partially self-racist too, so: irony) but still — wow. It’s a huge dose 
of poison and he dies instantly. 

What’s that? You didn’t know poison worked that way? WELL, 
THAT’S WEIRD BECAUSE I’M PRETTY SURE IT JUST DID.

Meanwhile, as the poison starts to kill you, Laertes forgives 
you for the deaths you’ve caused and asks you to forgive him of 
the same, and you do it. It’s actually pretty classy. Then you call 
Horatio over. 

“Horatio,” you say, “don’t be crazy and chug the poison too. 
It’s your job to tell everyone my story so people know what really 
happened. You need to tell the people.”

“Okay,” says Horatio, glancing at the surrounding crowd 
which has already seen this all go down.

“Oh, and write it down when you do, so future generations 
will know,” you say.

“Okay,” says Horatio.
“Oooh! And make it one of those choose-your-own-adventure 

dealies,” you say. “I love those.”
“Right,” says Horatio.
Suddenly you hear an army marching in! Osric runs in and 

says that Fortinbras is here and marching on the capital with 
some English ambassadors. Remember Fortinbras? He’s that 
Norwegian crown prince whose father died and who decided right 
away to take action! He’s almost like a parallel to you, only, you 
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know — better?
Anyway. You’re not going to survive long enough to talk to 

him. You’re actually not going to survive long at all. It’s time, 
Hamlet, to choose your last words to Horatio — well, last words 
EVER really:
 

ǲ�ǡ���ĉĎĊǡ��ĔėĆęĎĔǤ��čĊ�ĕĔęĊēę�ĕĔĎĘĔē�ĖĚĎęĊ�
ĔǯĊėĈėĔĜĘ�ĒĞ�ĘĕĎėĎęǤ���ĈĆēēĔę�đĎěĊ�ęĔ�čĊĆė�

ęčĊ�ēĊĜĘ�ċėĔĒ��ēČđĆēĉǤ��Ěę���ĉĔ�ĕėĔĕčĊĘĞ�ęčĊ�
ĊđĊĈęĎĔē�đĎČčęĘ�Ĕē�	ĔėęĎēćėĆĘǤ��Ċ�čĆĘ�ĒĞ�ĉĞĎēČ�ěĔĎĈĊǤ�
�Ĕ�ęĊđđ�čĎĒǡ�ĜĎęč�ęčǯ�ĔĈĈĚėėĊēęĘǡ�ĒĔėĊ�Ćēĉ�đĊĘĘǡ�ĜčĎĈč�
čĆěĊ�ĘĔđĎĈĎęĊĉǤ��čĊ�ėĊĘę�ĎĘ�ĘĎđĊēĈĊǤ��ǡ��ǡ��ǡ��Ǥǳ�Turn to 
page 371

ǲ�Ĕēǯę�đĊę�Ďę�Ċēĉ�đĎĐĊ�ęčĎĘǤ��Ċđđ�ęčĊĒ���ĘĆĎĉ�ĘĔĒĊęčĎēČǤǳ�
Turn to page 332

ǲ�ĔėĆęĎĔǡ���ĘčĔĚđĉǯěĊ�ęėĚĘęĊĉ�ĞĔĚ�ĘĔĔēĊėǤ��ĎĘęĊē�
ĜĊđđǣ�ęčĊėĊǯĘ�Ć�ĘčĎĕ�ēĆĒĊĉ��ĆđĞĕĘĔǯĘ�
ĆđĊ�ĔĚęĘĎĉĊ�
ęčĊ�čĆėćĔĚė�ęčĆę�ĈĆē�čĊđĕ�ĞĔĚ�ĉĊċĊĆę�	ĔėęĎēćėĆĘǤ�
�Ċė�ĈėĊĜ�ĎĘ�ćėĆěĊ�Ćēĉ�čĊė�ĈĆĕęĆĎēĈĞ�ĘčĆėĊĉ�ćĞ�
�ĔĘĊēĈėĆēęğ�Ćēĉ�
ĚĎđĉĊēĘęĊėēǤ�
Ĕ�Ćēĉ�ęĊđđ�ęčĊĒ�ĜčĆę�
čĆĕĕĊēĊĉǤ��Ďęč�ĒĞ�đĆĘę�ćėĊĆęčǡ���ĆĘĐ�ĞĔĚ�ĉĔ�ĒĊ�ĔēĊ�
đĆĘę�ĘĔđĎĉǣ�������������Ǥǳ�Turn to page 356
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THE END
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“AWESOME,” says Hamlet. 
“We don’t know any writers though,” you say. 
“Not a problem,” replies Hamlet, “for among my princely 

duties is STUDYING ENGLISH LITERATURE. Also, Danish 
literature.”

“I mean, that’s great, but that doesn’t make you a writer,” you 
say. “Just like being a history major doesn’t make you, I don’t 
know, Julius Caesar.”

“Please, Ophelia,” Hamlet says, taking your hand. “Give me a 
week and you’ll have your book.”

So, you give him his week. In that week you stay mostly in 
your room and don’t hear much from Hamlet. King Claudius 
seems happy that Hamlet has disappeared from view, so not 
������������Ǥ���Ǩ��������Ƥ������������������������������
�����Ƥ���������������������������������ǯ������Ǥ�����ǯ���������
����Ǥ����������������������ƪ��������ǯ���������������������ǣ������
empty, once full of water, and once full of the liquid you’re 
measuring, and then you can — but why am I telling you this? 
You invented the whole technique! 

ANYWAY. A week later, Hamlet runs into your room, 
����������������������Ǥ�ǲ��Ƥ���������������Ǩǳ��������Ǥ�

“Excellent! Can I read it?”
“Let me read it to you! You see, it’s one of those amazing 

READ WHILE AN ADVENTURE IS CHOSEN novels. You 
choose what happens to the main character! Choose from over 
��������ơ��������������Ǥǳ

“Oh no,” you say.
“Oh yes,” Hamlet says and clears his throat, then holds out 

one hand in front of him.
“Murder!” he shouts dramatically. “It is what you committed. 

Is this true??”
Hamlet stares at you expectantly.
“Well, is it?”
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“You want me to choose here?” you ask. 
“Yes please,” Hamlet replies. “Your options are yes or no.”

�ĆĞ�ĞĊĘǣ�turn to page 490

�ĆĞ�ēĔǣ�turn to page 521
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Okay! I mean, you ARE already in your room so I guess that 
kinda makes sense. You decide that it’s nap rhyme prime time. 

Lying in bed, you clear your throat and hold one hand up 
above you.

“Time for naps, hooray hooray / Naps are great, that’s what I 
say.”

You fall asleep and wake up the next day with the outline of 
Christina’s book pressed into your face. Hey bucko! Looks like 
you slept through the whole afternoon, evening, AND night!!

�Ěē�ęĔ�ęčĊ�ėĔĞĆđ�ĈĔĚėę�ĜĎęč�ęčĊ�ćĔĔĐǣ�turn to page 204
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“No,” you say.
������������������������ǡ�������������������ơ���������������

begins reading.
“Liar!!” he shouts. “You totally killed your brother by 

poisoning him in the ear! You should admit it right now.” He then 
looks at you. You stare back at him, evenly.

ǲ��������������������������������������������ǡǳ����Ƥ����������Ǥ

�ĉĒĎę�Ďęǣ�turn to page 490

�Ĕ�ēĔę�ĆĉĒĎę�Ďęǣ�turn to page 524
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THE END
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“No, I do not admit to any murder,” you say. “I continue to not 
admit to any murders.”

�����������������������������������������ơ����������Ǥ
“Liar!!” he reads. “You totally killed your brother by poisoning 

him in the ear! We all know it. You should admit it right now. You 
���������Ƥ��������������Ǥǳ��������������������������Ǥ���������Ǥ

“Your choices are to admit it or not admit it,” he explains. 
“Listen, I’m just throwing this out here, but maybe you should 
admit it, okay? It would be super great if you did that.”

�ĉĒĎę�Ďęǣ�turn to page 490

�Ĕ�ēĔę�ĆĉĒĎę�Ďęǣ�turn to page 220
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O-okay? You let him into your room. He sits down on the bed 
and pats the empty space beside him. 

You choose to remain standing.
“Listen,” he says, “I know you like Hamlet, but he’s a prince, so 

he’s going to have to marry someone of his own rank.”
“Who said anything about marriage?” you reply. “I’m happy 

with Hamlet and he’s happy with me. We’re having fun. Nobody’s 
talking about marriage.”

“That’s another thing,” he says. “Look, if you have sex before 
marriage, then you’ll be ruined for other men and nobody will 
ever want you. He’s only dating you because he wants sex. Don’t 
sex him because I’m your brother and I’m telling you not to.”

�čėĔĜ�čĎĒ�ĔĚę�Ĕċ�ĞĔĚė�ėĔĔĒ�Ćēĉ�ĘđĆĒ�ęčĊ�ĉĔĔė�Ďē�čĎĘ�
ċĆĈĊǣ�turn to page 492

�Ďę�ĉĔĜē�ćĊĘĎĉĊ�čĎĒǡ�ċĔė�ĘĔĒĊ�ėĊĆĘĔēǡ�Ćēĉ�ęĊđđ�
čĎĒ�ęčĆę�čĊ�ĒĆĐĊĘ�Ć�đĔę�Ĕċ�ĘĊēĘĊ�ȋĘĔĒĊčĔĜǫȌ�

Ćēĉ�ĞĔĚǯđđ�ĉĔ�ĆĘ�čĊ�ĘĆĞĘǣ�turn to page 529
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First thing in the morning, you show up to the royal court. 
Hamlet’s got the book, so all you need to do is observe. You look 
around the room and see that everyone’s here: the new king, the 
old queen, your dad, Hamlet’s weird friends Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern and Horatio, a bunch of people you’ve never met — 
the whole gang! You notice Hamlet talking to Horatio. He’s 
asking him to also keep an eye on Claudius as he reads the story. 
Couldn’t hurt.

Alright. There’s nothing left to do. It’s go time! Hopefully 
Hamlet realizes that too!

It turns out he does. “Hey Claudius!” Hamlet says, 
brandishing his copy of Gonzago. “Why don’t you read THIS book 
today?”

“I certainly don’t see why not,” Claudius says, and Hamlet 
passes him the book. Hamlet seems to hesitate on where to go 
next, but settles on standing behind the king so he can see what 
he’s reading.

As Claudius begins to read, you become really intent on 
what’s happening. In fact, you’re staring at Claudius and listening 
with such insane intensity that you almost feel like you’ve become 
the man himself! 

In fact, that’d be fun. You are now Claudius!

�Ċ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǣ�turn to page 413
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You make out for what turns out to be QUITE a while, as the 
night is warm and the stars are stunning and there are no bugs 
�������������������������ƪ��������������������������ǡ����ǯ���
totally made out as much as it’s possible to totally make out — 
���� — and you fall asleep in each other’s arms. If ghosts exist, 
and if one really did show up, he certainly had the good grace 
to leave you alone for your makeouts. Also, he was probably 
embarrassed: you were both way naked!

The two of you return the same spot the next evening, and the 
evenings after that, but it becomes more and more a date night 
and less and less a “a spectre from beyond the grave wants to get 
some murders done” thing. King Claudius and Polonius are not 
exactly thrilled with the two of you being together, but on the 
ƪ�������ǡ����������������������������������������ƪ��������������
have begun to fade too. Though you talk about it often, the whole 
encounter with the ghost, if it really did happen, takes on the 
quality of a dream.

Rather than do the long-distance thing again, you decide 
to move in together and get your own place here in Denmark. 
��������ǡ������������������������Ƥ��������������������������
������������������������ȋ��������ǨȌ����������Ƥ�������������
other half of it: a way to move heated air throughout a building. 
Congratulations, you invented central heating! It’s an invention 
that all of Denmark wants, and most are willing to pay for.

While it’s not the largest, you do live in the most comfortable 
estate in the entire country — thanks to the heating money. One 
bright summer day, as the two of you walk through the castle 
garden, you get down on one knee and say, “Sweetie, you’re the 
most important person in my life and I can’t imagine ever living 
without you. I want to make you as happy as you make me every 
single day. Let’s get married.” You mean every word.

It’s not the most traditional proposal in the world, nor is it 
the most traditional wedding, but it’s wonderful and beautiful 
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and perfect. You’re very happy. You don’t invite Claudius to the 
wedding.

A few years later, Claudius falls ill with some sort of lung 
�������ǡ�����������������������������������������ơ��������Ǥ����
passes away only a few months later, having never produced an 
heir. Shortly after, the two of you become the new king and queen 
of all of Denmark.

�����Ƥ���������ǡ�����ǡ���������Ƥ���������������ǡ������������������
very happily ever after.

Turn to page 215
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Really? 
Really. 
Okay.
You sit down on the bed and tell him you’ll do as he says, and 

that you sincerely appreciate his meddling in your personal life, 
and THEN you go on to say that if you’re going to abstain from sex 
before marriage, then he should be careful too, because he sleeps 
around way more than you do, and it’s going to be one heck of 
a sexual double standard if you’re “damaged goods” and he’s 
ǲ��������Ƥ��Ǥǳ�

That’s right. I didn’t even give you a choice about saying that 
or not, because you keep choosing the stupid options. Guess 
you’re just gonna have to deal with it, huh?

In any case, there’s a knock on your door and before you can 
answer, your father, Polonius, opens the door. “Normally when 
you knock, you wait for someone to let you in, Dad,” you say.

“You’re an idiot if you think Hamlet loves you,” he says, then 
he notices Laertes is in your room too. “Oh, hey Laertes. Have fun 
on your trip; to thine own self be true.”

Laertes nods. “I already told her she’s slutty,” he says.

�ĎĈĐ�ęčĊĒ�ćĔęč�ĔĚę�Ćēĉ�ĘđĆĒ�ęčĊ�ĉĔĔė�Ďē�ęčĊĎė�ċĆĈĊĘǣ�
turn to page 512

��ČĚĊĘĘǤǤǤĘĒĎđĊ�Ćēĉ�ēĔĉ�Ćēĉ�ĕĆę�ęčĊ�ĊĒĕęĞ�ĘĕĔę�
Ĕē�ęčĊ�ćĊĉ�ćĊĘĎĉĊ�ĞĔĚ�Ćēĉ��ĆĊėęĊĘǡ�ĎēěĎęĎēČ�

�ĔđĔēĎĚĘ�ęĔ�ĘĎę�ĉĔĜē�ęĔĔǫ��ĊĈĆĚĘĊ�ęčĆę�ĎĘ�ĘĔĒĊęčĎēČ�Ć�
ĕĊėĘĔē�ĜĔĚđĉ�ĉĔǫ�Turn to page 550
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*SLAP*
Holy cow, did that feel good.
���������ǡ�����Ƥ����ǡ��������������������������������������ǡ�

and probably now was a pretty good time for it. Your dad touches 
his face and gets up to leave. In the doorway he says, “Was it 
something I said?”

“YEP!” you shout at him.
He pauses. “Weird,” he says and leaves. Laertes shrugs his 

shoulders, says “Bye, I guess,” and leaves as well.
Good riddance. You sit at your desk for a while, calming down 

and refocusing.

�ĐĆĞǡ�đĊęǯĘ�ČĊę�ĉĔĜē�ęĔ�ĜĔėĐǣ�turn to page 430
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“Excuse me,” you say. The ghost pretends not to hear you. 
“Excuse me, Mister...Ghost?” you enquire, raising your hand. 

“’Sup,” says the ghost.
“How do we know you’re really Hamlet Sr.?” you ask.
“Oh,” says the ghost. “Oh. Um. I guess...ask me some things 

only Hamlet’s dad would know?”
You do so (they’re pretty boring questions about family junk, 

you’re not missing out on anything by me not including them 
here), and the ghost answers them perfectly. Better still, he 
answers them as only Hamlet Sr. could answer them, and even 
makes a reference to a running joke you two had a few months 
ago. “I can’t gobble this!” says the ghost, and then together the 
two of you shout, “It’s tooooo spicy!!” and then you’re laughing 
like what you just said is the funniest thing ever in time.

I don’t get it. I guess you had to be there? 
Anyway, this is totally the ghost of Hamlet’s dad!! IDENTITY: 

CONFIRMED.

�ĆđĐ�ĆćĔĚę�ęčĊ�ĒĚėĉĊėǣ�turn to page 580
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THE END
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You turn your head away after a few smooches.
“That’s enough,” you say. “We don’t want your dad catching us 

making out.” 
Hamlet grins and pulls you close to him. “I think he’d be cool 

with it,” he says. That’s a weird thing to say, but you excuse it 
because you know people can say some really weird things when 
����ǯ������������Ǥ�������������������ǡ�����Ƥ��������������������
for real this time.

“What makes you think he wants to spend the afterlife 
watching us make out?” you say.

“Well, it’s what I’d want to do,” he says with a smile. “I mean, 
if I were me AND I was also the ghost,” he explains. You’re about 
to reply when you’re interrupted by an awkward cough coming 
from...above you? Looking up, you see what for all the world 
looks like Hamlet’s dad, Hamlet Sr., only he’s transparent and 
ƪ��������������������������������������Ǥ

“Hey guys,” the ghost says.
You’re too shocked to say anything. Ghosts are real, Ophelia! 

Surprise!
Hamlet looks up at the ghost and waves.
“Hi Dad!” he says.

�ĊĒĆēĉ�ęčĊ�ČčĔĘę�ĕėĔěĊ�ęčĆę�čĊǯĘ�ĜčĔ�čĊ�ĈđĆĎĒĘ�ęĔ�
ćĊǣ�turn to page 531

�ę�ĉĔĊĘēǯę�ĒĆęęĊė�ĜčĔ�čĊ�ĎĘǢ�ęčĊ�ėĊĆđ�ĖĚĊĘęĎĔē�ĎĘ�Ďċ�
ęčĎĘ�ČčĔĘę�ĎĘ�ĘĔ�ćĎČ�ĎēęĔ�ĒĚėĉĊėĎēČ�ĉĚĉĊĘǡ�ĜčĞ�ĉĔĊĘēǯę�
čĊ�ďĚĘę�ĒĚėĉĊė��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�čĎĒĘĊđċǫ��ĎĉĉđĊ�čĎĒ�����Ǥ�
Turn to page 552
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“On the other hand,” you say, meeting the gazes of both 
Hamlet and the ghost, “the greatest proof that immortal ghosts 
aren’t possible is that we’re not overrun with them right now.”

The ghost blinks. He hadn’t considered that.
ǲ���ǯ�������Ƥ�����������ǯ�������ǡ����������Ǥǡ���������������������

forever I expect I’d already have been bothered by caveman ghosts 
long ago, each of them demanding that I go smash in some other 
caveman’s descendant’s head to make up for when THEY got 
their head smashed in hundreds of generations before I was even 
born. Old hatreds lasting forever, ancient slights never forgotten, 
the embarrassing prejudices of our grandparents multiplied a 
��������������ǤǤǤǳ������������ơǡ�����������������������������ǯ�����
to explain to an angry and confused and immortal pre-linguistic 
caveman who can walk through walls how to better cope with, 
say, the pangs of despised love, the law’s delay, the insolence of 
�ƥ��ǡ��������������������������������������������������������Ǥ

“Right!” says the ghost, considerably cheered. He holds up one 
Ƥ����Ǥ�ǲ��������������������������������������������������������
their time, which is good,” he says. He then holds up a second 
Ƥ����Ǥ�ǲ����ǯ������Ƥ������������������ǡ�����������������������
then they’re really unlikely and we can’t expect that Claudius 
�����������������������Ǥǳ����������ǡ�����������������������Ƥ����Ǥ�
“OR I’m going to ghost-die some day, which is bad.”

“Not that bad,” you say. “After all, you’ve died once before and 
���������������������������Ǥ���������ƪ�������Ǥǳ

ǲ����ǡǳ���������������ǡ�ƪ������Ǥ�ǲ����Ǥ���Ǩ��������������������
what? Will you murder Claudius and avenge my death??”

�Ċđđ�ęčĊ�ČčĔĘę�ĞĔĚ�ĆėĊ�Ďēǣ�turn to page 576

�Ċđđ�ęčĊ�ČčĔĘę�ĞĔĚ�ĆėĊ�ĔĚęǣ�turn to page 559
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You back your king up, but rather than following with her 
rook, Gertrude moves her king forward. 

“Kb2,” she writes. You’re not in check for once, so you take this 
chance to promote your pawn to a queen. 

“Yes!!” you say as Gertrude writes down your move as “c7-
c8Q.” 

“How’s that taste, Queenie??”
“Oh, it’s okay. Shame she can’t help you win though,” Gertrude 

says, moving her rook to stand between the two kings. “Rd3-b3+,” 
she writes. 

You move your king to the right, and she moves her rook to 
follow. You move your king back to the left, and she moves her 
rook to follow you again.

Oh crap. She can keep you in check for as long as she wants. 
And if you move to the left, she’ll take your queen after you move 
out of check. So your queen IS useless after all. What a waste!

BUT wait, isn’t there a rule that if you repeat the same move 
three times you can call the game a draw? Let me check. Hold on, 
I’ve got a rulebook for chess here somewhere. Just a second. 

Just a sec.
Okay, yes: there is such a rule!! So that’s what you do, sending 

your king back and forth over again. After three repetitions, you 
declare a draw! 

NICELY DONE, Ophelia!

�ęĆđĊĒĆęĊǣ�turn to page 668
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Claudius probably thinks you’re dead, so he’s not going to 
expect a head-on attack. This plan might actually be perfect!

You reduce your speed so that when you arrive back in 
Denmark, it’s high noon. Your royal castle sits on a hill near the 
shore, and you sail as close as you can to it, gun ports open.

“Claudius!” you yell. At the top of the hill, you see various 
servants and members of the royal court looking down towards 
your ship, murmuring to themselves when they realize none 
�����������������������������������������������������������Ƥ�����
vessel.

“GET ME CLAUDIUS!” you order, and some of the onlookers 
disappear inside the castle. While you wait, you whisper to 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to adjust the cannons upwards.

Shortly afterwards, Claudius and Gertrude appear, staring 
down at your ship.

“Hamlet?!” your mom shouts, shocked.
“Hey Mom,” you say. “I’m back from England, and I brought a 

boat!”

ǲ�ĔĚđĉ�ĞĔĚ�ĘęĊĕ�ęĔ�ęčĊ�đĊċę�ĆćĔĚę�͝͡�ĕĆĈĊĘǫǳ�Turn to page 
232

ǲ�ĔĚđĉ�ĞĔĚ�ĆĘĐ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�ĜčĞ�čĊ�ĒĚėĉĊėĊĉ��Ćĉ�ėĊĆđ�
ĖĚĎĈĐǫǳ�Turn to page 291
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WAYS TO MURDER A KING.
by Ophelia and Hamlet

 » Poison in the Ear (Done before, we know it works.)

 » Stabs (Not always fatal: I saw a dude get stabbed in the leg 
and then pull out the sword, it was awesome. –Hamlet)

 » Stabs in Eye (Always fatal? Probably???)

 » ��ơ��������ȋ����������������������������ǡ���������������������
���������������������������ơ�����ǡ����������������������������
is in space. –O)

 » Drowning (Requires: water.)

 » Explosion (Requires: explosions.)

 » Implosion (Even harder but might be fun?)

 » Bladder Explosion (Requires: water, no bathrooms, social 
pressure.)

 » ��������ȋ��������ǣ���������ǡ�����������Ƥ����������ǲ������ǤǳȌ

 » Murder Him but Just Make it Look Like Old Age (Requires: 
makeup???)

 » Get Him to Read a Book That’s Just Like the Murder He 
���������������������ǯ���
������������������Ƥ�������
Guilt and Then We Can Stab Him (Requires: book, also seems 
like “Stabs” would be easier?? –O)

 » Make Him Accidentally Pass a Law That Says He Has to be 
Murdered Before the Law Can Be Repealed (Note: Hamlet 
insists we put this here because It’s Crazy Enough to Work. –O)

 » Blast Him into Space, Which the Ghost Came Back While We 
Were Writing This to Explain Is a Vast Vacuum Where There’s 
�������ȋ���ǣ���ơ�������ǤȌ
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Looking over the list, you decide to trim it down a little before 
you make your choice. You come up with a short list of Serious 
Contenders:

 » Stabs, as it’s the simplest and there’s swords here, like, 
everywhere. 

 » Drowning, as you think you can make it look like an 
accident. 

 » Blast Him into Space, because Hamlet insists on it.

 » and also the stupid book one because, again, Hamlet insists 
on it.

������ǯ��������������Ƥ����������������Ǥ�ǲ���������ǡ��������ǡǳ����
says!

What do you choose?

�ęĆćĘǣ�turn to page 584

�ėĔĜēĎēČǣ�turn to page 685

�đĆĘę��ĎĒ�ĎēęĔ��ĕĆĈĊǣ�turn to page 309


Ċę��ĎĒ�ęĔ��ĊĆĉ�Ć��ĔĔĐ��čĆęǯĘ�ĚĘę��ĎĐĊ�ęčĊ��ĚėĉĊė�
�Ċ��ĔĒĒĎęęĊĉ�Ćēĉ��čĊē��Ċǯđđ�
Ċę��ĊėěĔĚĘ�Ćēĉ��ĔēċĊĘĘ�
Ćēĉ��čĊē��Ċ��Ćē��ęĆć��ĎĒǣ�turn to page 518
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THE END
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You pick up the skull and hold it out in front of you. You 
begin to feel...INSPIRED.

“Alas, poor Yorick!” you say. “I knew him, Horatio, a fellow 
�����Ƥ���������ǡ������������������������Ǥ������������������
on his back a thousand times, and now, how abhorred in my 
imagination it is! My gorge rises at it. Here hung those lips that 
I have kissed I know not how oft. Where be your gibes now? 
������������ǫ�����������ǫ������ƪ�����������������������������
wont to set the table on a roar? Not one now to mock your own 
grinning? Quite chapfallen? Now get you to my lady’s chamber 
and tell her, let her paint an inch thick, to this favour she must 
come. Make her laugh at that.”

“What my friend means to say,” says Horatio, “is that he 
remembers Yorick and the fun times they shared, but now to look 
at his gross remains makes him want to drop a barf.”

“Ah,” says the gravedigger.
“He then asks a dead lifeless skull where its jokes and songs 

are, and then tells the skull to go to his girlfriend’s room and tell 
her that no matter how much makeup she puts on, she’ll end up 
like him one day,” Horatio says.

“Well, not exactly like him,” says the gravedigger, “as male and 
����������������������������������������ơ�������Ǥǳ

You interrupt them both. “Horatio, do you think Alexander 
the Great looked like this after he was buried?”

“Yeah, probs,” says Horatio.
“This skull is smelly,” you say.
“Yeah, probs,” says Horatio.
“Do you think it’s weird that we can be alive and be kings 

of the world, but then we die and return to the earth and then 
someone might use that earth to make mud and use that mud to 
Ƥ��������������������ǫǳ

ǲ����������������Ƥ������Ȅǳ���������������ǡ���������
interrupt him.
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“You can also use mud to patch a wall,” you say.
Suddenly, you’re startled by noises! It sounds like screaming!

�ēěĊĘęĎČĆęĊ�ēĔĎĘĊĘǣ�turn to page 166

�ĚĉĉĊēđĞ�ĘĎę�ĘęėĆĎČčę�Ěĕ�Ďē�ćĊĉǡ�ċĚđđĞ�ĆĜĆĐĊǣ�turn to 
page 426
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You’re welcome. 
That’s very gracious of you.

�ĆĈĐ�ęĔ�ęčĊ�ċĎČčęǨ�Turn to page 578
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Gertrude moves her rook to match again, this time noting 
“Rd7” in her book.

“You’re in trouble now,” she says. “Move away from that pawn, 
�����ǯ�����������ǡ��������ǯ�������Ǥ���������������������ǯ��������Ƥ���
my rook to take him anyway, and the best you can hope for is a 
draw.”

“I only understood some of those words!!” you shout, and 
then you study the board. 


Ĕ�ċĔė�ęčĊ�ĉėĆĜǣ�turn to page 573

�ĆĞćĊ�ĘčĊǯĘ�đĞĎēČ�ĆćĔĚę�ęĆĐĎēČ�ęčĊ�ĕĆĜēǫ��ęĎđđ�ĕđĆĞ�
ċĔė�Ć�ĜĎēǣ�turn to page 363
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Man, that took awhile.

Turn to page 589
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����ǡ��������������������ơǤ�������ǡ��ǯ��������������������������
here. You’re not allowed to be Ophelia for a while.

�Ċ��ĆĒđĊęǣ�turn to page 99
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THE END
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Polonius sits down on the bed beside you. “So you guys were 
talking about Hamlet, huh?” he asks. Your brother nods, and 
Polonius turns to face you.

“Hamlet only likes you because you’re smokin’ hot,” he says. 
“You’re an idiot if you believe him when he says you’re a great and 
wonderful and special person. He’ll say anything to get in your 
pants. He’s said that you’re a wonderful person, right?”

You agree that he has said, and written, some very beautiful 
things about you and that this means a lot to you.

“That proves it. Listen, you’re too dumb to understand what 
I’m saying, so I’m just going to order you to do the following: stop 
seeing him, never speak to him again, and put all thoughts of him 
out of your head.”

�đĆĕ�čĎĒ�ĆĈėĔĘĘ�čĎĘ�ċĆĈĊ�Ćēĉ�ęĊđđ�čĎĒ�ĞĔĚǯėĊ�ēĔę�ĉĚĒć�
Ćēĉ�ĞĔĚ�ĈĆē�ėĊĈĔČēĎğĊ�ĘĎēĈĊėĊ�ĊĒĔęĎĔē�Ďē�Ć�ĘĊĝĚĆđ�
ĕĆėęēĊė�ĜčĊē�ĞĔĚ�ĘĊĊ�Ďęǣ�turn to page 530

�Ċđđ�čĎĒ�Ȅ�ĞĔĚǯđđ�ĔćĊĞǫ��ēĉ�ęčĊē�ĈĆđđ�čĎĒ�ĞĔĚė�
đĔėĉǤ��ēĉǤǤǤċĔđđĔĜ�čĎĒ�ĒĊĊĐđĞ�ĔĚę�Ĕċ�ęčĊ�ėĔĔĒǫ�

�ČėĊĊ�ĜĎęč�ĊěĊėĞęčĎēČ�čĊ�Ćēĉ��ĆĊėęĊĘ�čĆěĊ�ĘĆĎĉǡ�
ćĊĈĆĚĘĊ�Ćđđ�ęčĆę�ĘęĚċċ���ĜėĔęĊ�ĊĆėđĎĊė�ĆćĔĚę�ĞĔĚ�ćĊĎēČ�
Ćē�ĎēĉĊĕĊēĉĊēę�ĜĔĒĆē�Ďē�ĈčĆėČĊ�Ĕċ�čĊė�ĔĜē�ĉĊĘęĎēĞ�
ĘĔĚēĉĘ���������������������ǡ�Ćēĉ�ĞĔĚǯĉ�ćĊęęĊė�ĉĔ�
ĜčĆęĊěĊė�ĘĔĒĊĔēĊ�ĊđĘĊ�ęĊđđĘ�ĞĔĚ�ęĔǡ�ćĊĈĆĚĘĊ�ĆēĞĔēĊ�
ĔęčĊė�ęčĆē�ĞĔĚ�ĕėĔćĆćđĞ�ĐēĔĜĘ�ćĊęęĊė�ĆćĔĚę�ĞĔĚė�
ĔĜē�đĎċĊ�ęčĆē�ĞĔĚ�ĉĔǡ�ėĎČčęǫ��ĔĔĐǡ���ĆĒ�ēĔĜ�ęėĞĎēČ�ęĔ�
ęčĎēĐ�Ĕċ�ęčĊ�ĉĚĒćĊĘę�ęčĎēČ�ĞĔĚ�ĈĆē�ĉĔǤ��đĊĆĘĊǡ���ćĊČ�
ĞĔĚǡ�ĉĔ�ēĔę�ĈčĔĔĘĊ�ęčĎĘ�ĔĕęĎĔēǤ�Turn to page 547
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“Nice try,” Gertrude says, “but you’re not promoting that 
pawn.” Gertrude moves her castle to match your king’s position. 
“Check,” she says, while writing down “Rd6+” in her notes.

����������������������������ǡ��������Ǩ�������������Ƥ������ǡ�
lady! Looks like the only way to do that now is by moving your 
king. You can either move down towards the pawn or up away 
from it. 

PICK ONE; DON’T PICK THE DUD CHOICE THOUGH, 
OKAY?

�ĔěĊ�ĉĔĜē�ęĔĜĆėĉĘ�ĕĆĜē�ȋ�ćͣȌǣ�turn to page 545

�ĔěĊ�Ěĕ�ĆĜĆĞ�ċėĔĒ�ĕĆĜē�ȋ�ć͡Ȍǣ�turn to page 722
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“Excuse me,” you say. The ghost pretends not to hear you. 
“Excuse me, Mister...Ghost?” you enquire, raising your hand. 

“’Sup,” says the ghost.
“Hamlet tells me you want him to kill King Claudius,” you say.
“Yeppers,” says the ghost.
“Well, you’ll pardon my rudeness, but — why does a ghost 

need someone else to commit a murder? Ghosts can bang pots 
around or whatever. Can’t you just sneak up behind Claudius and 
hit him over the head with one?”

Hamlet pulls you aside. “Ophelia, what are you doing?”
“I’m asking a question,” you say.
“Who is this creature?” asks the ghost.
“Who am I?” you reply, incredulously. “Don’t you know? 

Aren’t you Hamlet Sr.?”
“She has her doubts,” Hamlet explains to the ghost. 
The ghost again addresses you. “YOU DOUBT ME?” he 

bellows.
“I seek proof,” you say, standing your ground. The ghost 

becomes angrier, redder, almost changing shape. Lightning 
crackles around him.

“THEN HERE IS THE PROOF YOU SEEK!” he bellows, as a 
�����������������������������ƪ����������������Ǥ�

Rather than electrocuting you, the lightning actually forms 
itself into a pleasant letter that deposits itself into your hand! In 
it, Hamlet Sr. explains that while ghosts can bang pots together, 
it’s hard to do, and something like murder is tricky enough to 
������ơ���������ǯ������������Ǥ������������Ǥ���������������������
mention some of the fun times you’ve had together in the past 
and some of your secret shared jokes too. You laugh when you 
read them. Oh man, this is Hamlet’s dad, that’s for sure!

You have added the NICE NOTE to your inventory!
But already you know it’s like a birthday card, which you’ll 

keep for a while and then wonder when you should throw it out. 
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The sentiment inside is still sweet, but are you going to keep a 
giant stack of birthday cards, growing ever larger until you’re 80? 
No. So let’s say you drop it now! Less heartbreak that way.

You have dropped the NICE NOTE.

�ĆđĐ�ĆćĔĚę�ęčĆę�ĒĚėĉĊė�ęčĎēČ�ĜĎęč�ęčĊ�ČčĔĘęǨ�Turn to 
page 580
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THE END

...FOR NOW
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Didn’t you notice me use the past tense? He’s already dead! 
You and Hamlet were sleeping together (literally: you were 
literally sleeping together) (that still sounds weird: look, I mean 
to say you were both asleep and literally not having sex) when 
Osric, Claudius’s favourite courtier, snuck in and slit Hamlet’s 
throat.

You only survived because his gurgling woke you up in time to 
see Osric’s blade creeping towards you. You threw yourself out of 
bed and grabbed the bedside table, knocking Osric over the head 
with it. He was out cold, but it was too late for your boyfriend. 
Hamlet’s dead.

And you are cheesed.
Right now, Osric is bound to a chair, with a gag in his mouth. 

You want him to answer a few questions. You undo the gag and he 
spits at you. In return, you break his nose.

“Who sent you?” you demand.
“Claudius,” he says. “He’s a ghost now. Says he wants revenge. 

Says you two killed him. Says he’s not going to rest until you’re 
dead.” It looks like your worst-case scenario came true, Ophelia. 

“What’s to stop me from killing you?” you demand.
“Nothing. Claudius said it’d probably end up this way. Didn’t 

think I’d be able to kill either of you. Guess he was only half 
right,” Osric says, and then laughs. 

“Then why would you do it?” you ask, incredulous. “Why 
would you try to kill me, knowing you’d fail and that I’d kill you 
in return?”

ǲ����������������������������ǯ��������������Ƥ���������������ǡ�
and that means I get to be a ghost,” Osric says. “Claudius says 
being a ghost is great. Says when I meet him in ghostland he’s 
going to set me up real nice.”

He coughs up some blood and then meets your gaze, 
unblinking.

“Can’t wait,” he says.
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�Ďđđ��ĘėĎĈǣ�turn to page 217

�Ċę��ĘėĎĈ�đĎěĊǣ�turn to page 62
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You begin to cannibalistically consume the remains of your 
��Ǧ����������ǯ��������Ǥ�����ƪ����������������������������������������
seconds though, so really all you’re doing is eating raw human 
ƪ������������������������Ǥ

Hamlet, you used to be a prince. Now you are a murderous 
cannibal, covered in blood and gore.

Your hunger has been reduced by 10%. The body has been 
reduced by 5%.

You have 1 turn(s) remaining.

�ĔēęĎēĚĊ�ĊĆęĎēČ�ĘęĊĜǣ�turn to page 450

ĚĒĕ�ĔĚę�ęčĊ�ĜĎēĉĔĜ�ęĔ�ĊĘĈĆĕĊǣ�turn to page 314

�ĎČčę�ĉĔĔė�Ĕē�ċĎėĊǣ�turn to page 341
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“Nope! I don’t want to murder anyone,” you decide. Prince 
Hamlet agrees with you.

“When I think of punishing a murder with a murder, it makes 
me feel like — like we’re all monkeys, you know?” he says.

“Yeah!” you say. “Like we’re all running around, bashing things 
���������Ƥ����������������������������Ǥǳ���������Ǥ�ǲ������������
feel crazy. I think we’re better than that.”

Hamlet nods, and you pause, thinking.
ǲ����ǯ���������������ǡǳ��������ǡ�Ƥ�����Ǥ�ǲ������������������ǯ���

NOT better than that, we should at least aspire to be.”
“Oh,” says the ghost. “Well, okay.”
“We could work within the legal system to convict him of your 

�������������Ǩǳ������ơ��Ǥ
ǲ��ǡ�����ǯ��Ƥ��Ǥ��������������������������������ǡǳ�����������

says, confusing you both (but I got it because I’m the narrator).
ǲ����������������ǯ���������������������������������ơ���������

worry about murdering a guy,” the ghost says, waving goodbye. 
“I’ll check in later on you two kids though, so think of me before 
making out, because I just might be in the room!”

“Okay!!” says Prince Hamlet, really enthusiastically, which is 
weird. Thinking about it later, you still think it’s weird. 

This whole thing was weird; I’m not gonna lie.
So! I kinda want to say “THE END” here, since you’ve rejected 

the adventure promised by this book. But not that much has 
happened to you, and I feel kinda bad about that, so let’s do a 
REALLY QUICK adventure here for you before the end. Ready?

Okay, you are a horse!! To eat grain, imagine yourself doing 
that. To eat grass, imagine yourself doing that instead! Eventually 
a rider takes you as his steed straight into glorious battle. Later 
on, the sun explodes!!

Turn to page 249
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You leave Osric there, laughing to himself, and make your way 
���������������Ǥ�����������������������ǡ�����������Ƥ�����������
who will help you, but the castle seems empty.

����������������������������ǡ�����������Ƥ���
�������ǡ�
surrounded by all of the courtiers. They’re holding court at — 
three in the morning? Then you see the ghost of Claudius, 
standing there in the middle of them.

“You live forever,” he tells them, “and physical pain is 
forgotten. You get reunited with your family members. Also you 
����ƪ�Ǥ���������������������������������������������������������ǡ�
and I want to share it.”

He notices you and waves. “Oh, speak of the devil! Hi 
Ophelia! Everyone, she’s the one who murdered me, and she’s the 
only thing standing between you and eternal ghostly happiness! 
Everyone will get to be a ghost if they die while trying to kill her!”

����������������ơ�������������������������������������������
you and tears you to shreds. The last thing you hear is Claudius 
saying, “Oh, she didn’t manage to kill any of you? Ah well. You 
can still become ghosts if you die while trying to kill...that 
random guy!”

And that is the amazing story of how you died, Ophelia. So! 
Thanks for playing? You got killed by a bunch of people all at 
����ǡ����������������������������������Ƥ������������ǤǤǤ��ǡ������ǯ��
know: a solid B+?

Turn to page 39
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You respond by copying her move exactly, moving your king’s 
pawn up two squares too.

Gertrude quickly jots down something on a piece of paper 
you hadn’t noticed before. “e4 e5,” it reads. Beside it she writes, 
“Copying my moves??” Oh man! Busted!!

“I like to record my games,” she says. “For posterity.”
“Oh,” you say.
Gertrude moves her queen diagonally as far as it’ll go, through 

the hole opened up by her pawn’s movement. “Qh5,” she writes.
She looks up and notices your attention.
“People say you shouldn’t use your queen too much in the 

early game, but what can I say? I love being a queen!!”
“Also, I love using them in chess,” she adds.
Your move, Ophelia. 

�ėĎēČ�ĔĚę�ĒĞ�čĔėĘĊĞ�Ĕē�ĒĞ�ėĎČčę�ęĔ�ĕėĔęĊĈę�ęčĆę�
đĎęęđĊ�ĕĆĜē�ȋ�Ĉ͢Ȍǣ�turn to page 412

�ĔēęĎēĚĊ�ĈĔĕĞĎēČ�čĊė�ĒĔěĊĘǨ���ĈĆēǯę�đĔĘĊǨ�ȋ�č͠Ȍǣ�turn to 
page 681

�ėĎēČ�ĔĚę�Ć�ĕĆĜē�ęĔ�ęčėĊĆęĊē�čĊė�ĖĚĊĊēǨ��čĊ�ĈĆēǯę�
ćĔĘĘ�ĒĊ�ĆėĔĚēĉǨ�ȋČ͢Ȍǣ�turn to page 611
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THE END
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When you are out of turns, the door opens and who should 
enter but Corambis, Polonius’s twin brother! You recognize him 
from the royal courts.

“I unlocked the door, so you can leave no—” he begins, but 
then he trips over the twine, stumbling into the body parts you’ve 
left in the middle of the room. Incredibly, they do function as 
intended, and his leg is instantly tangled in your bolas. He trips 
over the body parts, falling to the ground. On the ground he gets 
a good look at what’s happened in this room and he begins to 
scream and also vomit everywhere. 

�������������������������ƥ��������Ǥ���������������������������
��ƥ���������������������������������������������ǡ������������������
did to Polonius! 

Nobody even likes your bolas!

Turn to page 89
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“Not bad,” smirks Gertrude. “I thought I’d get you with the 
Scholar’s Mate there.”

“That is thematically appropriate as I used to be a scholar’s 
mate,” you say, “until the king’s brother killed the king and 
assumed the throne, so we killed him in ghost-mandated revenge, 
but then HIS ghost came back and convinced everyone else to 
kill us and they got Hamlet, but I escaped and decided to kill 
�����������������������������������Ƥ���Ǥǳ

“Yes, I do understand your motivation,” Gertrude sighs, 
bringing out one of her horses and bringing it into play. “Ng1-f3,” 
she writes.

You mirror it, bringing out your horse as well. “Ng8-f6,” 
Gertrude writes and then looks up. “You seem to copy my moves 
whenever you’re not sure what to do,” she says. “This isn’t actually 
����Ƥ���������������������ǯ���������ǡ������ǫǳ

“Um,” you say.
But then in a surprise move, the game proceeds from there 

pretty well, actually! You exchange pieces of equal value most of 
��������ǡ�������Ƥ���������ǯ�������������������ǣ
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Gertrude has the advantage, but it’s your move, Ophelia. You 
can still win this. But you can still also lose this. You can still lose 
this really easily, actually.

I guess it’s all up to you, huh?

�ĔěĊ�ęčĊ�ĕĆĜē�ċĔėĜĆėĉ�ȋĈͣȌǣ�turn to page 551

�ĔěĊ�ęčĊ�ĐĎēČ�ĆĜĆĞ�ȋ�ć͡Ȍǣ�turn to page 722
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You decide to let your father and brother live! The three of 
you spend all day hanging out in this big empty town with all the 
corpses in it, but it’s kinda tense because you’re surrounded by 
decaying corpses, and also Laertes and Polonius know you killed 
everyone and could kill them at any time, not to mention that 
you’re always keeping them at swordpoint.

“Aren’t we having fun?” you ask, throwing your arms around 
the shoulders of your family members. “Aren’t we one big happy 
family?”

Polonius and Laertes laugh awkwardly and mumble, “Yeah.”
You squeeze their shoulders, too hard.
“It’s great,” squeaks Laertes.
That evening, you don’t come across any ghosts. Seems like 

they’re all too freaked out about this whole situation to hang 
around. Later that night, Laertes tries to sneak out of town to get 
help, but you catch him, and you and your sword persuade him to 
go back to bed.

“There’s only one way out of this little hamlet,” you say. 
“I know,” Laertes says.
“It’s if I murder you,” you say.
“I KNOW,” Laertes says.
Anyway, this whole thing is weird and messed up, and I’m not 

really sure how we ended up here. I wanted to tell the story of a 
young lady who became a queen, but somehow it’s turned into 
�����������������������������������������������������������������
������������������ǡ��������������	�����������������������ǡ���������
Then She’d Have Someone to Picnic With.

This story has a subtitle:
You Cray, Ophelia. 

Turn to page 683
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You swerve your king towards Gertrude’s castle. Rather than 
have it captured, Gertrude moves it one square backwards. “Rd4,” 
she writes.

This is your opportunity, and you take it. You move your pawn 
������������Ƥ�������������ǡ�����	������
��ǡ������������������Ǥ

“Write that down in your little book,” you say triumphantly.
“Okay,” Gertrude says, and she writes down “c7-c8Q” with a 

little frowny face next to it. I don’t think she’s happy, Ophelia!
You’ve got her now. Suddenly, it’s like the board opens up to 

you. You can read it. Possible futures reveal themselves to you. 
In one brilliant moment, you realize that if Gertrude moves her 
king, you could move down your new queen and put her king in 
check, and checkmate won’t be far away. And if she doesn’t move 
her king, then you could move your queen over and put her king 
in check from the edge of the board.

Anticipating your strategy, Gertrude moves her castle to the 
edge of the board. “Rd4-a4,” she writes. 

It doesn’t matter. Nothing she does can stop you now. You 
bring your queen up next to your king (Qc8-c3+), putting her 
in check. Her only option is to move the king down one space 
(Ka1-a2), and then you move your queen right up to the king 
(Qc3-b2#), and hey, that’s checkmate. Suddenly, those chess 
symbols Gertrude has been writing down make sense. You’re 
stunned to realize you’ve actually been using them yourself this 
entire paragraph!

Ophelia! I think you just levelled up at chess! And you beat 
Gertrude so badly that now she has to kill herself!

����ǡ�����Ƥ������������������������������������������Ǩ

�Ďē�ĈčĊĘĘǣ�turn to page 577
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You jump out of the window, holding onto your hot air 
balloons, and escape to freedom!

So here’s the thing: these balloons have enough lift to carry 
you and then some, which means when you grab hold of all your 
hot air balloons and jump out the window, your jump keeps going 
higher and higher. Before you realize what’s happening, you’re 
extremely high above the ground and gaining altitude steadily.

You can let go of one balloon in order to reduce your lift, but if 
you reduce it too much, you’ll start falling at an ever-accelerating 
pace and hit the ground too fast. On the other hand, you can’t 
hold on to these balloons forever. Eventually you’ll slip and let go 
of all of them, in which case you’ll be dead for sure. But maybe 
you’ll be over water at that point and survive? Somehow?

�Ĕđĉ�Ĕē�ęĔ�ćĆđđĔĔēĘ�ĆĘ�đĔēČ�ĆĘ�ĞĔĚ�ĈĆēǣ�turn to page 467

�Ċę�ČĔ�Ĕċ�ęčĊ�ĘĒĆđđĊĘę�ćĆđđĔĔē�Ćēĉ�čĔĕĊ�ċĔė�Ć�ĘĔċę�
đĆēĉĎēČǣ�turn to page 465
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THE END

�Ǥ�Ǥ������������������Ƥ���͝͡������������������ǯ�������ǡ�������ǯ��
more of a necrophilia thing, not a treasure thing, so that’s weird.
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“I’m assuming command of this vessel!” you say, taking the 
�����ơ������������ǯ���������������������������������Ǥ����������
acquiesces easily: you’re the oldest person on board, and you are 
also royalty. Lucky for you!

“Report!” you order.
“Mainsail is undamaged; adjunct rigging of the secondary sail 

has been destroyed by cannonshot but repair crews have been 
����������ǡǳ��������������Ƥ��������Ǥ�ǲ������������������ͥ͞τǤ���ǯ���
sailing in a broad reach.”

You recall enough sailor talk to know that means the wind 
is at your back, but you’re sailing at a slight angle to it. It’s the 
safest way to travel, as travelling with the wind exactly at your 
back makes for a faster but less stable boat. You normally want to 
minimize your chances of losing control.

On the other hand, with pirates on your tail, maybe now isn’t 
the time to worry about safety.

ǲ��������������������ǫǳ������������Ƥ��������������������������
wind and sea.

ǲ�Ċ�ēĊĊĉ�Ćđđ�ęčĊ�ĘĕĊĊĉ�ĜĊ�ĈĆē�ČĊęǤ��čĆēČĊ�
ĈĔĚėĘĊ�ĘĔ�ęčĊ�ĜĎēĉ�ĎĘ�ĉĎėĊĈęđĞ�Ćę�ĔĚė�ćĆĈĐǤǳ�Turn 
to page 306

ǲ�ĔēęĎēĚĊ�Ćę�ęčĊ�ĈĔēęėĔđđĆćđĊ�ĘĕĊĊĉ�ĜĊǯėĊ�Ćę�ēĔĜǤǳ�
Turn to page 378

ǲ�Ěėē�ĆėĔĚēĉ�Ćēĉ�ċĆĈĊ�ęčĊ�ĕĎėĆęĊĘ�čĊĆĉǦĔēǤǳ��Turn to 
page 141
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You move your king to stay close to the pawn, and Gertrude 
moves her rook to take it. You take her rook with your king, and 
yep, that’s it — you’re both down to a king each. Nobody can win 
with just a king. It’s a tie. You’ve tied! That’s something!

In fact it has a special name!

�ęĆđĊĒĆęĊǣ�turn to page 668
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You decide to track down these background characters and 
kill them one by one. You also decide to have a little conversation 
with each of the people you murderize, because that sounds like a 
lot of fun. 

First up are the gravediggers. You catch them at night, digging 
a grave. Surprise!

“Whose grave is this?” you ask. 
ǲ���ǡ���ǯ����������ǡǳ�����Ƥ������������������������Ǥ�ǲ��������

I’m the one digging it, see? Tee hee! I use that line all the time 
and it never gets old! Hah hoo hee.” 

You raise an eyebrow. “Who is the grave actually for, though?”
“Oh, it’s for Ophelia. Ghost of the king says if I try to kill her 

and fail, then I’ll get to be a ghost, and being a ghost is great. Do 
you know her, this Ophelia?”

“Yeah, pretty well,” you answer. “She thinks she’d be pretty 
good at burying someone alive, but I bet you could do a better 
job.”

“Oh, well, probably not actually!” he replies. “There’s not that 
much to it. You just need to knock someone out so they don’t 
struggle, then bury them, then say a good one-liner as you walk 
away, like ‘Oh look, someone’s walking on your grave.’”

“Got it,” you say, knocking him and his friend over the 
��������������ƪ���������������������ǡ�������������������
unconsciousness. You bury them together in their fresh grave, 
Ƥ���������������������ǡ����������������������������������������������
shovel.

“Nobody likes being buried alive!” you shout over your 
shoulder as you walk away. You stop in your tracks and turn 
around.

“But don’t worry! In a few minutes, you’ll just be buried!”
NICE. Okay! Who’s next?
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�ĔĘĊēĈėĆēęğ�Ćēĉ�
ĚĎđĉĊēĘęĊėē�ȋ�ĆĒđĊęǯĘ�ċėĎĊēĉĘȌǣ�turn 
to page 592

�ĆėĈĊđđĚĘǡ��ĊėēĆėĉĔǡ�Ćēĉ�	ėĆēĈĎĘĈĔ�ȋęčĔĘĊ�ĘĊēęėĞ�
ĉĚĉĊĘǨȌǣ�turn to page 602

�čĔĘĊ�ĈĔĚėęĎĊėĘ�ĜčĔ�ĆėĊ�ĆđĜĆĞĘ�čĆēČĎēČ�ĔĚę�Ďē�ęčĊ�
ėĔĞĆđ�ĈĔĚėęǣ�turn to page 478
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���Ǩ����ǯ����Ƥ���������������������ǨǨ
“We’re in,” you say. “Aren’t we, Hamlet?”
Hamlet nods. “The two of us will avenge you, Father,” he says, 

solemnly.
“Neato,” replies the ghost. “Two heads are better than one, 

right? Okay! Well, I’m gonna go now; be sure to let me know 
when he’s dead!” His transparent body is turning to leave when 
you realize something. 

“Wait!” you shout, and the ghost stops.
“You can become invisible and walk around places, right? 

	���������������������������������ǡ�������������ơǫǳ
“Totes,” says the ghost.
“Okay, well — can you go do some reconnaissance for us? You 

know, follow Claudius around, let us know his habits? If we’re 
going to kill him, it’d help to know where he usually hangs out.”

“That’s easy: he gets drunk in the same tavern every night,” 
the ghost says. “Then he goes home and falls asleep.” The ghost 
looks at you. “If I were you, I’d kill him while he’s drunk and 
asleep,” he says and disappears. 

You and Hamlet are left staring at each other.
“Okay. Well. Let’s make a list of all the ways to kill a dude,” 

you suggest.
You and Hamlet spend the next few days making up just such 

a list together, and now it’s done! It’s pretty cool! You should 
probably look at it!

�ĝĆĒĎēĊ�đĎĘęǣ�turn to page 538
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“Wow,” Gertrude says. “You won, fair and square. Though I 
can’t help but feel like we could play that game again 10 more times 
and you’d lose each time.”

“Maybe, but not this time,” you say. “Probably because I just 
levelled up at chess.”

“Why are you killing everyone?” Gertrude asks, obviously 
trying to delay her own death.

“You know why,” you say. “The ghost of King Claudius has 
promised everyone great rewards and powers in the ghost afterlife, 
but only if they die trying to kill me. As such, he’s turned everyone 
against me.”

“Yes, but by killing them, aren’t you dooming yourself to be 
haunted by ghosts for the rest of your life?”

“I don’t care. If I’m haunted by ghosts, I’ll cut them. I’ll bust 
them up,” you say. You glance down at your bloodied sword and 
Ƥ���Ǥ

“Bustin’ makes me feel good,” you add.
“Well, a deal’s a deal,” Gertrude says. “I promised I’d kill 

myself.” She stands up to do just that. “Be sure to tell everyone that 
you beat someone at chess so badly that they died!” she adds.

“That was kinda the whole point of that chess game!” you reply.
After Gertrude’s dead (and no, I’m not telling you how it 

happened, you are a SICKO for even wanting to know, what is 
WRONG with you, also you MURDERED A WHOLE TOWN 
and that’s weird too, now that I think about it), you’re left alone, 
successful in your mission.

“Who has two thumbs and killed everyone in Hamlet?” 
you ask, again meaning to say “a hamlet” or “this hamlet,” but 
misspeaking and mis-capitalizing at the same time.

Nobody answers, because they’re all dead.
“Me,” you tell them.

Turn to page 335
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���ǯ������������������ơ������������������������Ǥ
“Alright,” Marcellus says as he walks slowly towards you, 

twirling his sword. “Let’s see how long you can hang on 
without hands.” He brings down his sword suddenly, aiming 
for your wrist. You shift your hand quickly to avoid the slice. 
He tries again, and you dodge again. 

“This is how you get your kicks?” you say, a note of 
desperation in your voice. “By killing innocent women??”

Marcellus ignores you. “Francisco! Help me out!” he shouts 
over his shoulder, and seconds later Francisco and Marcellus 
are both raising their swords. At the last second you bring your 
arms together in the middle of the ledge, just barely dodging 
������������Ǥ����ǯ������������������������������������ơ������Ǥ

“Again!” Francisco shouts, and they both bring up their 
swords for the kill. As they do, you simply lift up your hands 
and fall.

Francisco and Marcellus look at where your hands were, 
just a second ago, in shock.

“Huh,” Marcellus says. 
“That was...easy,” Francisco says.
Francisco peers over the edge of the parapet, hoping to see 

your lifeless body lying on the ground below. That’s when you 
stab him in the eye with your sword, pull his body over the 
������������ƪ�����������������ǡ�ƪ����������������������������
you were standing on, stab Marcellus in the chest, put your 
boot next to the wound, and with one solid kick, you send him 
���������ơ������������������������������������������������Ǥ

“That’s how I get mine,” you say. 
NICE!!
Okay, who’s next? A bunch of courtiers or Rosencrantz and 

Guildenstern?
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�Ďđđ�Ćđđ�ęčĊ�ĈĔĚėęĎĊėĘǣ turn to page 478

�Ďđđ��ĔĘĊēĈėĆēęğ�Ćēĉ�
ĚĎđĉĊēĘęĊėē: turn to page 608
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You go over the basics of the murder plot with the ghost and 
������Ǥ����ǡ���������ǡ��������������ƪ����������������������
somehow missed.

“So Hamlet is supposed to murder Claudius,” you say.
“Yes,” Hamlet and the ghost reply, in unison. Then they notice 

���������������������������Ƥ��Ǧ���������������Ǥ�����ǡ����������ǯ��
Ƥ����������������������ǯ��Ƥ�������������������������������ǡ���������
can see what they were going for.

“And then Claudius will be dead and Hamlet will be king,” you 
say.

“Yes,” Hamlet and the ghost reply, in unison again. And then 
�����Ƥ��Ǧ����������������������������ǯ�������������ơ����������Ǥ�
They’re not even aligned horizontally with each other. Come on, 
guys.

“So what’s to prevent Claudius from becoming a ghost and 
seeking his own revenge?” you say, raising one eyebrow.

“Um,” says the ghost.
“In fact, can ghosts kill each other? Because then the best 

case for us is that one of you ghost-kills the other and then 
considers himself revenged. Worst case is that you can’t kill each 
other but instead exist as ghosts forever, which means that the 
two of you — each with an endless list of sins from long before 
anyone left alive was born — will continue to meddle in the living 
world, revenging yourself against each other, back and forth, for 
millennia to come.”

“Oh um, I think —” the ghost begins, then coughs. “No — 
um, yeah, I think you only become a ghost under certain 
circumstances.”

“Like being murdered when you still have things you want to 
complete on this mortal plane?” you ask.

“Oh. Right. That’d apply to Claudius too,” the ghost says. 
“Huh.”
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�ĔēęĎēĚĊ�ęĆđĐĎēČ�ęčĊ�ČčĔĘę�ĔĚę�Ĕċ�ĒĚėĉĊėǣ�turn to 
page 160

�ĆĐĊ�Ć�ĈĔĚēęĊėĆėČĚĒĊēę�ċĔė�ĒĚėĉĊė�ćĊĎēČ�Ć�ČĔĔĉ�
ĎĉĊĆǣ�turn to page 535
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THE END

�Ǥ�Ǥ������Ƥ������������������������ǡ���������������ǯ�����������������
�������������������������������������ƪ�������������Ǩ���������
��������ƪ����������������������������	���������Ǩ�������ǡ�����
also invented guns!!
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“Let’s kill him with stabs,” you say, “as there are indeed swords, 
like, everywhere.”

“I was thinking the same thing,” Hamlet says. “Okay! So here’s 
my plan: we wait until he goes to church, ALONE, and then we —”

“— stab him?” you ask. 
“No,” Hamlet replies. “We don’t kill him then because his soul 

will be pure. Instead, we fake your death, which causes —”
“Wait, what?” you say, interrupting.
“Hold on,” Hamlet says, “I’m just at the good part. We fake your 

death, which causes Laertes to get mad, and then he challenges me 
to a duel, and then DURING the duel Claudius and Laertes try to 
poison me — they are secretly on teams — both with the poison-
��������������������������������������������ǦƤ�����������������
������ơ��������ǡ������������������������������������ǯ������ǡ������
Laertes and I both end up dead too.”

“Um, Claudius didn’t end up stabbed in your plan,” you point 
out.

“Oh, well, I stab him just before I die,” says Hamlet.
“Sweetie,” you say, “I love you but that plan is stupid. It’s not 

even a plan, it’s like — it’s a series of mistakes that results in 
everyone being dead. You would really do all that on purpose?”

“I guess,” Hamlet shrugs.
“Okay, well, here’s my plan,” you say. “We go out with Claudius 

while he’s drinking and get seen by everyone, only SECRETLY 
we’re drinking ginger ale instead of booze. Then when Claudius 
is drunk, we loudly announce we’re going back to your place to 
kiss together in private and also maybe get naked, who knows, 
because we’re young and crazy! But instead, we hide on the path to 
Claudius’s place, and when he stumbles down the road towards us, 
we stab him and leave. Then we show up at the drinking hall again 
with kiss marks on us and I say, ‘Hamlet, you’re the prince...of my 
heart!’ and you say, ‘I’m an Opheliac!’”

“Your plan is good,” says Hamlet, “though it does lack inaction 
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and needless tragedy.”
“Normally those are bad things,” you say and Hamlet laughs 

at you as if you just said that light is both a wave and a particle. (I 
mean, it is, but how would you know that?? Anyway the point is 
Hamlet reacts like you said something crazy, that is the take-away 
here.)

“I’m serious,” you say.
ǲ����ǡǳ������������ǡ�ƪ����Ǥ
“I’m serious, inaction and needless tragedy are typically seen 

as bad things,” you say.
Well, long story short: somehow, since childhood, Hamlet 

��������������������������������������������������Ƥ���
out he’s been wrong all these years. He says, “Why didn’t anyone 
ever tell me?” and you say, “I don’t know,” and he says, “Aw geez, 
I must’ve looked like such an idiot for most of my adult life” and 
you stay silent because yeah, awkward.

At the end of all this, Hamlet agrees with your plan, and as 
you walk to the drinking hall where Claudius usually drinks, 
Hamlet keeps saying things like “Man I always wondered why 
dictionaries were always so accurate �������������������Ƥ�����������
‘inaction’ and ‘tragedy’!!”

�ėėĎěĊ�Ćę�ĉėĎēĐĎēČ�čĆđđǣ�turn to page 594
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It does kinda rule, huh? You realize that, WOW, there’s a lot 
������ơ�������������������ƪ�����������������������������������
ever seen! And while your dead ghost eyes won’t actually change 
���������ǡ������ǯ������������������������ơ�����������Ǥ

You eventually travel all the way to the Mariana Trench, the 
very deepest part of the ocean, over 547 fathoms below sea level! 
Here the water above presses down at over a thousand times 
standard atmospheric pressure, and the temperature is just above 
freezing. There are xenophyophores here, which are honest-to-
God single-celled organisms so big you can see them with your 
bare eyes. Why, here’s one that’s over 10 centimetres long! This is 
nuts. This whole place is nuts, and you’re learning so much!

You give up on your revenge plan and instead devote your 
(after)life to being a marine biologist and oceanic cartographer. 
And it turns out Ghost Marine Biology is pretty advanced 
compared to Alive Human Marine Biology, due in no small part 
����������������������������������������ƪ�������������������
you want and can’t die. Nevertheless, you write several seminal 
ghost books on the subject including Look at This Weird Bug 
Thing I Found and Gross! Life on the Ocean Floor and make many 
hundred thousand ghost dollars.

Turn to page 393
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This time it’s just weird and uncomfortable. There’s no other 
way to put it: it’s...well, it’s awful.

Your charisma has been reduced by 3 points.

�č�ĜĊđđǡ�ĊĆĘĞ�ĈĔĒĊǡ�ĊĆĘĞ�ČĔǤ��ĘĐ��ĔĘĊēĈėĆēęğ�Ćēĉ�

ĚĎđĉĊēĘęĊėē�čĔĜ�ęčĊĞǯěĊ�ćĊĊēǤ�Turn to page 19
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“I’m sorry, but I still feel like this marriage to Claudius is 
�������������ǡǳ��������ǡ����������������������������������������ơ�
her face. “I am emotionally upset at this.”

“Yeah, I mean, I can see that,” she replies.
ǲ�ǯ���������ơ������������������ǡǳ���������ǲ���������������������

as happy as you can be. I’m sorry it didn’t work out between us, 
and I’m sorry I died, but I want you to know that I’m happy and 
I want you to be happy. Be the best Gertrude you can be, okay? 
And I’ll see you when you die. As a ghost. Because we’ll both be 
ghosts. I think I’ll be able to deal with this then.”

“Got it,” she says.
����ƪ��������������������������������������������ǡ�������

you spend a lot of time learning about rocks. They’re really neat! 
�����������������������ǯ��������������ơ��������������������ǫ�

After a while you realize that if you make yourself corporeal 
while underground, the same “two chunks of matter can’t exist 
in the same spot at the same time” explosive correction works 
on the rock too! But instead of exploding, the rock compresses, 
melts, and then instantly cools around your body, forming a hard, 
strong, glassy surface. It doesn’t take much to go from that to the 
realization that if you stack this process, you can build tunnels 
of arbitrary size super easily! So you build a tunnel between 
Denmark and England, and it’s really good for the economy!

Turn to page 667
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Finally, Claudius walks by drunk, right where you want him to, 
and you spot him!

You and Hamlet jump out of the bushes, swords at the ready.
“What is the *hic* meaning of *hic* this?” Claudius demands, 

hiccuping in the way non-stereotypical drunk people usually don’t.
“You’re a pervy murderer,” you say, “and the ghost of the man 

you murdered has charged us with killing you, so that’s what we’re 
going to do.”

“Ghosts?! Those exist?” Claudius says, shocked. “Man! I wish I 
knew that before I murdered my brother!”

“He admits it!” Hamlet says, charging at Claudius with his 
sword in front of him. You do nothing to stop him. Hamlet seems 
to need this, and you’re happy to let him do it.

“Is he happy being a ghost? It sounds nice,” Claudius says.
“WHY DON’T YOU ASK HIM YOURSELF?” Hamlet says, 

stabbing Claudius right in the body.
“MAYBE I WILL!” Claudius shouts back as blood squirts out of 

his new holes. “WE WILL HAVE A GHOST-TO-GHOST HEART-
TO-HEART AND WORK THIS OUT. IN ANY CASE I AM GLAD 
TO HAVE CONFIRMATION THAT THE END OF THIS LIFE IS 
NOT THE END OF CONSCIOUSNESS.” 

“WELL...GOOD! I HOPE YOU DO HAVE THAT CHAT! YOU 
NEED TO WORK THINGS OUT; HE IS FAMILY AFTER ALL,” 
Hamlet shouts in reply, stabbing him some more.

“I’M LOOKING FORWARD TO IT, ALONG WITH THIS 
VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY TO THE NEXT STAGE OF HUMAN 
EXISTENCE WHICH I NOW EMBARK UPON,” Claudius replies 
and then he’s dead.

You and Hamlet walk back to the drinking hall and establish 
your alibi, then you go to bed. The next morning, Claudius is 
discovered dead!


Ċę�ĆĜĆĞ�ĜĎęč�ĒĚėĉĊėǣ�turn to page 597
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THE END

�Ǥ�Ǥ�	����������������������ǡ�������������������Ƥ��������������
ǲ���������ǡǳ�ǲ��������������ǡǳ�ǲ�����Ƥ��ǡǳ�ǲ����Ǧ�����������������ǡǳ�
“toil at its feet,” and “realize they shouldn’t have honoured your 
last wishes”?
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You arrive at the house of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, best 
buds of Hamlet. They live in Rosencrantz’s mom’s basement! 

“Hello Mrs. Rosencrantz,” you say politely as she answers her 
door. “Are Rosencrantz and Guildenstern home?”

“Yeah, they’re downstairs,” she says. As you walk down the 
stairs, you become aware of Mrs. Rosencrantz behind you, 
carrying a large knife.

“Why Mrs. Rosencrantz, you wouldn’t be planning to kill me, 
would you?” you say. She answers by trying to stab you in the 
back, but you dodge, use her own momentum against her, and 
���������ƪ��������������������Ǥ�����������������
������������
look up from the game they’re playing to see her body hit the 
landing. 

“That,” you say as you descend and step over the mangled Mrs. 
Rosencrantz, “is going to keep happening.”

Ten minutes later, after several trips carrying Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern up the stairs and then pushing them down again, 
all that’s left of them are two bruised and broken bodies, their 
lifeless eyes gazing back at you.

“Hey,” you say, “it’s not polite...to STARE.”
TWO IN A ROW! 
Who do you want to kill next?

�ĆėĈĊđđĚĘǡ��ĊėēĆėĉĔǡ�Ćēĉ�	ėĆēĈĎĘĈĔ�ȋęčĔĘĊ�ĘĊēęėĞ�
ĉĚĉĊĘǨȌǣ�turn to page 271

�čĔĘĊ�ĈĔĚėęĎĊėĘ�ĜčĔ�ĆėĊ�ĆđĜĆĞĘ�čĆēČĎēČ�ĔĚę�Ďē�ęčĊ�
ėĔĞĆđ�ĈĔĚėęǣ�turn to page 478
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You put the sword away, and Gertrude continues pressing 
����������Ǥ�����Ƥ������������������ǡ��������������������ǡ�Ƥ������
����������������������������������������������ƪ��������������
ground below.

ǲ�ǯ���Ƥ������Ǩǳ�
�����������������������Ǥ�ǲ������������������
limit on our promise! I’ll continue trying to kill you until the day I 
die!”

“Of natural causes!” she adds.
You spend the next several days dodging her attacks and 

traps. They get progressively more ingenious until one day you 
break a twig in the forest, which sends a log careening towards 
a stack of logs, which knocks the logs over like dominoes, which 
���������������������������������ơ������ơǡ�����������������Ǧ���ǡ�
which sends another boulder up in the air, which comes down on 
your head, killing you instantly.

“Nailed it!” Gertrude yells. “Man! I KNEW that had an small 
chance of working!”

��Ǩ������Ƥ�������������͢͢�����������������������������Ǧ
aggressive gift of a book called Sherlock Holmes Teaches You How 
to Get Less Stinky at Chess Already. 

Don’t worry about that one, Ophelia. It’s on me!

Turn to page 375
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It’s not yet booze o’clock, so you and Hamlet set yourselves up 
in a quiet little corner and start drinking the ginger ale you picked 
up along the way. While you wait, you talk about your feelings but 
HAH HAH, THE ADVANTAGE BOOKS HAVE OVER REAL LIFE 
IS YOU CAN SKIP OVER THE BORING STUFF, SO HERE WE 
GO.

Suddenly, it’s later! Claudius walks in the door! “I’ll have some 
booze,” he says, “in celebration of my new wife and kinghood.”

������������������������������������Ƥ��ǡ�������������������
that means he drinks a lot, not that he extracts oxygen from the 
alcohol he inhales and then expels the remaining alcohol out 
holes in the side of his head. Soon, Claudius is falling-over drunk, 
and they’re sounding the trumpets that are normally sounded to 
let all and sundry know that the head of state is wasted.

“Okay!” you say. “Now let’s tell everyone we’re going home to 
make out!”

“Already on it,” Hamlet says, and he stands up. “Attention, 
everyone! I am going home to kiss my girlfriend on the lips.”

Everyone applauds, except for Claudius, who falls over.
You leave, then double back and run towards the king’s 

�������ǡ����������������������������Ǥ�����Ƥ�����������������
spot behind some bushes, where you can see the road clearly but 
can’t be seen yourself. It’s actually a really nice spot. It’s kind of 
romantic.

“Let’s make out while we wait,” Hamlet says. “Oooh, but 
before we do: what if Claudius takes another route?”

“This is the most reasonable route for him to take,” you 
say, “and even if he does choose another route, we’ve got OUR 
ENTIRE LIVES to kill this man, Hamlet. We can try again another 
night, and we can keep trying until it happens naturally. Now: it’s 
kiss time, but keep one eye on the road.”

It was a nice plan, but it turns out that you do miss Claudius 
tonight. However! All you’re trying to do is spot a drunk man who 
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isn’t trying to hide, and there’s not that many routes back to the 
castle. Depending on how much attention you pay to the road, 
you might catch him another night. In fact, I’ll work out the odds!

If you pay super close attention: you will catch him in at most 
10 nights, nine times out of ten.

If you pay some attention: you will catch him in at most 100 
nights, nine times out of ten.

If you pay very little attention: you will catch him in at most 
1000 nights, nine times out of ten.

So! How many nights do you want it to take to catch him?

͜͝�ēĎČčęĘǣ�turn to page 589

͜͜͝�ēĎČčęĘǣ�turn to page 546

͜͜͜͝�ēĎČčęĘǣ�turn to page 446
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You are King Hamlet. All of Denmark is under your 
command! Everything’s going so great for you!

At present, you are in Norway, where just this afternoon you 
led Denmark’s forces to an astounding victory during which you 
PERSONALLY killed the Norwegian king. Stabbed him right 
through the head, you did. His eye popped out and rolled on the 
ground and then you stepped on it. Whoah! Your ass is bad! You 
are a badass!!

����������������������������������������Ƥ������ǡ������������
have a nap. You’ve earned it! You settle down in an orchard for 
some nappy times. During your delightful rest, your brother 
pours some poison in your ear and you die. 

Surprise! You didn’t know poisons worked that way!
Hah hah, wow! You’ve barely made one choice so far and 

you’re dead already. Way to go, champ!! You’re really good at 
books, huh? It’s just a stellar job you’re doing reading here, 
Chuckles.

Turn to page 203
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Good idea!
The next morning, you and Hamlet get away with murder, and 

though Claudius’s death is suspicious (suicide via multiple stab 
wounds is...unusual), there’s nobody they can pin the case on.

Hamlet is next in line for the throne, but these things do take 
time, remember? There’s ceremonies to plan and coronation 
�������ơ�������������������ǡ�������ǯ�������������������������
hands. You and Hamlet spend most of the day wandering around 
trying to be overheard saying things like “Wow, I wonder who 
the murderer could be, if indeed Claudius was murdered?” and 
ǲ����������������������Ƥ�������������������������ǡ��������������
involved in this incident.” It’s weird though because I already 
told you that you got away with it, so it’s not exactly the most 
productive use of your time, but who cares? Murder! Turns out it’s 
easy!

Yep, everything certainly is going great for you, Ophelia!
To end this story on a happy note, stop reading right...now. 
Okay! 
So, as I was saying, everything is certainly going great for 

you, Ophelia! Until that night, anyway, when HAMLET IS 
MURDERED IN HIS SLEEP BY THE ROYAL COURT COURTIER, 
OSRIC.

�čĔĆčǡ�ĜčĆęǫ��ĆěĊ��ĆĒđĊęǨ�Turn to page 556
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THE END
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��������������������������ǯ��������������Ƥ��������������ǡ�
Polonius, and your brother, Laertes, sitting there. 

“I thought you went to France!” you tell him.
“Cancelled my trip when I learned that HUMAN 

CONSCIOUSNESS CAN SURVIVE THE DEATH OF A BODY,” 
Laertes says. “That was kind of a big deal.”

“Oh, hey Ophelia!” says Polonius. “Speaking of that! You won’t 
believe this, but the ghost of the king wants me to kill you and 
then I’ll get ghost powers!”

“You didn’t agree to it though, right?” you ask. “Since I’m your 
daughter and we’re all family?”

“Oh, absolutely, we’re family and you’re my daughter. But 
the thing is,” Polonius says, drawing his sword, “I always wanted 
sons.”

Laertes draws his sword as well. “And I’m easily manipulated 
by my father and sexist too!” he says. “Plus, you came here to kill 
us, right? You don’t normally come home with your sword drawn.”

“Right,” you say. “Oh well. This family was always a little too 
big for my taste anyway.”

����Ƥ���Ǥ���ǯ�����������������ǡ���������������������ǡ��������ǡ�
but you need more practice. You’re just not ready to take these 
guys on yet. Listen, you get killed and it’s awful and I don’t even 
want to talk about it. 

Turn to page 83
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“Abandon ship! All hands, abandon ship!” you yell into the 
storm. The crew looks at you in shock, but there’s not much they 
can do. “Climb up those ropes, men! Fight them to the last! By 
God, we’ll take their ship from them!”

��������������������������������������Ƥ�����������������������
ropes leading to the deck of Calypso’s Gale. Above them, pirates 
pour over the deck, climbing down. Your crew will meet them 
��������������������Ƥ����������������Ǥ����ǯ�������������������ǡ�
����������������������������������Ƥ���Ǥ

You race towards the ladder to go below-decks and, sliding 
�������ǡ�Ƥ���������������������Ǥ����������������������������ǡ�
gunpowder meant for Vesselmania’s cannons burst from barrels 
�������������ǡ��������������������������������ơ����������Ǥ�����
gunpowder is spilling out and the lanterns, still lit, are rolling 
�����������ƪ��������������������������������������ǡ���������������
is on Calypso’s bow. Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are similarly 
running around, trying to gather up the lanterns before they 
ignite the gunpowder and kill you all.

You don’t think they’re going to make it alone.
“Bros!” you yell. They stop and look at you, shocked to see you 

here. 
“Hamlet! Help us pick up these lanterns, bro!” Rosencrantz 

yells at you.
“There’s no time!” you yell. “We’ve got to abandon ship!”
“If you don’t help us, there’ll be no ship left to abandon!” yells 

Guildenstern. 
“Yeah dude!!” yells Rosencrantz.

�Ċđĕ�ęčĊĒ�ĕĎĈĐ�Ěĕ�đĆēęĊėēĘǨ�Turn to page 213

�ĔēěĎēĈĊ�ęčĊĒ�ęĔ�ĆćĆēĉĔē�ĘčĎĕǨ�Turn to page 216
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These are soldier-type dudes! I don’t think you’re ready to take 
on these guys so soon. And man, if you don’t have the narrator on 
your side, what hope do you have?

LET’S FIND OUT, SHALL WE??
The three of them are up on a castle parapet, looking out over 

the edge at the ground far below. You walk up behind them. “Hey 
boys, seen any ghosts lately?” you say.

“Actually, yes, two of them!” replies Bernardo, turning around. 
“And one said that if I die while trying to kill Ophelia, I’ll gain 
ghost powe—”

The sentence dies on his lips when he sees you.
“Boo,” you say.
�������������ǡ���������������������������Ǥ�����������ơ�����

edge of the parapet, twisting your body in mid-air and catching 
the edge of the castle at the last second. 

���������������������������������Ƥ�����Ǥ�ǲ��Ǩǳ��������Ǥ�ǲ��Ǩ�
That hurts!”

“I don’t care! I’m trying to kill you!” says Bernardo.
“Owwwww!” you say, grabbing the ledge with both hands. As 

Bernardo raises his foot to bring it down hard on you, you thrust 
yourself up and grab his ankle with one hand. You pull his leg as 
hard as you can and he goes tumbling over the castle wall. You 
watch, hanging precariously, as he lands on the ground below in a 
wet squishy heap.

You turn around and peer up over the edge and see Francisco 
and Marcellus looking at you in shock. 

“Come on, don’t be shy!” you shout at them. “I don’t bite!”
Wow, Ophelia! You’re — you’re actually doing a really good 

job here.

�čĆēĐ�ęčĊ�ēĆėėĆęĔėǣ�turn to page 544
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WOW, there are a lot of courtiers. You hide out until 
nightfall and sneak into their houses, killing each of them in 
hilarious ways. While you do that, you try to imagine how you’d 
recount their deaths to a third party, perhaps in prose. You 
��ƪ�����������������������������������������������ǡ����ǡ�real life, 
is that you can say things quickly without having to go into too 
much detail. Is it cheating your audience? “I mean, it can be,” 
you reason, “but it isn’t necessarily cheating.”

“Probably my audience wouldn’t want to read about dozens 
of grisly murders, no matter how good my one-liners are at the 
end.”

ǲ�������������������ơ�������������������ǯ���������������������
brains fell into their hands while I said, ‘Hold that thought,’” 
you add.

ǲ���������������ǡ�Ǯ������ǡ����������������ơ���������������
head!’” you conclude. 

Anyway, long story short, all the courtiers are dead and it 
was awesome!!

All that’s left are Polonius and Laertes, Queen Gertrude, 
and a bunch of people you barely see but who are still 
technically all up in your hamlet. You decide to kill those 
�����������������������Ƥ���ǡ�������ǯ�����������������������������
possible for your climactic showdown. 

There’s a priest who hangs around town (“Say your prayers,” 
you say), a chef (“Try tonight’s special: skewers”) a few 
shopkeepers (“We’re having a big sale on stabs this weekend, 
and EVERYTHING MUST GO”), some ambassadors (“I’m afraid 
you’ve been recalled...TO HELL”), and so on until the only 
people left are people you know. 

So! 
This is it, Ophelia. There are only three more people left to 

kill.
Next up: will it be patricide and fratricide with Polonius 
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and Laertes, or a taste of regicide with Queen Gertrude herself?

�Ďđđ��ĔđĔēĎĚĘ�Ćēĉ��ĆĊėęĊĘǣ�turn to page 625

�Ďđđ�
ĊėęėĚĉĊǣ�turn to page 616
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You go home, and Hamlet coincidentally shows up a bit later.
“Okay,” he says, “everything is going perfectly. I am going to 

����ơ�����������������������ǡ���������ǡ�������ǯ�������������ǡ���������
while I’m gone you can drown and then I’ll have the perfect 
setup!”

“You mean, I can FAKE drown,” you say.
“Yes, perfect. Okay, see you when I see you!” he says, leaving.
You know, I don’t think Hamlet is that big into this plan. 

You’ve seen less and less of him since this began, and so far 
you’ve had to do all the work! He hasn’t even done anything, but 
YOU’VE got everyone thinking you’re insane, and also your father 
got murdered.

You still want to go ahead with the “faking the drowning” 
thing?

�ĊĘǡ�ċĆĐĊ�ĒĞ�ĉėĔĜēĎēČǣ�turn to page 677

�ĔĚ�ĐēĔĜ�ĜčĆęǫ��čĎĘ�ĘĚĈĐĘ�Ćēĉ���čĆěĊ�ĒĆĉĊ�ĘĔĒĊ�ćĆĉǡ�
ćĔėĎēČ�ĈčĔĎĈĊĘǤ��Ćē���ćĊ��ĆĒđĊęǫ���ĕėĔĒĎĘĊ��ǯđđ�ĒĆĐĊ�
ĘĔĒĊ�ćĊęęĊė�ĈčĔĎĈĊĘǤ�Turn to page 673
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THE END
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You arrive at the house of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, best 
buds of Hamlet. They live in Rosencrantz’s mom’s basement! 

“Hello Mrs. Rosencrantz,” you say politely as she answers her 
door. “Are Rosencrantz and Guildenstern home?”

“Yeah, they’re downstairs,” she says. As you walk down the 
stairs, you become aware of Mrs. Rosencrantz behind you, 
carrying a large knife.

“Why Mrs. Rosencrantz, you wouldn’t be planning to kill me, 
would you?” you say. She answers by trying to stab you in the 
back, but you dodge, take the knife from her, and stab her right in 
the eye.

“Look what you made me do,” you say.
I see what you did there.
Anyway, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern hear this noise and 

run upstairs. You hide at the top landing and they run right past 
you. You knock on the wall to get their attention. They turn. 

“Hey Rosencrantz! Hey Guildenstern! I’m here to kill you 
now,” you say.

They look at each other, and then at you.
ǲ�������ǯ���������������ǡǳ�
������������Ƥ������������������������

bravado he can muster.
“Huh. Let’s see if you do,” you say and, in a lightning quick 

strike, slice open his belly. It’s gross, but it works pretty good for 
the joke, so good work.

Guildenstern falls to the ground, dead or pretty much about 
to be. Rosencrantz backs up away from you, into the kitchen. 
“You wouldn’t stab a man in a kitchen, would you?” he asks.

“I don’t...why wouldn’t I?” you say.
“Just stalling for time!” Rosencrantz shouts as he picks up a 

knife from the kitchen counter and lunges at you. You dodge and 
kick him in the chest, which sends him stumbling back into the 
kitchen. He hits the wall, which sends the pots and pans stored 
�������������������������������������ơ����Ǥ������������������
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cast-iron frying pans. They’re really heavy. They’re so heavy that 
they kill him when they hit him on the head.

���������������������������Ǧ������������������ơ������������ǯ��
body and test its weight in your hand.

“I’d say that’s about 10 pounds,” you say, and for both our sakes 
I’m assuming you’re not trying to make a “pound as in hit” pun, 
because wow. Wow. Ophelia, what are you even doing?

Okay! All that’s left of these background characters are the 
courtiers! These murders you’ve done so far have taken awhile, 
so it’s early morning now and the royal court is not in session 
anymore (I should tell you that the royal court hours are from 
midnight to 4 a.m. and noon to 6 p.m.; it’s weird but whatever). 
No worries though! YOU’LL JUST TRACK THEM DOWN AND 
KILL THEM INDIVIDUALLY.

�Ďđđ�ĈĔĚėęĎĊėĘǣ�turn to page 603
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You walk into your family’s quarters.
“Dad,” you say, nodding to Polonius. “Bro,” you say, nodding 

to Laertes. “What is up?” As you say that, you notice Polonius and 
Laertes both have their swords drawn and are advancing on you.

“Now, simmer down, fellas,” you say. “We’re all family here, 
right? I’m sure if a ghost told you to murder me you’d come talk 
to me about it and not attack me outright, right?” Polonius’s 
response is to jab his sword at you. You parry it easily, sending his 
sword skittering across the room. His hand is attached to it.

“Really, Dad? Well Laertes, brother o’ mine, you’re certainly 
not going to try to kill me, right?” Laertes’ response is to jab his 
sword at you too. It works just as well for him as it did for his 
father, and now both men face you, unarmed. Well, unhanded 
������Ǥ�������������������Ǥ����������ơ�������������������������
what I’m trying to say.

“Well. Seems I have the advantage, guys. So! Let me ask you a 
question. What’s better, patricide or fratricide?”

They look at each other.
ǲ
������ǫǳ��������Ǥ�ǲ������Ǥ����ǯ��Ƥ������Ǩǳ
You slice Polonius and Laertes into tiny chunks.
ǲ���������Ƥ���ǡǳ������������������������Ǥ
They were the last two living people here, besides yourself. 

And now they’re totally dead!!

�ěĊėĞĔēĊ�ĎĘ�ĉĊĆĉǣ�turn to page 627
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You bring forward your pawn, and in response, Gertrude 
retreats her queen — right over to the other pawn you moved out 
earlier, capturing it. 

“Qh5xe5+,” she writes. “Oh, and check.” she says. Darn it, 
Ophelia! WHAT ARE YOU DOING; THIS GAME IS REALLY 
IMPORTANT.

There’s no place you can move your king to safety, but you can 
�����������������������������ơ������������Ǥ����������������ơ���
you’re likely to lose though, but you don’t really have a choice. 
Which piece will it be?

�đĔĈĐ�ĜĎęč�ĒĞ�ĖĚĊĊē�ȋ�ĉͤǦĊͣȌǣ�turn to page 49

�đĔĈĐ�ĜĎęč�ĒĞ�ćĎĘčĔĕ�ȋ�ċͤǦĊͣȌǣ�turn to page 49

�đĔĈĐ�ĜĎęč�ĒĞ�čĔėĘĊ�ȋ�ČͤǦĊͣȌǣ�turn to page 49
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You clear your throat, hold one hand open in the air in front 
of you, and promise a ghost that you will kill an alive human. This 
is what you say:

Yea, from the table of my memory
I’ll wipe away all trivial fond records,
All saws of books, all forms, all pressures past
That youth and observation copied there;
And thy commandment all alone shall live
Within the book and volume of my brain,
�����ǯ�������������������ǣ����ǡ����������Ǩ

Your Ghost Dad seems pretty cool with that. You have begun 
quest Kill Claudius! It’s worth 3500 experience points.

That’s a lot!!

�ĊĆěĊ�Ďę�ęčĊėĊ�Ćēĉ�ėĊęĚėē�ęĔ��ĔėĆęĎĔǣ�turn to page 111

�čėĔĜ�Ďē�Ć�đĎǯđ�ĘĊĝĎĘĒ�ċĔė�ČĔĔĉ�ĒĊĆĘĚėĊǣ�turn to 
page 8
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You do so, and Gertrude moves her king forward one square 
(Kf4-f3). 

The only non-suicidal move open to you is to move your king 
down a square too, which you do (Kh4-h3). Gertrude counters 
this by moving her pawn down one tile (g6-g5). Again, you’re left 
with only one option: retreating your king (Kh3-h2) and boy I 
hope these notations make sense to you, because if not, hah hah, 
wow we are screwed here. 

Gertrude advances her pawn again (g5-g4) and AGAIN there 
is no option for you but to retreat, which you do. You fall back to 
Kh2-h1, Gertrude takes your pawn with her king, and um — that’s 
��Ǩ����ǯ������������������������������Ƥ��������Ǥ

You just lost. 
Remember when I said you can’t win chess with just a king, 

Ophelia? I wasn’t lying, it’s a real rule! And I’m sorry, but I don’t 
make the rules. As far as I know the rules were made thousands of 
years ago by kings or whoever; anyway they’re all dead but we’re 
still doing what they told us to do.

Gertrude makes a few more moves to get her pieces in place, 
and then it’s...

�čĊĈĐĒĆęĊǣ�turn to page 411
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THE END

P.S. The ghosts of everyone you killed think this whole situation is 
“pretty weird,” but whatevs, you live life by your own rules.
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You decide to play this one cool — rather than chopping her 
������ơǡ���������������������������������ȋ����ǯ�����������ǣ������������
of poison between two slices of bread) and give it to Gertrude to 
eat.

At swordpoint.
She starts to say something to you, but then her mouth is 

too full of sandwich for you to really make it out. Gertrude dies 
shortly thereafter! Cause of death? SANDWICH OVERDOSE. It’s 
not a bad way to go, really. If you have to die, you’d like it to be 
doing something you love, and you do love a good sammich.

You sit down next to the cooling body to collect your 
thoughts. So far you have killed everyone in the town and gotten 
away with it. All that’s left — the only two living people here 
besides yourself — are your brother and father. Do you really 
want to kill them?

�ċ�ĞĔĚ�ĉĊĈĎĉĊ�ęĔ�ČĔ�ċĔė�͜͜͝τǡ�ĈčĔĔĘĊ�ęčĎĘ�ĔĕęĎĔēǣ�turn 
to page 610

�ċ�ĞĔĚ�ĉĊĈĎĉĊ�ęčĆę�ĘĊĈĔēĉ�ĕđĆĈĊ�ĎĘēǯę�ĘĔ�ćĆĉǡ�ĈčĔĔĘĊ�
ęčĎĘ�ĔĕęĎĔēǣ�turn to page 567
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Good idea, Ophelia! You return to England for your vacation, 
which lasts longer and longer until it’s what you might call a 
“stay-cation,” which is a terrible word, but all I’m trying to say 
is you live the rest of your days very happily, very far away from 
�������Ǥ�����ǯ������������������������ơ��������������ǣ������
Denmark, England is full of lots of very interesting, very attractive 
people, and you make a lot of friends there who are — I’ll give it 
to you straight — stone-cold hunks and smokin’-hot babes.

If you don’t want children, then you don’t have any. But if 
you want children, let’s say you meet someone amazing (like the 
person from the hotel!) and have children with them. Or you 
adopt! 

Whatever, man! I’m easy!!

Turn to page 661
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��������������Ǩ���������������������������������Ƥ�������
guilt about killing your father, because he read a book and chose 
the options that the murderer would’ve chosen in real life!! He’s 
��Ƥ�������������Ǣ����������������������������Ǣ������������������������
other conceivable explanation for what you just saw.

After Claudius tore out of the room, your mother followed 
him, and after she left everyone else left too, leaving the room 
empty but for you, Ophelia, and Horatio. 

“Did you see that? He totally chose the murdery options, and 
then he freaked out!” you say, really excited.

“There’s no denying that!” says Horatio.
“This means the spooky ghost was correct!” you say. Ophelia 

looks at you for a moment and then opens her mouth to speak.
Wait, hold on, I can’t remember — you’ve made a lot of crazy 

choices. Did you and Ophelia break up the last time you saw her?

�ĊĆč�ĒĆēǡ�ĜĊ�ćėĔĐĊ�Ěĕǣ�turn to page 73

�ĈęĚĆđđĞǡ�ćĊċĔėĊ�ĜĊ�ĘęĆėęĊĉ�ėĊĆĉĎēČ�ęčĆę�ćĔĔĐǦ
ĜĎęčĎēǦĆǦćĔĔĐǡ��ĕčĊđĎĆ�ęĔđĉ�ĒĊ�ĜĊ�ĜĊėĊ�ĈĔĔđǡ�ĘĔ�ĜĊǯėĊ�
ĉĊċĎēĎęĊđĞ�ĈĔĔđǣ�turn to page 389

�Ĕę�ĔēđĞ�ĉĎĉ�ĜĊ�ēĔę�ćėĊĆĐ�Ěĕǡ���ĆĈęĚĆđđĞ������ĕčĊđĎĆ�
ćĊċĔėĊ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�ĘęĆėęĊĉ�ėĊĆĉĎēČ�ęčĊ�ćĔĔĐǨ�Turn to page 
56

�Ĕ�ęĊđđ�ĞĔĚ�ęčĊ�ęėĚęčǡ�ēĔę�ĔēđĞ�ĉĎĉ�ĜĊ�ēĔę�ćėĊĆĐ�Ěĕǡ�
ćĚę�ĘčĊ�ĘĆĎĉ�ĘčĊ�ĜĆēęĘ�ęĔ�ĒĆėėĞ�ĒĊ�Ćēĉ�ęčĆę��ǯĒ�ęčĊ�
čĆēĉĘĔĒĊĘę�ĒĆē�ĘčĊ�ĊěĊė�ĉĎĉ�ĒĊĊęǤ��čĊ�ĊĝĕđĆĎēĊĉ�ęčĆę�
Ďċ�ĞĔĚ�đĔĔĐĊĉ�Ěĕ�ǲĘĊĝĞǳ�Ďē�ęčĊ�ĉĎĈęĎĔēĆėĞǡ�ęčĊėĊǯĉ�ćĊ�
Ć�ĕĎĈęĚėĊ�Ĕċ�ĒĊ�ĜĎęč�ęčĊ�ĈĆĕęĎĔē�ǲ�Ċ�ĕĚę�ęčĎĘ�čĊėĊ�
ćĊĈĆĚĘĊ�ĜĊ�ĐēĊĜ�ĞĔĚ�ĜĔĚđĉēǯę�ĜĆēę�ęĔ�ĉĎĊ�ĜĎęčĔĚę�
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ĊěĊė�čĆěĎēČ�ĘĊĊē�ĘĚĈč�Ć�čĚēĐĞ�ĈčĚēĐ�Ĕċ�ĒĆēǤǳ�Turn to 
page 346
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Man, it’s awesome! And it’s SO COOL to be an underwater 
explorer who doesn’t need to breathe. I mean, it’s kinda hard to 
see things without a light source, but your ghostly body glows a 
little when you want it to, so it’s not bad.

The pirate ship itself seems recently sunk. There are bodies 
trapped below-decks, and yeah, that’s unpleasant. The ocean 
bacteria haven’t really started decomposing them yet. Bodies, 
man. Being corporeal, man. I dunno.

����Ƥ��������������������ǡ�������ǯ�������Ǥ��������������������
ship was attacked, raided, and then sunk. Somewhere up above 
your head, sailing on the surface of the great Ocean Atlantic, is a 
really tough pirate ship that’s just looking for treasure AND/OR 
trouble. Too bad you’re already dead, huh?

But even if you were alive what does a ghost need with 
money anyway, so I guess this has kinda been a pointless but still 
awesome endeavour. You explored the ocean bottom and found a 
sunken ship! Don’t let anyone tell you that’s not awesome!

Okay! After several more days of very slow travel that we just 
skipped over because it got boring, you’re back on Denmark’s 
shores!

�ėėĎěĊ�Ďē��ĊēĒĆėĐǣ�turn to page 638

�ĔĚ�ĐēĔĜ�ĜčĆęǫ�
Ĕ�ćĆĈĐ�Ćēĉ�ĊĝĕđĔėĊ�ęčĊ�ĔĈĊĆē�ĘĔĒĊ�
ĒĔėĊǤ��čĊ�ĔĈĊĆē�ėĚđĊĘǤ�Turn to page 586
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Right! Because who better to know how to kill someone than 
someone who has recently been through that “getting killed to 
death” process themselves? You wait until Claudius is sleeping 
(NEXT TO YOUR BELOVED GERTRUDE FOR SOME REASON, 
HAH HAH, THAT’S WEIRD) then wake him up by tapping him 
on the forehead a bit.

“Hey, it’s me!” you whisper. “Your brother! The one you 
murdered!!”

“Aw crap,” Claudius whispers back. “Ghosts are real?” 
“Real pissed at you, anyway,” you reply. “Listen, I’ll cut to the 

chase: we are from a time where ‘an eye for an eye’ is considered 
to be a good thing to build a justice system around, so I am here 
to kill you.”

ǲ���ǫǳ��������������ǡ��������������ǡ������Ƥ��Ǥ
ǲ�������ǡ�������������ǡǳ��������ǡ����������������ơ���������

Ƥ�����Ǥ�ǲ����������������������������������������������������ǡ�����
that takes time. I could throw a pot at your head until you die, but 
that lacks grace. Instead, check this out.”

������������������������������ǯ��ƪ�������������������
Claudius. He stares at you, his eyes wide. 

“I’m sorry,” he whispers.
“Way too late for THAT,” you reply. You lower yourself to 

���ǡ�������������ǡ���������������Ǥ�������������������������Ƥ����
of vision and then you’re inside his skull, inside the pink of his 
brain, his blood darkly obscuring your sight. You sink slowly 
deeper and deeper into him, lining up your ghost body with his 
regular body, until you are just about occupying exactly the same 
space. 

Then you make yourself corporeal.
What happens next happens so quickly and with such force 

that it’s hard to describe, but “Claudius explodes everywhere” 
�������������������Ǥ�������ǡ����ǯ���Ƥ��ǡ�����������������
disgusting. Literally disgusting. Gertrude wakes up, dripping in 
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gore, screaming. 
You, my friend, have achieved revenge.
Still corporeal, you roll over onto your back and apologize to 

Gertrude. You explain over her screams what happened, and say 
that you hope she’ll be happy being married to a ghost.

Gertrude stops screaming.
“Um, while you were gone I kinda...married Claudius,” she 

admits. “But I never stopped loving you!”

�ēĉĊėĘęĆēĉ�ęčĆęǡ�ďĚĘę�ĆĘ�ĞĔĚ�ĈĆē�čĆěĊ�ĒĔėĊ�ęčĆē�ĔēĊ�
ČĔĔĉ�ċėĎĊēĉ�Ćę�Ć�ęĎĒĊǡ�ęčĊ�čĚĒĆē�čĊĆėę�ĎĘ�ĈĆĕĆćđĊ�Ĕċ�
đĔěĎēČ�ĒĔėĊ�ęčĆē�ĔēĊ�ĕĊėĘĔē�Ćę�Ć�ęĎĒĊ�Ćēĉ�ćĊ�ĈĔĔđ�
ĆćĔĚę�Ďęǣ�turn to page 104


Ċę�ĚĕĘĊę�ęčĆę�ĘčĊ�ĒĆėėĎĊĉ�ĞĔĚė�ćėĔęčĊėǣ�turn to page 
588
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You jump your pawn ahead two spaces, putting it right in the 
attacking square of Gertrude’s pawn. She takes it (h5xg4) and 
you’re down to just your king. 

I’m sorry, Ophelia. Like I said, there’s no way to win at chess 
with just your king.

But.
But you can TIE with just your king, and that’s exactly what 

you’ve done! Snatching Gertrude’s victory right from her hands, 
you’ve tricked her into a position where she’s left you no legal 
move for your only piece: your king. Since it’s your turn but you 
can’t move, the game’s over. You don’t win, but neither does she! 
This is what they call...

�ęĆđĊĒĆęĊǣ�turn to page 668
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“I can still defend myself,” you say, and with a quick swipe of 
your blade, you send her short-swords skittering to the ground. 
She calmly turns from you, picks them up, and begins attacking 
you with them again.

����������������������ƪ���������Ǥ
She picks them up and attacks you again.
����������ǡ�����������������������������ơ�����������������

���������������ơ���������������������������������Ǥ���ǯ������
you do everything these days. Gertrude attacks you constantly, 
������������ǯ������������ơ������������������������ǡ����ǯ���
constantly defending yourself with your free, non-dominant 
hand.

As the years go by, you end up with one super muscley arm. 
And in the end...isn’t that the most we all can hope for?

Turn to page 615
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You stroll into your family’s quarters. Your father is there, and 
your brother, Laertes, is there too. Looks like his trip to France 
was postponed when he discovered that ghosts are real, huh?

“Dad,” you say, nodding to Polonius. “Bro,” you say, nodding to 
Laertes. “What is up?”

You notice Polonius and Laertes both have their swords drawn 
and are advancing on you.

“Now, simmer down, fellas,” you say. “We’re all family here, 
right? I’m sure if a ghost told you to murder me you’d come talk 
to me about it and not attack me outright, right?” Polonius’s 
response is to jab his sword at you. You parry it easily, sending his 
sword skittering across the room.

“Really, Dad? Well Laertes, YOU’RE certainly not going to try 
to kill me, right?” Laertes’ response is to jab his sword at you too. 
It works just as well for him as it did for his father, and now both 
men face you, unarmed.

“Well. Seems I have the advantage, guys. So! Let me ask you 
a question. Do you think I look like you? Because people always 
said they could see the family resemblance.”

ǲ��ǫǳ�������������ǡ��������������ơ�������������������������
�������Ǥ������������ơ��������������������������ƪ���Ǥ�

“Really?” you say to your dead brother. “Because I always 
thought when it came to me, you were a DEAD RINGER.”

You turn to Polonius. 
“Imagine he worked as a bell ringer, then it’s even better,” you 

say.
“These aren’t very good one-liners,” he replies, “and I say this 

as your father. You need, I don’t know, an editor or something.”
“I suppose I do need to make a few —” you begin, but are 

interrupted by Polonius.
“Don’t say ‘cuts,’” he says.
“CUTS!!!” you say, slicing Polonius up and killing him in the 

process.
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“It’s been a slice,” you say, “but now I must BLADE you adieu.”
Polonius comes back to life long enough to say “THAT PUN IS 

OLDER THAN STALE BREAD. IT IS OLDER THAN THE DUST 
ON STALE BREAD, ACTUALLY, NOW THAT I THINK ABOUT 
IT” and then he’s dead again. 

Ouch. Sick burns on you, Ophelia! But he’s dead now, so 
whatever. 

If you’re going to kill everyone, there’s just one thing left to 
do, Ophelia!

�Ďđđ�
ĊėęėĚĉĊǣ�turn to page 639
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You look around. Silence. The sun is coming up, and you can 
hear the birds chirping, and scattered throughout town are the 
bodies of the people you used to know. Gertrude. Rosencrantz. 
�����������������������������������������������������ơ��������
but whose name you forgot. You killed him too, real quick, when 
you remembered him just now, because best not to take any 
chances, right?

You go to the royal court and sit on the throne, not because 
you want to be a regent, but because it is a very comfortable chair. 
Days turn into weeks, and you tend to spend a lot of time there, 
thinking. Not much else to do, right?

That’s where you are later, lost in thought when Fortinbras 
(crown prince of Norway) bursts through the door, along with some 
ambassadors. “Hey guys, nobody showed up to meet my boat so I 
thought I’d — oh my gosh, what happened here?” Fortinbras says. 

“Hey Fortinbras,” you say. “Have you ever met a ghost who 
promised you great things in the afterlife if you try to kill me?”

“No,” he says, and in a lightning-fast motion, you stab him in 
the throat. 

“Let’s keep it that way,” you say. 
The ambassadors look at you in shock, and then they look at 

their own bodies in shock, because they are in shock after you cut 
�ơ������������������������������Ǥ

Congratulations, Ophelia! You’ve killed everyone in this story. 
I mean it, I am literally totally out of characters for you to kill. This 
wasn’t where I expected the story to go, but it was extremely badass 
and it was a lot of fun seeing you take care of business like that.

You live a long (albeit kinda lonely) life, and though you are 
initially pestered by the ghosts of everyone you totally murdered, 
there’s not much they can do once you start sleeping with the light 
on.

Turn to page 281
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THE END
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You stab her right in the soft parts, and human bodies are 
pretty much all soft parts!! 

“Queen to DEATH SEVEN,” you say, thinking it sounds kinda 
chess-like. I mean — it kinda does? I guess?

Gertrude dies, and that means you will never get to play a 
game of chess with a head of state, but on the other hand, it 
DOES mean you killed an entire town. That’s something, right? 
You didn’t even use a bomb or anything. You used your HANDS 
and SWORDS and FLEXIBLE SENSE OF MORALITY.

�ĔĔĐ�ĆėĔĚēĉǣ�turn to page 627
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����ƪ������������������������������������������������������
the pirate captain’s eye. As you pull your sword free, the eyeball 
comes with it. Eww. You then try to strike his other eye but the 
������������������������ǡ����������������ơ����������������������
����������Ǥ����������������������������������������������������ơ����
still probably going to hurt pretty bad.

He roars in pain and covers his eyes, blinded. He falls to one 
knee, showing his back to you.

You tap him with your blade and say the following:

ǲ�Ďĉ�ĞĔĚ�ĘĊĊ�ęčĆęǫ���ĈĚę�Ĕċċ�ĕĆėę�Ĕċ�ĞĔĚė�ĈĔėēĊĆǨ��ĔĚ�
ĉĎĉēǯęǫ��ĊĆđđĞǫ��Ċđđǡ���ČĚĊĘĘ�ĞĔĚǯĉ�ćĊęęĊė�ĐĊĊĕ�ĞĔĚė�
�����������Ǥǳ�Turn to page 221

ǲ�Ďĉ�ĞĔĚ�ĘĊĊ�ęčĆęǫ���ĘęĆććĊĉ�ĔĚę�ĔēĊ�Ĕċ�ĞĔĚė�ĊĞĊĘǨ��ĔĚ�
ĉĎĉēǯęǫ��ĊĆđđĞǫ��Ċđđǡ���ČĚĊĘĘ�ĞĔĚǯĉ�ćĊęęĊė�������������
���Ǥǳ�Turn to page 506

ǲ�ĔĜǤ��ĔĔĐĘ�đĎĐĊ�ĞĔĚ�ĘĆĜǤǤǤĆē����	��Ǥǳ�Turn to page 340
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Yes, well, the bad news is they’re not messing around!
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern take one look at the bloody 

corpse of the captain lying at your feet and rush below-decks, 
tripping over each other on their way down the ladder.

����Ƥ����������������������������������ǯ���������������Ǥ���
������������������������ƪ������������������������������ǡ����������
begins to fall on Vesselmania’s deck. Calypso’s Gale is gaining on 
you, and her forward cannons are being reloaded. The distance 
between the two ships is decreasing by the second. 

What do you do?

�ĆĐĊ�ĈĔĒĒĆēĉ�Ĕċ�ęčĎĘ�ěĊĘĘĊđǣ�turn to page 572

	ĔđđĔĜ�ĞĔĚė�ċėĎĊēĉĘ�ćĊđĔĜǦĉĊĈĐĘǡ�čĆēČ�ęĎČčę�ĚēęĎđ�
ęčĎĘ�ćđĔĜĘ�ĔěĊėǣ�turn to page 121
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�������������������������������������������ƪ���������������
spooky powers. It wasn’t even a good one, but it is the last 
decision you ever make.

UNTIL YOU PLAY THIS BOOK AGAIN, THAT IS!!

Turn to page 173
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THE END
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Good news! The afterlife exists, and it’s full of ghosts! You 
know this because you’re now one of them. You get to spend all 
your time slamming doors, rattling chains, and telling on the 
person who killed you!

But here’s the thing: I, the author, told you, the reader, that 
your brother poured poison in your ear while you napped. But 
you, as Hamlet Sr., have no idea how you died! You slept through 
���������������Ǥ����������������Ƥ������������������������������ǯ���
going to revenge yourself on your murderer, assuming you even 
WERE murdered. Because remember that for all you know, you 
could’ve died of a heart attack!

This is an example of dramatic irony, only since we’re in the 
second person, it’s an amazing example of an entirely new species 
of dramatic irony, something I’m going to call Second Person 
�������Ǧ����������������Ǧ��������������. You are now aware of 
information that you’re not aware of. 

This should be fun!

�ĈĈĊĕę�ęčĆę�ĞĔĚ�ĉĎĊĉ�Ĕċ�Ć�čĊĆėę�ĆęęĆĈĐǣ�turn to page 651

�ĎĘęĊē�Ďē�Ĕē�ĕĊĔĕđĊǯĘ�ĈĔēěĊėĘĆęĎĔēĘ�Ćēĉ�ĘĊĊ�Ďċ�ĆēĞ�Ĕċ�
ęčĊĒ�ęĆđĐ�ĆćĔĚę�čĔĜ�ęčĊĞ�ęĔęĆđđĞ�ĐĎđđĊĉ�ĞĔĚǣ�turn to 
page 349
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“O, WHAT A NOBLE MIND IS HERE O’ERTHROWN!” you 
shout, glancing at the door.

“THE COURTIER’S, SOLDIER’S, SCHOLAR’S, EYE, 
TONGUE, SWORD; THE EXPECTANCY AND ROSE OF THE 
FAIR STATE, THE GLASS OF FASHION AND THE MOULD OF 
FORM, THE OBSERVED OF ALL OBSERVERS — QUITE, QUITE 
DOWN!” you scream, wandering around the empty room.

“AND I, OF LADIES MOST DEJECT AND WRETCHED, THAT 
SUCK’D THE HONEY OF HIS MUSIC VOWS, NOW SEE THAT 
NOBLE AND MOST SOVEREIGN REASON, LIKE SWEET BELLS 
JANGLED, OUT OF TUNE AND HARSH; THAT UNMATCH’D 
FORM AND FEATURE OF BLOWN YOUTH BLASTED WITH 
�������Ǩǳ�����������ǡ�Ƥ����������������������ƪ��������������������
it looks as crazy as possible.

“O, WOE IS ME, TO HAVE SEEN WHAT I HAVE SEEN, SEE 
WHAT I SEE!” you bellow, just as Claudius walks in with your 
dad.

Nailed it, Ophelia!
Because they’re mad sexist, the king and your father discuss 

your relationship with Hamlet like you’re not even there. Near 
the end, Polonius seems to remember you’re there and in a quick 
aside, he tells you not to say anything because they’ve already 
overheard it all anyway.

Nice to be thought of in there somewhere, right?
Anyway, Claudius decides that Hamlet will be sent to England 

where his insanity can do no harm. They don’t seem to notice that 
you’re acting insane, even though I really was being honest when 
I said you did a great job with your crazy speech. They’re jerks. 
What can I say? They’re jerks. I don’t care who knows it.

�ĊĊę�Ěĕ�ĜĎęč��ĆĒđĊę�ęĔ�ĉĎĘĈĚĘĘ�ĜčĆę�čĆĕĕĊēĊĉǣ�turn to 
page 689
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���������������������������Ǩ�����Ƥ�������������������������
is track down your brother to take revenge. TURNS OUT that’s 
����������������������ǯ���������Ƥ�������������������ǣ�����������
court! He’s there with your widow, Gertrude! 

�����ǡ�����ǯ���������������������������ơǤ��������Ǥ���ǯ��
probably just trying to comfort her after your untimely death, hah 
hah; brothers are really great.

Though...maybe not?

�ĎĘęĊē�Ďē�Ĕē�ĜčĆę�ęčĊĞǯėĊ�ĘĆĞĎēČǣ�turn to page 664

�ČēĔėĊ�ĜčĆę�ęčĊĞǯėĊ�ĘĆĞĎēČǡ��ǯĒ���������ęčĊėĊǯĘ�
ēĔęčĎēČ�ĚēęĔĜĆėĉ�ČĔĎēČ�Ĕēǣ�turn to page 642
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����Ƥ���
��������������������������ǡ������Ǥ
“Ophelia,” she says, greeting you cooly. “I see you’ve had a 

busy night. It appears I’m the only one left alive, and if I don’t 
miss my guess, you’re here to kill me too.”

“Right on target,” you say.
“Well. Do you care to make it interesting?” she asks. “Should 

you beat me at a game, then I will allow you to kill me. In fact, I’ll 
even kill myself. But if I win this game, then you will spare me my 
life.”

“What’s the game?” you ask.
“The game, dear Ophelia, is the game of kings.”
You look at her blankly.
“But queens can play it too. Also, there are horses in it.”
You continue to look at her blankly.
“I’m talking about chess.” she says.
“Well...” you say, turning over the bloody sword in your hand. 

“I mean, I could just kill you with my sword.”
“Of course,” she replies. “And you could go to your grave 

having never beaten a HEAD OF STATE at chess. Yeah, better not 
to have on your resumé that you beat someone at chess SO HARD 
that they KILLED THEMSELVES.”

Gertrude’s sarcasm is pretty pointed, I gotta say. But how 
good are you at chess, Ophelia? You should probably factor that 
into your decision, as I honestly have no idea how good Gertrude 
is at it. My bad. I guess somehow I never really thought these 
ridiculous circumstances would happen?

ĚĘę�ĐĎđđ�
ĊėęėĚĉĊǣ�turn to page 630

�đĆĞ�čĊė�ČĆĒĊǣ�turn to page 698
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THE END
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Using spooky ghost powers, you completely ignore what 
Gertrude and Claudius say to each other!

That evening, you try to revenge yourself on Claudius by 
spooking him. The problem is, he never looks in any of the 
mirrors you’re haunting, he assumes wind is knocking over his 
pots, and he thinks the ghostly wailing from beyond the grave is 
probably just a sick dog outside who’s having a pretty rough go of 
it lately.

This spooking him isn’t going well, man. I don’t know what to 
tell you. You’ll have to get your revenge some other way! Maybe 
by...killing him?

��ƪ���������������������������������������ǡ���������������������
suitable revenge is to kill him as well because why not, you could 
totally take him, especially since you’ve already died once and 
lived to talk about it. But who is best suited to do the killing? You 
could do it, but you DID have a son partly so you wouldn’t have to 
do every single thing around here!

�Ďđđ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�ĞĔĚėĘĊđċǣ�turn to page 621


Ċę�ĞĔĚė�ĘĔē�ęĔ�ĐĎđđ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�ĎēĘęĊĆĉǣ�turn to page 663
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Okay, right, but here’s the thing: I’m not super cool with 
having to go through this whole adventure with you in which you 
induce your only son to commit a murderous act of revenge on 
your behalf when you’re already dead anyway. It’s — kinda awful? 
So if you want to tell Hamlet to go kill his stepfather, you can. In 
fact, look, you just did. But now you are going to have to live with 
the consequences, AS THE MAN WHO YOU JUST INDUCED TO 
MURDER. 

You are now your son, Hamlet! 
How’s that taste, bucko?! Now you have to go do a murder!

�Ċ��ĆĒđĊęǡ�Ćēĉ�ĕėĔĒĎĘĊ�ęčĊ�ČčĔĘę�Ĕċ�ĞĔĚė�ĉĊĆĉ�ċĆęčĊė�
ęĔ�ĐĎđđ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǣ�turn to page 612

�Ěę���ĉĔēǯę�ĜĆēę�ęĔ�ćĊ�ĒĞ�ĘĔēǨ���ĜĆēę�ęĔ�ćĊ�Ć�ČčĔĘęǨǨ�
Turn to page 665
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You retreat your king.
“Checkmate in six,” Gertrude announces.
�������������ǯ�����ƥ��Ǥ�����������������������ȋ�͢Ǧ�͡ȌǤ����

this point, you can either move your pawn forward or retreat your 
king.

Unbeknownst to you, at this exact point in time, the timeline 
splits!

In Timeline Zeta, you retreat your king (Kh3-h2). Gertrude 
moves her king over (Kf4-g4), and you move your pawn forward 
(g2-g3). Gertrude brings up her other pawn to threaten yours, and 
if you use your pawn to take hers, you’ll lose it the next turn and 
be left with nothing. But there’s nowhere you can move your king 
to prevent Gertrude from taking your pawn the next turn, and 
that’s what she does (h4xg3). You lost.

But wait, because in an alternate timeline, Timeline Zeta 
Prime, you advance your pawn instead (g2-g3)! Gertrude moves 
her king forward (Kf4-f3), and since moving your pawn forward 
�����������Ƥ�����ǡ��������������������������������������
(Kh3-h2). Gertrude immediately moves her pawn forward (g5-
g4), leaving you with only two moves for your king, both of which 
are retreats, and both of which result in your last pawn being 
taken. Aw man, you lost in this timeline too!

Geez, timelines, what the heck!

�čĊĈĐĒĆęĊǣ turn to page 411
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Okay! You become pirates!
It turns out that living on a boat without the support structure 

of a nation-state behind you is hard and it only gets harder! And 
it turns out, yeah, that battle you won was insanely lucky for you, 
and you kinda used up a lot of your luck reserves in it. Dude. You 
are fresh out of luck.

Two months later your ship is attacked by another pirate 
ship (The Mad Cutlass of Atlantis; it’s a pretty cool name, I’m not 
gonna lie) and you are slaughtered. They even manage to take me 
hostage! And they’re forcing me to say “you are slaughtered” AND 
to use “you” in the “everyone on board” sense!

Geez. Nice work, Hamlet!! 

Turn to page 441
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THE END
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You grab a piece of paper and write down the words “HEY I’M 
NOT HERE TO KILL YOU, I JUST WANT TO KNOW ABOUT 
THAT MURDER YOU MAYBE WITNESSED?” but in Danish 
of course, hah hah. You gently shake the woman awake while 
holding the piece of paper up in front of her.

She’s freaked out initially (she was just woken up by a g-g-g-
g-ghostly apparition from beyond the grave) but once she reads 
your note, she looks at you suspiciously and says, “For real?”

����ƪ����������������������������ǲ������ǯ������
��������
GOT KILLED MAYBE, AND I GUESS I WANT TO REVENGE 
MY DEATH OR WHATEVER? BUT PLEASE SPEAK SLOWLY 
AS NORWEGIAN IS NOT MY NATIVE LANGUAGE; I’M FROM 
DENMARK.”

“Oh,” the woman says in Danish, “I speak Danish too.”
“Kick ass,” you reply.
She tells you what she saw and gives you a physical description 

of the guy. Unfortunately, the man answering to her description 
could only be one person: your brother, Claudius!!

Congratulations, my king! You now know what you know 
so that whole Second Person Pronoun-Paradoxical Auto-
Dramatic Irony thing has been slain! You have been awarded 500 
experience points, plus you’ve unlocked a new quest: Revenge 
Yourself on Claudius.

���ǯ���������������������ơ�����������������������������Ǩ
Okay! Let’s revenge your death! Your murderer is getting away 

with it in Denmark.

�ĜĎĒ�ćĆĈĐ�ęĔ��ĊēĒĆėĐǣ�turn to page 686

�ĆĎę�ċĔė�ęčĊ�ēĊĝę�ćĔĆę�ćĆĈĐ�ęĔ��ĊēĒĆėĐǣ�turn to page 
658
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“Correct!” Horatio says. “Ophelia, if you get this next question 
right, you will be my new queen. Fortinbras, if that’s who YOU 
want to be, you’ve got to get this next one right just to stay in the 
game.”

Horatio looks at you both, then speaks. “Next question: how 
long is the coastline of Denmark?”

������������������Ƥ���Ǥ

ǲͤͣ͟͡�ĐĎđĔĒĊęėĊĘǨǳ�Turn to page 709

ǲͣ͟͝͠�ĐĎđĔĒĊęėĊĘǨǳ�Turn to page 124

ǲ�ėĎĈĐ�ĖĚĊĘęĎĔēǨ��Ĕ�ĈĔĆĘęđĎēĊ�čĆĘ�Ć�ĕėĊĈĎĘĊđĞ�ĉĊċĎēĊĉ�
đĊēČęčǡ�ĆĘ�ęčĊ�đĊēČęč�ĜĎđđ�ĉĊĕĊēĉ�Ĕē�ęčĊ�ĒĊęčĔĉ�
ĚĘĊĉ�ęĔ�ĒĊĆĘĚėĊ�ĎęǤ��ċ���ĚĘĊ�Ć�ĒĊęėĊ�ĘęĎĈĐǡ�ěĆėĎĆęĎĔēĘ�
Ďē�ęčĊ�ĈĔĆĘę�ĘĒĆđđĊė�ęčĆē�ĔēĊ�ĒĊęėĊ�ĜĎđđ�ćĊ�ĎČēĔėĊĉǤ�
�Ěę�Ďċ���ĚĘĊ�Ć�ĈĊēęĎĒĊęėĊ�ĘęĎĈĐǡ�ęčĊē��ǯđđ�ĎēĈđĚĉĊ�
ęčĔĘĊ�ĒĊĆĘĚėĊĒĊēęĘǡ�ćĚę�ĎČēĔėĊ�ęčĔĘĊ�đĊĘĘ�ęčĆē�ĔēĊ�
ĈĊēęĎĒĊęėĊǨ��ĎēĈĊ�ĈĔĆĘęđĎēĊĘ�ćĊčĆěĊ�đĎĐĊ�ċėĆĈęĆđĘ�Ďē�
ęčĎĘ�ėĊČĆėĉǡ�ęčĊėĊ�ĎĘ�ēĔ�ĘĎēČđĊ�đĊēČęč�ĒĊĆĘĚėĊĒĊēę���
ĈĆē�ĕĔĎēę�ęĔ�ĜĎęčĔĚę�ĒĆĐĎēČ�ĘĎĒĕđĎċĞĎēČ�ĆĘĘĚĒĕęĎĔēĘ�
ċĎėĘęǤǳ�Turn to page 345
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Your plan is the one you decide to go with! It’s too late to try 
anything today, so you wait a day and go to Claudius’s favourite 
drinking hole that evening. 

Soon, Claudius walks in the door! “I’ll have some booze,” he 
says, “in celebration of my new wife and kinghood.” Claudius 
then gets SUPER WASTED SUPER QUICKLY, which is really 
convenient for you.

“Okay, now’s our chance,” Hamlet whispers to you. “Announce 
loudly that we’re going home to make out, so nobody suspects us. 
Then we can wait for him on the path back to the castle.”

“Why are you publicly reminding me of the plan we’ve 
already discussed?” you hiss, but it was at least convenient 
because it brought us all up to speed on your plan for avoiding 
accountability for the murder you’re about to facilitate! You do 
as Hamlet asks, and you both leave. You walk for a few minutes 
down the path to a dark spot, not too far from the water, and wait. 
There are no forks in the road up to this point, so you know you’ll 
catch him.

Hamlet wants to make out a bit while you wait, but you point 
out how it’s chilly down by the water and damp too and how this 
doesn’t really get your makeout organs pumping, so he gives up 
on that little fantasy.

Eventually, Claudius shows up!

�ĔēċėĔēę�čĎĒǣ�turn to page 652

�Ċę�čĎĒ�ĕĆĘĘǣ�turn to page 657
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“PROBABLY,” you say out loud to nobody in particular, 
ǲ��������������������������������������Ǥ����ǡ������ǯ����Ƥ����������
foul play to investigate here!”

You’re not that curious about the circumstances of your own 
death, but there’s certainly room for incurious people in the 
afterlife. You, for example, spend the rest of your afterlife (which 
is forever) training little ghost puppies how to be better dogs, and 
they’re so cute and they stay puppies forever and never grow up 
but just get better and better and cuter and cuter and oh my gosh 
it’s ADORABLE. 

Turn to page 55
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�������������������������Ƥ����������������������������������
steps in front of him.

“Hey Claudius, it’s me, Hamlet! You wanna go down to the 
river? Maybe see if there’s any frogs?”

“I like frogs,” Claudius says drunkenly, “as you can get poison 
from them and use it to kill people who are in the way of your 
professional and romantic ambitions.”

“Holy smokes!” Hamlet whispers to you.
You bring Claudius down to the river’s edge. You and Hamlet 

bend down on your knees and say things like “Wow, look at that!” 
and “That frog is CRAZY looking!” and “Whoah, is this one’s neck 
normal?” and before you know it Claudius is pushing you aside, 
slurring, “I wanna see.” Then, completely of his own accord, he 
trips and falls into the water.

You calmly hold his head down, but then Hamlet stays your 
hand. “I want to say something to him.”

You pull Claudius’s head up by the hair.
“We’re killing you, Claudius, because you killed my father and 

turned him into a ghost. Prepare to die.”
“Ghosts?! Those exist?” Claudius gurgles, shocked. You push 

his head back under water.
“Wait, I’ve got something else I want to say,” Hamlet says.
You pull Claudius up again.
“When you turn into a ghost, tell my dad I said hi, and also, 

make amends with him, okay?”
Claudius coughs and struggles weakly. He whispers something 

that you can’t hear, so Hamlet moves closer to him. Claudius 
repeats himself, and Hamlet angrily grabs him by the hair and 
shoves his head underwater, holding it there until he stops 
struggling. When it’s over, you ask Hamlet what he said.

Hamlet looks at you. “He said...”
“Yes?” you say.
“He said, ‘If ghosts exist, I’m going to become one. And hell 
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herself won’t be able to stop me,’” Hamlet says.
You stare at him for a long moment. “We’d better get back to 

�����������������������������������������ǡǳ�����Ƥ���������Ǥ
You do that, loudly saying things like “Wow, those were good 

makeouts! Now I’m back for more drinking!” and eventually go to 
bed. Claudius is discovered drowned and nobody suspects you. 

That night, no ghosts visit you.
No ghosts visit you the next night either. Days and days go 

by without any ghostly apparitions and you’re just about feeling 
like whatever insanity you may have been witness to over the 
���������������������Ƥ����������Ǥ�������������������������ǡ�Ƥ������
relaxing, just a little.

That night, Hamlet is murdered in his sleep by Osric.
Surprise!

�čĔĆčǡ�ĜčĆęǫ��ĆěĊ��ĆĒđĊęǨ�Turn to page 556
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THE END
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“Ooh, I’m sorry, Ophelia. That’s not the correct answer,” says 
Horatio. “Fortinbras, if you can answer correctly, all of Denmark 
is yours.”

Fortinbras looks at you. “Ophelia,” he says, “I’m sorry, but you 
������ơ���������������������Ǥ�����������������������������͝͠͞͝�
kilometres less than the number you supplied.”

Horatio does some quick mental arithmetic, then bows before 
Fortinbras.

“My king,” he says.


ėĆĈĊċĚđđĞ�ĆĈĈĊĕę�ĞĔĚė�đĔĘĘ�Ćę��ĊēĒĆėĐ�ęėĎěĎĆǣ turn to 
page 187

�čĆđđĊēČĊ�	ĔėęĎēćėĆĘ�ęĔ�Ć�ėĆĈĊ�ĆėĔĚēĉ�ęčĊ�ĜĔėđĉ�
ĎēĘęĊĆĉǣ turn to page 246
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You let Claudius pass you by without comment.
“What the hell is wrong with us?” you say. “We lost our nerve. 

Maybe we’re not up to drowning someone.”
“Or maybe we are, but we need to try again tomorrow night, 

under exactly the same circumstances as tonight,” Hamlet replies.

�ėĞ�ĆČĆĎē�ęĔĒĔėėĔĜ�ēĎČčę�ĚēĉĊė�ĊĝĆĈęđĞ�ęčĊ�ĘĆĒĊ�
ĈĎėĈĚĒĘęĆēĈĊĘǣ�turn to page 650

�ĔĔĐ�Ćę�ęčĊ�đĎĘę�ĆČĆĎēǡ�ĒĆĞćĊ�ęčĊėĊǯĘ�Ć�ćĊęęĊė�ĜĆĞ�ęĔ�
ĐĎđđ�čĎĒǣ�turn to page 538
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You go down to the docks and start poking your head into 
���������������������������������Ƥ��ǡ�ƪ�������������������
�������ǯ���������������������������������Ƥ�����������ǯ�������������
Denmark. And it leaves in just a few minutes! NICE! This is really 
convenient!

During the voyage, you poke around the boat looking for 
things to amuse yourself with. You experiment with doing some 
ghost things like putting your head inside a barrel of wine and 
then making your head corporeal, but that just causes the barrel 
to explode with the sudden pressure inside and makes you get 
wine in your eyes, so you don’t do that more than a few times.

It only takes awhile before your boat arrives in Denmark!

�ėėĎěĊ�Ďē��ĊēĒĆėĐǣ turn to page 638
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You go home to hide out until Hamlet tells you that his part 
of this plan is done! You worry that now that you’re missing and 
presumed drowned your room might attract visitors, but you 
Ƥ��������ǯ����������������������������������������Ǥ�

Days go by. NOBODY COMES. A little concerned that your 
death didn’t take, you put on a disguise and wander around the 
castle, but yep, everyone thinks you’re dead! They’re even having 
a MEMORIAL SERVICE for you. I guess they’ll come to clean out 
your place after that?

You go home to wait.
Days go by. 
NOBODY COMES AGAIN. Eventually you get tired of waiting 

though and wander down to the royal court. As you enter, you’re 
greeted by a gruesome scene so unexpected and bloody that it 
takes a few seconds to fully comprehend. Gertrude is clearly dead. 
Claudius is also just as clearly dead. Hamlet’s dead too. Aaaaand 
so’s your brother, Laertes. Horatio’s alive, but he seems pretty 
shell-shocked.

“What the hell happened here?” you demand.
Horatio looks at you and opens his mouth to explain. “Um...

Hamlet did?” he says, weakly.
“Aw man, aw geez,” you say, and then Fortinbras (he’s the 

crown prince of Norway) walks in with some ambassadors! He 
says Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are dead too, and that he’s 
king now. He settles himself on the throne and looks around his 
new kingdom.

���������������������Ƥ��������������ǡ������������Ǩ

�������ǣ�turn to page 662

�ĈėĊĜ�ęčĎĘǨǨ�Turn to page 676
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THE END
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“THE END,” you say, and Fortinbras looks at you with one 
raised eyebrow.

“Um, I mean, I’ll just show myself out,” you say.
After you leave, Fortinbras takes over Denmark and installs 

himself as the new head of state. That’s kind of baloney, so you 
move to England because everyone you liked in Denmark is 
already dead anyway so WHATEVER. While in England, you 
meet some sexy tourists on vacation!

I’d tell you all about these shenanigans, but you made me 
swear I’d keep it a secret!

Turn to page 449
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Okay. Um, why?

�ĊĈĆĚĘĊ�ęčĊē�čĊǯđđ�čĆěĊ�ĘĚđđĎĊĉ�čĎĘ�čĆēĉĘ�ĜĎęč�
ĒĚėĉĊėǡ�Ćēĉ�ćĊęęĊė�ċĔė�ĘĔĒĊĔēĊ�ēĊĜ�ęĔ�ćĊ�ċĔėĈĊĉ�ęĔ�
ĈĔĒĒĎę�ęčĊ�ĒĚėĉĊė�ĆĈę�ęčĆē�ċĔė�ĒĊ�ęĔ�ĉĔ�Ďę�ĒĞĘĊđċ�
ċĔė�ĘĔĒĊ�ėĊĆĘĔēǫ�Turn to page 198

�č�ĞĊĆčǡ�ĜĆĎęǡ�ęčĎĘ�ĎĘ�ĉĚĒćǡ��ǯĒ�ĆđėĊĆĉĞ�ĉĊĆĉ�Ćēĉ�
ĎēěĎĘĎćđĊ�Ćēĉ���ĈĆē�ċđĞǢ���ČĚĊĘĘ��ǯđđ�ďĚĘę�ĉĔ�Ďę�ĒĞĘĊđċǣ�turn 
to page 621
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“Hey Gertrude,” says Claudius. “I sure am happy that WE 
������������������ǡ�����������������������������������Ƥ����
husband died under mysterious circumstances.”

Whoah! That certainly was, in terms of exposition, a very 
�ƥ��������������Ǩ

You decide instantly that your initial revenge plan (haunt a 
����������������������������������ǯ����ƪ������������������ǡ�����
then you mirror his movements so he’s not really sure what’s 
going on, tee hee) is needlessly complex and stupid. Dude killed 
you AND married your widow! Since you are from olden times, 
you have an extremely old-fashioned sense of ownership over 
female sexuality, so this really gets stuck in your craw.

Instead of spooking Claudius, you decide to...

�Ďđđ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǨ�������������������Ǩ�Turn to page 28


Ċę�ĞĔĚė�ĘĔē�ęĔ�ĐĎđđ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�ĎēĘęĊĆĉǣ�turn to page 669
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Listen, King Hamlet, you already had your chance to be a 
ghost and you pretty much wasted it. And now you don’t want to 
do the dirty work of revenge? 

	���Ǥ��������������ǫ�	���Ǥ�
���ơ�������������������
���������Ǣ��������������Ǥ�����������ǡ������Ƥ����������������ǡ�
WHEEEEE WHAT FUN:

You are the ghost of a dead king! You discover a _____ kind 
of ______ that can be used by ______ to _______ a giant _______. 
Things are really ______ for a while, but then they _____ into 
______.

��������ơ������������̼̼̼̼̼̼�������������������������������
again! With a brand-new _____ and everything! But then you die 
again super quickly. It’s very ______.

After you die again, your body is ______ into a ______ and 
then _______ into a terrible _____ so that everyone can ______ 
until they ______.

Turn to page 591
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THE END
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�������������ǡ��������������ǯ��Ƥ���������������������������
in the event of a tie!

�����������ơ����������������Ǥ�ǲ�������������������ǯ���������Ǩǳ�
Gertrude exclaims.

“You’ll live,” you say.
And while it’s super awkward to be the only two people 

in town, especially when that town is full of dead bodies but 
ESPECIALLY when the only other person alive is the newly one-
armed mother of your old boyfriend, you manage. 

Fortinbras, the Norwegian crown prince, shows up a while 
�����Ǥ����Ƥ����������������������������������������������ǲ������
�����ǡǳ�������������ơ������������Ǥ�ǲ����������������������������ǡ�
are you?” you say, but nobody laughs because multilingual puns 
are like that. People usually don’t get them. I don’t know what to 
tell you. This is the world we live in.

Oh, crap! I almost forgot!
Later on, you die of old age!!

Turn to page 457
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Okay. Um, why?

�ĊĈĆĚĘĊ�ęčĊē�čĊǯđđ�čĆěĊ�ĘĚđđĎĊĉ�čĎĘ�čĆēĉĘ�ĜĎęč�
ĒĚėĉĊėǡ�Ćēĉ�ćĊęęĊė�ċĔė�ĘĔĒĊĔēĊ�ēĊĜ�ęĔ�ćĊ�ċĔėĈĊĉ�ęĔ�
ĈĔĒĒĎę�ęčĊ�ĒĚėĉĊė�ĆĈę�ęčĆē�ċĔė�ĒĊ�ęĔ�ĉĔ�Ďę�ĒĞĘĊđċ�
ċĔė�ĘĔĒĊ�ėĊĆĘĔēǫ�Turn to page 198

�č�ĞĊĆčǡ�ĜĆĎęǡ�ęčĎĘ�ĎĘ�ĉĚĒćǡ��ǯĒ�ĆđėĊĆĉĞ�ĉĊĆĉ�Ćēĉ�
ĎēěĎĘĎćđĊ�Ćēĉ���ĈĆē�ċđĞǢ���ČĚĊĘĘ��ǯđđ�ďĚĘę�ĉĔ�Ďę�ĒĞĘĊđċǣ�turn 
to page 28
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You rush back into Gertrude’s room.
“Hey guys, me again!” you say. “Crazy ol’ Ophelia!”
“I was just thinking, wouldn’t it be nice if heat dried up my 

brains?” says Laertes.
ǲ�����������ǯ�����������ǡǳ���������Ƥ��ǡ�����������������������

you. “And that makes me feel bad, so: heat, brains, solution.”
“Ah,” you say. Ophelia, Laertes is acting crazier than you! You 

gotta step up your game! 
Deciding to do just that, you start handing out some plants we 

both forgot were in your pocket to everyone in the room. You pass 
out some rosemary (use the leaves to season a pork chop!), fennel 
(eat the roasted seeds after a meal to freshen your breath!), rue 
(feed it to a horse to...induce an abortion? I dunno, that’s what 
it says here, “induces abortion in horses”), columbine (the roots 
AND seeds are highly poisonous so I dunno how delicious they 
���Ǣ��������ǡ���������������Ƥ������������������Ȍǡ����ǤǤǤ��������
ȋ����������������������������ƪ���������������������������ǡ�
nicely done there I guess).

Everyone DEFINITELY thinks you’re crazy now, Ophelia. 
Mission accomplished!


Ĕ�čĔĒĊǣ�turn to page 605
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You’ve never been the slappy type, and this is actually your 
Ƥ������������������������Ǥ�����������������
����������������
facing you, so how do you get them to turn around so you can 
slap their backs? It’s not like they’ll just turn around on their own 
mid-conversation, and if you try to manoeuvre around them, 
they’ll obviously keep turning to face you, because that’s what 
polite people do. 

Okay, maybe if you tell them to just — no, Rosencrantz, 
���ǯ�����������������������Ǥ���ǡ������Ƥ���ǡ�
������������Ȅ�
no, you — okay, Rosencrantz, you’ve turned all the way around: 
���������ǡ�����������Ǥ���ǡ�
�����������ǡ���ǯ�����������������ƪ���
����ǡ���ǯ���Ȅ�����ǡ�����ǡ���ǯ���ƪ������ǡ���������Ǧ����Ǥ���ǡ�����ǡ�
Rosen...dude, no, let me show you. Okay. Look, no, you messed it 
up again. Dude, no, look, it’s not that hard. You’re obviously both 
doing this just to pi—

You try to get them turned around so you can slap them 
on the back, but whatever it was that was going on there keeps 
happening. Time to cut your losses, and:

�ĘĐ�ęčĊĒ�čĔĜ�ęčĊĞǯěĊ�ćĊĊēǣ�turn to page 19
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You liked that, huh?
Okay, here’s the next song you sing to the king of all of 

Denmark!

Tomorrow is Saint Valentine’s day, 
All in the morning betime,
And I a maid at your window, 
��������������������Ǥ�
Then up he rose and donn’d his clothes 
And dupp’d the chamber door, 
Let in the maid, that out a maid
�������������������Ǥ

ȋ����������������������������������������������Ƥ��������ǨȌ
You continue:

By Gis and by Saint Charity, 
�����ǡ�����Ƥ�����������Ǩ
Young men will do’t if they come to’t 
�������ǡ������������������Ǥ�
Quoth she, ‘Before you tumbled me, 
����������ǯ�����������Ǥǯ�
He answers:
‘So would I ‘a’ done, by yonder sun,
��������������������������������Ǥǯ

(This part is about...actually, uh, I’ll tell you when you’re older.)
With that, you make your exit and go back home. 

�ĆĎę�Ć�ęĎĈĐǡ���ďĚĘę�ėĊĒĊĒćĊėĊĉ���ĜĆēę�ęĔ�ĆĈę�ĊěĊē�
ĈėĆğĎĊėǨǨ�Turn to page 670

�ĆĎę�Ć�ęĎĈĐǡ���ďĚĘę�ėĊĒĊĒćĊėĊĉ�ęčĆę���ĜĆēę�ęĔ�ĈĔēęĎēĚĊ�
ČĔĎēČ�čĔĒĊ�ĜĎęčĔĚę�ĎēĈĎĉĊēęǨ�Turn to page 605 
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You promise?

��ĕėĔĒĎĘĊǤ�Turn to page 700
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THE END
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“Screw this!!” you shout, “What gives you the right to be king? 
You don’t even know anything about Denmark!”

“Do so!” says Fortinbras. 
“Nuh uh!” you shout in reply.
Horatio holds up his hands. “Gentlemen, lady, please! I’m sure 

we can settle this reasonably,” he says. He smiles widely.
A few minutes later, you and Fortinbras are sitting side by 

side at a table. Sitting at the other end of the table is Horatio. 
This is how you will settle your dispute: Horatio will ask you trivia 
�����������������������ǡ���������Ƥ�����������������������������
and give the correct answer will get a point. It’s best two out of 
three. The winner gets to be ruler of Denmark. 

It is all quite reasonable.
ǲ�������Ǩǳ�������������ǡ�����������ơ����������Ǥ�ǲ	�������������ǣ�

����ǤǤǤ������������Ƥ�������������ǫǨǳ�
You know for a fact that you’re unusually fast at slapping 

tables (what can I say, you had a boring childhood and had to 
invent your own fun), and as there’s no penalty to slapping in 
Ƥ���ǡ�����ǯ�������������Ǥ��������������������������������������ǣ

ǲ�ĊēĒĆėĐǯĘ�ĊĆėđĎĊĘę�ĆėĈčĆĊĔđĔČĎĈĆđ�ċĎēĉĎēČĘ�ĉĆęĊ�
ćĆĈĐ�ęĔ�ęčĊ��ĊĒĎĆē�ĎēęĊėČđĆĈĎĆđ�ĕĊėĎĔĉǨ��čĆęǯĘ�ċėĔĒ�
͟͜͝ǡ͜͜͜�ęĔ�͜͝͝ǡ͜͜͜���Ǥǳ�Turn to page 649

ǲ�ĊēĒĆėĐǯĘ�ĊĆėđĎĊĘę�ĆėĈčĆĊĔđĔČĎĈĆđ�ċĎēĉĎēČĘ�ĉĆęĊ�
ćĆĈĐ�ęĔ�ęčĊ��ĊěĊēĘĎĆē�ČđĆĈĎĆđ�ĕĊėĎĔĉǡ�Ćę�ęčĊ�ĘęĆėę�Ĕċ�
ęčĊ��đĊĎĘęĔĈĊēĊ�ĊĕĔĈčǡ�͞Ǥ͡�ĒĎđđĎĔē�ĞĊĆėĘ�ĆČĔǤǳ�Turn to 
page 391

ǲ��ĉĚēēĔǡ�ćĚę�ĒĞ�ĒĔĒ�đĎěĊĉ�čĊėĊ�ęĔĔǡ�ĘĔ�ĎęǯĘ�ČĔę�ęĔ�ćĊ�
Ćę�đĊĆĘęǡ�đĎĐĊǡ�͟͜�ĞĊĆėĘǤǳ�Turn to page 240
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You’re the boss!
A few days later, you meet up with Gertrude for lunch. “Let’s 

have a picnic down by the river,” you say.
“Sure,” she says.
Knowing that you’ll soon be “dead” has made your madness 

act a little less intense. You actually feel like you can be yourself, 
at least for a little while. 

At least for lunch. 
You and Gertrude talk about many things (your shared 

interests, your hopes for the future, funny stories from your past) 
and it’s really pleasant. Hamlet and Claudius don’t even come up 
once. It’s actually a very meaningful conversation to you both, 
and you’re glad you and Gertrude were able to have it. Later, 

��������������������������ƪ��������������������������������ǡ�
and you do the same for her. Isn’t that nice? It’s nice. But after 
that, you both notice that all the little sandwiches are gone and 
lunch is over. You’ve got to do it now, Ophelia. 

“Hey, I’m crazy!” you say suddenly, standing up and slapping 
your knees. “You know what crazy people do? Climb dangerous 
trees!”

“Um,” Gertrude says, “maybe — maybe let’s not be crazy?”
“Too late!!” you say, climbing up the tree hanging out all 

aslant over the brook below. You climb out further and further, 
���������
�������ǯ����������ǡ�������Ƥ��������������������ǯ������
breaks and you fall into the river.

“Oh nooooo! I don’t know how to swim!” you shout.
“I’ll save you!” Gertrude yells, stripping out of the outermost 

layer of her many-layered fancy royal clothes.
“There’s no time, and you might drown too! No, Gertrude, 

this is how my story ends,” you shout.
“Ophelia!” shouts Gertrude.
“Gertrude, tell them what happened to me! Tell them...tell 

them that I acted crazy and drowned, okay? Maybe work our 
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�������ƪ�������������ǫǳ
“What?” shouts Gertrude, as you discreetly tread water.
“No, wait, it can be done better,” you say. “Here, tell them...tell 

them...”
You raise up one dripping hand out of the water.
“Tell them there is a willow here that grows aslant from a 

brook, that shows his hoar leaves in the glassy stream. There with 
�������������������������������������Ǧƪ�����ǡ��������ǡ��������ǡ�
and long purples that liberal shepherds give a grosser name, but 
��������������������������ǯ��Ƥ���������������Ǥ������ǡ��������
pendent boughs I coronet weeds clambering to hang, an envious 
sliver broke; when down my weedy trophies and myself fell in 
the weeping brook. My clothes spread wide; and, mermaid-like, 
awhile they bore me up: which time I chanted snatches of old 
tunes; as one incapable of my own distress, or like a creature 
native and indued unto that element. But long it could not be 
till that my garments, heavy with their drink, pull’d my poor 
wretched self from my melodious lay to muddy death.”

“Got it,” Gertrude says. “Goodbye, Ophelia! I’m sorry I can’t 
rescue you!”

“It’s okay! I’m drowning now! Glub glub glub!” you shout.
You take a big breath of air and swim down until you can 

touch bottom, count to 10, and then swim up to the top. When 
you surface, Gertrude is gone.

You have successfully faked your own death!! You suddenly 
feel like you’ve received 100 experience points and levelled up 
your Mad Nutty Rhetoric skill.


Ĕ�čĔĒĊ�ĆČĆĎēǡ�ĒĆĐĎēČ�ĘĚėĊ�ēĔę�ęĔ�ćĊ�ĘĊĊēǣ�turn to page 
659
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“Technically correct!” shouts Horatio. “Fortinbras, you and 
�������������������������Ƥ���Ǥ����������������������������������
correctly will be the ruler of all of Denmark.”

Horatio clears his throat.
“Final question: I am imagining a speculative future country 

that I will call the United States of America. This country is made 
out of many smaller states, each with their own name. Which 
speculative future state am I thinking of when I say that its land 
area is slightly less than twice the size of Denmark?”

Uh oh. 
You slap in and say:

ǲ�ĊĝĆĘǤǳ�Turn to page  712

ǲ�đĆĘĐĆǤǳ�Turn to page 680

ǲ�ĆĘĘĆĈčĚĘĊęęĘǤǳ�Turn to page 694
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“That, Ophelia, is...”
Horatio pauses, dramatically.
You and Fortinbras glance at each other. It’s so tense! Who 

knows what Horatio will say? Who knows??
ǲǤǤǤ���������ǡǳ�Ƥ��������������Ǥ�ǲ	���������ǫ����������ǫǳ
“Um...whichever one was the sixth to enter the union?” he 

says.
“CORRECT!” shouts Horatio, leaping up and hugging 

Fortinbras. “You won, dude! You are totally now the king of 
Denmark! Whoooahhhh!”


ėĆĈĊċĚđđĞ�ĆĈĈĊĕę�ĞĔĚė�đĔĘĘ�Ćę��ĊēĒĆėĐ�ęėĎěĎĆǣ�turn to 
page 187

�čĆđđĊēČĊ�	ĔėęĎēćėĆĘ�ęĔ�Ć�ėĆĈĊ�ĆėĔĚēĉ�ęčĊ�ĜĔėđĉ�
ĎēĘęĊĆĉǣ�turn to page 246
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You bring out your queen too, mirroring her move perfectly.
She moves her queen back one square and takes your queen. 

You’ve lost your queen in two moves. This isn’t going well for you, 
Ophelia!

“This isn’t going well for you, Ophelia!” Gertrude says, 
plagiarizing me but come on it’s not like she could know! 

I’ll save you some embarrassment and tell you that the rest 
of the game doesn’t go well for you either, and at the end you are 
down to your king and a pawn. Gertrude, on the other hand, has 
been toying with you and has managed to promote ALL of her 
pawns to queens, giving her a total of nine queens. 

Here’s how the board is set up:

Ophelia, the most impressive thing is that you managed to 
even GET yourself into this position. It’s not easy to end up so 
screwed in natural play! It is sincerely impressive in its own way. 
But it is...

ĈčĊĈĐĒĆęĊǤ�Turn to page 411
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THE END
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������������������������ǯ������������������������������Ƥ����
step of a zigzag wall.

Gertrude raises her eyebrows.
“Congratulations,” she says. “You have managed to lose the 

game in the shortest possible time: two moves. It is impossible to 
lose at chess any faster. There is no way for you to be worse at this 
game.”

“Not true!” you say. “I could be worse if I didn’t know how the 
pieces moved.” Gertrude writes down “Qd5#,” then moves her 
queen diagonally as far as it’ll go, putting it beside your pawn.

“The thing is, I’m not convinced you haven’t been guessing 
your way through it so far,” she says, “but it doesn’t matter 
anyway.” Duuuuude, I’m pretty sure that’s...

ĈčĊĈĐĒĆęĊǤ�Turn to page 411
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You agree that drowning is the way to go. The only problem is 
���������������������������ơ��������������������Ǥ

Your plan is to wait until Claudius is drunk, which won’t be 
long because he drinks every night, and then lure him to the 
water’s edge and hold his head under until he dies. It seems like a 
pretty good way to drown a dude.

“It’ll look like death by misadventure!” you say.
RATHER than doing that, Hamlet’s plan is to pretend to 

be insane, and then the best part is that YOU’LL pretend to be 
insane too, and then you’ll fake your own drowning, which will 
allow Hamlet to act even crazier, and then he can drown the 
king when Claudius is not expecting it because who suspects a 
crazy person to act violently and irrationally, nobody, that’s who, 
because after all the only thing crazy people ever do is speak in 
riddles and tight, tight rhymes.

“Your plan seems needlessly circuitous and dumb,” you say. 
“And I’m not keen to fake my own drowning. No, I’m afraid I’m 
going to have to insist that we...

ČĔ�ĜĎęč�ĒĞ�ĕđĆē�ĎēĘęĊĆĉǤǳ�Turn to page 650

ĉĔ�ĞĔĚė�ĕđĆē�ĆċęĊė�Ćđđǡ�Ćēĉ���ćĊę�ĒĞ�ĊĆėđĎĊė�ĘĊēęĊēĈĊ�
ĘęėĚĈęĚėĊ�ĒĆĉĊ�ĞĔĚ�ęčĎēĐ�ęčĎĘ�ĘĊēęĊēĈĊ�ĜĆĘ�ČĔĎēČ�ęĔ�
Ċēĉ�ĉĎċċĊėĊēęđĞǤǳ�Turn to page 687
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It’s, like, 200 kilometres between the two nations. You know 
that, right?

APPARENTLY NOT??
So you start to swim back to Denmark, but it’s a lot of work 

to keep your body corporeal so that you can swim, so eventually 
����������������������Ǥ�	���������������ƪ�������������������ǡ�����
����������������ǡ��������������������������������ƪ����������������
������ƪ�����������������������Ǥ

Hey, there’s a sunken pirate ship here. Hey, there might be 
treasure in it!

�ĝĆĒĎēĊ�ĕĎėĆęĊ�ĘčĎĕǣ�turn to page 620

�ČēĔėĊ�Ďęǡ�ďĚĘę�ĆėėĎěĊ�Ďē��ĊēĒĆėĐǣ�turn to page 638
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“I sure did!” Hamlet says. “Okay, perfect. I’m going to go back 
to the royal court and act crazy-crazy-crazy all the time. You tell 
your dad about how crazy I am, and then you start acting crazy 
too, okay? And then this afternoon you can confront me and act 
crazy in front of everyone, alright?”

“Okay!” you say. “That is, after all, what I just consented to!”
“Perfect,” Hamlet says, leaving. “Love you!”
You go meet with your dad and tell him how totally cray 

Hamlet is, then leave. Back in your room, you start putting 
���������������������������Ǥ����������������ƪ�������������������
and tangle it up to make it look all messy. Then you put on your 
nicest dress and get dirt all over it, because only an insane person 
would ruin such a nice dress!

A little while later, a note is slipped under your door. “MEET 
ME AT THE ROYAL COURT AT 2 –LOVE HAMMY” it says. “P.S. B 
CRAY Z.”

You show up at council at the appointed time with the 
���������������ǡ���������Ƥ���������������������Ǥ����������������
and begins a lengthy and very loud soliloquy about the value of 
life and whether or not he should kill himself. When it’s over, 
he walks up to you. “OH HEY, OPHELIA I DIDN’T SEE YOU 
THERE,” he announces, and then whispers to you, “Act like you’re 
breaking up with me!”

“Why?” you say in a normal speaking voice. “Nobody’s here.”
“Shh!” Hamlet whispers in return, and then he turns from 

you. “OH NO, YOU’RE TRYING TO GIVE BACK ALL THE LOVE 
LETTERS I’VE SENT YOU? BUT WHY??”

You look at your empty hands.
“GET THEE TO A NUNNERY, BECAUSE IF YOU TAKE A 

HUSBAND YOU’LL TURN HIM INTO A MONSTER. LISTEN, 
WE’RE ALL JUST PLAIN AWFUL AND THAT’S THAT,” he 
shouts.

ǲ������ǡǳ��������ǡ�ǲ������������������������������ǯ������Ƥ�ǫ�
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Because there’s nobody here. Let’s do this again in front of 
Claudius, okay?”

“He’s hiding just down the hallway!!” Hamlet whispers to you 
urgently. “I’m leaving, but I just broke up with you! Talk about 
your feelings! And do it really loudly so they can overhear!”

“Ohhhhh!” you whisper back. “Why didn’t you just say so?”
You clear your throat as Hamlet leaves.

�Ĕ�Ć�ēĎĈĊ�ċĆēĈĞ�ĘĕĊĊĈč�ċĔė��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǯĘ�ćĊēĊċĎęǣ�turn to 
page 637

�đĆĚĉĎĚĘ�ĎĘēǯę�ęčĊ�ĘčĎēĎĊĘę�ĕĎĈĐđĊ�Ďē�ęčĊ�ĘčĊĉǨ�ĚĘę�
ĈĔěĊė�ęčĊ�ćĆĘĎĈĘ�Ďē�ĞĔĚė�ĘĕĊĊĈč�ĎēĘęĊĆĉǤ�Turn to page 702
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“I think that went well!” Hamlet says.
“I guess it did!” you say. “They think you’re crazy for sure, but I 

don’t think they noticed that I was crazy.”
“You gotta play it up,” Hamlet says. “Sing, talk in riddles, 

������������������ǯ�Ǥ�����ǯ�����Ƥ����������������ǯ�������Ǩǳ
You look at him. “So you’re going to England?”
“No, I’m gonna stay here. I’m going to try to trick Claudius 

into revealing his guilt. In the meantime, you act crazier, okay?”
“Okay, I guess,” you say.
You stay in your room and sort of putter around for the 

rest of the evening and most of the next day. You write down 
some riddles you can use to sound crazy (“What has two feet 
and two legs? Give up? BIRDS AND A BUNCH OF OTHER 
VERTEBRATES ACTUALLY.”) but decide you can probably do 
better.

Things are going pretty well in the writing department when 
Hamlet shows up again and tells you that he accidentally killed 
your father!! 

“WHAT?” you say, completely shocked.
“It was an accident!!” Hamlet says. “There was talking and 

then there was stabbing and maybe there was some stew involved 
and look: I’m sorry.”

“He was my father, Hamlet!” you scream at him.

ǲ�ēĉ�ćĊĈĆĚĘĊ�ĞĔĚ�ĐĎđđĊĉ�čĎĒǡ���ĜĎđđ�ēĔĜ�ĐĎđđ�ĞĔĚǨǨǳ�Turn 
to page 703

ǲ�ēĉ�ćĊĈĆĚĘĊ�čĊ�ĜĆĘ�Ćē�ĊĒĔęĎĔēĆđđĞ�ĒĆēĎĕĚđĆęĎěĊǡ�
ĘĊĝĎĘę�ĕĎČ�Ĕċ�Ć�ĒĆē�ĜčĔ�ĉĎĉ�ēĔę�ėĊĘĕĊĈę�ĒĊ�ĆĘ�Ć�ĕĊėĘĔē�
Ćēĉ�ėĆĎĘĊĉ�ĒĞ�ćėĔęčĊė�ęĔ�ĉĔ�ęčĊ�ĘĆĒĊǡ�Ćēĉ�ĕđĚĘ�ęčĊ�
ċĆĈę�ęčĆę�ĉĊĆęč�ĈĔĒĊĘ�ĊĆĘĎđĞ�Ďē�ęčĎĘ�ęĎĒĊ�ĕĊėĎĔĉǡ���ĆĒ�
ĆĈęĚĆđđĞ�ēĔę�ęčĆę�ĚĕĘĊę�ĆćĔĚę�čĎĘ�ĉĊĆęčǤǳ�Turn to page 
692
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THE END
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“Cool,” says Hamlet. “That’s super convenient.”
You nod.
“Okay, well — this’ll feed into the whole ‘you crazy’ thing. Can 

you go use it?”
You nod again.
ǲ����Ǥ������Ƥ�Ǥ�����ǡ��ǯ���������������ơ�������������������

more. I’ll be in touch. Talk soon?”
����������Ƥ��������ǡ�����������ǯ������Ǥ
You spend the next few days wandering around the castle, 

being as crazy as you can manage. You make up songs about sex 
�������ơǡ������ǯ��������������������������������ǯ���������������ǡ�
they get a LITTLE bawdy. Oh my.

A few days later, you feel like you’re properly prepped for your 
new, improved crazy act! You decide to try it out on Gertrude. You 
walk into Gertrude’s room and Hamlet’s friend Horatio is here 
too. He’s not in on the “just an act” part of your craziness, so lay it 
on thick, Ophelia!

“How now, Ophelia?” asks Gertrude. Here’s what that means: 
“What’s up?” You answer in song, singing about “cockles” (gross).

“Alas, sweet lady, what imports this song?” asks Gertrude. 
Here’s what that means: “Hey wait, how come all the singing?” 

You answer in song, singing about a crazy little thing called 
death. Gertrude tries to interrupt you, but you interrupt her 
interruption by saying, “Hold on, check this out!” and then you 
sing a song about showers. 

Then Claudius walks in! You’ve got two choices here: you can 
sing songs to him too, thereby establishing how TOTALLY NUTS 
you are, or you can break from the plan and just kill him now, 
because honestly Hamlet’s plan isn’t exactly the iron-clad gem of 
brilliance you’d hoped for.
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�Ďđđ��đĆĚĉĎĚĘǨ�Turn to page 706

�ĔēęĎēĚĊ�ĘĎēČĎēČǣ�ęčĆę�ĔēĊ�ĆćĔĚę�ǲĈĔĈĐđĊĘǳ�ĜĆĘ�ĕėĊęęĞ�
ČĔĔĉǢ�ĞĔĚ�ĜĆēēĆ�ĘĎēČ�ĘĔĒĊ�ĈėĆĆĆĆĆğĞ�ĘĔēČĘǣ�turn to page 
672
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“That, Ophelia, is...”
Horatio pauses, dramatically.
You and Fortinbras look at each other.
“CORRECT!” shouts Horatio, leaping up and hugging you. 

“You won! You are now the queen of Denmark! It’s so awesome!”

�Ċ�ęčĊ�ēĊĜ�ĖĚĊĊē�Ĕċ��ĊēĒĆėĐǣ�turn to page 713
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Evening comes, and you lead Ophelia to the spot outside 
����������Ƥ�����������������Ǥ�ǲ����������������������������
midnight,” you say. “I think that’s when he normally shows up.”

To pass the time, Ophelia suggests you play a storytelling 
game, where she says one word of a story and you say the next 
word, and neither of you knows where the story will go.

“Once,” she begins.
“Upon,” you say.
“A,” she says.
“Time,” you say. 
“There,” she says.
“Was,” you say.
“A,” she says.
“Beautiful,” you say, looking at her. She smiles.
“Prince,” she replies, and you smile back.
“Who,” you say.
“Wanted,” she says.
“To,” you say.
“Kiss,” she says.
“His girlfriend,” you say.
“That’s cheating,” she says, but you’re already smooching.
You begin to really get into making out!

�ĆĐĊ�ĔĚę�ċĔė�Ć�ĜčĎđĊǣ�turn to page 527
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THE END

P.S. For making out with yourself, you are awarded 1,000,000 
autoperv points AND unlock the skill Mirrored Tongue Fencing! 
USE IT WISELY, MY FRIEND.
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“Oh, I’ll play your game,” you say.
“Excellent,” she says, motioning to her throne. “Please, have a 

seat.” 
As you sit down and settle in, she quickly sets up a chess 

board in front of you, pulling up another throne for the opposite 
side. She arranges the pieces with the air of someone who actually 
knows what she’s doing when it comes to playing chess, which 
isn’t the greatest sign for you. She’s white, you’re black. “Since 
you’re the one who barged in here, it’s my turn to make the next 
move,” she says, advancing her king’s pawn up two squares. 

“Ah yes, the Queen’s Gambit,” you say. 
“That’s not what that is,” she says. 
You’re — kinda in over your head here, aren’t you, Ophelia? 

�ĔĕĞ�čĊė�ĒĔěĊ�Ĕē�ĞĔĚė�ĘĎĉĊ�Ȅ�čĔĜ�ĈĆē�ĘčĊ�ćĊĆę�Ćē�
ĔĕĕĔēĊēę�ĜčĔ�ĈĔĕĎĊĘ�Ćđđ�čĊė�ĒĔěĊĘǫǫ�Turn to page 561

�ĔěĊ�ĞĔĚė�ĐĎēČǯĘ�ćĎĘčĔĕǯĘ�ĕĆĜē�ĆčĊĆĉ�ĔēĊ�ĘĖĚĆėĊǤ��ęǯĘ�
ęčĊ�ĔēĊ�Ĕē�ĞĔĚė�đĊċęǤ�Turn to page 112
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You bring out your horse’s pawn a single square, building a 
solid wall. 

Gertrude writes down your move, which is apparently “g6.” 
After that she writes the note “likes straight lines?”

She notices you reading her notes. “Do you like straight 
lines?” she asks.

“Maybe I do and maybe I don’t,” you answer in a way you hope 
could one day be described by an impartial third party as “coyly.”

Gertrude sighs and brings out her bishop’s pawn to form a 
straight line on her side too. “Here’s a straight line for you then,” 
she says. “Because straight lines are so unstoppable. You have 
totally cracked the chess code.” On her paper she writes “f4.”

I think she’s making fun of you! And now that I think about 
it, straight lines aren’t super great. DIAGONAL lines are where it’s 
at, because if your opponent takes one of your pawns, that piece 
is guaranteed to be taken by another pawn! If you move your own 
guy up, you can make a diagonal line in one move. 

�ĔėĊ�ĘęėĆĎČčę�đĎēĊĘǨ�ȋĊ͢Ȍ�Turn to page 715

�ĚėĕėĎĘĊ�čĊė�ĜĎęč�Ć�ĉĎĆČĔēĆđ�đĎēĊ�ȋČ͡Ȍ�Turn to page 701
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Well, I mean, that’s fair. You haven’t exactly been getting the 
long end of the stick here. 

����Ǩ����������������������ǡ��������������ơ������������
with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. They partied, had fun, 
discovered a note from Claudius ordering them killed, replaced 
it with a forgery they wrote themselves: the usual hijinks one gets 
up to on a boat! Only along the way the ship was captured — BY 
PIRATES. At this moment, Hamlet’s boarding the pirate ship, 
named Calypso’s GaleǤ���ǯ���������������������ơ�����������������
boat from a rope, about to smash through a porthole and take on 
the captain in one-to-one combat.

Let’s see if you can do better than he could.
You are now Hamlet!

�ĚĘč�ĔĚę�ċėĔĒ�ęčĊ�ĘčĎĕǡ�ĚĘĊ�ĞĔĚė�đĊČĘ�ĆĘ�Ć�ćĆęęĊėĎēČ�
ėĆĒǡ�Ćēĉ�ĘĒĆĘč�ĞĔĚė�ĜĆĞ�ĎēĘĎĉĊ�ęčėĔĚČč�Ć�ĕĔėęčĔđĊǣ�
turn to page 146
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You bring up your horsey’s pawn another space, forming the 
Ƥ��������������������������Ǥ�
���������������������������Ǥ

“Congratulations,” she says. “You have managed to invent a 
new variation of an existing chess move!”

“Oh wow, really?” you say, super excited.
ǲ���Ǩǳ������������Ǥ�ǲ��ǯ�������������	���ǯ������Ǥ�����Ƥ����������

a way to make it even more foolish, because you took just slightly 
longer to get mated than necessary.”

She writes down “Qd1-h5#,” then moves her queen diagonally 
as far as it’ll go, putting it beside your pawn, and OH SNAP you 
just got SCHOOLED at how to win at chess! 

By that I mean, Gertrude totally beat you down. You lose, 
Ophelia!

�čĊĈĐĒĆęĊǣ�turn to page 411
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You clear your throat and hold out one hand in front of you.

He used to be smart, but now he’s nuts 
The grace of a gentleman, a soldier’s guts 
He used to be the heir to the throne 
����������ǯ���������������������������
������������������������������������������
��������������������ǡ������ǯ���������ǯ��Ǥ�����������
He was beautiful and noble but now he’s cray-z 
��������ǯ�����������������������ǯ�������������ǡ�
Ǥ

����������������Ƥ������������������������ǡ������������
through your speech again, this time in a singsong voice. La la la, 
that’s what you sound like. Toodle doodle doo.

Turns out, that did it! Claudius AND your father walk in the 
room! They talk about what you’ve said while generally acting 
like you’re not even there (DISS) and in the end Claudius decides 
that Hamlet will be sent to England where his insanity can do no 
harm. 

They leave.
They didn’t seem to notice that you’re supposed to be insane, 

though, which means you’ll have to bring your A-game next time. 
I guess crazy-tight rhymes don’t count?

�ĊĊę�Ěĕ�ĜĎęč��ĆĒđĊę�ęĔ�ĉĎĘĈĚĘĘ�ĜčĆę�čĆĕĕĊēĊĉǣ�turn to 
page 689
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��������������������������������������ơ�����������������ǡ�
which are things that I predict will be invented in the future and 
anyway, bottom line, he’s dead now and you are a murderer. With 
Hamlet gone there’s no real need to revenge yourself on Claudius 
either, so — you don’t. You kinda just...wander away? And they 
������������������������������Ƥ����������������Ƥ����������ǯ��
invented yet either.

So wow, I guess that’s kinda it for the plot line of this book, 
huh? 

Well!
Hamlet and his dad pal around in the afterlife as ghosts and 

have a super awesome time of it. Claudius has a long and pretty 
okay reign, and you have an even longer and even more okay life. 
It actually turns out that it’s pretty easy to live comfortably when 
you go through life killing people instead of dealing with your 
feelings, but that’s a terrible lesson to learn here, so pretend I 
didn’t say that!!

Turn to page 257



704



705

THE END
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Yeah man, let’s settle this plot thread once and for all! Who 
cares who witnesses it?? 

You pull out two knives and stab Claudius in the eyes, really 
quickly before anyone can react, and yes, it’s one knife per eye. 
OBVIOUSLY. Claudius runs around blindly and in horrible pain 
and hits a wall at full speed, which drives the knives into his 
brain, killing him instantly. 

Congratulations! Claudius is now dead! But the bad news is, 
Gertrude and Horatio kinda (and by “kinda” I mean “literally”) 
witnessed the whole thing. 

�Ďđđ�ęčĊ�ĜĎęēĊĘĘĊĘǣ�turn to page 708

�ėĞ�ęĔ�ĊĝĕđĆĎē�Ďę�ĆĜĆĞǣ�turn to page 725
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“Hey dudes, can you help me with these knives? Osric kinda 
walked into them and I think he’s...hurt?” you say.

“...to death?” you add.
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern bend over the body and I think 

you’ve been consistent enough in your choices that we can both 
see where this is going. In the interests of saving time, here’s what 
happens next:

 » you kill Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, look up, and see 
Marcellus and Bernardo looking down at you,

 » you kill Marcellus and Bernardo and then see Francisco 
waltzing into the room,

 » you kill Francisco and look up and who should be staring 
������������Ƥ����������������ȋ�����������������������
know),

 » you kill Reynaldo and are moving his body out of the way 
to make room for another when you bump into Voltimand 
and Cornelius, two dudes home from Norway,

 » you kill Voltimand and Cornelius and are stacking their 
bodies like logs when a gravedigger and a priest wander in 
the room,

 » ����������������������������������������������Ƥ�����ƪ�������
ceiling with dead bodies and the only person you haven’t 
seen all day is Hamlet. And then guess who walks in the 
door?


ėĊĊę��ĆĒđĊę�ĜĎęč�ǲ�ĊĞ�ĘĜĊĊęĎĊǨ��ĔĜǯĘ�ĞĔĚė�ĉĆĞ�ćĊĊē�
ČĔĎēČǫ��ĎēĊǯĘ�ćĊĊē�ČĔĎēČ�ďĚĘę�ČėĊĆęǨǨǳ�Turn to page 462

�ėĞ�ęĔ�ĊĝĕđĆĎē�Ďę�ĆĜĆĞǣ�turn to page 723
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Pulling the knives out of Claudius’s eyeball holes, you throw 
them, stabbing Horatio through his tongue and the bottom of 
his mouth and piercing a hole right into his jugular, while at the 
same time nailing Gertrude through the ears. “Speak no evil,” you 
say to Horatio. “Hear no evil,” you say to Gertrude. “That’s a good 
line to say because I got them in the ears and tongue,” you say to 
nobody in particular. Is it to me? You don’t have to explain it to 
me, Ophelia, I do totally know what’s going on. Both Gertrude 
�������������������������������������Ƥ����������Ǥ���������������
they’re dead right about...NOW.

You look around, taking in the king’s body, the queen’s body, 
as well as the body of your boyfriend’s best friend. H-hooray? 
���ǯ���������������������������������������ƥ��������������������
all the witnesses when your brother, Laertes, enters the room, 
sees what’s happened, and freezes in shock.

�Ďđđ��ĆĊėęĊĘǣ�turn to page 400

�ėĞ�ęĔ�ėĊĆĘĔē�ĜĎęč�čĎĒǣ�turn to page 725
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“Ooh, I’m sorry, Ophelia. That’s not the correct answer,” says 
Horatio. “Fortinbras, if you can answer correctly, you’re back in 
the game.”

Fortinbras doesn’t even look at you. “Ophelia was over in her 
calculation by 1421 kilometres.”

Horatio does some quick mental arithmetic, then nods. 
ǲ�������ǡǳ��������Ǥ�ǲ�����������������Ƥ���Ǥ������������������������
my next question correctly will be ruler of all of Denmark,” he 
says.

Horatio pauses.
“Final question,” he says. “I am imagining a speculative future 

country that I will call the United States of America. This country 
is made out of many smaller states, each with their own name. 
Which speculative future state am I thinking of when I say that 
its land area is slightly less than twice the size of Denmark?”

Uh oh.  
You slap in and say:

ǲ�ĆĘĘĆĈčĚĘĊęęĘǤǳ�Turn to page 694

ǲ�ĊĝĆĘǤǳ�Turn to page 680

ǲ�đĆĘĐĆǤǳ�Turn to page 712
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THE END

�Ǥ�Ǥ������Ƥ�������������ͥͥ͢��������͜͜͜͝��������ǡ����ǡ����������
knew a lot about Denmark and that always counts for something!
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“That, Ophelia, is...”
Horatio pauses, dramatically.
You and Fortinbras glance at each other. It’s so tense! Who 

knows what Horatio will say? Who knows??
ǲǤǤǤ���������ǡǳ�Ƥ��������������Ǥ�ǲ	���������ǫ����������ǫǳ
“Um...whichever one was the sixth to enter the union?” he 

says.
“CORRECT!” shouts Horatio, leaping up and hugging 

Fortinbras. “You won, dude! You are totally now the king of 
Denmark! Whoooahhhh!”


ėĆĈĊċĚđđĞ�ĆĈĈĊĕę�ĞĔĚė�đĔĘĘ�Ćę��ĊēĒĆėĐ�ęėĎěĎĆǣ�turn to 
page 187

�čĆđđĊēČĊ�	ĔėęĎēćėĆĘ�ęĔ�Ć�ėĆĈĊ�ĆėĔĚēĉ�ęčĊ�ĜĔėđĉ�
ĎēĘęĊĆĉ: turn to page 246
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ǲ���������ǡ��������ǡǳ��������Ǥ�ǲ���Ƥ�����������������������
order the removal of the usurper Fortinbras from our land and 
shores. Back to Norway, bro!” Fortinbras asks if he has to, and you 
insist that he really does. He complains but leaves. Hooray!

After he’s gone, Horatio says he’s just got to tell you 
������������������������ǡ�������������������������������Ƥ���Ǥ�����
assume it’s so that he can get his thoughts straight, but then he 
shows up with a document where you have to make choices to see 
what happens. “You play as me,” he says. He turns the book over 
in his hands, clearly proud of it. “Choose from one of 15 possible 
endings!” he says.

��������Ƥ��������������ǡ�����Ƥ��������������������������������
pages and nothing close to what actually happened happens. 
Unless, while you were hanging out in your room, Horatio 
somehow won the lottery, found a magic sword, and married 
every woman and a few of the dudes?

“No, no, you’re making the wrong choices!” Horatio says, 
clearly frustrated with you. This is stupid, so you make him show 
you the run he wanted you to play, and since you’re the absolute 
head of state he totally has to! And while Horatio reads his own 
����ǡ�����������������������������ǯ��Ƥ���������ȋ�����������������
sounds like a pretty silly time) and how everyone ended up dying 
except for Horatio and I guess Osric and some ambassadors.

“Wow,” you say. “Um, maybe Hamlet wasn’t as noble in reason 
������Ƥ������������������������������������������Ǥǳ

“Evidently not,” Horatio says, looking up from his book and 
out at all the dead bodies that surround you in the royal court. 
You walk up to examine one of them and, after a long silence, you 
speak again.

“He wanted Claudius dead for weeks, Horatio. He had weeks 
�����������������������������������Ƥ�������������Ǥ������������
wasn’t exactly a god of apprehension, huh? I mean, like, in the 
‘apprehending a criminal’ sense of the word?”
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“Nopers,” Horatio says. 
You agree that Hamlet sure was a real piece of work, and then 

you order Horatio to clean up the room and bury the bodies. After 
they’re moved out and all that blood washed away, the royal court 
is pristine again. 

You sit on your throne and consider your next move. 
All of Denmark is yours to control. You can act for social 

justice; you can expand her borders; you can take over the entire 
world. Heck, you could do all three if you want to. You’re Queen 
Ophelia. 

��ǯ������������������������������������ơ��������������������
in time and not be distracted by your boyfriend’s antics, and 
you’re all out of boyfriends.

Turn to page 711
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Gertrude humours you and allows you to move each of your 
pawns forward one square, so you can form your little straight 
line. 

���������������ǡ�����������Ƥ��������������������������������
�����������������������Ƥ������������	���������Ȅ������������ǡ�
what do you know about chess — advances her other pieces, takes 
control of the centre board, and generally dominates the rest of it 
too.

You lose in 10 moves, and on the second-last move, Gertrude 
admits to being a little embarrassed it took her that long.

“I guess I felt sorry for you,” she says. “I was like, no way she’s 
this bad. No way. I cannot conceive of a world where even an 
amateur is this terrible at a game with rules this simple.”

“Oh well,” she says.

�čĊĈĐĒĆęĊǣ�turn to page 411
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THE END
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Cleo laughs. “I’m sure there’s something that two people like 
us could get up to,” she says. “What do you feel like?”

Before you can reply, a huge explosion rocks the hotel! Debris 
showers into the room, knocking Cleo unconscious. Looks like 
that takes care of the boredom thing: you’re under attack!

BY TERRORISTS!!
Hah hah, screw this dating thing: you have three terrorists to 

kill!!

�Ěē�ĉĔĜē�ęĔ�ęčĊ�ĘĎęĊ�Ĕċ�ęčĊ�ĊĝĕđĔĘĎĔēǣ�turn to page 93
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Tricked into deciding that maybe revenge isn’t the best thing 
to obsess about once you’re already dead and have fun ghost 
powers anyway, you instead do that job you just picked, and it’s 
amazing. It’s more than amazing: you turn what could’ve been a 
simple thing to do in the afterlife into an actual social movement 
that accomplishes tons of good. Everyone rad in the afterlife sees 
your work and thinks you’re great, and man, this place is CHOCK 
FULL of awesome people, so that’s really something. Your work 
has inspired an entire world.

Thank you.
And good work, King Hamlet! You managed to overcome your 

stupid thirst for revenge AND made the afterlife awesome AND 
didn’t mess up your only son’s life either! This is really awesome! 
You did a great job! I’m gonna give you like 50 billion decapoints!!

Turn to page 501
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THE END
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You move your king up a square, and Gertrude moves her 
rook to match. “Check again,” she says, marking down “Rd5+.”

You keep this up, moving your king up to get out of check, 
as Gertrude moves her rook to keep pace, putting you back in 
check. But you’ve run out of road: any more moves forward and 
Gertrude’s king will put you in check.

At this point, Gertrude’s written down “Kb4 Rd4+” and “Kb3 
Rd3+.”

What do you do? Chess is hard, man! I wish I could help you, 
I really do. But while all the cool kids were outside playing chess, 
I was cooped up inside, studying how to make imaginary people 
say things! They called it “creative writing,” but they never warned 
me it would end up like this!!

�ĊěĊėĘĊ�ĈĔĚėĘĊ�ȋ�ć͠Ȍǣ�turn to page 536

�Ěę�ęĔ�ęčĊ�đĊċę�ĎēĘęĊĆĉ�ȋ�Ĉ͞Ȍǣ�turn to page 568
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You gesture at the room, soaked in the blood of an entire 
town. There’s so much death in this room. Geez.

“Obviously,” you begin, and then pause, unsure of how to 
continue. “Obviously, what happened here is that...everyone...
suicided?”

“In stacks?” Hamlet asks, unconvinced.
“No, those ones died of...old age,” you say.
You look at the bodies for a second.
“Those who died of old age did so while lying down on top of 

the people who were already dead,” you explain.
“This whole thing is cray!” Hamlet screams, his eyes wide. “It’s 

more than cray!” He grabs you by the shoulders. “It’s cray cray! It’s 
cray cray cray! It’s cray cray cray cray! It’s craaaaaaaaaa—”

����������������������������������������ƪ���������������ǡ�
intending to knock him out, but your Killing People skill has 
gotten so pumped over the past hour that you do insane damage 
and your boyfriend dies.

Daaaaamn!
You add him to the stacks and then wander around town for a 

while, looking inside all the empty houses, staring at those empty 
beds, your gaze lingering on dining rooms with tables still set for 
dinner, waiting for families that will never again return home. 

You begin to feel “guilt,” a human emotion! 
But nobody wants to read a book where they feel bad about 

their choices, so let’s skip over to the point where some foreign 
diplomats visit and you don’t want to get arrested so you have to 
hilariously convince the diplomats that everyone’s still alive by 
running around and moving the dead corpses like puppets!!

Turn to page 555
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Hamlet is at the door!
That’s right, turns out that simply wishing for someone to be 

at your door doesn’t change who’s actually there. You don’t control 
reality with your THOUGHTS, Ophelia. Sheesh.

Anyway, Hamlet opens the door and steps into your room. 
“It’s me,” he says. You haven’t seen each other for a while; it’s so 
great to see him. You run up and throw your arms around him 
and you smooch. It’s just like old times.

But the moment passes, and when you look at his face you can 
see concern written all over it. He’s troubled by something. 

�ĘĐ�čĎĒ�ĜčĆęǯĘ�ęėĔĚćđĎēČ�čĎĒǣ��Turn to page 489

�ĆĎę�ċĔė�čĎĒ�ęĔ�ęĊđđ�ĞĔĚǣ�turn to page 445
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You gesture at the freshly bloodied room.
“Obviously,” you begin, “a horrible accident happened here. 

�����������ǡ����������Ƥ�������������������������������������
them, and while nobody is more shocked at what happened here 
���������ǡ����������������������������������������Ƥ��������������
������Ƥ������������������������������������������������������
to interact with these incredibly dangerous knives that I was 
carrying for some reason.”

Your audience is unconvinced, and the next thing you know, 
you’re brought before a court of your peers and sentenced to 
death for murder. Hamlet doesn’t even speak up on your behalf! 
What a jerk.

“When you die and you’re a ghost, we’re not getting together,” 
you tell him.

“Maaaaan,” he says. “We might though.”
“Not happening,” you say, and then the executioner brings 

down his axe and separates your head from your body and your 
self from your life.

So!
You killed Claudius, which WAS the goal you set for yourself, 

but you didn’t exactly do it in the most non-stupid way. I guess 
I’m going to award you...88 decapoints?

SCIENCE CORNER: Decapoints are not legal tender and 
cannot be traded for anything!!

Turn to page 151
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You stay silent, but King Claudius addresses you anyway. He 
says he’s king now and it’s time for you to stop mourning, as your 
father is dead and everyone has to die sometime, right? Man up, 
�������Ǥ����������ơǡ��������Ǥ������������������������������ǲ�������
Problem, #1 Cheer Up Already Lane, Dopesville, Denmark,” he 
says. Your mom agrees with him, and then when they’re done 
insulting you they leave.

You kinda wish you’d insulted him when you had the chance?
In the meantime, you’re alone in an empty council room and 

������������������Ǩ����������������ơ��������������������������ǡ�
WHICH INCLUDE THINGS YOU CAN DO INSIDE THIS EMPTY 
ROOM, SUCH AS:

�ĆđĐ�ęĔ�ĞĔĚėĘĊđċ�ĆćĔĚę�čĔĜ�ĞĔĚė�đĎċĊ�ĎĘ�Ďē�ėĚĎēĘ�Ćēĉ�
čĔĜ�ĊěĊėĞęčĎēČ�ďĚĘę�ĘĚĚĚĚĚĈĐĘǣ turn to page 177
 
�ĊĆěĊ�ęčĊ�ėĔĔĒǣ turn to page 98

�ĔĚǯėĊ�ċĎēĆđđĞ�čĔĒĊǡ�Ćēĉ�ĎęǯĘ�ćĊĊē�ĜĊĊĐĘ�ĘĎēĈĊ�
ĞĔĚ�ĊĒćĆėĐĊĉǤ��Ďę�Ĕē�ęčĊ�ęčėĔēĊ�ĆĘ�ęčĊ�ĕėĎēĈĊ�Ĕċ�
�ĊēĒĆėĐǤ Turn to page 51
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You take down the torches from the wall and tie a few beneath 
��������Ǥ������������������������������ǡ�������������Ƥ������������
air from the torches.

You now have a collection of hot air balloons, each capable 
of carrying some load up, up, and away into the sky. They will 
continue rising until the torches extinguish themselves, which 
����������������Ǥ�������������ǡ�����������ǯ���ƪ��������������Ǩ

You have 1 turn(s) remaining.
There are several hot air balloons here.

ĚĒĕ�ĔĚę�ęčĊ�ĜĎēĉĔĜ�ęĔ�ĊĘĈĆĕĊǡ�ĚĘĎēČ�čĔę�ĆĎė�ćĆđđĔĔēĘ�
ęĔ�ĕėĊěĊēę�ĞĔĚė�ċĆđđǣ�turn to page 569

�ĎĊ�ćĔĉĞ�ĕĆėęĘ�ęĔ�čĔę�ĆĎė�ćĆđđĔĔēĘ�Ćēĉ�ĕĚĘč�ęčĊĒ�ĔĚę�
ęčĊ�ĜĎēĉĔĜǣ�turn to page 57

�ĆĎę�čĔđĉ�Ĕēǡ��ǯĒ�ĘĚĉĉĊēđĞ�čĚēČėĞǣ�ĊĆę�ĘęĊĜǣ�turn to 
page 452
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faces for a living. Ryan North has taught her how to be a true 
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�ĊėĆ��ėĔĘČĔđ�lives in Portland, Oregon where she draws 
storyboards for animation and the occasional comic book. More 
of her work can be seen at �������Ǥ���. (Page ͢͢͜)

�ĈĔęę���is the creator of the online series 
���������������
(��������������Ǥ���) and Double Fine Action Comics 
(������Ƥ��Ǥ���) and the picture books Zombie In Love and 
�����������������������. He was Art Director at Double Fine 
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Ĕčē��ĆĒĕćĊđđ�made the webcomic Pictures for Sad Children 
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nominated actor Michael Keaton at �������������Ǥ���. (Page ͣ͢͝)
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�ĒĎđĞ��ĆėėĔđđ�is a cartoonist living in Vancouver, British 
Columbia. Some of her comics can be found over here:  
���������Ǥ���Ǥ�(Page ͤ͢͞)

�đĊĝ��ĚđĆēČ�Ćēĉ��ĆĞ��ĆĘęėĔ�are the artists behind Buttersafe 
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They’re like a living buddy cop movie, if both guys drew comics 
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�ēęčĔēĞ��đĆėĐ is a cartoonist and illustrator from Indiana. He 
was last seen exactly 20 years ago on a night just like tonight. You 
����Ƥ������������������������������Ǥ��� on your computerbox. 
(Pages ͥ͢͝, ͢͡͝)

�ĊćĊĈĈĆ��đĊĒĊēęĘ does way too many comics at ������	��Ǥ���, 
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�ĔēĞ��đĎċċ�is the author of the Delilah Dirk series of adventure-
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�ĆēĎĊđđĊ��ĔėĘĊęęĔ is the creator of Girls With Slingshots, 
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works include “The New Adventures of Bat Boy” for the Weekly 
World News, “Adventure Time Vol. 1: Playing With Fire” for 
BOOM!, and a pretty, pretty picture for this book. She lives in 
Shepherdstown, West Virginia with two cats and a lot of tea. 
(Page ͤ͡͠)

�ěĆē��ĆčĒ lives in Brooklyn and is from Asheville, North 
Carolina. Since 2006 he has been making overambitious fantasy 
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comics and putting them online at�����Ǧ���Ǥ���, including Rice 
Boy, Order of Tales, and Vattu. He is left-handed. (Page ͤ͞)

�Ćė�ĉĊ�ĔĚğĆ hails from the Great White North where he plies 
his trade drawing online comics and the occasional commission. 
He lives in a small town in Ontario, Canada, with his lovely wife, 
�����������������������ǡ�����������������������Ǥ���������Ƥ�������
online at: �������������Ǥ���, ��������Ǥ���, and �������Ǥ���Ǥ�(Page 
͟͠͞)

�ĆėĔē��ĎĆğ is the creator of the comic series Dresden Codak 
(������������Ǥ���). He is based out of Brooklyn, New York 
and is the world’s foremost expert on pretending to know about 
dinosaurs. (Page ͠͠)

�ĊĈĐĞ��ėĊĎĘęĆĉę�is a painter who makes the comic Tiny Kitten 
Teeth. She is known for painting cats and not ghosts or people 
being murdered, but those are very fun things to draw too! 
��������������Ǥ�������������������Ǥ����(Pages ͢͝͝, ͟͡͞)

�ĆĞ�	ĆĜĐĊĘ is the creator and illustrator of the graphic 
novel One Soul and the Possessions series, as well as writer 
of Constantine, Justice League Dark, and other books for DC 
Comics. ���������Ǥ����(Pages ͤͤǡ�ͤ͜͞)

�ėĎĈ�	ĊĚėĘęĊĎē is an artist and game developer living on the 
moon. You may have heard of him! He’s the guy living on the 
moon! His ongoing comic series Rutabaga: Adventure Chef can be 
read here: �������������Ǥ���Ǥ�(Page ͣ͞͞)

ĊĘĘ�	ĎēĐ is an illustrator and cartoonist. Her graphic novel, We 
����	�����Ǩ��������������������� is published by TopShelf. Her 
erotic Victorian comic Chester 5000 is also published by Topshelf 
and be read at ����Ƥ��Ǥ���Ȁ�������ͥ͠͠͠���. Her illustration 
work can be seen at����	���Ǥ���Ǥ She lives in New York, but she 
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is originally from outer space. (Pages ͤ͠͠ǡ�ͣ͢͠)


ĎđđĎĆē�
ĔĊėğ�(pronounced Jillian Gertz) is a Canadian artist, 
illustrator, and designer. Portraiture, comedy, and karaoke 
are among her many favourite things. See more of her work at 

������
Ǥ���Ǥ�(Page ͢͟͠)

�ĆėĆ�
Ĕđĉ�is an artist and illustrator from Toronto. During the 
day she creates artwork for video games, websites and new media 
projects. At night she draws and paints with tea. ��������Ǥ���
��������Ǥ���Ȁ�������������(Page ͢͡͠)

�ĆĈ�
ĔėĒĆē�draws comics about video games, monsters, and 
growing up, which is something he still hopes to do some day. He 
draws the webcomic Magical Game Time�������������Ƥ��������
of his comics and drawings at ���������Ǥ���. (Pages ͟͜ǡ�͢͝͞)

�ĊėĊĉĎęč�
ėĆē is the author of ����������Ǥ��� and the 
Marceline and the Scream Queens Adventure Time comic. (Pages 
͜͡͠ǡ�͡͡͠)

���
ėĊĊē currently draws the online comic Gunshow 
(�������Ǥ���) and is also writing the Regular Show comic book 
adaptation, unless he isn’t at the time you are reading this. Maybe 
he died? I hope not, yikes. (Pages ͤ͝͠ǡ�͢͜͠)

�ĚĘęĎē��ĆėćĎē is a cartoonist and illustrator from North 
Carolina who will eat an egg any way you prepare it. More info at 
�������Ǥ���. (Page ͣͤ͝)

�čėĎĘęĔĕčĊė��ĆĘęĎēČĘ�is a graduate of the School of Visual 
Arts. He’s the creator of the ����������������Ǥ��������, which 
can be read at ���������Ǥ���. He lives in Brooklyn with his wife 
Carly, and their dog, Commissioner Gordon. (Page ͞͠͞)

�ĆěĎĉ��ĊđđĒĆē�draws the web comic A Lesson Is Learned 
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But The Damage Is Irreversible and created the graphics for the 
acclaimed videogame Braid. He’s now working on a comic book 
called Second Quest. But he wishes to be remembered for his 
���������������ơ����Ǥ�������������Ǥ����(Pages ͥ͟͞ǡ�ͣ͜͠)

�ĞĘĔē��ĊĘĘĊ has a college degree in who cares from the school 
of whatever. He’s animated characters on video games like 
Skullgirls and illustrated on comic books like Bravest Warriors. 
He has two comics of his own: ������������ and Diesel. (Pages 
ͤ͝͞ǡ�ͤ͢͞)

	ĆĎęč��ėĎē��ĎĈĐĘ�writes and draws too many comics. Her most 
recent work is Friends With Boys, The Adventures of Superhero 
Girl and the upcoming Nothing Can Possibly Go Wrong. She lives 
in the mysterious Canadian province of Nova Scotia. (Page ͤ͡͞)

�ĎĐĊ��ĔđĒĊĘ is an illustrator and comic creator living in 
Toronto. He’s illustrated Adventure Time, Bravest Warriors and 
drawn or fully created several graphic novels: Shenanigans (Oni 
Press, 2007), This American Drive (Invisible, 2009) and True Story 
(Invisible, 2011). He’s also published the art collection Mikenesses 
(2012). (Pages ͢͝͡, ͥ͠͠)

�ēĉėĊĜ��ĚĘĘĎĊ once traded credit cards with the author. He 
burned through so much of Shakespeare’s dough before the 
��������������������Ƥ������������������������������������Ǥ�����
���������������������Ƥ���������Ǥ�����Gonzago cover was inked by 
Rachel Rocklin and coloured by Shad Andrews. (��������������

������)

�ĆęęčĊĜ��ēĒĆē�is the best-selling author and artist behind the 
one-man comedy operation known as The Oatmeal.  
����������Ǥ����(Page ͟͝͞)

Ċĕč�ĆĈĖĚĊĘ does the Internet comic strip Questionable 
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Content (�������������������Ǥ���). When he isn’t drawing that, 
he is playing guitar or petting a dog. (Pages ͢͠͡ǡ�ͣ͜͞)

�čėĎĘ�ĔēĊĘ specializes in fun and humorous illustration. He 
works in picture books and comics. Portfolio: �������Ǥ����(Pages 
͞͞͞ǡ�͢͢͠)

�ĆěĊ��ĊđđĊęę is the cartoonist behind Drive (����������Ǥ���), 
Sheldon (�������������Ǥ���Ȍǡ������������Ƥ��Ǧ�����������������
comic strip documentary Stripped (��������Ƥ��Ǥ���). He’s about 
5’ 8”, and loves hugs. (Pages ͤ͜͝, ͣ͜͝)

Ĕčē��ĊĔČč�is a weirdo from the edge of society. He cannot be 
contacted in any way. (Pages ͜͝͞ǡ�ͣ͠͞)

�ĆğĚ��ĎćĚĎĘčĎ is a graphic novel author and illustrator. He 
is best known for being the creator and editor of the comic 
anthology Flight, for creating Daisy Kutter, Copper, and for his 
ongoing series, Amulet. ��������Ǥ����(Page ͢͞͞)

�ĎĐĊ��ėĆčĚđĎĐ�(aka Gabriel, aka the Storm Wizard) draws the 
comic strip Penny Arcade. �����Ǧ������Ǥ����(Page ͟͜͞)

�ėĆĉĊē��ĆĒć�������������������ǡ���������Ƥ��������������
New York, learned about vikings in Iceland and Norway, and 
established an art career in Boston. Now he draws and colours 
comics, and wouldn’t have it any other way. ����������Ǥ����
(Page ͥ͢͢)

�ĆęĊ��Ċęč is an illustrator from Halifax, Nova Scotia. She makes 
a webcomic called Kate or Die about tattoos, feelings, and gay 
superheroes. You can read it at ���������������Ǥ���! (Page ͜͠͠)

ĔĊ��ĎĘę is a cartoonist and designer from the North of England. 
He is the creator of the webcomic Freak Leap and the defacement 
blog The Annotated Weekender. To read some comics, simply type 
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	��������Ǥ��Ǥ�� into a computer, blink twice, then hit return. 
(Page ͟͞͞) 

Vancouver-based artist �ĆĒ��ĔČĆē chose the cartoonist path. As 
the author of Sam and Fuzzy and co-author of Skull Panda, he has 
the market cornered on bear-based online comics.  
�����������Ǥ��������������Ǥ����(Pages ͥ͜͝ǡ�͞͝͠)

�ĎĐĊ��ĆĎčĆĈĐ�is an illustrator and comic creator living out 
of the far too hot and humid southern climate that is Tampa, 
	������Ǥ�������������ơ��������������������������������������������
������������������������������������������Ǧ����ǡ����ǦƤ�������ǡ�
Cleopatra in Space, for Scholastic/Graphix. Mike has a loving wife 
who supports him, a toddler who thinks he is the greatest thing 
ever, and two Siamese cats who tolerate his existence inside of 
their home.������������Ǥ����(Page ͤ͜͠)

�ĆěĎĉ��ĆđĐĎ ! is the author of the comic strip Wondermark, 
co-editor of the Machine of Death Ƥ����������������������ǡ�����
creator of Machine of Death: The Game of Creative Assassination. 
His work appears regularly in The Onion AV Club and other 
periodicals nationwide. He lives with his wife in Los Angeles 
����������������ƪ�����������ǣ�����������Ǥ���. Colours by Sarah 
Barczyk: �����Ǧ�������Ǥ��Ǥ�(Pages ͟͡͠ǡ�ͥ͜͡)

Ĕčē��Ćėęğ�is a Toronto cartoonist. He draws the online comic 
Machine Gum, and his books include ��������������from Nobrow 
Press and the picture book adaptation of Abbott and Costello’s 
Who’s on First? from Quirk Books. His website is ���������Ǥ���Ǥ�
(Pages ͟͝͞ǡ�͢͜͠) 

�ėĎĆē��Ĉ�ĆĈčđĆē�is the creator of the hilarious-out-loud 
comic The Princess Planet. He also likes to ponder what makes 
comics work, like on the tutorials on his website (��������Ǥ���) 
or in his book Draw Out the Story: Ten Secrets For Creating Your 
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Own Comics. (Pages ͟͞͠ǡ�͟͟͠)

�ĞđĆē��ĊĈĔēĎĘ read Hamlet for kicks at age 13, reciting the 
“best parts” aloud to her parents at breakfast. She would then set 
aside Shakespeare’s profound commentary on mortality to read 
all the newspaper funny strips. You may learn the tragic results of 
this early choice by turning to ������������Ǥ���Ǥ�(Page ͝͠)

Very new to the comics scene, �ĆėđĔ��ĊĊĐĎēĘ’s webcomics 
went viral immediately. Meekins’s comics are salty-sweet, raw, 
�����������Ƥ�������������������Ǥ����ǯ�������������������������
world with a new style of soft palettes, a nostalgic wink to old 
cartoons with a dash of Spumco (she’s a former Spumco artist)   
@marlomeekins on Twitter and ������������Ǥ������Ǥ��� (Pages 
ͤ͟ǡ�ͤ͢͠) 

�ĆėđĞ��ĔēĆėĉĔ is a freelance artist, busying herself with 
game design, animation, and illustration projects for a variety of 
clients. She enjoys drawing, improvising, cooking, and playing 
her banjo and electric bass (poorly). She lives in Brooklyn with 
her husband, Christopher Hastings, and their goofy dog. (Pages 
͝͞͞ǡ�͜͠͞)

�ĔĘĊĒĆėĞ��ĔĘĈĔ������Ƥ������������������������������������������
�������������Ǥ�������������ǡ�������Ƥ������������������������
world, have appeared in print publications, games, and video 
podcasts. You can make her day by showing her a new kind of 
fern. (Page ͤ͜͞)

�ĆēĉĆđđ��ĚēėĔĊ is the author of�����Ǥ����and will answer 
your hypothetical question with physics at ����Ǧ��Ǥ����Ǥ���Ǥ�
(Page ͤ͠͝)

�ęčĆē��ĎĈĔđđĊ�makes the comic, and soon to be TV show, ����
Cop with his 9-year-old brother Malachai. He also writes and 
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draws another web comic called Bearmageddon. He does other 
���ơ�����������ǯ��������������������������������������������������Ǥ�
(Pages ͤ͢ǡ�͢͝͠)

�čĊđđĎ��ĆėĔđĎēĊ escaped early on into the world of comics, 
��������ǡ�������������Ƥ�����Ǥ�����������������������������
Boston area, where she works as an unassuming illustrator and 
designer. She and her husband Braden Lamb currently illustrate 
the expertly written Adventure Time comics for Kaboom! Studios. 
��������������Ǥ����(Page ͜͞)

�ĒĎđĞ��ĆėęėĎĉČĊ���������������������������Ƥ��������������������
can totally tell. She makes cartoons and comics and illustrations 
�����������������������������������������ơǤ���������Ƥ������������
at �����������Ǥ���. (Page ͤ͞͠ǡ�ͣ͟͠ )

�ĞĆē��ĊĖĚĎē is a tiny man who lives in Vancouver, British 
Columbia. He draws things for a living and that’s sorta neat, 
right? He makes comics at ���������������Ǥ���. (Pages ͝͠͠ǡ�͢͡͞)

ĔēĆęčĆē��ĔĘĊēćĊėČ is the creator of online comics Goats and 
Scenes From A Multiverse. Most of his childhood memories were 
erased in a freakish blimp accident. Rosenberg’s interests include 
sleep, sarcasm, and cheesesteaks. (Page ͢͢͢)

ĊċċėĊĞ��ĔĜđĆēĉ was born in Oklahoma and started making 
comics when he was seven years old. After three years of not 
being published he went on hiatus until 1999 when he decided to 
start again, this time on Internet. In 2004 he almost got killed by 
a spider and now he owns and operates ��������Ǥ���, a company 
with lawyers and a forklift. Sometimes he still draws comics too; 
see ���������Ǥ��� about those. (Page ͤ͟͞)

�ēĉĞ��ĚēęĔē�is the creator of the breakout all-ages series of 
graphic novels, Owly, featuring a kindhearted little owl who’s 
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always searching for new friends and adventure. Relying on 
a mixture of symbols and expressions to tell his silent stories, 
Andy’s heartwarming style has made him a favourite of both fans 
and critics alike. Visit him online at ����������Ǥ���. (Page ͣ͜͡ǡ�
�������������)

�ĊĆē��ĔĔ is the creator of the graphic novel series Jellaby, and 
was an assistant editor and regular contributor to the award-
winning FLIGHT anthology series. Born in England and raised in 
Hong Kong, he currently resides in Toronto. His online home is at 
������Ǥ���Ǥ�(Pages ͤ͟͝ǡ�͢͞͡)

�ĔĊđđĊ��ęĊěĊēĘĔē is an illustrator and comic artist, known 
among Internet circles as Gingerhaze! She is the author 
of NIMONA, a twice-weekly webcomic that can be read at 
����������Ǥ���Ȁ������Ǥ������������Ƥ��������������������
����������Ǥ������Ǥ���, drawing mostly superheroes in tight 
pants. (Pages ͤ͞͞ǡ�͟͠͞ǡ������)

�ėĎĘ��ęėĆĚć, humour scientist, is the man behind Broodhollow 
(�����������Ǥ���), chainsawsuit (������������Ǥ���), Starslip 
(��������Ǥ���), and F Chords (�������Ǥ���). (Page ͣ͢͠ )

When �đĊĝ��čĔĒĆĘ isn’t busy writing his own Choose Your 
Own Adventure stories and screenplays, drafting rotoscoped 
animations, making 3D environment art for EA and Ubisoft, or 
designing games and running his own game studio, he likes to 
spend his free time making digital paintings of Hamlet covered in 
blood and chucking body parts out a window.  
�����������Ǥ��������Ǥ���Ǥ�(Page ͜͡͝)

�ĆěĎĉ��ėĔĚĕĊĘ�draws the online comic Buttercup Festival 
(�����������������Ǥ���), and has published two books of poetry 
with Two Ravens Press (��������������Ǥ���). He was born and 
raised in Massachusetts, and currently lives in England with his 
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wife and daughter. When he’s not writing, drawing or working, 
he’s walking. (Page ͡͠)

�ĆĈč��ĊĎēĊėĘĒĎęč is the creator of Saturday Morning 
Breakfast Cereal. He recently wrote a gamebook called Trial of 
the Clone. In his spare time, he enjoys writing short biographies 
of himself to appear in Ryan North’s books. ����Ǧ������Ǥ��� 
(Pages ͤ͟͞ǡ�ͥͤ͡) 

�ĔēĞ��ĎđĘĔē�draws and co-writes the webcomic 
������������������Ǥ���, other times he does a thing called 
������������Ǥ���. He lives in a tall tower with his 15 daughters, 
each more beautiful than the last. (Page ͜͝͡)

�ęĊěĊ��ĔđċčĆėĉ is a Canadian living in Los Angeles with 
his American wife where he’s into boardgames, curling, and 
storyboarding on Adventure Time. He is the former creator of Cat 
Rackham and Turtie. (Pages ͢͜ǡ�͜͞͞)

Once he murders “Jim Zub,” �čĎĕ��ĉĆėĘĐĞ shall claim his 
rightful place at the end of the contributor bio pages. (Pages ͣ͢, 
͜͜͡)

ĎĒ��Ěć is a writer, artist and art instructor based in Toronto, 
Canada. Find him online at ������Ǥ��� or through Twitter via  
@jimzub. (Page ͠͞͠) 
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Hah hah, nice try champ! Opening the book to the last page 
to see how the story ends isn’t gonna help you out with this little 

volume of non-linear branching narrative structure!!


